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AMC! mn AOrV 
This study has principally centred on the southern 
area of the amirate of Makkah in the 3rd-7th/9th-12th 
centuries and comprises four parts. The first part deals 
with the political situation in the capital, Makkah. It 
gives a brief survey of the sharifian families in Makkah, 
the internal affairs and the competition and rivalry for 
power. There is a discussion too of the transfer of gov- 
ernment from one dynasty to another, their relations with 
the Abbasid caliphs in Iraq, the Fatimid Caliphate in Egypt, 
and later with the Ayyubids who based themselves in Egypt 
after the demise of the Fatimids. This chapter also gives 
prominence to the relation of the sharifs of Makkah to the 
Yemen in three periods: Sulayhid, Ayyubid and early Rasulid. 
The second part includes an attempt, based upon 
personal inquiry on the ground and other research, to deal 
with the locality of the port of al-Sirrayn, the second 
largest port of Makkah after Jeddah on the Red Sea, its 
geographical position, its rise and development, its decline 
and the economic role it played. This second part also 
includes an archaeological survey of the site of al-Sirrayn, 
its residential area, the harbour, the tombs and the only 
reservoir of water referred to in the sources. It also 
includes an accurate description of relics found on the 
ground. Furthermore, it deals with the inhabitants of al- 
Sirrayn, their origins, occupations, its sharifian rulers 
and the role played by some of these rulers in Yemeni-Makkan 
relations in the late period of the Ayyubids and the early 
period of the Rasulids. 
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The third part of this study discusses the cAshm 
settlement and its region, its position, its subservience 
to Makkah, and the other settlements in this area. This 
section deals also with the factors which made for the 
creation of cAshm, its development and its decline, as well 
as with its inhabitants, their occupations, the history of 
the ruling dynasty and the history of the gold mine for 
which it was renowned. It also gives a comprehensive survey 
of the settlement of 
cAshm 
and the other settlements as 
regards their residential areas, mosques, tombs and the 
relics found there, scattered on the surface of the ground. 
The section also studies the style of building found in 
C Ashm in particular. Seven specimens of houses were chosen, 
in addition to the mosque and the market (süq) of the town. 
The fourth part concentrates upon the Kufic inscrip- 
tions, most of which were found on tombstones in the southern 
area of the amirate of Makkah. Relevant historical facts, 
the palaeography of the inscriptions in the region under 
consideration, the scripts and forms of patterns, are also 
discussed. These inscriptions have been divided, in the 
course of study, into five sections according to their 
chronological order, starting from the early inscriptions 
and ending with the 6th/12th century inscriptions. 
This study also contains some appendices covering a 
number of sites which are believed to have been either part 
of the southern area of the amirate of Makkah or related 
to it in one way or another. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Makkah is well known all over the world. There is 
within its borders the Ka°bah, which is the iq blah of all 
Moslems. In Makkah the Prophet Muhammad was born and 
entrusted by God to convey His Word to mankind. It was-also 
in Makkah that the call to Islam came, and it was from it 
that Islam spread to all parts of the world. 
Makkah was one of the political capitals at the dawn 
of Islam. But soon it lost its political position when the 
caliphate was transferred to Syria, and later to Iraq. It 
therefore retained only its religious position. However, 
C 
Makkah, thanks to the fact that the Alids were able to rally 
together in it and its environs and to stage repeated 
revolutions against the 
5Abbasid 
Caliphate, which they regarded 
as having usurped their legal rights to the Caliphate, was 
able to achieve a measure of relative independence from the 
beginning of the 4th/10th century and to regain something 
of its earlier political status. It was able to dominate 
a vast area, extending from al-FuruC in the land of B. Sulaym 
in the north to the borders of Haly b. Yacgu-b in the south, 
including al-Ta)if and the famous Hijazi port of Jeddah. 
If Makkah, the capital,. as well. as the northern part 
of its amirate have been the object of serious study, 
(1) 
the southern part has not, as far as I am aware. References 
to it also in the Arabic sources have been very scanty. 
Perhaps this is the main reason why I have chosen to 
(1) E. g. A1-Sulaymän, al- CAlägä. t al-Hi j äziyyah, CAngäwi , 
the 
pilgrimage; al-Wohaibi, The Northern Hijaz; Ba Qasi, 
Bilad al-Hijaz; Maliki, al-Maräfiq; al-Subani, 
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write about this topic, to which I have given the title: 
"The southern area of the Amirate of Makkah (3rd-7th/ 
9th-13th centuries), its history, archaeology and epigraphy. " 
The southern area of the amirate of Makkah is in 
the Tihämi region, which extends from the south of Makkah in the 
north as far as Wadi Qanuna in the south, and from the Red 
Sea coast in the west to the borders of al-Sarawat in the 
east. Today this region constitutes the amirate of al-Lith 
and part of the amirate of al-Qunfidah, both of which belong 
to the present amirate of Makkah. 
The region comprises a number of large wadis which 
extend from the mountains of al-Sarawät and pour into the 
Red Sea. They are called Yalamlam, Lith, al-Shagqatayn, 
Dawqah, Qarmä., Naw-an, la-Hsabah, 
(2) 
Qanuna and Haly; in 
addition to these there are a number of small wadis. Around 
these wadis there are villages which bustle with life and 
activity. Across this region there is the most important 
Yemeni pilgrim route to Makkah; it is called al-Jäddah 
al-Sultaniyyah; on it are seven famous stations, the chief 
of which are Qarmä, al-Sirrayn and Yalamlam. There are also, 
in this region, a number of Islamic settlements; the most 
important of them are cAshm, MasCudah and la-Hsabah. In 
addition to these is the port of al-Sirrayn, the second 
most important port of Makkah,. after Jeddahý3) This study deals 
(2) This place is attested in literary Arabic sources 
as al-Hsabah or Allahsabah, but the local inhabitants 
call it la-Hsabah and I have chosen to keep this 
form of the 'name. Since the colloquial word begins 
with the two consonants (HS), the definite article 
becomes I and a. euphonic (anaptyctic) a vowel is 
introduced between the article and the word, hence 
la-Hsabah. 
(3) Cf. Maps no. 1 and np. 2 below. 
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with these settlements and the port of al-Sirrayn which are 
a part of the amirate of Makkah. 
This study covers four centuries, starting from the 
3rd/9th century to which the oldest inscriptions belong, 
239/853-4, and ends around the middle of the 7th/13th century, 
coinciding with the death of the most important ruler of 
the region, Rajih b. Qatadah in the year 654/1256. However, 
the fourth part comprises a study of some inscriptions which 
probably belong, from the palaeographic point of view, to the 
second century. They are dealt with as the essential 
sources that they are. This thesis includes an objective 
study of the history, archaeology and epigraphy of the region. 
It deals historically with the rise of these settlements, 
their governors and inhabitants and their occupations, as 
well as the role of the amirate in the relations between 
Makkah and the Yemen. The historical portion of the study 
includes also a short resume of the history of Makkah, the 
capital of the whole amirate, and the relations of its 
sharifs with their neighbours. Without this discussion of 
the role of the metropolis, any study of this sort would be 
incomplete. 
With regard to the archaeology of the area, mention 
should be made of the fact that this study is based on a 
preliminary survey of the remains found in these settlements, 
such as walls of houses and mosques and what was found on 
the surface by way of fragments of pottery, glass and 
millstones. This aspect of the study is based on fieldwork 
which lasted approximately six months, during which I carried' 
out small-scale excavations by using soundings in order to 
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discover walls concealed by sand dunes, especially in the 
site of al-Sirrayn. 
This study also includes about 71 inscriptions which 
were collected from the settlements concerned, in addition 
to two inscriptions which were discovered in other 
neighbouring settlements. They have been included in this 
thesis for the purpose of comparison. 
I must at this point refer to the sources upon which 
I have relied in preparing this research. Foremost among 
them are the aforementioned archaeological remains which 
are in the main far more reliable than literary sources. 
Mention-should be made,. in the first place, of the funerary 
and literary inscriptions recorded on them. Thanks to 
them I have been able to ascertain numerous facts about the 
political, cultural and socio-economic history of the 
amirate. We further mention the literary sources which are 
next in importance. In preparing this study I have relied 
on a great number of literary sources, the most important 
being those written by the Arab geographers, such as 
Surat al-Ard by Ibn Hawqal, Ahsan al-Tagasim by al-. Magdisi, 
al-Mamalik wa-'l-Masälik by a1, -Bakri and Mucjam al-Buldan 
by Yagtit. In spite of inaccuracies in these writings 
concerning the location of certain places, they have 
provided us with useful information. As a result of this 
information it has been possible through field work to 
determine accurately the locations concerned. 
Next I should mention general history books such as 
Tarikh al-Rusu1 wa--'1-Mulük by al-Tabari, al-Munta; pm by 
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Ibn al-Jawzl and al-Kämil by Ibn al-Athir. These books 
have been particularly useful to me especially from the 
historical standpoint. I have also benefitted from Arabic 
poetry, both the poetry recorded in the Diwans such as 
Diwan Abi Khiräsh al-Hudhali and Diwan Abi Dahbal a1-Jumahi, 
together with Arabic poetry which is scattered in Arabic 
geographical sources. Arabic poetry has preserved the names 
of certain Tihämi places and their location. 
Other sources of an encyclopaedic nature have been 
also useful, such as 
CIgd 
al-Juman by J3adr al-Din al-CAyni , 
Masälik al-Absär by al-cUmari and Subh al-Acsha by al- 
Qalgashandi. This is in addition to books of genealogy 
such as J. amharat ansab al- cArab by Ibn Ham, al-Ansab by 
al-Samtani, al-Ikmal by Ibn Mäkülä and cUmdat a1-Tälib by 
Ibn cInabah. These books have been useful in identifying 
the names of tribes and places covered by this study. 
There are also specialist books which deal with 
history of a particular town or country. These are numerous 
and are either Yemeni or Makkan. The Yemeni books include 
Bahjat al-Zaman by Ibn* cAbd al-Majid, al-Simt al-Ghäli 
al-Thaman by Ibn Hätim, al-Sulük by al-Janadi and al- °Asjad 
al M. asb by al-Khazraji. Makkan books include al-cIgd 
al-Thamin and Shifts al-Gharäm by al-Fäsi, Ithä. f al-Wara 
by Ibn Fahd, Manaýih al-Karam by al-Sinjari and Simt al- 
Nujüm al-cAwali by al-cIsämi. To this group belong also 
other books specializing in the Makkan pilgrimage-such as 
Durar al-Fawä'id al-Munazzamah by al-Jaziri and IIusn al- 
Safäý wa 'l-Ibtih-aj by al-Rashidi. These books have been 
very useful. 
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Other modern works which have been particularly rel- 
evant to the first chapter of this study include Tarikh 
Makkah by al-Subaci, al-cAlagt al- CArabiyyah by Abu Say id 
and my own M. A. thesis, "Makkah wa-cAlagatuha al-Kharijiyyah. " 
With the exception of the reference made by Hamad 
al-Jasir in his Majallat al-cArab under the title of %%Bil ä. d 
al- Arab fl bard Mu'allaf at cUlämi) al-Andalus wa _)l-Maghrib" 
(3 
and also the reference made by cAbd al-Muhsin al-Husayni in 
his article on "al-Agsam al-Jughrafiyyah li-Jazirat. al-CArab, " 
the only reference to the port of al-Sirrayn is that mentioned 
in my thesis, "Makkah wa 9Alagatuha al-Kharijiyyah, " which 
was submitted in 1398/1978 to the University of Riyadh 
for the M. A. degree, although it did not include an accurate 
inquiry into the location of al-Sirrayn. With regard to 
the other settlements, they have not been mentioned, to 
the best of my knowledge, in any modern published work to 
date. These sites were unknown to researchers before the 
summer of 1398/1978 when I visited these places and ident- 
ified their locations. This encouraged me to research 
further and to choose these sites as the subject for 
this study. 
It is perhaps appropriate to mention, in this 
connection, the interest of Mr. Hasan al-Fagih, deputy 
director of the education management of al-Qunfidah, in 
the history of Tihamäh concerning which he has built up a 
private archive. He has also published in al-Madinah 
newspaper, 1402/1982, four articles on the location of 
al-Sirrayn which were re-published in Majallat al-C Arab 
in 1403/1983. 
xix 
The last chapter of this study has relied upon 
another group of works which have been published by modern 
writers, dealing with Kuf is inscriptions. The most important 
of this group is Catalogue General Du Musee Arabe Du Caire mostly by 
Gaston Wiet and others,., La Necropoli Islamica Di Dahiak 
Kebir by G. Oman and Expedition Philby-Ryckmans-Lippens en 
Arabie by A. Grohmann. A good number of references and 
periodicals have also been used and are listed at the end 
of this study. 
Eventually, we express the hope that this study will 
serve as a pioneer piece of research and generate other 
studies on the history of this unknown region. 
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The early attempts by the sharifs to establish 
independent rule in Makkah 
Alid sharifs are descendants of the fourth Caliph 
°All b. Abi Talib, the cousin of the Prophet Muhammad. They 
firmly believe that they are the rightful heirs to the 
caliphate, and that their right was usurped by the Umayyads. 
Because of this they frequently rebelled, their aim being 
to depose the Umayyad rulers and to regain their usurped 
rights. However, all these attempts met with failure and 
many Alids were killed fighting their enemy, the Umayyadsclý 
As for the Abbasids, history does not record any 
noticeable, positive and effective co-operation with their 
cousins, the Alids, during their early struggle against the 
Umayyads. Yet one of the Abbasid leaders, Muhammad b. CAll 
b. cAbd Allah b. al-CAbbas managed to obtain a directive from 
Abu Hashim b. Muhammad b. al-Ijanafiyyah, who was of suffic- 
ient importance to pronounce on the Alid's right to the 
caliphate. 
(2) 
This took place when Ibn al-Hanafiyyah felt 
that he was breathing his last breath, after he had been 
poisoned in 98/716. 
(3) 
Thus the Abbasids were able to 
make use of this directive to realise a political objective 
and their own desire for the caliphate. They also succeeded 
in winning over the masses to their side, who had previously 
been loyal and obedient to the Alids because of their 
(1) For further details of the Alid revolts during the Umayyad 
regime, see al-Aýf ahini, Magätil, 78-169; al-Qadi al-Nucman, 
Sharp f. la-5b, 38a; Ibn Badrän, Tahdhib, IV, 311ff., VI, 15ff. 
(2) Ibn Sac d, Tabagät, V, 240-1; Khalifah, Tärikh, 316, A1-Yacqübi, 
Tarikh, III, 40-1; al-Niascüdi, al-Tanbih, 292; a1-Asfahani, 
Ma ä: t; 11; 126 : 
(3) Ibn Tab-tabä, al-Fakhri, 143; Surur, h. 1-4b. yät, 132. 
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slogan " li-'l-rides min al Muhammad, (to gain the approval of 
Muhammad dIs Family). " 
(4) 
Moreover, they based their claim 
on the fact that they were defending Ahl al-Bayt, and 
regaining their usurped rights. 
When the Abbasids succeeded in putting an end to 
the Umayyad state in 132/750,5ý and Abü )l-CAbbas al- 
Saffah (132-136/750-754) became caliph, he proclaimed the 
establishment of an 
cAbbasid 'hereditary state which claimed that they 
, the Abbasids, 
had a right to the caliphate rather than the 
'Alids. (6) 
The Alids felt bitter disappointment as they believed 
that the Abbasids had usurped their own right to the 
caliphate, and they were thus no different from the 
Umayyads. 
(7) 
Indeed they were even more cruel because 
they had pursued with them a policy of deceit and 
treachery. 
(8) 
Thus the'Alids became hostile from the 
outset and this hostility found expression in the eruption 
of many revolts in the Hijaz, some of which shook the 
very foundations of the Abbasid state. 
Perhaps, the first and the most crucial of those 
revolts was the one led by Muhammad b. cAbd A11äh b. al- 
Hasan b. cAll b. Abi Talib, called al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah(9 He 
(4) Al-Tabarl; Tärikh, VII, 379-80; H"Ibrah im, Tarikh, 11,13. 
(5) Al-Dlnawari, al-Akhbä, r, 370. 
(6) A1-Yacqubi, Tari. kh, III, 86-8; al-Tabari, Tarikh, VII, 
425,428; al-Khudari, al-Dawlah, 1,129. 
(7) Al-Tabari, Ta-rikh, VII, 567; Ibn Badran, Tahdhib, VII, 242ff. 
(8) A1-Asfahä, ni, NIagätil, 179 ff and Passim; al-Yacqubi, 
Tärikh, 111,105,110, Passim. 
(9) A1-biascüdl, MurL j , 
lll, 306; Ibn cInabah, =Umdat, 84-5; 
Cf. Table tiro. I below. 
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refused to give the oath of allegiance to al-Saffah, and 
left Makkah in 136/754. 
(10) 
He hid himself thereafter 
from the eyes of the Abbasids and their supporters. The 
Abbasids were not able to pursue him because they were 
engaged in the initial tasks necessary for the estab- 
lishment of their state. Abi Jacfar al-Mansur 
(136-158/754-775) on becoming caliph, managed to press- 
urize the. family of Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah and the 
latter was compelled to emerge from his hiding in 
145/762. 
(11) 
The first step taken by al-Mansur against 
the new rebel was to engage him in political correspondence. 
Each one wrote to the other letters which were considered 
among the finest in literary style ever written. 
(12) 
As a political solution could not be found, Abü Jacfar 
dispatched an army under the leadership of his heir 
apparent, cIsä b. Miisä. This army, moreover, was led by 
the cream of Abbasid commanders, who managed to kill 
Muhammad in, Ramadän of the same year. 
(13) 
They captured 
Medina, and then set out for Makkah, whose ruler, al-Hasan 
b. MuCäwiyah, fled to Basra to join Ibrähim b. cAbd Allä, h, 
the brother of Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah, 145/762. 
(14) 
(10) Al-AsfahänI, Magatil, 173-7; al-Tabari, Tärikh, VII, 
517-8; al- Isami, Simt, IV, 154, äl-Subä i, Tarikh, 1,132. 
(11) Al-Yacgu-bi, Tarikh, III, 110; al-SubaCi, Tarikh, 1,132. 
(12) Al-Mubarrad, al-Kamil, 313 ff; al-Tabarl, 
_Tär-ikh, 
VII, 
566 ff; Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, V, 5-7; Faruq, "al- 
Rasa 'il" , 
V, 22 ff. 
(13) A1-Asfahani, Macätil, 267-71; al-Yacgübi, 
mTa 
rikh, III, 111- 
2; al-Qadi a1-Nu man, Shar f 55a-6b; Ibn Inabah, Umdat, 85. 
(14) Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidäyah, X, 90; a1-cIsämi, Sim , 
IV, 162. 
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When al-Mansur had succeeded in quelling the rebellion, 
he delegated the affairs of Makkah to his uncle, cAbd al-Samad 
C (15) 
b. All, who persecuted the Alids and their followers. 
That angered. the Makkans greatly and they abused him in 
their poetry. 
(16) 
As a result he stepped up his opposition 
to the Alid cause. 
(17) 
This in turn led to the stabil- 
ization of affairs inside Makkah, which witnessed successive 
rulers from the Abbasid house. They tightened their grip 
over the town and exercised direct centralized rule. At 
the turn of the year 169/785 there was an Alid revolt against 
the Caliph al-Had-1 (169-170/785-786) led by al-Husayn b. 
CAli b. al-Uasan b. al-Fasan b. al-Ilasan b. 
cAil b. Abi 
Tälib. 
(18) 
He expelled the Abbasid ruler of Medina, and 
captured it, whereupon his supporters gave him the oath of 
allegiance. He called' for the freeing of slaves, believing 
that their bondage' was not supported by Islamic law and 
gave the command publicly that "any slave who comes to us 
is free. " 
(19) 
This policy of freeing slaves might have 
been motivated by his desire to get their support and to 
attract them to his side. Then he set out for Makkah, 'but 
before entering it he was met by an Abbasid army at Fakhkh. 
(15) Ibn Zahirah, al-Jämic, 181; al-Suba-cl, Tarikh, I, 124-5. 
(16) Ibn cAbd Rabbit al-cIgd, V, 88; Ibn Qutaybah, 
al-Shi r, II, 761. 
(17 ) Khalifah, Tarikh, 440; . al-Subäci, Tarikh, 11,125. 
(18) Ibn cInabah, cUmdat, 149. Cf. Table No. I below. 
(19) Al-Tabari, Tam 'rikh, VIII, 195; al-Fasi, Shifaý , 
II, 179; 
Ibn Tabataba, al-Fakhri, 190. 
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He was killed with one hundred of his men at the end of 
169/785-6. 
(20) 
This catastrophe was so devastating 
that it was said: "Next to Karbala no disaster was more 
devastating and agonizing than that of Fakhkh. "(21) 
During the reign of al-Ma'mu-n (198-218/813-833), 
another revolt erupted under the leadership of the-däci 
(22) 
who the Alids, al-Sirri b. Mansur al-Shaybani, 
22) 
took control of some regions of Iraq and sent an army to 
Makkah in 199/814 led by al-Husayn al-Aftas. 
(23) 
He 
managed to expel the Abbasid ruler DV 5d b. cIsä , and they left 
for Jeddah and looted it. 
(24) 
Then he returned to Makkah, 
whereupon he was told of the sudden death of Muhammad b. 
Tabätabä, al-Husayn elected Muhammad b. Jacfar al-Sadiq 
b. Muhammad al-Bagir, known al -Dibajah, in Rabi 
c'I 200/ 
. 
815. (25) Thus, Makkah became the headquarters of this 
revolution. However the leaders treated the inhabitants 
brutally, which led al-Ma-)mün to send an army which evac- 
uated them from Makkah in Jumada II, 200/815. 
(26) 
This 
revolt had. no -sooner subsided than Makkah was the target 
of another revolt in 202/817. 'It emanated from the Yemen 
(20) Ibn Qutaybah, al-Macärif, 166; al-QadI -al-Nucman, 
Shar , 
f. 57 a-b. 
(21) A1-Mascüdi, Murüj , I, 126; Ibn 
cInabah, cUmdat, 150. 
(22) The ' dacwah was for 'Muhammad' b. Ibrähim Tabataba b. 
Ismacil b. Ibrahim b. al-Hasan b. al-Wan b. cAli b. 
Abi Täl ib . Cf. Ibn Hazm, 
Jamharat, 43 ;o Ibn cAbd al -Ma j id ,. Bahjät, 24; Ibn cInabah, Umdat,. 141. 
(23) Cf.. Ibn Hazm,. Jamharat, 53. 
(24) Ibn Zahirah, al-Jami c, 183; al-Subaci, Tarikh, 11 128. 
(25) A1-Tabarl, ' Ta r kh, VIII, 537; al-°Isaml, Simt, IV, 189.. 
(26) Khalifah, Tarikh, 470; al-Fasi, Shifts , II, 182. - 
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and was led by Ibrä. him b. Müsä al-Käzim, who occupied -Makkah, 
killed its ruler and persecuted the supporters of the 
Abbasids. (27) The crucial aspect of that revolt was that 
it came from the Yemen, which was the first attempt ever 
by that country in Islamic history, to invade Makkah. 
However, it resulted in two important developments.. Firstly, 
al-Ma'mün bestowed a fief (igtäc) Tihämat al-Yaman on Muýammad 
b. " Ziyid al-Sufyäni. 
(28 ) 
Perhaps this was to avert any 
(29) 
that might come to the Hijaz from the Yemeni side. 
29ý 
Secondly, al-Ma mün surrendered and submitted to the Alid -, 
cause, by appointing an Alid ruler, cUbayd Allah b. al- 
Masan. 
(30) 
This might have come as the result of a policy 
charted out by al-Ma'mün, which aimed. to bring him close 
to the Alids. (31) Alternatively he might have wanted to 
silence the Hasanids in Makkah and to curry favour with 
their. supporters. Whatever the reasons, matters were back 
to normal in Makkah under the new ruler, cUbayd Allah b. 
( 
al-Hasan, who held this post until 209/824-5. 
(32) 
Thus, we can see how al-Ma) mün' s policy * was to 
calm down the revolts of the sharifs in Makkah and to pave 
(27) Al-Fasi; Shifa 11,, 184; al-CIsami, Simt, IV, 190. 
(28) Ibn C Abd al-Maid, Bah25; al-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 18a-b; 
. Ibn Asir, al-Jawhar, f. 7 a-b; al-Janadi, al-Suluk, f. 28b. 
('29) Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, IV, 213, cf. al-Janadi, al-Sulük, f. 29a. 
(30) Al-Fäsi, Shif aý , 
11,184. 
(31) A1-Ma. 'mün appointed CAll al-Ridä as his heir apparent, 
changed the state colour to green and married his daughter, 
Umm_al-Fadl to Muhammad b. Ali al-Rids, Cf. al-Mascüdi, 
MMuuru j, IV, 28. 
(32) A1-l! asi, Shif a 11,184; Dahlan, Khulasat 10f f. 
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the way for the new rulers who ruled Makkah on behalf of 
his successors, al-Muctasim (218-227/833-842), al-Wathiq 
(227-232/842-847), al-Mutawakkil (232-247/847-861) etc. 
However, the Abbasid Caliphs suffered from the weakness 
and deterioration of the time, due to Turkish interference 
in their domestic affairs, the escalation of disobedience, 
and the rebellious movements in provinces of the Abbasid 
state. 
(33) 
These developments caused the emergence of a new 
Alid rebel in Makkah, Ismacil b. Yu-suf, who managed to 
occupy it in 251/865, and to expel its ruler, Jacfar b. 
al-Fadl al- tAbba-si. 
(34) 
Moreover, he looted all the 
money in the coffers of the Kasbah and occupied Medina 
and Jeddah. 
(35) 
The Caliph al-Muctazz (250-255/866-869) 
sent an army to Makkah, but it was not able to overcome 
Ismäcil, who, however, died of smallpox in 252/866. 
(36) 
He was succeeded in the leadership of the revolt by his 
brother, Muhammad al- Ukhaydir. However, the Makkans 
withdrew their support from him owing to his bad reput- 
ation, so he set out for al-Yamamah where he founded the 
nucleus of the state of B. al- Ukhaydir, with al- 
Khidramah as his base. 
(37) 
Historical sources do not furnish us with any data 
(33) Cf. al-Khazraj i, al-cIgd, f. 71 a-b; Abu- SaCid, CAS, 
193 ff; Shalabi; al-Tarikh, IV, 41. H. Ibrähim, Tärikh, I I, 193f f. 
(34) Al-Tabarl, Tä ikh, IX, 346-7; -al-Qarmani, Akhbär, 224., 
(35) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, V, 330; al-CIsaml, Sim , iV, 190-1. 41 
(36) Al-Tabarl, Tarikh, IX, 372; Ibn Khaldu-n, al-cIbar, IV, 98. 
(37) Al-Mascüdi, Murüi, IV, 180; Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 46; 
al-Qarmani, Akhbar, 224; al-Shibl, "al-Dawlah", VI, 46011. 
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concerning any local Alid revolt that might have erupted 
after the death of Ismä, Ci1 b. Yüsuf, , except that 
Makkah was 
affected by an Alid revolt that took place outside its 
borders. 
(38) 
It was the revolt of the Zanj (255-270/868 - 
883), which was led by cAli b. Muhammad b. Ahmad, whose 
propaganda spread in the south of Iraq. 
(39) The rebels 
captured Makkah and caused great suffering there. However, 
Abü Ahmad al-Muwaffaq (d. 278/891) succeeded in expelling 
(40) cAl if rom Makkah. 
We notice from this summary of the Alid revolts 
in the Hijaz that none met with success. It is possible 
that the reason was to be attributed to the importance of 
the Holy Places to the Abbasid caliphate, for they would 
always rush to quell any Alid revolt there, even in times 
of weakness. However, the end of the 3rd/9th century 
witnessed political changes which helped the success of 
the Alids in Makkah. Certain ShiCi movements which emerged 
in the Arabian Peninsula sympathized with the descendants 
of cAli, in some way or other, or at least had one common 
objective with the Alids, namely the ending of the Abbasid 
state. 
In the eastern part of Arabia the Qarmat hians 
established their state in al-Ahsa , then 
their influence 
(38) Al-Tabari, Tari. kh, IX, 410ff'; al-Subäci, Tarikh, I, 148. 
(39) Al-Tabari, Tarikh, IX, 431ff; Ibn Asir, al-Jawhar, 
f. 13a; a. 1 
cAbd al-Qadir, Tu fat, 82. The Sourses avail- ,-, 
able do not list the leader of this revolt among the 
Alids. They simply claim that he was of B. cAbd al-gays 
Cf. Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 56-7; Ibn Khald-un, al-CIbar, IV, 
18; Ibn cInabah, Umdat, 23'2. 
(40) Al-Fasi, Shifia 
, 
11,190; al-SubaCi, Tärikh, 1,148. 
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spread to cover Hajr, al-Yamämah, and Southern Iraq. 
(41) 
They managed to cut Iraq's communications with Makkah 
for some time. 
(42) 
In the Yemen the daci, Abu ý1-Qasim 
b. Hawshab (d. 302/914) and his colleague cAli b. al-Fadl 
al-Jadani (d. 303/9l5), succeeded in establishing an 
Ismacili state in cAdan Lacah and in the mountainous 
YafiC territory, heralding the appearance of the Fatimid 
(43) 
Mahdi and putting the case for him. As for northern 
and eastern Yemen, it fell under the state of the B. al- 
Rassi, the Zaydis, who had established it in 284/897.44) 
In North Africa the first Fatimid state hostile to the Abb- 
asids emerged in 296/909. 
(45) 
Though it was far removed 
from the developments in Makkah, it did influence, in 
one way or other, the balance of forces in the Hijazi 
arena. 
Makkah prior to the rise of the 
Musawids 
While these events were taking place, a group of 
Alids of B. Sulaymän b. 
cAbd Allah managed to achieve 
(41) Ibn Sinan, Akhbär, 13; Idris_ Kanz, f. 7b; al-Khazra j i, 
al- cIqd, f. 71b; al Abd a1-Qadir, Tu fat, 83ff. 
(42) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, VI, 170-191. 
(43) Al-Qädi al-Nucman, Ifti_tah, 115; al; Yamani, "Sirat Ju rar"IN, 
115; al-Janadi, al-Sulu-k, f. 30a -30b; a7 -Shähri, al-Wasit, 34; al- 
Khazra ji, al-Kifayah, f. 30b-31a.. Abbas, v'Evolut ion" , 86. 
(44) Al_CAlawi, Sirat, 41; al-Muhalli, al-Hada) iq, f . 22a-b; 
Ibn cAbd al -Ma j id, Bah j at ... 
41; al_ Umar i, 
_Masal 
ik, 59 ; 
Ibn al-Qasim, Ghayat, I, 167-8. Ibn Khaldun mentions 
that it was established in 288/901. Cf. 
cIbarIV, ill. 
(45) Al-Qadi al-Nucman, Iftitä , 
'299; O'Leary, Short History 
68ff. 
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independence in Makkah. 
(46) 
Their leader, Muhammad b. 
Sulaymän, renounced his obedience to the Abbasids during the 
pilgrimage of 301/913 and preached in his own name, saying: 
"Thanks be to God who re-established right, made the flowers 
of the Faith blossom and complimented the dacwah of the best 
of the Prophets by his grandsons, not his cousins. God's 
prayers be upon him and his pure family, and may God spare 
them with his blessings the aggression of aggressors, and 
may His word live forever in his descendants until the day 
of the Judgement. " 
(47) 
The sources do not enlighten us as to the destiny of 
the movement, whether it was to remain in Makkah or whether 
it was suppressed. It seems that it did not enjoy sufficient 
authority, nor were the events of its rule sufficiently clear 
to attract the attention of historians to it, hence the 
silence of the sources. Whatever the destiny of this attempt 
at achieving power and in spite of its obscurity, it was 
highly significant in that it proved that the Makkans were 
looking forward to the day when they would secure indep- 
endence for their city, by freeing it from Abbasid dominance 
and placing it instead under the rule of a local Alid 
family. 
(48) Also it had far reaching political signif- 
icance in the history of the Abbasid - Fatimid struggle to 
dominate Makkah, which attracted the attention of Abu 
'1-Qäsim (d. 335/948), the Fatimid heir apparent, and encouraged 
(46) Al-Qalgashandi, ýSuýbh, IV, 267-8; al-CIsami, Siml, IV, 192; 
al-Zayla l, " `Alagat, 15; cf. Table No. 1 below. 
(47) Ibn Khaldun, al-cIbar, IV, 99; Surür, al-Nutý. xl4lO-11. 
(48) Abu Sac-lid, al-cAl-aga-t, 326. 
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him to write to the people of Makkah in 307/919 asking 
them to follow him. However, the people of Makkah did not 
heed his call. 
(49) 
This refusal highlights the drive 
towards independence which stirred the leaders of the Holy 
City, a drive implied in their reply to Abü 
31-Qasim, "This 
house has its God to defend it. " 
(50) 
However, this independence,, was destined to prove 
short-lived. Abü Tähir the Qarmathian attacked Makkah in 
Dhu4l-Hijjah, 317/January, 930, and put an end to the 
emerging amirate. 'J1'. Moreover he killed the sharif of 
Makkah, who might have been Muhammad b. Sulaymän, and a 
large number of its inhabitants and visiting pilgrims and filled 
the well of Zamzam with their bodies. He dislodged the portal 
of the Holy House and everything inside the KaCbah, pulpits, 
trappings and gold and silver ornaments. Also he dislodged 
the Black Stone and carried it away to his residence in 
Hajr. He stripped the cloth trappings of the Holy Shrine and 
divided-it among his friends. He took to looting and the 
shedding of innocent blood. This resulted in a terrible, 
indiscriminate massacre of the inhabitants, both male and 
female. 
(52) 
Whatever the nature and outcome of that massacre, 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
Al-Qurtubi, Silat, 43, al-ZaylaC1, "cAlägät. " 16. 
Al-Qurtubi, Silat, 43; Abu So 
Al-Qalgashandi, Ma'ä. thir, I, 
al-Fawäyih, f. 64a; al-Tabari, 
O'Leary, Short History, 86. 
cid, al-cAlaq. t, 327. 
279; al-Bustami, 
al-Ar j, f"35b; 
(52) Al-Mascüdi, al-Tanbih 334; Al-Dhahabi, Duwal 'I, 
151; al-Khazraji, al-ýIqd, f. 69b; Abu- )1-Baga , 
Ahwal, 
f. 63a; O'Leary, Short history, 85; al-'Ämirl, 
Ghirbal, f. 77b. 
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Abi Tähir preached during the pilgrimage in the name of his 
master CUbayd Allah al-Mahdi (296-322/909-933) in 
Makkah. 
(53) 
Then he went back to al-Ahsa laden with the 
spoils of the war, including the Black Stone. 
(54) 
But 
no sooner had CUbayd Allah al-Mahdi heard the news of the 
catastrophe which had befallen the Holy House than he wrote 
(55) 
Abu Tahir expressing indignation at his deeds. 
55) 
Moreover, he demanded that the latter return the Black 
Stone and whatever he had taken from Makkah and added, 
"And if you do not carry out my orders, then the only 
alternative is the sword and my excommunicating you, who 
(56) 
the enemy of God and all people. " 
56ý 
Abu Tähir 
wrote back to al-Mahdi apologizing to him for not returning 
the Black Stone, and he said : "We took it by order and 
by order we shall return it. " 
(57) 
Abu Tähir's control of Makkah continued. He imposed 
an economic blockade along the pilgrim road from Iraq and 
(53) Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, IV, 100; al-Qalgashandip Bubb. 
IV, 268. Some historians believe that the real name of 
CUbayd Allah al-Mahdi is Sa id., But when he appeared, he 
proclaimed the name of Abd Allah or Ubayd Alläh. 
Cf . al-Hamdani, 
Fi Nasab, 1L 19,22 and_11 in theýArabic 
text. For the name Abd Al lahL cf. 'al-Qadi al- Nu man, 
Iftitah, 293-5; al-Iskandarani, al-Ilmam, IV, 30. 
(54) A1-Hamadi, Kashf , 
20; Idris, Kanz, f . 13a . 
(55) A1-CIsä. mi, Sim l, IV, 193-4; al-Nahrawali, al- Iclim, 160. 
(56) Ibn Sinän, Akhbar, 55. Idrls, Kanz, f. 13a. 
(57) Ibn cAbd al-Shakür, Risalah, f. 50a; al-Asadi, Kitab Akhbär 
f. 11 b; O'Leary, Short History, 86. 
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rejected an Abbasid offer in 322/933 to sanction his control 
over various regions, to release assistance for him from 
Basra, but asking him at the same time to return the Black 
Stone to its original place and preach in the name of the 
caliph. 
(58) 
Abu Tähir rejected the offer, 'but allowed the 
pilgrims to reach Makkah in return for a payment for their 
safety. 
(59) 
The Abbasids even went to the extent of 
offering the Qarmathians 50,000 dinars to return the Black 
Stone. The Qarmathians rejected the offer, though they 
(60) 
returned it to Makkah in 339/950.60) 
The disappearance of Abbasid influence from Makkah 
however, did not last for long, as they had their opportunity 
in the rising star of Muhammad b. Tughj al-lkhsh id i 
(d. 334/946) who ruled Egypt and Syria on their beha]. I' . He 
had proved his mettle in thwarting Fatimid attacks on Egypt, 
whereupon the Abbasid Caliph, al-Muttag! (329-333/940-944), 
rewarded him by appointing him ruler of Egypt and Syria, 
adding the two Holy Places in 332/, 943.. 
(61) 
This would 
also apply to, his descendants, his two sons Abü 31-Qäsim 
Anüjur (d. 349/960) and Abu ý1=Hasan cAlli (d. 355/966), under 
the guardianship of Käfür the eunuch (d. 357/967). 
(62) 
We here note that the designation of the Ikhshidids as rulers 
of Makkah at that time, after the death of Abü Tähir al-Qarmati, 
(58) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, V, 242. 
(59) Al-Maqrizi, Ittica?:, 1,183-184; Ibn Khaldün, 
al-cIbar, IV, 100. 
(60) A1-Dhahabi1 Duwal, 111,160; al-Tabari, al Ar, Z ,f . 
35a; 
al-Khazraji, al cI d, f. 69b; ' Esin, Mecca, 169. 
(61) A1-Sabbägh, Tal I1, f. 214b; Mitz, al-Hadarah, 1,71. 
(62) Ibn Sacid, al-Mtighrib, I, 172. 
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split among the latter's successors had its own political 
significance. Adding Makkah to Ibn Tughj, who had showed 
unusual bravery in repelling the Fatimids, supporters of 
the Qarmathians, from Egypt, meant he would ensure for 
Makkah ample protection in case it experienced another 
Qarmathian insurrection. Whatever the reasons behind the 
assignment, it was more a theoretical contract than 
actual practice. 
(63) 
Ibn Tughj had appointed Muhammad 
b. al-Hasan B. cAbd al-'Aziz al-cAbbasi as his deputy in 
333/944.64ý It seems that the Ikhsh Bids succeeded in 
( 
imposing their administration over Makkah and things were 
back to normal. The Makkans were satisfied with their 
affiliation to Egypt, as this meant economic assistance for 
their city. History tells us of the economic dependence 
of the Hijaz on Egypt through the centuries. On the other 
hand the Egyptians were keen to extend their influence to 
the Holy Places because of their moral influence, not to 
mention their religious status, in all corners of the 
Islamic world. 
(65) 
Besides, their domination over the 
Hijaz safeguarded for them the trade route through the 
Red Sea, and this would be. guaranteed by placing under 
their own control the eastern side of the Red Sea, namely 
(66) The Ikhshidi. 's. rule . over. 
Makkah the Hijaz region. 
(63) Al-Fasi, Shifä. 
' 
, II, 193; 
Ibn Zahirah, al-Jä. mic, 189; 
Käshif, Misr, 90-1. For the split among Abi3 Tahir s 
successor; f. Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, IV, 90 
(64) Al-Sabbägh, TaI i. l, f. 215a. 
(65) For an idea of the high esteem held by the Ikhshidids, 
see the letter of Muhammad b.. Tughj al-Ikhshidi to 
Armanus, Emperor of the Byzantines. Cf. al-Qalgashandi, 
Sj ub}ý2 IV, 10-18. 
(66) A1-ZaylaCT, 'tcAlagat ,' 34. 
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was not direct or centralized, but he kept some local 
leaders in Makkah from among the sharifs who thus enjoyed 
their semi-independence. 
(67) 
This explains-their 
cooperation with the Ikhshidi in repelling an attack on 
Makkah mounted by the Medinese sharifs of B. Muhanna, 
the Husaynids. This attack was planned by the supporters 
of the Fatimids in a bid to capture Makkah and to preach 
the message of the Fat imids . However the people of 
Makkah, 
under the leadership of the Hasanid Sharifs faced the 
invaders and prevented them from capturing Makkah. Kaf ur 
al-Ikhshidi appreciated the noble stand which was taken by 
the Makkans, and accordingly carefully looked after the 
City and bestowed material assistance on it. 
(68) 
Ikhshidid sovereignty was maintained over Makkah, 
till it was conquered by the leader of the Musawid family, 
led by Jacfar b. Muhammad, towards the end of the Ikhshidid 
era. It took no time for him to preach in the name of 
al- Mucizz al-Fatiml (342-363/953-974). This will be the 
subject of the following pages. 
(67) Al-Qüsi, ' Ti j arat ", 71. 
(68) A1-Qalgashandi, Subh, IV, 269; al-ZaylaC1, "cAlägät". 37. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Musawids 
- The rise of the Musawid dynasty 
- Abu '1-Futüh and the claim to the 
caliphate 
- The decline of the Musawid dynasty 
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The Rise of the Masawid Dynasty 
On discerning signs of the weakness suffered by the 
Ikhshidids in their last days - owing to the Fatimid threat 
against Egypt - the Alids revolted in Makkah under the 
C 
leadership of Ja far b. Muhammad b. al-Hasan b. Muhammad 
b. Musa b. 
cAbd 
Allah b. Musa al-Jun. 
ýl 
He called for 
the fall of the Ikhshidids and proclaimed himself the ruler 
(2) 
an independent Makkah in 358/969.2ý By this action 
he was actually establishing a government of the 'first 
group' sharifs, who were referred to as the Musawids after 
(3) 
al-Thäni 
3ý 
When the Fatimids had achieved full 
control of Egypt, Ja 'ý-f ar hastened to preach in the name 
of al- Mucizz in 358-969 and announced his affiliation to 
the Fatimid Caliphate and gave the Rhutbah in the name of 
al -Mu 
cizz that year. 
(4) 
We do not know the reasons which prompted Jacf ar 
to rush to embrace the Fatimids so quickly. Historians 
differ on these points, some ascribing it to al-Mucizz's 
relations with the Hasanids, when he paid the wergild Of 
C 
(1) Ibn Hazm, Jamharat,. 47; Rif at, Mir at, 354; Cf. 
Table No. 2 below. 
(2) Ibn Clnabah, CUmdat, 108; al-Subaa-i Tarikh, I, 172; 
Abu Sa id, al Alaqat, 330. Abu Sa id calls them the 
Sulaymanids and their leader al-Hasan b. Jacfar. 
(3) Dahlan, Kuläsat, i6; al-Suba i, Tarikh, I, 172-3. 
C (4) Ibn Udhari, al-Bayan, I, 221, al-Batnüni, al-Rihlah, 74. 
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those who were killed in the course of the civil strife 
which erupted among the Talibids in Makkah in 348-959. 
(5) 
Others ascribe it to the sharifs' fear of the Abbasids 
who quelled their successive revolts. 
(6) 
It seems that 
the reasons were political and economic, and through it 
the leader of the revolt was able to secure self-determination 
for Makkah under the new regime in Egypt, together with 
economic support also. For when al-Mu°izz knew of the-noble 
stand which was taken by the sharifs he delegated to Jä Cf ar 
the responsibilities of Makkah and its confines. He also 
distributed considerable sums of money assessed by al- 
Magrizi to be twenty camel-loads, apart from loads of 
goods. 
(7) 
To ensure their control of the 'Ilijaz, the Fatimids 
were quick to conquer Syria in a bid to secure a land route 
which would make possible the affiliation of t'he Holy Places 
to Cairo. 
(8) 
Besides, they managed to extend their control 
over Tihamat al-Yaman, where Ibn Ziyad, amir of Zabid, and 
Ibn Taraf, amir of al-Mikhlaf al-Sulaymani, besides al- 
Harami, amir of Haly Ibn Yacqub, had preached in their 
name. 
(9) 
Thus the Fatimids ensured for themselves control 
of those vital regions. 
(5) A1-Magrizi, Itticä, z, I, 101. 
(6) A1-Batnuni, al-Rihlah, 74. 
(7) Itticäz, I, 101; al-Jaziri, Durar, 588. 
(8) A1--Magrizi, Itticä, 7 1b 101; Ibn Taghri-Bardia Ma wrid, 
f. 123a; Abu Sa id, al- Alaqat, 332; al-Zaylaci, Alagat , 
45. 
(9) Ibn Hawqal, ürat, 32. Haly is a famous wadi and urban 
site. Cf. 480 below. 
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It is no surprise that the Fatimids were keen to 
extend their influence to Makkah and they were determined 
to bring it under their control from the day on which 
they established their state in al-Qayrawan. 
(10) 
Control 
of Makkah became more crucial than before. Formerly 
there had been no reason to seek a relationship with 
the. legal caliph. However, when the Islamic world became 
torn between more than one caliphate, a theory emerged 
out of the struggle for the post, namely that the annex- 
ation of the two Holy Places was one of the prerogatives 
of the caliph, and that the caliph's influence in the 
eyes of Islamic nations would not be complete without 
support in the Rhu1bah of al-Haramayn and the mentioning 
of the caliph's name in it. Al-Mu°izz accordingly saw 
in the reading of his name from the pulpit at Makkah a 
necessary confirmation of his status as caliph. 
(11) 
This confirmation came this time through the Makkan leader 
himself, Jacfar b. Muhammad, as mentioned above. 
The step taken by Jacfar in preaching in the name of 
al-Mucizz was a new initiative which resulted in a series 
of disputes between the Abbasids and the Fatimids concerning 
Makkah. On the other hand it. was a turning point in the 
history of the relations between the sharifs of Makkah on 
the one hand and Baghdad and Cairo on the other. The change 
ensured for them the maintenance of the region's independ- 
ence-in the future. 
(10) A1-. Tudhari, Slrat, 83,93,107; Al-Magrl. zi, Itticä.:, 1,96. 
(11) Metz, al-Ha ärah, I, 23; al-Subaci, Tarikh, 1,175 
Abu Sa id, al- Alagat, 326- al-Zayla ice, ' ýA1agat' 1 
22. 
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However Fatimid influence in Makkah was soon to 
suffer a major setback. The Qarmathians, natural allies 
of the Fatimids were soon to rise against them. 
(12) 
One of the main reasons behind that development might be 
the one mentioned by Ibn Taghri-Bardi; 
(13) 
namely that 
the Fatimids refused to pay the dues which the Qarmathians 
received from the Ikhshidids. Alternatively the reason 
might be the one which was put forward by al-cIsami; 
(l4) 
namely that the Abbasid caliphate supported the leader- 
ship of al-Hasan al-Acsam, the new leader of the 
Qarmathians, against his rivals, the sons of Abu Tahir 
supporters of the Fatimids. 
However, it is suggested that the reasons have to 
be weighed up, bearing in mind the strength and weakness 
of the Abbasid and Fatimid caliphates. The Qarmathians 
saw that coexistence with the Abbasids, in spite of a 
difference in creeds, would ensure economic gains greater 
than the ones secured under the strong caliph. Coexistence 
between the Buwayhids, (Shicis),. leaders and ministers of 
the Abbasid State for more than one century (334/447/945/1052), 
and the Abbasids (Sunnis) was considered, the closest example 
to be followed by al-Assam and his men. They said; "If 
we had been quick to understand, as Ibn Buwayh was, we 
would have solved our problems, for he left the creeds 
aside and sought strength and authority and accordingly 
(12) Näsir Khisrü, Safar Nämah, 30; Cf. Ibn Khaldu-n, IV, 
al- `Ibaý, IV6 88-9, al-Magrizi, Itti c, z, 1,187 ff; 
al-Zaya i, Alägat', 20-1. 
(13) A1-Nujüm, V, 74. 
(14) Simt, IV, 194-5. 
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the people obeyed him. " 
(15) 
In accordance with that 
point of view the Qarmathians disobeyed the Fatimids 
and shifted their loyalty to the Abbasids. They preached 
in Makkah during the pilgrimage of 359/979 in the name of 
the caliph al-Mutic al-cAbbäsi (d. 364/974) and his ally, 
al-Hasan. b. al- Acsam, the Qarmathian. 
(16) 
The Abbasids 
observed that victory by sending to the 
a valuable present in a bid to prove to 
Moslems. their spiritual and temporal au- 
The present was in the form of gold and 
which were displayed outside the Kasbah 
surrounded by flags bearing the name of 
Caliph. (17) 
honoured Kasbah 
the masses of 
thority over Makkah 
silver lanterns 
for fifteen days, 
the Abbasid 
The Fatimids were quick to react. They persuaded 
their allies, the Husaynids, rulers of Medina, and provided 
them with a force to capture Makkah . But the Makk ans , 
with the help of the Qarmathians were able to defeat the 
(18) 
and forced them to retreat. 
18) The defeat 
did not force al-MuCizz to go back on his determination 
to regain his. influence in Makkah. He instigated B. Hill 
and other tribes against the Iraqi Caravan bound for Makkah 
and this resulted in the death of many of its pilgrims. 
(19) 
Thus the way was paved for the supporters of the Fatimids, 
among the Sharifs, - to preach in the name of al-MuCizz 
(15) Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntagam, VI, 225. 
(16) A1-Jazirl, Durar, 245; a1-CIsämi, Sfmt, IV, 195. 
(17) Ibn al-Jawzl, a1-Munta; ýamr, III, 53. 
(18) Ibn Fahd, Ithäf, unier the year 360 [980]; a1-cIsami, 
Sim 
, IV, l 
(19) A1-Hanbali, Nuzhat, f. 200a. 
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in 363/973, and drop the name of the Abbasids from the 
KhuVbah. Thus Makkah became loyal to the Fatimids and 
left the Abbasid fold. 
(20) 
Al-Mucizz did not stop at securing Makkah's loyalty 
and the mention of his name in the KhuVbah there. He 
also prepared to spread the Ismaili creed in Makkah. Al- C 
Hanbali comments; "in 363 [9731 the Khutbah and prayers 
were dedicated in the Haramayn to al- Mucizz. Rejections 
[on the part of Makkans] increased and there was a call 
[from al-Mucizz] for the cancellation of the [Sunni] 
tarawib prayers. " 
(21) 
It may be that al-Mucizz aimed, by spreading the 
state creed in Makkah, to create an atmosphere of spir- 
itual affiliation. It is known that spiritual affiliation 
leads to the strengthening of political cohesion. At 
any rate, Makkah remained loyal to al-Mucizz until his 
own death in 365/975. 
(22) However, the town soon shifted 
its loyalty to the Abbasids, for the sources record 
that the name of the successor of al-Mu cizz , al 
CAzIz 
Bi- '11äh (365-386/975-996), was left out of the Khu bah 
in 365/975, and was replaced by the name of the Abbasid 
Caliph al-Tai 
c (d. 393-1003). 
(23) 
The same sources do 
not mention that any positive action was taken by the 
(20) Ibn al-cImäd, Shadharät, III, 44;. a1-Siydtl, Tärikh, 269. 
(21) Nuzhat, f. 200b. 
(22) A1-Zayla'1, ' CAlagat' 
, 
48. 
(23) Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, IV, 51,101; H. Ibrihim, Tarikh, 
IV, 9. 
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Abbasids to regain their influence in Makkah. Besides, 
Baghdad was busy at that time dealing with the insurr- 
ection involving cAdud al-Dawlah and his nephew Bakhtiyar, 
the Buwayhid leaders. 
(24) 
Perhaps the loyalty of the 
Sharifs of Makkah to the Fatimids passed away as a result 
of the death of their leader, Jacfar b. Muhammad, who 
died around this time. 
(25) 
When his son, cIsa (d. 383-993), 
succeeded him as amir of Makkah he preached in the name of 
the Abbasid Caliph al-Taic as mentioned above. 
One does not know the exact reasons behind this 
change in the relations of the Sharifs of Makkah 'in favour 
of the Abbas ids . It could have been a departure from the religious 
policy adopted. by the Caliph al-Mucizz in Makkah. Whatever 
the reason, al-cAziz did not watch developments passively 
for he dispatched an army which managed to lay siege to 
Makkah and to pressurize the inhabitants to preach in the 
name of al-cAziz in 366/976.26 This event marks the 
beginning of direct Fatimid interference, which indicates 
their desire to hold fast to the control of Makkah. However 
the Abbasids were soon to answer in kind, for they sent 
an army to Makkah which managed to bring it back into the 
Abbasid fold in 368/978. 
(27) 
Also the Abbasids showered 
the people of Makkah with hugs sums of money, hoping that 
such a policy would secure for them the people's love and 
(24) Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntazam, VII, 75. 
(25) Ai-Fäsi, al-cIgd, VI, 458. 
(26) Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar , 
IV, 51. 
(27) A1-Qalgashandi, Sub4, IV, 269; al- Isami, Sim , 
IV,. 195. 
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loyalty. 
(28) 
However, due to the fluctuations in the destinies 
of the Abbasids and Fatimids in the Hijaz arena at that 
time, and the impact of that on their relations with the 
region, the Fatimids faced Abbasid expansion with a 
similar expansion and they managed to impose their pol- 
itical hegemony over Makkah during the following year. 
(29) 
Thus the Fatimids managed to exercise their control 
over Makkah for a period and it became clear, at that 
time, that the Abbasids were not able to face the Fatimids 
in battle. However, they did not passively accept the 
Fatimid success. They instigated Ibn Häzim (d. 377/987) 
who was in control of the Wadi al-Qurä fort and he 
7 
proclaimed his disobedience to the Caliph, al-cAziz, in 
377/987. Moreover, he captured vast territories in the 
Hijaz and threatened Fatimid sovereignty there. 
(30) 
Thereupon Egyptian forces were ordered to move in the 
same year and to cut the new rebel down to size. The 
force managed to bring the Hijaz back under the control 
of the Fatimids. Furthermore, the army returned with the 
severed head of Ibn Häzim. 
(31) 
Ibn Häzim's rebellion 
was the last obstacle which faced the Fatimid Caliphate 
in the Hi j az during the regime of Sharif cI sä b. Ja 
cf ar . 
Their sovereignty over Makkah was ensured and they were 
(28) Abu Sacid, al-cAlägät, 336. 
(29) Ibnc al_Jawzi, al-MuntaKam, VII3 166; Ab- SaCid, 
al- Alaqat, 336. 
(30) Al-Antäki, Tärikh, 224. 
(31) Al- Ant äki, Tarikh, 224; al-Dawädari, al-Durrah, 
VI, 219: 
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able to control most of the pilgrim routes and the Khutbah 
continued in their name. 
(32) 
Thus the Fatimids were 
able to control the pulpit of Makkah and they exploited it 
by talking of the responsibilities that they shouldered 
in terms of protecting the pilgrims, ensuring pilgrim 
routes and spending on projects for the Holy City. 
It seems that the Abbasids could not compete with 
the Fatimids in terms of the prestige enjoyed by the 
latter in Makkah at that time. Nevertheless, the 
Abbasid Caliph, a]. -Q dir (381-422/991-1030) wrote to the 
heir apparent of Makkah, al-Hasan b. Jacfar, later to be 
called Abü .. 
'l-Futüh, in 381/991, calling for his obedience 
and loyalty, instead of his showing his support for the 
Fatimids, and promising, in return, to recognize him and 
his family and maintain his family's exclusive right. 
(33) 
However, al-Qadit's communication was of no avail and 
Abü 31-Fittüh disclosed al-Qadir's communication to the 
Caliph, al-cAziz. Al- `Aziz rewarded him by sending money 
and presents which Abü )1-Futuh distributed among the 
Sharifs of Makkah. 
(34) 
He was appointed amir of Makkah ands 
he draped the Kasbah with white, the colour of the Fatimidsý35) 
Thus we find how al-Qädir' s messages led the Abbasids from 
one failure to another, whereas it consolidated the Fatimid 
(32) Al-cIsami, IV, 195; al_Tawil, Tarikh, 211. The 
name of the Caliph al-Muqtadi is only mentioned once in 
the Rhutbah of the pilgrimage in 379/ 89 Cf . 
A1-Jaziri, 
Durar, 257. 
(33) Ibn Fahd, "It af, under the year 381 [991]. 
(34) - Al -Fäs i, Sh if ,ý, II, 194. 
c (35) Al-9Umari, Masalik, XXIV, f. lla. 
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position in Makkah. One no longer hears of any attempt 
against Makkah by the Abbasids, until the death of its 
CC 
Sharif, Isa b. Ja far, in 384/993. He was succeeded, as. 
amir of Makkah, by his brother al-Hasan b. Ja°far, pop- 
ularly named Abu '1-Futüh, (384-430/994-1038). 
(36) 
Abu 'l-Futi and his claim to the caliphate 
Abu 31-Futüh was one of the most prominent Sharifs 
who ruled Makkah. He was a brave and ambitious man and 
incidentally also an accomplished poet. 
(37) 
During the 
lifetime of his brother, cIsa, he wielded great influence 
and used to help his brother in administering the affairs 
of the amirate. Even the Abbasid and Fatimid Caliphs 
exchanged messages with him. 
(38) 
On his succeeding as amir of Makkah his personal 
ambition came to the surface. He was not content with 
leading the Sharifs of Makkah or achieving an independent 
Hijaz, but he also coveted the (caliphate itself, in the 
belief that he was worthy of the position and-because of 
his indisputably genuine pedigree. 
(39) 
He thought it 
better not to execute his plans quickly; rather he would 
remain outwardly loyal to the Fatimids while inwardly 
working towards the unification of the Hijaz. So he never 
(36) Al-cUmari, Masalik, XXIV, f. llb. 
(37) Al-Bäkhirzl, Dumyat, 1,3. 
(38) Al-cUmari, Masalik, XXIV, f. lla. 
(39) Ibn al-Qalanisi, Dhayl, 64. 
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dropped the mention of the Fatimid Caliph, al-Hakim Bi-Amr 
Alläh (386-411/996-1021), from the Khutbah in Makkah, 
(40) 
At the same time he made great strides in consolidating the 
foundations of his amirate. His influence thus stretched 
to the provinces of southern Tihämah as far as the borders 
of the Yemen. He captured Haly b. Yacqüb. 
(41) 
Thus 
his influence covered large regions, but stopped short 
of the territory of B. Muhannä, rulers of Medina, support- 
ers of the Fatimids and traditional enemies of the Ilasanid 
amirs of Makkah. 
(42) 
Abu '1-Futüh soon found the opportunity he was waiting 
for in the deterioration of relations between B. Muhannä 
and the Fatimids. The former were disputing the genealogy 
(43) 
the latter. 
43) 
Thereupon, Abu )1-Futüh hastened to 
Medina in 390/999, which he" captured, *thus ending B. Muhanna 
rule over it. 
(44) 
Thus the low ebb in relations between 
B. Muhanna and al-Hakim, the Fatimid Caliph, and the det- 
erioration of those relations, opened the door at last to 
Abu ýl-Futuh, the third antagonist, and enabled him to reap 
the harvest. The Hijaz and Tihämah fell under the princely 
rule of Makkah. Abu l-Futuh waited for a pretext to revolt 
against Fatimid influence in Makkah. Soon after the turn 
(40) Ibn Fahd, Ifhaf, under the year 386 [996]. 
(41) A1-Bakri, al-Mamalik, 49; al-Fasi, a1=cIgdIV, 79. 
(42) Ilan Fahd, It äf under the year 360 [980]; al-Zaylac1, 
' Alaqat; 56. 
(43) A1-Jaziri, Durar, 249. 
(44) Al-Qalgashandi, Maathir, I, 328; al-Sakhawf, 
al-Tuhf ah, 1,648 . 
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of the 5th/llth century, Abu '1-Futüh found the reasons 
for disobeying al-Hakim, who had sent him a directive 
asking him to dissociate himself from the Companions and Wives of the 
Prophet. (45) Abu '1-Futu-h was angry and in a speech 
attended by the Aid heads, he said, "People who raised 
high the banner of Islam after the Prophet ... yet he , 
mentions them in a way in which they should not be 
mentioned. Did the Christians do such a thing to the 
disciples? No: instead they made every disciple' s grave 
a place for pilgrimage and worship. If he were to order me 
to curse people who do not follow our religion, I would not 
like to be the curser. " Abü '1-Futüh's speech kindle the 
Alids' enthusiasm and prepared them for the revolution 
against al-Hakim. One of them stood up and said, "0 amir, 
this is what one says who should not go back on what he 
said. " whereupon Abi -"1-Futuh said, "Right you are! " 
(46) 
With the support of the sharifs he proclaimed Makkah indep- 
I vy 
endent in 402/1011 and lefts the 
, 
name of al-Hakim from the 
(Khutbah, 
inserting his own name. 
4? ý Thus Abu '1-Futuh 
proclaimed himself totally independent-ruler of the 
Hijaz without offering loyalty to anyone. 
However, the available sources do not spell out the 
way which was taken by al-Hakim to face Abu -'l-Futu-h's 
disobedience, except that al-Hakim withheld foodstuffs sent 
(45) Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, IV, 101; al-Fäsi, al-cIgd, 
IV, 78-9. 
(46) Al-cUmari, Masälik, XXIV, f. lla. 
(47) Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, IV, 101; al-Qalgashandi, 
Subh, IV, 269. 
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previously from Egypt to the Haramayn. (48) It seems that 
al-Hakim had not until that time seen Abu 'l-Futu-h's diso- 
bedience as a threat to him. Consequently, the latter's 
influence was confined to the Hijaz; besides, he mentioned 
no other name besides his own in the KhuVbah. He had not 
mentioned the name of the Abbasid caliph for example, 
neither had he aligned himself to any force hostile to the 
Fatimid caliphate. Instead he had contented himself with 
a proclamation of the independence of the Hijaz. Thereupon 
al-Hakim restricted his action to starving the Hijaz which 
depended heavily on Egypt, so that Abu 31-Futuh found 
himself in pressing circumstances and was compelled to go 
back into the Fatimid fold. 
Yet, new developments helped Abi )1-Futuh to carry 
further his claim to the caliphate. Al-Hakim's quarrels 
with B. al-Jarrah reached a climax when Hassan b. al- 
Muf. arrij plundered the caravan of Yarkhatkin, the Turk 
, appointed by al-Hakim as deputy over Syria. Hassan 
b. al-Mufarrij killed him, then proceeded to al-Ramlah, a 
Syrian town, and looted it. 
(49) 
On the other hand al- 
Hakim persecuted the family of the Wazir, Abu- '1-Qasim 
Ibn al-Maghribi, and almost killed them. 
(50) 
But the 
wazir managed to make his escape from Egypt and went to 
B. al-Jarrah seeking refuge. They responded and granted 
(48) Al-Qalgashandi, Ma'athir, I, 320 and Subh, IV,. 269. 
(49) Ibn al-Qalänisi, Dhayl, 63; al-Fäsi, al-cIgd, IV, 
70; Kurd, Kh tat, I, 218. 
(50) Al-Fi si, al-cIgd, IV, 69-70; cInan, al-Ilakim, 182. 
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him refuge. 
(51) 
They soon decided to call for Abu '1-Futtih 
and proclaim him caliph. 
(52) 
Hassan b. al-Mufarri j 
delegated Ibn al-Maghribi to proceed to Abu ')l-Futuh and 
to persuade him to accept the post of imam. 
(53) 
However, 
Abi ý1-Futiih gathered his people together and discussed 
the matter with them; '... They looked forward to an era 
of glory and proclaimed him caliph'. 
(54) 
He addressed 
them and named himself al-Rashid Bi-511äh. This was at 
the end of 402/1011-2. 
(55) 
He started to receive-the 
proclamation of'loyalty from those who supported him in 
Makkah and Medina. He propagated the doctrine of enjoining 
good deeds and preventing shameful ones. 
(56) 
When he had 
completed his preparations, he set out for al-Ram7. ah 
where B. al-Jarrah welcomed him, greeted him as "Ami. r 
al-Mu)minin' and made his residence in Dar al- Imarah in 
al-Ramlah. 
(57) 
He proclaimed a safe conduct to those 
who lived in fear, the installatiön-of justice, the enjoining 
of good, deeds and the prohibition of shameful, ones .( 
58 ) 
On the first Friday after his arrival, he rode to the 
mosque, while al-Mu. farrij, Hassan's father, and all Tayy" 
(51). Yaqüt,. Mucjam al-Udaba , IV, 60. 
(52) Al-Azdi, al-Duwal, f. 58. 
(53) Ibn al-Maghribl, " Adab, VIII, 416. 
(54) A1-Rawdhrawarl, Dhayl, 236. 
(55) A1-Rawdhrawari, Dhayl, 236; Ghazi, Ifädat, III, f. 54b. 
(56) A1EIsaml, Sim t, IV, 196; al-Subaci, Tarikh, I, 179. 
(57) Al-Azdi, al-Duwal, f. 58; Ibn al-Qalä. nisi, Dhayl, 
64; Kurd, Khi a I, 218. 
(58) Ibn al-Maghribi, Adab, VIII, 416; al-Bitir, "Mawqif", 92. 
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accompanied him. On that day he was proclaimed caliph in 
the Friday Khutbah. 
(59) 
It seemed as if everything had 
come under the firm control of Abu -11-Futu-h. 
On hearing the news al-Hakim dispatched a Fatimid 
force to Syria. However, it was defeated near Darum, in 
southern Syria, 
(60) 
thus strengthening Abu ý1-Futuh's 
sway in the southern part of the country and his men laid 
a prolonged siege to the coastal defences. 
(61) 
At this 
point al-Hakim felt that he could not face Abü '1-Futu-h 
in battle. Worried, confused and fearing the worst, he 
tried to impress upon Amir Tayy Hassan b. Mufarrij to 
withhold his support from Abu 'l-Futu-h. He managed to 
persuade him and extracted a promise from him to this 
effect. 
(62) 
On the other hand, al-Hakim ordered an econ- 
omic blockade of Makkah, prohibiting journeys there either 
by land or sea. He even made some pilgrims who were using 
the land route, turn. 'back. 
(63) 
Besides this he managed 
to win to his side one of the leaders of B. Sulayman, 
cousins and enemies of the Musawids, Abu )1-Futu-h's 
clan. Their leader was Abt '1-Tayyib, 'appointed by al- 
Häkim amir of Makkah, and he succeeded in defeating Abü 
'1-Futüh's deputy and making the people of Makkah obey 
al-Hakim. 
(64) 
(59)' Al-Azdi, al-Duwal, 58. 
(60) Al-Dujayli, 'Ras. ' il, ' III , 
421; al-Azdi; al-Duwal, 58. 
(61) Kurd; Kh. ltat, I, 218-9; al-Zayla`1, ' CAlagät' , 
66. 
(62) Al-Fas-1, al-cIgd, IV, 71. 
(63) Al-Magrizi, Itti 
, II, 90; De Gaury, Rulers, 60. 
17 (64) Al-Rawdhrawari, Dhayl, II, 238; Ibn al-Maghribi, 
Adab. III, 417; 11. Ibrahim, al-Dawlah, 239. 
h- 
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When news of the fall of Makkah reached Abu ')l-Futu-h 
and he realized that B. al-Jarrah had not shown any 
enthusiasm to support him, he became convinced that they 
had solved their differences with al-Hakim and that they 
had thus failed him. This was bound to lead to grave 
consequences. Therefore, he rushed to al-Mufarrij, Hassan's 
father, and proclaimed that he was seeking refuge with 
him. 
(65) 
Al-Mufarrij was deeply impressed and he took 
it upon himself to reach a settlement. He mediated 
between Abu 1l-Futu-h and the Fatimids to bring about a 
settlement, in return for which Abu -ýl-Futüh should renounce 
his claim for the caliphate and purge Makkah of his enemy, 
B. Sulayman , and remain ruler of 
Makkah under IF'aLirni_d 
sovereignty. 
(66) 
Thus Abu )1-Futüh resigned himself to 
such a status in a bid to save himself. He returned to 
Makkah in 403/1012. Abü 'l-Tayyib experienced an eclipse 
of power and Abu 1-Futu-h was reinstated. 
(67) 
Abu )l-Futüh was once again loyal to al-Hakim. He 
mentioned his name in the Khutbah in Makkah and minted 
coins in his name. 
(68) He even rushed to Egypt to prove 
to al-Hakim his faithfulness, loyalty and intentions for 
the future. The visit left a good impression on a. 1. -llakim 
and he bestowed presents and titles on Abu '1-FuLüh. 
(69) 
(65) Al-Fäsi , al-° Iqd , 
IV, 71; al-° Isam-1 , Sini , IV, 197. 
(66) Al-Rawdhrawarl, Dhayl, II, 238, Ibn al-Qalanisi, 
Dhayl, 64. 
(67) A1-cIsä, ml, IV, 197. 
(68) A1-Magrizl, Itti°ä, z, 11,95. 
(69) Majid, al-Hakim, 153. 
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On his return, he remained loyal to al-Hakim until the 
latter died in 411/1021, whereupon the Khutbah was made 
in the name of al-Hakim's son, his successor, al-Zähir 
( 
li-Din Ä11ah (411-427/1021-1035). 
70) 
However, Egypt's material support for Makkah 
decreased, possibly because of the drought and rising cost 
of living in Egypt in the first half of al-Zahir's rule. 
(71) 
The reason also might have been the caliph's indulgence 
in entertainment and enjoyment. He, was not very keen on 
maintaining Fatimid influence in Makkah and performing 
the Khutbah in the Fatimid name. This had its effect on 
relations with Makkah and attempts by the Abbasids to woo 
Abu )l-Futüh soon made themselwes apparent. The Fatimids 
woke up to those developments and sent an ambassador to 
Makkah in Rajab 414/October 1023. 
(72) 
The ambassador 
managed to reinstate al-Zahir in the Khutbah at 
cArafat, 
a mountain, east of Makkah, and in other sacred places. 
(73) 
Yet, it was clear that the Fatimids did not honour all. 
their commitments towards Makkah and its sharifs at that 
time. 
(74) 
Abu '1-Futüh therefore had to send a delegation 
of sharifs to Egypt, in Dhü 31-Qacdah 715/January 1025, in 
a bid to review their relations with the Fatimids. 
However, the delegation suffered disappointment, as it 
(70) Al-Magrizi, Itticä2,11,116; Suru-r, al-Nufüdh, 19. 
(71) Äl-Magrisi, Itticaz, 11,124, ff. and passim. 
(72) A1_Musabbi. hi, Akhbar, 13. The ambassador's name is 
Abu 1-Qasim b. Rizq al-Baghdadi. 
(73) A]-Musabbi hi, Akhbar, 2: 3. 
(74) Al-MW-; Ebbihi, Akhbar, 72; Abü Sacid al-cA1 i(_1 
al-Zaylaci, " CAlDLq L' , 71. 
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was not received by high-ranking state officials. The 
hosts indulged in procrastination to the extent that 
the delegation missed the pilgrimage of 415/1025. 
(75) 
Still they were given only half of their usual share of 
wealth and supplies. As for Abu- 31-Fut-uh, he was not 
given his stipend, instead he was promised that it would 
be sent to him by sea. 
(76) 
Whereupon the Hijazi 
delegation returned home, unhappy with such treatment. 
As the Egyptian historian al-Musabbihi says "They did not 
find in Egypt the assistance which they sought. " 
(?? ) 
In spite of the bad treatment shown by the Fatimids, 
the shari: fs of Makkah remained loyal to them. Moreover, 
Makkah remained 1 oval and obedient to the Fat Ind (Is Li! t 
the death of Abu 3l-Fut-uh in 430/1038. 
(78) 
IIe was 
succeeded, in the same year, by Taj al-Ma Cali Shukr b. 
Abi 31-Futüh (430-453/1038-1061). 
(79) 
The Decline of the Musawid Dynasty 
Shukr b. Abi 31-Futüh, like his father, supported the 
. 
Fatimids against the Abbasids. He had even gone so far as 
to prevent the Iraqi pilgrims from performing their r. ca l igious 
(75) A1-Magrizi, Itti a7,,. II, 169; Cf. a1-Musabbihj., 
Akhbar, 77. 
(76) A1-Musabbihi, Akhbär, 86. 
(77) A1-Musabbihi, Akhbar, 86. 
(78) Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, IV, 102;. a1-cIsami, Simt, 198; 
al-Zayla i, 'Alaqat, 78. 
(79) A1-Asbahani, Kharidat, III, 7. 
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rites in certain years. 
(80) 
This led to a split within 
the Musawid dynasty; some, led by Shukr, supported the 
Fatimids, others objected to Shukr's policy and called 
for a return to the Abbasids in their Khutbah. The 
opposing group enjoyed the support of the clan of JaC far 
b. Abi Talib. 
(81) 
It seems that those who were in 
opposition achieved some measure of success. Accordingly, 
Shukr had to seek the support of the amirs of Medina. 
However, the latter, instead of rushing to his assistance 
lent their support to the opposing party who wanted a 
return of the mention of the Abbasids in the khutbah. 
(82) 
Shukr realized his inability to face an alliance or the 
Talibids against him and left Makkah for Egypt in 
440/1048 to see the Caliph al-Mustansir (127-187/1.035-1.095) 
and to seek his help for making his return possible to Lho 
Makkan Amirate and the return of the Fatimids' name 
in the Khutbah. 
(83) 
We are not told to what means al-Mustansir resorted 
in order to face the Makkan insurrection. However, it 
can be assumed that the Fatimids imposed an economic 
blockade on Makkah. This is supported by the fact that 
Makkah witnessed, in 447/1055, terrible inflation, making 
it impossible to find bread. As a result the local inhab- 
itants and the pilgrims almost perished. The reason was 
(80) Al-Subj. °i, Tarlkh, I, 181-2. Another reason behind 
that was the fact that the Iraqi pilgrim route was not 
secure. Cf. Ibn Khaldün, al-dIbar, IV, 102; 
al-Jaziri, Durar, 254. 
(81) Al-cUmari, Masalik, XXIV, f. 12a. 
(82) Al-CUmari, Masalik, XXIV, f. 12b. 
(83) Al-cAyni, cIgd' XI, f. 40; al-Zaylaci, 'cAlägät', 75. 
ý_ 
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the non-arrival in Makkah of food from Egypt 
ý84)As 
for 
the Abbasids, 'they could not solve the economic crises 
in Makkah owing to the confusion in the ranks of the 
Buwayhids and their differences with the Abbasid Caliph, 
al-Qa3im (422-467/1031-1074). 
(S5) 
It is natural to 
accept that the economic blockade made Makkah support its 
amir, Shukr b. Abi )1-Futu-h who made a comeback at the 
end of 448/1057. The return of Shukr and Fatimid influence 
to Makkah found expression in the absence of Iraqi pilgrims 
in 448-1057. 
(86) 
Further proof was the economic prosperity 
enjoyed by Makkah in the following year, which means that 
material assistance from Cairo was once again roleasud 
in that year. Besides al-Si j illaL al-MusLanS: i r. i yyah 
mentions that the amir of Makkah in the year, 1,18/1.057, 
was Ta j al-Mac ä. 1i Shukr b. Abi )l-Futuh. 
( 87 
After 
securing his position in Makkah, Shukr thought of extending 
his influence to cover Medina, seeking revenge against its 
rulers, the Husaynids. The latter had previously helped 
B. Jacfar to expel Shukr from Makkah and fulfil his father's 
ambition to unify the Hijaz under the leadership of the 
sharils of Makkah. He exchanged letters with the Medinuse 
which. resulted in his extending his rule. - over Modi na and 
thus securing the two sacred places. 
(88) 
(84) Al-Jaziri, Durar, 254. 
(85) Abi 3i-Fida , al-Mukhta ar, 178-9. 
(86) Al-Jariri, Durar, 254; al-Zaya°i, 'cAlagat', 76. 
(87) Mäjid, 56. 
(88) Al-Asbahani, Kharidat, III, 7; al-Fasi, al-cIgd, V, 14. 
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Thus Shukr had the whole Hijaz under his control. 
He showed loyalty to the caliph, al-Mustansir, until he 
. 
died in 453/1061. 
(89) 
He did not leave a successor to rule 
over Makkah. Finally the position went to one of his 
slaves. 
(90) 
However the sources at our disposal do not mention 
this slave's name, nor do they mention that Shukr delegated 
authority to him. Yet he managed to have an edge over 
his masters, the Hasanids, and to win control over Makkah. 
This infuriated the sharifs and they revolted against, 
the slave. However the möst enraged of all were B. Ab--u 
'1-Tayyib. They attacked Makkah and took it from the slave. 
An amir emerged from their ranks, Muhammad b. Abi 31-Tayyib 
cAbd al-Rahman b. al-Qasim. 
(91) 
Thus the Musawid dynasty 
fell and the leadership of Makkah went to B. AbT 31-Tayyib, 
who were a branch of B. Sulaymän b. cAbd Allah b. Musa 
al-Jün. 
(92) 
Historians, who tend to divide the Ir i. st. ory 
of the Shari Cs into periods, arc; agreed on eu ll ng I, trc: rrý 
the second period 
(9: 3) 
and they give them the narre: ()I' Lhc: 
Sulaymanids. 
(94) 
However, B. Abu '1-Tayyib behaved 
(89) Al- cAyni, cIgd, XI, f. 400b; al-Fäsi, Tahsil, f. 416a; 
I dris , Kanz, 
f. 86b. 
(90) Al-cIsami, Simt, IV, 198; Dahlan, Khulasat, 18; al- 
Qarmani, Akhbär, 224. 
(91) Ghäzi, Ifadat, III, f. 63a; al-Zayläci, I 
cAlagat' 
. 
79 
(92) Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 46-7; 
(93) The first period was that of the Musawi. ds, thc; third 
wore the ilashimids and the fourth were 13. Qataduh. Cl'. 
Datei a n, IChulji.. "itt , 
1G, passim, al-Subaci ,T rT 
kh 
, 
1, 
173v 182; Ri f cat ,Mi ra) at , 1,354. 
(94) A1-Qalgashandi, Nihä. yat, 131; al CTsä. mi , 
Simt, IV, 198. 
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badly and proved to be thoroughly inefficient rulers of 
Makkah. They even went to the extent of taking away 
the gutter of the KaCbah and stripping it of its 
trapping. 
(95) A1-Mustansir, the Fatimid Caliph, finally 
permitted `Ali b-. Muhammad al-Sulayhl, ruler of much of 
the Yemen, to interfere in the affairs of Makkah and to 
impose his rule there. Thus al-Sulayhi managed to capture 
Makkah. Moreover, he_put an end to the rule of the 
B. Abi '1-Tayyib dynasty-. (96) This was the first real 
Yemeni interference in Makkah and forms the subject or 
the following pages. 
(95) Sibt Ibn al-Jawzl, Mi, XXII, f. 88b. 
(96) Al-Fäsi, Shifts II1 195; Gh-azi, Ifädät, III, 63a. 
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Table No. 2 The Musawid Amirs of Makkah 
All b. Abi Talib 
Al-Hasan al-Sibt 
Al-Hasan al-Muthanna 
cAbd Allah al-Mahd 
Musa al-Jun 
cAbd Allah 
Musa al-Thani( 
1) 
Sulayman 
I (Sulaymanids) (2) 
Muhammad al -Th a3 ir 
- 41 c Abd Allah al-Akbar Al -Ilasan al -Am. i r( 
) 
(B. Qatadah) 
(13) (. 
-- ý1 
Abu Hashim 
- 
Muhammad Abü 31-IIasan 
Muhammad al-Kabir Abu Jacfar CAl 
(Hashimids) (5) (Amirs of al- 
((3) 
Sirrayn) 
Jacfar 
rIi 
Abu 1-Futuh cIs a 
Skiukr 
The slave 
1. Omitted in the tombstones of Qayatabay b. Sharaf b. Qayatabay, 
c- -F. no. 
37 below; al. -Bäsha, "Shawahid", 118, p1.41. 
2. Cf. table no. 3 below. 
3. Cf. table no. 5 below. 
4. Al-Husayn in Ibn cInabah, cUmdat, 108. Cf . Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 47; no. 37 below. 
5. Cr. table no-4 below. 
Ihn cIn, LUMLh, cUmcl<a. t, 10R; table no. 6 helOw. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Hashimid Dynasty 
- Ali b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi and the emergence 
of Yemenite influence in Makkah 
- The Hashimid Sulahid 
di. sput, e in Makkah 
- Fatimid-Yemenite influence in Makkah recedes 
and Muhammad b. Jacfar shifts his loyalty 
to the Abbasids 
- Muhammad b. Jacfar's successors and the 
end of the Hashimids 
\_ 
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cAli b. Muhammad al-ýulayhi and the emergence of 
Yemeni influence in Makkah 
Apart from the revolution staged by Ibrahim b. Musa 
al-Kazim in the Yemen, and his occupation of Makkah in the 
year 202/817, Yemeni interference in Makkah was peaceful. 
This consisted of introducing some reforms in Makkah. 
We may mention in this respect, the fact that al-Husayn 
b. Salamah (d. 403/1012-3), the deputy ruler and first 
wazir in the Ziyadid state, wanted to improve the Yemeni 
pilgrim routes to Makkah by digging wells and building 
mosques at all stations on these routes taken by the 
Yemeni pilgrim caravans, installing road marks indicating 
distances in miles, leagues and barids between various 
stages. 
(1) 
He also wanted to make arrangements to provide 
drinking water in Makkah by connecting water to the plain 
and Mount Arafat. He also laid plans to dig canals 
between CArAfä. t and Makkah in order to irrigate trees 
on the banks of these canals, and also to connect water 
to a small reservoir outside Makkah in order to cater for 
the drinking needs of its inhabitants. 
(2) 
However, the 
first real direct interference in Makkah was at the hands 
of 
cAli b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi. Thus it is necessary to 
ask who was al-Sulayhl and how did he interfere in Makkah? 
cAl-ir b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi (439-459/1045-1068), 
founder of the Sulayhid state in the Yemen, is considered 
(1) CUmarah, Tarikh 40-1; Bä Makhramah, Thaghr ß0; a1-Janadi , al-Sulük, al-Hibshi al-I tibar, 23. f. 152 b; 
(2) Na. it Khisrü, Safar N h, 123-4,136; al-Zaylaci, cAlaq . t' 185-6. 
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one of the pioneer kings of Yemen, who had already set his 
sights on ruling Makkah. No sooner had he achieved the 
unification of most of the Yemen than he turned his eyes 
on the Hijaz with its sacred places, because it was the 
nearest place to the Yemen, was considered by Moslems to 
be the most important region and because it was lacking, 
more than any country, stable rule and good administrationý3) 
Therefore, al-Sulayhi wrote to the Caliph, al-Mustansir, 
seeking his permission to take Makkah and establish his 
control there. 
(4) 
However, the Caliph al-Mustansir 
rejected al-Sulayhi's offer. Moreover, he sent the former 
a message (sijill), in 448/1056, forbidding hirn aver to 
stand in the way of the amir of Makkah, Taj al-Maul i. 
Shukr b. Abi )1-Futuh. 
(5) 
Al-Sulayhi heeded the direc- 
tives of al-Mustansir and no longer interfered in the 
affairs of the Makkan amir. He even worked for the devel- 
opment of better relations with him with the result that 
the amir of Makkah wrote to al-Mustansir praising al- 
Sulayhi's efforts towards helping him overcome the obstacles 
in the way of solving the problems of the iii j az. 
(6 
However, good relations between Shukr and al-Sulayhi Soon 
deteriorated due to rivalry over the control of Maly 
b. Yacqub, the town on the Tihamah coast. This led to an 
(3) Al-Hamdani, al-Sulayhiyyun, 88. 
(4) Idr1. s, ' Kanz, f. 86ff. 
(5) Majid, al-Sijillat, 56. 
(6) Majid, al-Sijillat, 37; al-Zaylaci, 'c Alägät', 80. 
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exchange of messages full of threats and intimidation. 
(7) 
However, al-Sulayhi took no positive steps for fear of 
angering his imam, al-Mustansir. Accordingly, he wrote 
to him seeking his advice about Shukr and asking his 
permission to oust Shukr from Makkah and annex it to the 
Yemen. The Caliph al-Mustansir wrote back prohibiting 
such an act and saying, "Never meet God stained with the 
blood of the descendants of Fatimah al-Zahra . 
(8) 
Al- 
Sulayhi heeded al-Mustansir's orders and bided his time, 
waiting for an opportunity to take Makkah. 
(9) 
We may pause here to ask why al-Mustansir denied 
al-Sulayhi permission to capture Makkah and dislodge Shukr. 
It might have been due to the fact that the Fatimids knew 
quite well that the Makkans held fast to their independ- 
ence and refused all external authority. If al-Sulayhi 
had succeeded in capturing Makkah he would not have 
succeeded in remaining there for long, and the Mi. I ans 
might have been obliged to seek assistance from the arch- 
enemies of the Fatimids, the Abbasids, if that would retrieve 
for them their independence which they had maintained for 
more than one century. Besides, Shukr was known for his 
indisputable loyalty to al-Mustansir, a fact which made 
the latter insist on his presence in Makkah and deny al- 
Sulayhi permission to expel Shukr from it. 
(7) Al-Hamdani, al-$ula371 iyyun, 89. Al-Zaylaci, ' 
80-1. 
ýA1äclit; ', 
(8 ) Quoted from Idr is , 
CUUyyun, £f. 1719, in al-Hamdaani , 
ai- ulayhiyyun, 89. 
(9) A1-Zaylaci, ' cA1ä. gat, ' 81. 
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When Shukr passed away and confusion reigned in 
Makkah under the rule of B. Abi 31-Tayyib, al-Mustansir 
feared that such chaos might draw Makkah out of the 
Fatimids' sphere of influence. Therefore without hesit- 
ation, he gave al-Sulayhi permission to proceed to Makkah 
and establish law and order there. 
No sooner had al-Sulayhi secured the permission of 
al-Mustansir than he left the Yemen for Makkah accompanied 
by a large group of Yemeni leaders. 
(10) 
He reached 
Makkah in Dhu ýl-Hijjah 455/November 1063, and managed to 
wrest it from the hands of B. Abi ýl-Tayyib and forced thorn, 
as already mentioned, to leave. Thereafter a7. -Su l ayh i 
wooed the local inhabitants of Makkah and worked to win 
their support by spending money on them. 
(11) 
Then he 
prepared to maintain security in the Holy Places by taking 
punitive action against the tribes that had committed 
acts of aggression against the pilgrims. 
(12) 
Then he took 
back the trappings and other things belonging to the kacbah 
and formerly taken by B. Abi ý1-Tayyib, when they captured 
Makkah after Shukr's death. 
(13) 
Thus by virtue of his 
statesmanship. al-Sulayhi won the favour of a7. -Musi: ansir. 
He also won the confidence of the local inhabitants and 
the pilgrims of Makkah as well. 
(10) Al-cAyni, cIgd, XI, f. 46b; al-Janadi, al-Suluk, i'. 183a-b; 
al-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 33a. 
(11) A1-Magrizi, al-Dhahab, 66; Ba Makhramah, Thaghr, 161. 
(12) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, VIII, 96; al-Fas-1, Tuhf at, 
f. 188a. 
(13) Al-Sabbagh, Tahsil, f. 217a; al-Fasi, Shift 1II, 195. 
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Al-Sulayhi remained in Makkah till Rabic I, 456/ 
March, 1064. 
(14) 
The Hasanids were afraid lest al-Sulayh1 
have designs of expanding into Makkah leading to its 
direct annexation to the Yemen, thus threatening the indep- 
endence which the Makkans had enjoyed for a century. The 
sharif s gathered and opened negotiations with al-Sulayhi 
about the future government of Makkah. They said to him, 
"leave our place and appoint from us whomsoever you 
choose. " 
(15) 
Al-Sulayhi accepted their suggestion and 
chose Muhammad b. Ja°far b. Abi Hashim (456-487/1064-1094) 
as deputy amir of Makkah. Al-Sulayhi then went back to 
the Yemen. 
(16) 
We do not know the reasons which prompted al-Sulayhi 
to choose Muhammad b. Jacf ar who belonged to a family who 
had not exercised rule before, rather than a member of 
the Musawids or the Sulaymanids who had previously ruiwd 
Makkah. It seems however that al-Sulayhi chose Muhammad 
b. Jacf ar for his personal efficiency and courage. 
(17) 
Besides, he was the son-in-law of Shukr, the last of the 
Musawid leaders. 
(18) 
This would have indirectly satisfied 
the Musawids, legal amirs of Makkah. Besides, transferring 
the emirate from the Sulaymanids and the Musawids to 
(14) Ibn Fahd, - Ithaf , under 
the year 450 [10641; Ghazi, 
Ifadat, f. 64b. 
(15) Al-Fasiý_Shifa 11,196; al-Tabari, Ithiif , 
f. 91). 
al-Suba i, T6rikh, 183. 
_i (16) A1-Fasi , Shita, 11,196; al-Sabhagh, Tahs-1 f. 218b. 
(17) Cf. al-cUmari, Masal ik, f 
-9a; al-Subae 
i, Tar. ikh, II, 196. 
C (18) Al- Isami, Simt, IV, 198, al-Zaylaci, ' cAl-q. t' 
, 
83. 
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another clan would have put an end to the recurrent conflicts 
between the two clans. It was for these reasons that al- 
Sulayhi felt that shifting the emirate to the Hashimites 
would put an end to strife between the two above mentioned 
groups and stop their rivalries. Moreover, the ending 
of fighting in Makkah would, in turn, lead to political 
stability there. 
So the Hasamids accepted al-Sulayhi's offer to 
appoint Muhammad b. Jacf ar as their amir in Makkah, as 
long as this would prevent direct control by the Sulayhids. 
-151- 
The Hashimid Sulayhid dispute in Makkah 
The Hashimids were a branch of B. al-Hasan al- 
Sibt. They were descendants of Abu Hashim Muhammad b. 
Hasan b. Muhammad b. Musa b. cAbd Allah b Musa al-Ju-n. 
(19) 
They constitute the third period of the sharifs, rulers 
of Makkah. 
(20) 
Muhammad b. Jacfar was appointed amir of 
Makkah among the Hashimids, deputizing for al-Sulayhi, 
who had returned to the Yemen, as mentioned above. However, 
the Sulaymanid sharifs soon revolted against Muhammad h. 
Jacfar and removed him from Makkah. They appointed instead 
(21) 
amir, Hamzah b. Wahhas b. Abi '1-Tayyib. 
Z1) 
But the Sulaymanids did not enjoy the amirate for 
long, as Muhammad b. Jacfar soon attacked Makkah, supported 
by the Hashimids. He regained it by force and proclaimed 
the name of the Caliph al-Mustansir in the Khu bah. 
(22) 
He was not, however, content with the position of the 
Sulayhid's deputy in Makkah, especially when he had regained 
it through the Hashimids and no one else. Accordingly, 
he broke away from al-Sulayhi and maintained an independent 
Makkah. Moreover, he attacked the border town, Italy b. 
Ya qub, and captured it in 456/1063, seizing the possessions 
(23) 
there of al-Sulayhi. We see in that a naked challenge 
(19) Ibn Hazm, 
_Jamharat, 
46-7; Ibn °Inabah, CUmdat, 101; 
al-Batnüni, al-Rihlah, 74. 
(20) Al-SubaCi, Tarikh, 1,183; Rifcat, Mir2at, 354. 
(21) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, I, 439f.; Dahlan, Khula at, 19-20. 
(22) Al-Tabari, al-Arj, f. 84a; al-CIsä. mi, IV, 199. 
w 
C (23) Idris, Uyün, -VII, 23; al-Hamdani, al-Sulayhiyyün, 93. 
Cf. Map no. 1. 
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to, and provocation of the 
al-Sulayhi, thus making it 
would not yield an inch of 
which had been affiliated 
ancestors. 
(24) 
authority of cAl-1 b. Muhammad 
known his plans for independence 
the territories including Haly 
to Makkah in the time of his 
When al-Sulayhi heard of the move by Muhammad b. 
Ja`f ar, he did not rush into action against the latter before 
consulting the Caliph al-Mustansir and obtaining his approval. 
Al-Sulayhi wrote to al-Mustansir, complaining of what 
Muhammad b. Ja cf ar had done and requesting his permission 
to proceed and fight him. 
(25) 
Yet Caliph al-Mustansir 
instructed al-Sulayhi not to embark in combat with Muhammad 
b. Jacfar, rather he asked him to be lenient towards the 
latter, hoping that there might be reasons behind JaCfar's 
action. 
(26) 
Al-Mustansir might not have cared whether Makkah was, 
under al-Sulayhi or the sharifs, as long as the inhabitants 
recognised that he was imam and as long as the khutbah was 
pronounced in his name. If anything, al-Mustansir preferred 
the town in the hands of the sharifs, believing that it was 
futile to try to control it by force. Besides the sharifs 
accepted the Fatimid genealogy and the existence of a 
blood relationship between them both, as was clear in their 
khutbahs and their ceremonies. 
(27) 
a (24) A1-ZaylC1, vAlagat' , 
85. 
(25) Mäjid, al-Sijillät, 40. 
(26) Ibid. 
(27) Cf. al-cUmari, Masalik, XXIV, f. lla; Ibn a1-Jawzi, 
al-Muntazam, VIII, 294; al-Zayla i, 'cAlaqat', 52,86,96. 
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However, cAli b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi soon found a 
pretext for removing the Hashimids from Makkah. Muhammad bjac 
hý 
had quickly shifted his loyalty to the Abbasids and 
dedicated his Khutbah to the Caliph al-QVim (d. 467/1075) 
(28) 
in 458/1065-6. Al-Sulayhi seized that opportunity 
and sent, in Safar 458/January 1066, a delegation to Egypt 
to conduct talks with al-Mustansir and to ask for permissioh 
to proceed to Makkah to settle matters there. 
(29) 
Al-Mustansir promptly granted al-Sulayhi's request 
to take these steps, as long as Ibn Jaciar had transferred 
his loyalty to the Abbasids. In Rabic I, 459/February 1.067, 
al-Mustansir issued a sijill to 
cAli b. Muhammad a7. -Sulayti 
implying his approval of the latter's request and advising 
him to conduct matters wisely, avoiding the violation of 
Holy Places and not shedding the blood of the Alids. 
(30) 
Al-Sulayhi had no sooner got the sanction of his imam than 
he started his preparations for his journey to Makkah, and 
thus to preserve the maintenance of Yemeni sovereignty 
over it. His preparations complete, he set out [or Makkah 
at the end of 459/1067, deputizing his son, A1hrn; ul al- 
1, ho Mukarram to look after the affairs of his kingdom in 
Yemen. 
(31) Ile was accompanied by 2000 cavalry, all the 
Sulayhid house and the rest of the leaders of the Yemen, 
(28) Al-Qalgashandi, Subh, IV, 458. 
(29) Idris, CUyun, 78-80; al-Hamdani., al-Sulayhiyyun, 96. 
(30) Idris, cUyün, 82-96; al-Hamdani, al-Sulayhiyyun, 306. 
(31) Ibn cAbd al-Ma j id, Bah jat 53; al-Janata l, a] -Su] ul: ýýl 
8; ýýt-b; 
BE Makhramah, Thaghr, 161. 
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thus avoiding the possibility of their rising in revolt 
against his son, Ahmad al-Mukarram, during cA1i's 
absence. 
(32) 
However, as luck would have it, al-Sulayhi could 
not reach Makkah and achieve his objective. Said al- 
Ahwal b. Najah, ex-ruler of Zabid and leader of B. Najä. h, / 
supported by seventy of his men lay in ambush for al- 
Sulayhi in al-Mahjam, in the north of Tihamat al-Yaman 
to the east of al-Dahi. He took al-Sulayhi's camp by 
surprise, while the occupants were resting, killed al- 
Sulayhl in Dhü 31-Qacdah, 459/October 1068 and seized 
all the possessions al-Sulayhi was carrying with him. 
(33) 
Ibn Najah then cut off the l at ter' s head and took it 
back to Zabld, accompanied by Asmä3 bint Shihäb, al- 
(34) 
wife, as a hostage. 
With al-Sulayhi's assassination, the Ilashimids 
in Makkah could feel free of competitors. 
(32) Ibn °Abd al-Majid, Bahjaý 53; Ibn al-Daybac ., Bughyat, 47; Ibn al-Qasim, Ghayat, I, 256; al-Janzidi, al-Suluk 
f. 183b 
(33) Al-Magrizi, al-Dhahab, 66; Ba Makhramah, Thaghr, 163. 
(34) Ibn Fahd, Ithäf , under the year 459 
[10681; al-cAgil i. , 
al-Mikhlaf, I, 118. 
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Table No. 3 The Sulaymanids 
All b. Abi Tälib 
al-Hasan al-Sibt 
Al-Hasan al-Muthanna 
cAbd_Allah al-Madh 
I .. 
Musa al-Jun 
cI Abd Allah 
Müsä al-Thäni 
Musawids, Hashimids, Amirs of 
al-Sirrayn and B. Qatadah 
Sulaymän 
Da ud 
Abu 1-Fatik Abd Allah 
A1-Qäsim(2 
) cAhd al-Rahmära 
Abu 1-Tayyib Abd al-Rahman Abu 1-Zayyib Da ud 
I (3) +- (4) Muhammad . Wahhas 
Ilamzah 
1. A1-Ashraf, Turf at, 108-9, adds Mtisa b. cAbd Allah, b. Musa b. 
Abd Allah, he also lists Sulayman among the sons of Musa 
al-Thani who in fact is the brother of the latter. Cf. Ibn 
CInabah, C Umdat, 91,99-101; also cf. Table no. 2 above. 
2. Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 47, omits Qasim; he also does not 
mention the genealogy of Abd al-Rahman b. Abi l-1atik. 
C 3. Cf. CIbn , Inabah, 
CUmdat, 101; Ghazi, Ifadat, III, f. 6: 3 1; 
al- Isami, Sim 1, IV, 197, does not mention the name or 
Muhammad, he instead mentions Abu' 1-'rayyib b. cAbd al-llahinun. 
4. Al-Isami, al-Simi, IV, 200, does not go beyond Wahhas. C 
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Fatimid-Yemeni Influence in Makkah recedes and 
Muhammad b. Jacfar shifts his loyalty to the Abbasids 
After the killing of al-Sulayhi, Muhammad b. JaCfar 
was in full control of Makkah. He did not force any counter 
claim there. But the Abbasid and the Fatimid caliphates 
had undergone a new development. Changes had also taken place 
as far as the central authority of the Sulayhids in the 
Yemen was concerned. This led to the tilting of the balance 
of power in favour of the Abbasids, throughout the whole of 
the Islamic world in general, and in Makkah in particular. 
The Abbasid caliphate got rid of the nightmare of the Shici 
Buwayhids, thanks to the Sunni Saljuks. They gave back 
to the Abbasid caliphate its power and grandeur and streng- 
thened its position in the Islamic world. Besides, since 
the arrival of the Saljuks in Baghdad, their interest in 
Makkah was clear, since their leader, Tughrulbik (d. 455/1053) 
made clear their policy towards the Holy Places when he 
expressed his desire to make the pilgrimage to Makkah, to 
repair the roads that lead to it, to set out for Syria and 
Egypt and to remove its ruler al-Mustansir 
(35) 
As the 
star of the Abbasid caliphate rose, the Fatimid caliphate 
suffered an eclipse and experienced profound regression as 
a result of the great disaster which befell Egypt from 
444-454/1052-1062. 
(36) 
The situation had no sooner improved 
than Egypt suffered from the strife caused by the slaves and 
Turks. The latter emerged victorious, rebelled against 
(35) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, VIII, 71;. cf. al-Qadi al-Nucman, al- 
c_ alis, 476-7. (36) Al-Magrizi, Itti az, II, 224 ff.; H"Ibrahim, 
Tarikh, IV, 180. 
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al-Mustansir and forced him to sell his treasures at a poor 
price dictated by them. 
(37) 
Their leader, Nasir al-Dawlah 
Ibn Hamdan, went to the extent of delivering the khutbah 
in the name of the Abbasid Caliph, al-Qä. 'im, in Alexandria. 
He also turned trade away from the Delta and prevented 
the arrival of foodstuffs in Cairo. 
(38) 
In the Yemen Ahmad al-Mukarram was busy restoring 
his father's kingdom and saving his mother from her bondage 
under B. Najah. 
(39) 
When he had achieved that, he indulged 
himself in pleasure and leisure, leaving the affairs of 
the Yemen in other hands. 
(40) 
All these events took place at a time when the 
sharifs of Makkah were pressing the Fatimids for the stipends 
and donations they used to receive under the Fatimid 
Caliphate. One might excuse the sharifs of Makkah who 
pressed for financial help f rotn Egypt, owing to the poo t- 
resources in Makkah itself and the commitments o l' the ruling 
sharif towards the rest of the sharifs who had nothing 
else to live on except that assistance. There is no wonder that 
the sharifs of Makkah had shifted their relations in favour 
of the Abbasids from the sixth decade of the 5th/11th 
century onwards. 
(37) Al-Magrizi, Itticaz, 275-6. 
(38) Al-Maqrizi, Itticaz, 30'2-303. 
(39) Ibn cAbd al-Ma j id, Tarikh; 54-5; Ibn a. 1-DaybaC, 
Bughyat. 
_, 
48-9. 
(40) Majid, al-Sijillat, 203; al. -Janadi, al-3tuLUk, l'. 13: 3h. 
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The Fat imid caliph al-Must ans ir, in fact, had not 
f ailed in his duty towards the sharif s of Makkah. However 
the circumstances under which he lived made it difficult 
for him to honour his commitments even towards his own 
palace. Nevertheless, he communicated with Ahmad al- 
Mukarram, the ruler of the Yemen, asking him to send him 
the stipends of the Haram, as he, al-Mukarram, knew that any delay in 
despatching them would harm the people there. But it 
seems that owing to the deteriorating relations between 
al-Mukarram and Muhammad b. Jacf ar, the former delayed 
the delivery of the stipends. Accordingly the latter 
had to send a sijill to al-Mukarram in 461/1.068. In it, 
al-Mustansir explained the conditions under which he 
lived in Egypt and his failure to honour his r. i. nanc: i. -0 
commitments towards Makkah. Then he asked al-Mukarram to despatch 
10,000 dinars to the Ilaramayn giving the sharifs the impression 
that he was granting them that amount under instructions 
from the caliph. 
(41) 
It seems that al-Mukarram did not 
comply with the demands of his imam, as he was busy 
settling his accounts with the people of the Yemen who 
had attacked him after the killing of his father. 
(42) 
When the Fatimids and the Sulayhids failed to sond 
(41) Majid, al-Sijillät, 203. 
(42) Al-Mukarram faced -. a large-scale insurrection after 
the death of his father. Most of the Yemen slipped 
out of his hands and he had only the capital, 
San Cä' , and even there he 
had enemies. However, he 
managed to avenge his father's death and to win back 
all the regions. Cf. Umarah, Tarikh al-Yaman, 56f f; 
al-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 44 a-b; al-Khazraj i, al-Kif ayah, 
£. 40b; Ibn al-DaybaC, Bughyat, 48f f.; ' Hasan 
Sulaymän, Tarikh, 186 f. -_ 0 
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the stipends of the Makkan shar if s, Muhammad b. Ja cf ar 
pronounced the xhutbah in the name of al-Qä'im, the Abbasid 
caliph, and in that of the Sal j uk Sultan, Alp Arsl ä. n, 
(d. 465/1072-3) in 462/1069. Then he sent a delegation, 
along with his son, to seek an audience with the Sultan 
Alp Arsalan, informing him of the decision taken by his 
father. 
(43) 
The sultan and Caliph al-QV im, were satisfied 
with Muhammad's action and rewarded him with a sum of money 
which historians suggest was as high as 30,000 dinars. 
(44) 
The Abbasid caliph then delegated Abü '1-Ghanä, 'im, head 
of the Talibids in Baghdad, to meet the sharifs of Makkah 
and discuss with them the future of relations between the 
Abbas ids and the Makk ans . An agreement was reached to 
dedicate the khutbah to al-Qä'im, the Abbasid Caliph , and 
Sultan Alp Arslan, and to change the emblem from white, the 
colour of the Fatimids, to black, the colour of the 
Abbas ids . 
(45) 
In return for this the Sharif or Mýa lclcu}ý 
(46) was given an annual stipend of 10,000 dinars. This 
agreement was enforced as the Hashimi 
J 
sharif of Makkah 
delivered the Khu bah during the pilgrimage of 463/1071. 
This khutbah was delivered as follows: "Thanks be to God 
who through sound opinion guided us to the people of this 
house, replaced the ageing trappings with the black ones, 
(43) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kämil, VIII, 108; al-Fas-1, al-cIgqca, II, i11, 
c_ 
(44) Ibn Fahd, Itha i' , under year 462 [10691; al-1. um i, 
Simt, IV, 200. 
(45) Al-cUmari, Masalik, XXIV, 1.9 a-b. 
(46) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, VIII, 107-8. 
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moved our hearts in the direction of obedience and the 
election of the imam of the community. " 
(47) 
Abbasid-Alakkan 
relations developed, were so well cemented and established 
that the Hashimids, upon a demand from the Caliph al-Qa 3 im, 
neglected the line of the adhan, "come to the best of 
deeds" in 464/1071-2. 
(48) 
Thus the most prominent of 
the hallmarks of Shicism was eradicated from Makkah. Moreover 
the development of Muhammad b. Ja°f ar's relations with the 
Abbasids enabled him to seek their assistance in attacking 
B. Muhanna, rulers of Medina, an action which resulted in 
its occupation and annexation to Makkah in 465/1072. 
(49) 
The Khutbah in Medina was given in the name of al-Qa'im, I'llo. 
Abbasid, and Muhammad b. Jacl'ar was thus named the emir of 
the Haramayn. 
(50) 
However, the Fatimids did not stand idly by, while this 
Abbasid success was achieved in Makkah. In 466/1073, the 
Caliph al-Mustansir sent two messengers to Makkah. They 
met the Amir Muhammad b. Jacf ar, bitterly criticised him 
for his reciting the Khutbah in the name of the Abbasid 
caliph and Sultan Alp Arslan and offered money for him 
to drop their names from the khutbah. But the am-i r of' 
Makkah did not listen to them and drove the messengers 
(47) Al- CUmari Masalik, XXIV, f. 9b; ' Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, 
IV, 103, al- Isami, Sim V, IV, 199-200. 
(48) Ibn Taghr Bardi, al-Nujüm, V, 89. 
(49) Al- cUmari, Masälik, XXIV, £. 9a. 
(50) Al- cUmari, * Masalik, 
1 
XXIV, f. 10a. 
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away. The Abbasids appreciated his stand and sent him and 
his men enough money to satisfy him. 
(51) 
However Abbasid sovereignty was doomed to be short- 
lived in Makkah, as Egypt enjoyed prosperity and stability 
once again. The state could then exercise its control 
over its subjects. 
(52) 
This was thanks in particular 
to the efforts of Badr al-Jamali (d. 487/1094), ruler 
of Acre, whom al-Mustansir summoned in 466/1073 and 
appointed wazir. After settling the affairs of Egypt, 
the new minister asked the amir of Makkah to show obedience 
to the Fatimids; failing this he would be deprived of his 
amirate at the hands of other sharif s. 
(53) 
Though 
Muhammad b. Ja°far rejected Badr al-Jamal-i's ultimatum he 
could not resist the pressure exerted on him by the rest of 
the sharifs. He, therefore, reluctantly delivered the 
1: hu bah in the name of al-Mustansir. 
(54) 
All tho emblems 
in Makkah which bore the name of the Caliph, al-Qä' im, and 
Sultan Alp Arslan were replaced by those bearing the name 
of the Fatimid Caliph, al-Mustansir. 
(55) 
However, the 
Fatimids were unable to honour their obligations. They 
sent only 1000 dinars to Makkah in 468/1075, 
(56) 
(51) Ibn Fahd Itb f, under the year 466 [1073]; 
al-ZaylaýI, '`Alägät, ' 95. 
(52) Ibn Muyassar, Akhbär, 30. 
(53) Ibn al-Sayrafi, al_Isha-rah, 58; al-Jaziri, Durar, 256; 
al-Mannawl, al-Wizarah, 211. 
(54) Ibn Muyassar, Akhbär, 24. 
(55) Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntazam, VIII, 294. 
(56) Ibn Fahd, It1 f, under the year of 468 [1075]. 
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Baghdad sent 20,000 dinars, which gladdened the heart of 
Muhammad b. JaCf ar who accordingly preached in the name 
of the Abbasids. 
(57) 
Though the khutbah was delivered 
again in the name of the Fatimids at times, Muhammad b. 
Jacfar shifted his loyalty to the Abbasids for good in 
479/1076. He also finally stopped mention of the name 
of the Fatimids in the khutbah of Makkah. 
(585 
He 
then sent a delegation to Baghdad which was accorded 
a warm reception. Ibn al-Jawzi describes the scene, 
"The Diwan attendants came out to receive them, returned 
with the Koran reciters with them, who dismounted and 
kissed the honourable threshold. Later they were taken 
to the guest house and given the usual gifts. " 
(59) 
Muhammad b. Jacfar remained loyal to the Abbasids 
till he died in 487/1095. 
(60) 
(57) Ibn al-Jawzl, al-Munt azam, VIII, 294. 
(58) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, VIII, 144. 
(59) Al-Muntfam, IX, 27. 
(60) Al-cUmari, Masiilik, XXIV, f. 10a; Al-Jann , 
bi, 
al-Bahr, f 432a; al-Tabari ithaf 0f. 9b . 
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Muhammad b. Jacf arts successors and the 
end of the Hashimids 
From our study of Makkah under Muhammad b. Jacfar, 
one notices how the Abbasids enjoyed a great measure of 
sovereignty over Makkah during his time, as against the 
Fatimids who were busy consolidating their authority in 
Egypt and neglected the Hijaz. Thus the Abbasid presence 
was maintained in Makkah until the death of Muhammad b. 
Jacfar, as has been mentioned above. When his son, Qäsim 
b. Muhammad b. Jacf ar (487-518/1095-1124) succeeded him, 
he initiated his activities by invoking the names of the 
Fatimids in the khutbah in 488/1095. 
(61) 
The Sal, juk 
commander Usbahid set out from Damascus, attacked Makkah 
(62) 
and drove out Qasim. The sources do not explain the 
reasons behind this attack on Makkah by Usbahid, but a 
study of the rivalries over Makkah between the Abbasids 
and the Fatimids will show that the Saljuk Turks supported 
the Abbasids against the Fatimids. One does not preclude 
the suggestion that the Abbasids acted in answer to Qäsim's 
invocation of the Fatimids in his khutbah. Besddes, the 
attack was launched from the nearest Abbasid-Sal. juk 
territory to Makkah, namely Damascus. 
At any rate, Qasim quickly massed his troops in 
488/1095 and fought the Saljuk commander, Usbahid b. 
Saratkin, at cAsf ä, n, fifty miles north of Makkah on the 
(61) Ibn Fahd, Ithaf, under the year 488[10951; a1-Subaci, 
Tax ikh, I, 186. 
c 
(62) Al- -Isami, Sim , IV, 203; al-Suba , 
Tarikh, 187. 
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pilgrim route. Qäsim defeated Usbahid, so that the latter 
was forced to turn back to Damascus giving up his attempt 
to occupy Makkah. 
(63) 
Although Qäsim defeated the Saljuk commander, he 
did not then deliver the Rhutbah in the name of the Fatimids, 
but rather in the name of the Abbasids in 489/1095. 
(64) 
It seems that Usbahid's action was a warning that the 
Abbasids would not leave him to play the game which his 
forefathers had played. Thus he might have concluded that 
it would be safer to mention the name of the Abbasids in 
the Khutbah instead of risking new threats from them and 
their supporters. In any case, the Abbasids were satisfied 
with Qasim's performance during the rule of Caliph al- 
Mustazhir (d. 512/1118) and perhaps also his son, Caliph 
al-Mustarshid (d. 529/1135). They bestowed on him gifts 
and money. 
(65) 
Qasim was not only loyal to the Abbasids, 
but also provoked the Fatimids within their own territory. 
Al-Nuwayri, quoted by al-Fasi, mentions that Qasim 
despatched a naval expedition to 
CAydhab 
on the western 
side of the Red Sea., The expedition plundered the town 
and, killed some merchants there. 
(66) 
The rest escaped 
and complained to al-Afdal, the Fatimid wazir, who wrote 
a threatening letter to the sharif of Makkah. The wazir 
prevented the Egyptian pilgrims from going to Makkah in 
(63) Ibn a1-Athir, al-Kamil, VIII, 487; al-Sabbägh, 
Tahsil, f. 218a; De Goury, Rulers, 62. 
-- 
(64) Al-Subac9., Tärikh, I, 187; De Goury, Rulers, 62. 
(65) Ibn Khaldün, al-clbar, IV, 104; al-CIsami, Simt, IV, 20 1. 
(66) Al-cIgd, VII, 29. 
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514/1120. He also stopped material assistance. This 
resulted in great suffering. 
(67) 
Amir Qäsim was rep- 
entant and wrote to al-Af dal in 515/1120, expressing his 
regret and promising to return the money to its owners. 
(68) 
It can be seen then how Qäsim had taken a bold step 
which had not been taken by the sharifs of Makkah since 
the time of Abü 31-Futüh. He was trying to win the favour 
of the Abbasids. He was approved of in Baghdad and remained 
loyal to the Abbasids till his death in 518/1124. 
(69) 
He 
was succeeded as amir of Makkah by his son Fulaytah b. 
Qäsim (518-527/1124-1132). 
(70) 
The latter inaugurated 
his assignment by preaching in the name of the Abbasid 
Caliph al-Mustarshid. 
(71) 
He maintained justice among the 
inhabitants of his amirate and removed taxes formerly 
imposed on them; accordingly they were deeply impressed. 
(72) 
On the other hand one finds nothing in the writings of 
the historians to suggest that he maintained the name or 
the Abbasids in the khutbah or that he shifted it to the 
Fatimids. However, Tagi al-Din al-Fasi mentions that, 
during Fulaytah's rule, the Iraqi pilgrims continued flocking 
into Makkah. 
(73) 
Thus we do not preclude the possibility 
(67) Al-Fäsi, al-cIgd, VII, 29-30. 
(68) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VII, 29. 
(69) Al-cIsämi, Sim t, IV, 203. 
(70) Al-Jannabi, al-Bahr, f. 431a; De Gaury, Rulers, 62. 
(71) A1-cIsami, al-Simi, IV; 204; al-Sabbagh, Tahsil,. f. 218h. 
(72) Al-Iasi, al-cIgd, VII, 20. 
(73) Shif , II, 
229. 
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that he preached in the name of the Abbasids till his own 
death in 527/1132. 
(74) 
On the death of Fulaytah his sons quarrelled over 
who was to rule. Fighting broke out in which one of them, 
Hashim (527-549/1132-1154), emerged victorious and he became 
the sole ruler. 
(75) 
Fighting among brothers for the seat 
was a new development in the history of the sharifs of 
Makkah, a development which was often to-be repeated later. 
However, Hashim lacked his father's kindness and sense of 
justice. 
(76) 
He differed with the Abbasid and preached 
in the name of the Fatimid Caliph al -Haf iz (d. 544/1149). 
Thus he antagonized the Sulayhid al-Hurrah Arwä, bint Ahmad 
(d. 532/1137-8), ruler of the Yemen. 
(77) 
She was then 
preaching in the name of Imam al-Tayyib, son of al-Amir 
(495-524/1101-1131), not recognising al-Hafiz as caliph. 
Al-Häf iz lacked the qualities required of an imam that 
Arwa thought should be present in the Fatimid caliph. 
(78) 
She warned Hashim not to continue preaching in the name of 
al-Hafiz. 
(79) 
Thus the Yemen was interfering once again 
in the domestic affairs of Makkah. - However , 
Sharif I1ish im 
was no less lucky than his grandfather, Muhammad b. Jar-far, 
(74) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, VIII, 341; De Gaury, Rulers, 62. 
(75) Al-Gannabi, al-Bahr, f. 431a ; al-Subaci, Tärikh, 1,188. 
(76) Al-Subaci, Tarikh, I, 188-9. 
(77) Ibn Khaldün, al-°Iba, IV, 104; Surur, Siyäsat, 32. 
(78) For this split_in the Fatimid Caliphate,. ei. Ibn 
Muyassar, Akhbar, 71-4; 
_Ibn 
Taghri-Bardi, al-Nu, jum, V, 
237 ff; Bates, "Ismacili coins, " 154-6. 
c (79) Ibn Khaldün, al- Ibar, IV, 104; Surur, Siyasat, 32. 
vI 
when al-Sulayhi threatened an invasion of Makkah that was 
unsuccessful. Arwä passed away in 532/1137-8. 
(80) 
Häshim was soon to shift his loyalty to the Abbasids 
at the end of his rule and remained so till his own death 
in 549/1154. 
(81) 
His son al-Qasim b. Häshim (549-557/ 
1-1.54-116 1) succeeded him. 
(82) 
He made a point of mention- 
ing the name of the Abbasid Caliph, al-Mustanjid 
(d. 566/1170), in the khu bah. 
(83) 
On the other hand he 
tried to improve relations with the Fatimid Caliphate in 
Egypt. Therefore, he sent the poet, cUmirah al- Yamani 
(d. 569-1179) in 550/1155 to discuss ways of cementing 
relations between the amir of Makkah and the Caliph 
al-Fa' iz and his W azir al-Malik al-Salih Talä'iC b. 
Ru'zzayk. 
(84) 
When cUmärah entered the hall of the Dhahab 
Palace to meet them, he recited an eulogy of the caliph 
und the warir, in which he referred to his leaving Makkah 
for Cairo as an ambassador. 
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I am grateful to my camels, after my own determination 
and drive; 
grateful for the bounties which have been accorded to me. 
For 'the camels' drew me nearer after the abode of 
splendour Makkah and now I behold the Imam of the 
age, the Imam of nations. 
(80) Ibn cAbd al-Maj lid , 
Bah j at, 61; Ihn Khaldün 
, al- 
CIbar IV 104 
. For this unsuccessful 'invasion evasion by al-Sulayhi of the Sharif' 
of Makkah, Muhammad b. Ja far , cf. 54' 4 above. 
(81) Al-Sabbagh, Tahsil, f. 218b; al-SubacI, T-arikh, I, 188. 
(82) Al-Tabari, Ithäf ,f. 
9b. 
c (83)Ibn Khaldün, al- Ibar, IV, 104; Surür, Siyasat, 32. 
(84) cUmarah, al-Nukat, 31-32; Alwash, Umara, 39. 
(85) cUmarah, al-Nukat, 32-4; Alwash, Umara, 40 
. 
r 
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They left the Ra`bah of the water bed [i. e. the 
Kacbah itself] and the Haram a delegation to the kaCbah 
of kindness and generosity [i. e. the imam and his wazir]. 
Where in the caliphate has pitched its tent. 
Between the two extremes of forgiveness and revenge. 
The Caliph, al- Fä'iz and his Wazir Ibn Ruzzayk 
received cUmarah warmly and bestowed on him money and pres- 
ents. He then returned to Makkah in 550/1155. 
(86) 
it 
seemed then as if relations between Makkah and the Fatimids 
were improving. However, the army of Sharif Qäsim 
attacked and looted Egyptian and Syrian merchants and 
pilgrims. 
(87) 
Once again Sharif Qasim despatched cUmiirah 
to Egypt in 552/1157, with a message expressing his apology 
for what had happened in Makkah. 
(88) 
It seems that 
cUmarah's second assignment succeeded in cementing relations 
between Qasim and the Fatimids, for the former received 
from Egypt aid to the value of 10,000 dinars approximatelyý89) 
This angered the Abbasids and they despatched an army to 
Makkah which succeeded in dislodging Qäsim in 556/1160 and 
replacing him with his uncle, cIsa b. Fulaytah. 
(90) 
But 
Qasim attacked Makkah once again and took it from his 
uncle in 557/1161. 
(91) 
A few days later clsa attacked 
Makkah and Qasim was put to death. 
(92) 
Makkah thus came 
(86) cUmärah, al-Nukat, 34-5. 
(87) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VII, 33. 
(88) cUmirah, al-Nukat, 42. 
(89) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VII, 34. 
(90) Al-Fä, si, al-cIgd, 
. 
VII, 35; De Gaury, Rulers, 62. 
(91) Al-Fasi, Shifa' II, 198. 
(92) Al-Janna bi, al-Bahr, f, 432a; al-Qalgashandi, Subh, 
IV, 271. 
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w 
under the control of his uncle, CIsa b. Fulaytah 
(93) 
(557-570/1161-1179). One can see that owing-to the 
instability in Fatimid Egypt, the Abbasid Caliphate managed 
to settle things in Makkah by force and through the 
constant changing of amirs. 
Developments soon helped the entrenchment of Abbasid 
influence in the Hijaz. The Ayyubid Saladin, a staunch 
Sunni, managed to impose his own control over the Caliph, 
al-cAdid (556-567/1160-1171), the last Fatimid Caliph 
in Egypt. He forbade all reference to the Fatimid caliph's 
name from the minbars of Egypt. Instead he instructed the 
replacement of the name of the Abbasid Caliph, al-Mustadi 
(d. 575/1179), in the khu bah. 
('94) 
In 567/1171 his 
messengers arrived in Makkah to support the mention of the 
Abbasids in the khutbah in Makkah. 
(95) 
Thus Isa b. 
Fulaytah preached for almost two years in the name of 
the Abbasids. Then Saladin proclaimed the fall of the 
Fatimids in the same year and the rise of the Ayyubid statepw 
Thereupon the amir of Makkah began mention of the name of 
Saladin alongside that of the Abbasids in Makkah and they 
no longer had rivals there. In fact Saladin nominally 
recognized the Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad, tried to 
consolidate his influence in Makkah and also permitted the 
(93) Al-Fäsi, al-cIgd, VI, 466; De Gaury, Rulers, 62. 
(94) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, IX, lll; O'Leary, History, 243. 
(95) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, IX, 111-12; Ibn Khald-un, al-cIbur, 
IV2 104; al-Suba i, Tarikh, I, 192. 
(96) Al-cIsami., IV, 6-7; al-Shalabi, al-Tarikh, V, 
157-8. 
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mention of the name of the Abbasid caliph in the khutbah 
there. The amir of Makkah, cIsä b. Fulaytah accepted this. 
Baghdad recommenced the pilgrim procession to Makkah under 
the leadership of whomsoever the caliph chose. 
(97) 
However, Isa b. Fulaytah soon faced rivalry from 
relatives attempting to share power. This became a permanent 
theme throughout future stages of the history of the 
sharif s. His brother, Malik b. Fulaytah, questioned his 
authority in 565/1169, enjoyed victory over Makkah, then 
made peace with his brother, 
'Isä, and left Makkah for 
(98) Soon after that he attacked Jeddah and captured Syria. 
some of its riches in 567/1171. 
(99) 
Afterwards he marched 
on Makkah at the head of an army of Hudhayl. 
cIsH 
came out 
against Malik and defeated him. Makkah remained under the 
control of cIsa until his death in Sha°bän, 570/11.74. 
('1.00) 
. The control of Makkah then moved to his son, Da ud 1). `" I s" 
(d. 590/1193) who, however, ruled for a short time. The 
Abbasid Caliph, al-Nasir, (571-597/1170-1200) deposed him 
and appointed in his stead his brother, Mukthir 
(571-597/1170-1200) in 571/1170. 
(101) 
Although Mukthir's appointment was due to the 
Abbasids, he and his group of sharifs became aware of 
Abbasid tyranny and how appointments and dismissals were 
carried out by them. It became clear that they had run short 
(97) Al-FaSi, Shif ä. 11,198. 
(98) Al-Fäsi ,a . 
l- cIgd, VI, 466-7. 
(99) Al-Sabbägh, Tahsil, f. 219a; al-Subä. ci, Tarikh, I, 202. 
(100) Al-Fasi, al-cIqd, VI, 466-7. 
c (101) Al- Isami, Sim , 
IV, 205; Al-Tabari, Tthäf 
,f. 
lOa. 
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of the stratagems used under the Fatimid State. The sharifs 
had no alternative but to rely on themselves and to prepare 
themselves for any potential Abbasid design. One modern 
writer describes to us how the sharifs prepared themselves 
for defence of their amirate: "[The sharifs] began the 
building of a castle on Gabal Abu Qubais [Jabal Abi Qubays], 
immediately above the city, into which they could retreat 
and defend themselves in case of need, and at the same 
time instituted more regular payments to the bedouin, some 
of whom they henceforward kept by them as a standing 
army. " 
(102) 
When Baghdad came to hear of Mukthir's lord ic- 
ations and his plans for self-defence, it considered this 
a challenge to its authority in Makkah. Thereupon it 
instructed the pilgrimage amir, Täshtakin, to oust Mukthir 
from Makkah and demolish his castle. Täshtakin managed 
to defeat Mukthir, oust him from Makkah and remove his 
fortifications. 
(103) 
Moreover, he summoned the amir of 
Medina, Qasim b. Muhanni and appointed him amir of Makkah 
on instructions from the Abbasid state. 
(104) Thus the 
Abbasid Caliphate unmasked their intention of getting rid 
of the Hasanids. The Abbasids could have put an end 
to the latter presence in Makkah, but for the IJasanids' 
(102) De Gaury, Rulers, 
-63; 
also'cf. . al-Jannabi, al-Bahr, 
f. 432a; a! -Sabbagh, Tahsil, f. 219a. 
(103) A1-_Isami, Simt, IV, 205; al-Tabari, 
Ithaf, F. 10a. 
c (104) Al-Fäsi, al- Iqd, VII, 276; al-Subaa-1, Tar ikh, I, 204. 
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presence there, their relations with the tribes stationed 
along the road to Makkah and the bearing this had on the 
Iraqi pilgrims' security prevented the Abbasids from doing 
so for some time. However, the Abbasids took steps to 
replace them with their cousins, the Husaynids. Their 
plans, however, were quite unsuccessful, the r4akkans 
making it impossible for Ibn Muhannä to rule for more than 
a few days, so that he was obliged to withdraw. 
(105) 
Da)Ud b. 'Isä returned and finally Mukthir came back as 
ruler with Dä)üd's agreement. 
(106) 
The two brothers alternately filled the post of 
amir of Makkah and eventually Mukthir became the sole amir 
after the death of his brother, DViid, in 590/1193. 
(107) 
This was the case till 597/1200, the year which witnessed 
the end of the Hashimid% at the hand of Qatadah b. Idris. 
(108) 
QatEdah b. Idris was the founder of the ruling Qatadah 
dynasty, the fourth period. 
(109) 
(105) Al-Tabari, ItI f, i. l0a,; De Gaury, 
Rulers, 63. 
(106) Al-Sinjiri, Mana i. h, 276; al-Tabari, ItkiiiC, f. 10a. 
During the time of Mukhthir, Tughtakkn, the Ayyubid 
governor of the Yemen and brother of Saladin, had 
stopped for a time in Makkah-after his pilgrimage in 
581/1185. He removed the capitation tax on pilgrims 
imposed by the sharifs of Makkah, substituting an 
annual subsidy to the sharifs. Cf. al-Sinjari, 
Mama ib, 277; al- CIsämi, Simt , 
206 pe Gaury, Rulers, 63. 
(107) Al-Fasi, al-CIgd, VII, 279; al-Qarmanz., Akhbar, 225. 
(108) Al-Fasi, al-CIgd, VII, 278; al-Sublici, Tarikh, 1,205. 
(109) Cf. 41. above. 
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Table No. 4 
The Hashimid Amirs of Makkah 
All b. Abi Torlib 
Ia Al-Hasan al-Sibt 
Al-Hasan al-Muthannä, 
c -I Abd Allah al-Mahd 
Mtisi al-Jün 
cAbd Allah 
Musa al-rohani Sulayman 
Muhammad al-Tha'ir (Sulaymanids) 
cAbd Allah al-Akbar Al-Hasan al-Amir 
(B. Qatadah) 
Abü Häshim(2) Muhammad 
Muhammad al-Kabir (Musawids) 
cAbd Abd Allah 
Muhammad 
ýI 
Ja cf ar 
Muhammad 
_ Qasim 
Fulaytah 
Malik 'Isa Hashim 
7 Qäsim Dä' üd 
Mukthir 
Abü 'l-Masan cA1 i 
(Amirs of al-S irrayn 
(1) Husayn in Ibn- cInabah, Umdat, 108; al-Suba , Tärikh, I, 173; al-nIsami correctly mentions al-Hasan but he adds 
another al-Hasan before Muhammad, Simi, IV, 199. 
(2) The genealogy of Abü Hashim is not included in Ibn 11-arm, 
Jamharat, '4 7. 
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('T4APTFR 4 
B. Qatädah 
- The rise of the Qatädah Family in Makkah 
- The Yemeni occupation of Makkah during 
the late Ayyübids 
-75- 
The Rise of the Qatadah Family in Makkah 
(597-626/1200-1229) 
B. Qatadah are of the same stock as the Hashimids, 
the two families having a common ancestor; they meet at 
cAbd Allah al-Kabir b. Muhammad b. Mu-sä b. cAbd Allah b. MU-sä 
al-Jün, within the genealogy of the Hasanid sharifs. 
ý1ý 
The family of Qatadah were bedouins living in al-cAlgamiyyah 
2 
Attaining full maturity, Qatadah had acquired fame as a 
warrior and had led his clan, B. Mutäcin, in their defeat 
of the sharifs of B. Hirab, as well as B. cIsä b. Sulayman, 
from whom Qatadah took Yanbuc and also al-Safrä', the key 
pass between north and south of the Hijaz. In addition 
Qatädah was able to win over the tribes of B. Muhammad and 
B. Ibrähim. 
(3) 
When Qatädah had decided to take Makkah from the 
Hashimids, who were on the decline, he despatched an 
expedition led by his son, Hanzalah, who managed to occupy 
Makkah and depose Mukthir, the last amir of the Hashimids 
in 597/1200. 
(4) However, Muhammad, the son of Mukthir, 
. 
made a counter attack on Makkah, but this was unsuccessful 
c5) 
(1) Ibn CInabah, CUmdat , 115; cf. table no. 
5 below. 
(2) Al-FEsi, al-CIgqdd, VII, 32; al-CI Rami, Simt, IV, 207-8; 
al-Subä cl, Tärlkh, I, 205. Al- Alqamiyyah is a village 
in YanbuC al-Nak 1, the province of Medina. Cf. 
al-Jisir, Mum jam, II, 846. 
(3) Al-FRST, al-cIgd, VII, 32; De Gaury, Rulers, 83. 
Al-Safräa lies in the province of Medina, its people 
are B. Salim of Harb tribe. Cf. al-Jasir, Mu Jam, I, 648. 
(4) A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, I, 162; al-Jannabi, al-Bahr, f. 432b. 
(5) Al-Tabari, Nash'at, 492; De Gaury, Rulers, 83. 
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Thus Qatä. dah came to rule Makkah, the first in control 
there of his family. This branch then ruled Makkah until 
they were expelled from the Hijaz by Ibn Sacu-d in 
1343/1929. 
(6) 
In the beginning Qatä. dah had shown a 
remarkable determination to see the Hijaz both independent 
and unified. Accordingly in 606/1204 he invaded the 
territory of Salim b. Qäsim al-Husayni, the arir of 
Medina. 
(7) 
Sources indicate that a battle took place 
between Qatadah and Salim at Dhü 31-Hulayf ah, near Medina. 
However, Qatädah not only failed to defeat Salim, but 
also was compelled to retreat to Makkah, where Salim then 
followed him and laid siege to the town. 
(8) 
However, 
Qatädah made great efforts to attract the followers of' 
Salim to his side and the latter withdrew to Medina 
acknowledging the superior strength of Qatadah. 
(9) 
Later 
Qatädah looked forward to bringing the province of al-Tä, 
' if 
under his control. He therefore sent a successful exped- 
ition against the tribe of Thaqif, living in the area south- 
east of Makkah and in al-Tä 
cif 
, with 
the result that Qatadah 
ruled over them and included their lands in-his amirate. 
(10) 
Thus Qatadah controlled the whole of Hijaz frone Yanbuc in the 
north to Haly in the south. 
(11) 
(6) Rif cat, Lylir) 
i. t, 354; Antonious, the Arab Awakening, 
334-5. 
(7) A1-Sinjari, Manýih, 281, al-Tabari ýIthaf, F. 1.2a. 
(8) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, IX, 269; al-Sabbigh, Tahs1.1, F. 220a. 
(9) A1-Jannä. bi, al-Bahr, f. 433a; al-Tabari, Ithý. f ,f . 12a.. 
(10) Al-Sabbagh, Tahs'il, f. 219b; al- c Isä. mi, IV, 210. 
C ,. (11) Ibn al- Athir, al-Kamil, IX, 345; al-Fas-1, Shif? , 
111199. 
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As far as his relationship with the Abbasids and 
Ayyubids is concerned, Qatädah did not seem to have much 
interest in cementing good relations with either side. 
Qatädah had always believed that he had a strenger claim 
to the caliphate than the Abbasid Caliph in Baghdad. 
(12) 
The result was that Caliph al-Näsir (d. 622/1225) was 
considered his biggest enemy and determined to get rid 
of him by any means. Qatädah, however, was a resolute 
man, not a coward. His bravery is illustrated by an 
event in 608/1211, when the Iraqi caravan led by the 
Amir cAlä' al-Din Muhammad b. Yäqüt, a slave of the Abbasid 
. 
Caliph, came to Makkah to perform the pilgrimage. 
(13) 
While the pilgrims were at Mina, a Holy Place east of 
Makkah, an Ismäcili leapt on a sharif, a cousin of Qatadah, 
and killed him. 
(14) This sharif bore a considerable 
resemblance to Qatädah and so the assailant assumüd Min rn to 
be Qatadah. 
(15) 
Consequently, Qatadah accu: 3ud Llrc: 
Abbasid Caliph, al-Nasir, of plotting to have him killed 
and affirmed that the sharif who was killed had only been 
mistaken for Qatadahý16ýherefore, Qatädah and his men 
attacked the Iraqi caravan and a great number of the 
pilgrims were killed and their caravan looted. 
(17) 
(12) Abu Shamah, al-Dhayl, 123; al-Fäsi, al-": Iqd, VII, 57; 
De Gaury, Rulers, 85. 
(13) Al-Tabari, Nash'at, II, 493. 
(14) Al- 
elIsami., 
Sim t, IV9 210; al- abbagh, Tahsil, r. 220a. 
al-Sin j ari , Man I i1i, 281; De Gaury, Rulers, -84. 
(15) Al-Fasi; al-CIgd, VII, 48. 
(16) Al-Tabari, Nash-lat, 86,493. 
(17) Ibn al-Furat, Ta`rikh, V, 121, Abu- Shämah, al-Dhayl, 
78; al-Tabar i, Nash' at , 
86-493. 
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Thus the Iraqi pilgrims returned home in great misery, 
weeping over their misfortune. 
From that time the Abbasid Caliph was determined to 
have his revenge on Qatadah for this massacre. However, 
he realized the problems of sending an army through 
the Arabian desert and the consequences of being involved 
in encounters with bedouins. So the caliph decided to 
persuade Qatädah to come to Baghdad in a bid to deceive 
him in one way or another. 
(18) 
Therefore, the Caliph 
al-Nasir, sent a great quantity of gifts and money to 
Qatadah in the following year, 609/1212. These presents 
arrived with the amir of the Iraqi pilgrim caravan, in an 
attempt to give the impression that the caliph harboured 
no anger towards Qatädah after the attack on the Iraqi. 
pilgrims the previous year. 
(19) 
So the amir of the 
caravan approached Qatä. dah in an attempt to persuade him 
to go to Baghdad to meet the Caliph al-Näsir. 
(20) 
Qat. dah suspected the motive behind this invitation, 
bearing in mind the previous incident. So he asked for 
a brief delay for consultation with his relatives. 
(21) 
As a result they decided to challenge the Caliph al- 
(22) 
On the next day, Qatä. dah told the Iraqi amir Näsir. 
(18) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VII, 50; al-Sabbagh, Tahsil, f. 220a. 
(19) Al-Tabarl, Nash'at, I, 90, II1 495; al-Fäsi, al-CIgd, 
VII, 50. 
(20) Al-Jannabi, al-Bahr, f. 432b; al-cIsami, Sim t, IV, 211. 
(21) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VII, 50; al-Sinjari, Mana"ih, 285. 
(22) A1-cIsämi, Simt, 211-2; al-Sabbägh, Tahýil, f. 220a. 
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of his refusal to go to Baghdad, as it would certainly 
(23) 
He also enclosed the mean the end of his life. 
following verses to be delivered by the Iraqi amir to 
the Caliph al-Näsir: 
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I have a lion's hand and by its strength I attack; 
With it I buy and sell among men 
Kings of the earth persist in kissing the back of my hand, 
while those suffering drought find a spring 
of water in its palm. 
Shall I place it under the millstone, then s(. -(., k to 
free it? 
How stupid I would be! 
I am nothing but musk, whose fragance spreads 
everywhere; 
after my coming to you, I would then myself 
be dispelled like musk . 
(24) 
Yet it appears that the amir was honest with Qatadah 
k 
and informed him that he would not dare to take these 
verses to the Abbasid Caliph, knowing that the consequences 
would be grave for Qatadah himself and his men. 
(25) 
The 
amir seems to have had considerable respect for Qatidah 
and his family and did not want to see them placed in (laLnger. 
He eventually was able to persuade Qatadah not to send the 
verses to the caliph. Also he suggested that if Qatädah 
(23) Al-Tabari, Nash'at, I, 92. 
(24) Abü Shämah, Dhayl, 123; al-Fäsi, algid, VII2 
50-51; Idris, Känz, f. 167a. 
(25) Al-Tabarl, Nash'at, I, 92; al-Subäci, Tr-ikh, I, 206. 
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were suspicious of the motives of the caliph, he should 
not go to Baghdad. Alternatively he could test al-Näsir's 
intention by sending him one of his sons. 
(2b) 
Qatädah accepted the amir's suggestion and sent his 
son, Räjih, to meet the Caliph, al-Nasir. 
(27) 
The son , 
however, returned safely to Makkah after his visit. 
(28) 
Subsequently, Qatädah praised the amir as a sincere friend 
and said, "God curse the first decision taken in anger. " 
(29) 
Another explanation offered by some historians 
is that the verses of Qatädah had already been sent to 
Baghdad when he decided not to present himself to the Iraqi 
pilgrim caravan in answer to the caliph's demand. 
(30) 
Upon receiving the verses the caliph cursed Qatädah and 
swore that he would make him suffer. The caliph threatened 
to send his forces from Baghdad and Damascus against 
Qatadah. 
(31) 
Therefore, the argument continues, Qatadah 
surrendered to the caliph's threat and sent his son, as 
stated before. 
As for the attempt of the Ayyubids in the north to 
gain influence in Makkah, this was far more serious than 
that of the Abbasids. The reason for this was that the 
(26) Al-Tabari, Nash3at, I, 92; Bä, Qäsi, Bilä. d al-H1ijaz., 47. 
(27) Al-Tabari, Nash'ýat, I, 93; al-cIsami, IV, 21.2. 
c 
(28) Al-Sinjari, Mana3ih, 285; al- Isami, Sign , 
IV, 212. 
(29) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VII, 52; al-Sinjari, Mana3ih, 286. 
C (30) Ibn cInabah, Umdat, 115-6; al-Jannabi, al-Bahr, f. 432b. 
(31) A1-CIsämi, Sim , IV, 209; De Gaury, Rulers, 84. 
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Ayyubids at the outset gave their backing 
Medina, Salim b. Qasim (d. 613/1216), the 
with whom the latter quarrelled about the 
as mentioned above. The Ayyubids had the 
for Qatadah as a result of what he did to 
incident described below. 
to the amir of 
enemy of Qatadah, 
control of Medina, 
utmost contempt 
them in the 
In 611/1214 the Ayyubid, cIsä b. al-'Ädil, the 
governor of Damascus, came to the Hijaz to perform the 
pilgrimage. 
(32) 
He was warmly received in Medina by Salim 
b. Qäsim. The latter also accommodated C1 in his palace 
in Medina and accompanied him to Makkah. 
(33) 
When they 
arrived at Makkah, Qatad ah received them coolly. 
(34) 
They asked him to provide a house in which to stay, Qatadah 
indicated with his stick al-Abtah, a wide wadi. 
(35) 
This 
was, of course, in contradiction to the accepted rules 
of hospitality. However, Qatädah might have wanted to 
hold them in contempt. Whatever had in fact happened, CIsa 
considered this as a great insult and determined to seek 
revenge. 
(36) 
Returning to Damascus, the Ayyubid governor 
despatched troops and money in order to support Sal. i. rn aga i. nsl, 
Qatadah. 
(37) 
However, it was to no avail because the 
(32) Al-Sin ari Mana 3ih 287; al-Nuca mi al -Dar is I 5850 
(33) Abu Shamah, Dhayl, 87, al-Sabbägh, Tahsil, F. 220a. 
al-Sinjarl, Mana. )ib, 287. 
(34) Al-Nucaymi, al-Däris, I, 586, al-SubaCi, Tarikh, I, 208. 
(35) Abu Shamah, Dhayl, 87; a1-Sinjari, Manä, 'i287. 
(36) A]. -Tabari, Ithäf , 
f-12 ab; al-Subaci, Ta ikh, I, 208. 
(37) A1-Sinjari, Mana'i1 , 287; Bä, Qasi, Bi1ad, 47. 
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latter defeated Jammaz b. Qasim, Sa-lim's brother and successor, 
when he attacked Jeddah in 613/1216. 
(38) 
Thus Qatadah was able to keep the Hijaz independent, 
far removed from interference from the Abbas ids and the 
Ayyubids. Qatä. dah was encouraged by the fact that the 
Ayyubids were heavily involved in fighting the Crusaders, 
who had invaded Egypt in 617/1220. 
(39) 
Moreover both the 
Abbasids and the Ayyubids had become discouraged by the 
harshness of the desert between them and the Ilijaz, as- 
well as by the raids of the bedou i. ns on the Egypt an and 
Iraqi troops on route for Makkah. Qatadah himself had 
realized the value of the desert. Therefore, as he lay 
old and ailing, he recommended it to his sons as their best 
weapon, saying 'God has protected you and your country by 
its aridity and remoteness. " 
(40) 
In 617/1220-1, when he was about 90 years old, 
Qatadah was suspected of planning to transfer command of 
Makkah to a younger brother whose name is not mentioned in 
the sources. 
(41) 
When Qatadah's son, I1asa. n, heard of* 
this he murdered his uncle. But when in turn Qatüdah 
heard this news, he planned to kill his son. The latter, 
however, killed him first. 
(42) 
Hasan kept this concealed 
(38) Al-Magrizi, al-Sulük, I, 185; al-Sabbagh., TahsIl, f. 22oa. 
(39) Abii Shämah, al-Dhayl, 116-7; De Goury, Rulers, 85. 
(40) A1-Tabari., Nash-)at, II, 495; al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VII, 52; 
De Gaury, Rulers, 85. 
(41) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, IX, 346; al-CIsami, Sim IV, 213. 
(42) A1-Jannabi, al-Bahr, f. 433a; al--Sinjari, Mana'ih, 288. 
al-Sabbagh, Tahsil, 1.220a; Idris, Kane 
, 1' . ]. 67a. 
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and hurried to the Grand Mosque where he informed the people 
that his father, whose health had been deteriorating, 
was seeking to have Hasan recognised as his successor. 
(43) 
When Hasan was accepted as ruler of Makkah, he 
wanted to ensure that he had no rivals, so he recalled 
his brother, whose name also is not mentioned, from 
Yanbuc and killed him too. 
(44) 
Thus Hasan became the 
undisputed ruler of Makkah, initiating a 
. 
regime begun in 
violence, but which was to last seven and half centuries. 
News of these violent events spread abroad and 
the death of Qatadah indicated to the Abbasids that they 
could look forward to regaining their influence in Makkah. 
Accordingly the caliph, al-Nasir appointed his slave, 
Agbash al-Nasiri, amir of the Iraqi pilgrim caravan. He 
went to Makkah in 618/1221 carrying gifts from the caliph for 
Hasan b. Qatad ah, the new ruler of Makkah. 
(45) 
Yet 
Räjih b. Qata-dah, Hasan's brother, who is said to have 
lived somewhere'to the south of Makkah, had a keen desire 
to share this position with his brother, Hasan. 
(46) 
No sooner had Rajih met the Iraqi amir near 
Arafat, 
a 
Holy place east of Makkah, than he offered him money in 
return for supporting him against his brother, Hasan. 
(47) 
(43) Al-Tabari, Nash3at, I, 99, II, 500; al-Jannä, bi, 
al-Bahr, £. 433a. 
(44) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, IX, 346; al-Qarmani, Akhbar, 225. 
(45) Abü Shämah, al-Dhayl, 123; al-Sinjari, Mana' i, 295; 
al-Jaziri, Durar, 272; De Gaury, Rulers, 86. 
C (46) Al- Isami, Simt, IV, 214; Jaläl, "CAlagat", 32. 
(47) Al-Jannabi, al-Bahr, f. 433b; al-Sabba-gh, Tahsil, f. 220b. 
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Agbä. sh was tempted to accept Rä. j ih'. s offer. However, he 
avoided a direct reply to his request and they all moved 
(48) 
Hearing to al-Zähir, an area to the west of Makkah. 
of this meeting, Hasan concluded that his brother had 
already received Agbä. sh's support. Hasan therefore, 
hastened to close the gates of the Haram and roused his 
supporters. 
(49) 
Hearing of this move Aqbash al-Nasiri 
rose forth from his camp in order to prevent it. However, 
Hasan's men thought that Agbä. sh was. coming to confront them 
and attacked him, striking off his head and taking it to 
Hasan on a lance. 
(50) 
Hasan then ordered it to be displayed 
" 
at al-Masca, in the Grand Mosque, near the house of al- 
Abbas. (51) Hasan's men wanted to loot the Iraqi pilgrims, c 
but he prevented them and wrote to the caliph apologizing. 
(52) 
The caliph was unable to do more than accept Hasan's 
(53) 
apology and recognized him as amir of Makkah. 
The Yemeni occupation of Makkah during the 
late Ayyubids 
As for Raj ih, he fled to his base which was probably 
al-Sirrayn, a medieval port to the south of Makkah, a full 
discussion of which follows below, and got in touch with 
(48) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, IX, 346; al-Jannabi, al-Bahr, 
f. 432 b. 
(49) Ibn Khaldtn, al-cIbar, IV, 106; De Gaury, Rulers, 86. 
(50) Abu Shamah, Dhayl, 123, al-Jaziri, Durar, 273; 
De Gaury, Rulers, 86. 
(511) Abü Shamah, Dhayl, 123; al-Subä, ci, Tarikh, 1,211. 
(52) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, IX, 346; al-Fäsi, al-CIgd, IV, 167. 
(53) Al-Sinjari, Mana3ih, 289; De Gaury, Rulers, 86. 
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al-Malik al-Massüd, the Ayyubid governor of the Yemen, 
urging him to take Makkah and regain Ayyubid influence 
there. 
(54) 
Al- Mas°üd accepted Rajih's proposition and 
soon set out for Makkah in Rabi cI 619A222. At a battle 
at al-Masci, al-MasCud defeated Hasan and dismissed him 
from his rule over Makkah. 
(55) Although guilty himself 
of certain excesses al-Massud was able to stop all theft, 
robbery and unruly behaviour in Makkah. 
(56) 
C- 
The important aspect of al-Mas ud's occupation of 
Makkah was the fact that he granted Makkah as a fief to 
Nür al-Din CUmar Ibn Rasül. 
(57) 
Ibn Rasül was the first 
non-sharif to rule Makkah directly. This innovation at 
any rate, continued at least till the time of Abü 
Numayy. 
(58) 
On the other hand, this occupation was con- 
sidered the first real and direct interference in Makkah 
from the Yemen. This event, except for a short Li rno 
during the reign of cAli b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi, as has 
already been mentioned earlier, 
(59) 
gave the Yemen an 
advantage over Egypt and Iraq in cdntrolling Makkah and 
leading the Moslems during the time of the pilgrimage. 
(54) Al-SubaCi, Tarikh, I, 212; Jalal, I CAlagat, " 32. 
(55) Al-Fäsi, alCIgd, IV, 170; Ibn Zahirah, al-JRmic, 192; 
Ibn al-Dayba , Qurrat, I, 
416. 
(56) Al-Sinjari, Manä'ih, 290; De Gaury, Rulers, 88. 
(57) Al-Magrizi, al-Dhahab, 77 and al-Sulük, I, 213; Smith, 
the Ayyubids, 11,88. "Umar Ibn Rasül is the founder. 
of the Rasulid State in the Yemen in 628-9/1231-2. 
Cf. M. A. Ahmad, Banü Rasul, 98; Smith, Ayyübids, II, 90. 
C- 
(5S) Abu Numayy b. Sa id one of the sharifs of Makkah who died 
in 701/1302 cf. Ibn Inabah, Umdat, 116; al- Isami, 
Sirrt, IV, 225. 
(59) Cf. 48-51 above. 
Table No. 5 -86- 
B. Qatadah, Amirs of Makkah 
Ali b. Abi Talib 
Al-Hasan al-Sibt 
Al-Hasan al-Muthannä 
cAbd Allah al-Mahd 
Musa al-Jun 
cAbd All-ah(1) 
s 
Müsä al-Thän1 
(2) 
Sulaymän (Sulaymanids) 
-, Muhammad al-Tha jr 
Al-Hasan al-Amir Abd Allah al-Akbar 
Musawids, Hashimids 
c Al I 
and Amirs of al- 
Sirrayn Sulayman(3 
Al-Hasan(4) 
. 
CIsa 
cAbd al -Kar 
im (5) 
MutäCin 
(6) 
Idr is 
Qatä. dah 
Idris Al-Hasan cAll al-Kabir Ra ih(. Amir al - j 
Sirrayn 
S7) 
Abü Sacad al-IIasan 
Jammaz Abu Numyy al-Awwal Ghanim 
(the Sharifs of Makkah) 
1,2. omitted in al-Jannä. bl, al-Bahr, f . 432 b. 
3. Ibn Khaldun, al- 
Clbar, IVo 104, does not go beyond Sulayman, he_ 
also adds Yüsüf between Abd al-Kamm and Isa; al-Qalgashandi, 
Sub, IV, 272, does not go between Isa and Abd Allah b. 
Musa al-Jün, he also adds Musa between °Abd al-Karim 
and CIsa. 
4. Husayn in Ibn 
c Inabah, coda, 115. Cf . the tombstone of -C-. Qayitbay b. Sharaf, al-Bashä, Shawahid, " 118, P1.41; al-Suba i, 
Ta___rikh, 1,173. 
5-6. Al-Ashraf adds Sulayman between 5 and 6, he also omits the 
names between 2 and 3; Cf. Turf at , 
105. 
7. Cf. Ta. ble 'no. 6 belcaw. 
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As for Ra ih b. C- j Qatdah, al-Mas ud renewed his 
governorship of al-Sirrayn and added-to it Hammy and half 
of al-Mikhlaf, in order to keep him satisfied. 
(60) 
As for his brother, Hasan b. Qatädah, who had 
fled to Yanbucafter the incident of al-Mascä, he quickly 
gathered troops from Yanbucin order to attack the Yemeni 
force and drive them out of Makkah. However, Ibn Rasül 
met him at al-Hudaybiyah, thirty kilometres to the west 
of' Makkah and defeated him in 620/1223. 
(61) 
Afterwards 
Ilasan went to Damascus and Baghdad to seek hel rp, holt he 
died in Baghdad and was buried in the shrine of Musa al- 
Käzim in 622/1225. 
(62) 
Ibn Rasül ruled Makkah until 623/1227 when he was 
recalled to the Yemen by al-Mas°üd to be the latter's 
governor there. 
(63) On the other hand, al-Massüd appointed 
as a ruler of Makkah Sarim al-Din Yaqüt, his freed man in 
64 
the same year. On his way to Egypt al-Massüd died of 
paralysis in Makkah and was buried in al-Ma°. l ä. h, a Famous 
old cemetery, on Monday Jumada II 626/April x. 229. 
(F'S 
We note from the material referred to above that'' 
the Alids made assiduous, succ? ssive attempts to get some 
rights in Makkah. They had almost achieved some success 
(60) A1-Magrizi, al-Sulük, 1,213; al-cIsami, Sim IV, 215. 
(61) Al-Jaziri, Durar, 274; Ibn Zahirah, al-Jamic, 192; 
BE Qasi,. Biläd, 51-2. Ibn Täghri. -Bardi mentions that 
Ibn Rasül was defeated at the hand of Hasan and 
returned to the Yemen. Cf. al-Manhal, I, 229. 
(62) Al-Fäsi, al-cIgd, IV, 170-1; al-Sinjarl, Manä. 'ih, 
291; De Gaury, Rulers, 88. 
(63) Al-F isi , al-cIgd, 
VI, 341; Ibn al-Daybac, Qurrat, 1,41.6. 
(64) Ibn Zahlrah, al-Jamf , 192; al-Sabo 
igh 
, 
Tahs ä 1. 
) 
C. 221 b; 
al-Suba i, Tarikh, I, 215. 
(65) Ibn 1Iä, tim, al-Simt, I, 195; al-Fäsi, al-cIq_d, VII, 
494; Smith, The Ayyübids, 11,90; M. `A. Ahmad 
, B. Rasül , 
89; 
al-Amiri, Ghirbäl, f, 121b. 
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in this respect, at the hands of Muhammad b. Sulayman at 
the beginning of the 4th/10th century. However, the 
growing strength of the Qarmathians and the rise of a 
strong pro-Abbasid state in Egypt, the Ikhsidids, 
prevented them from achieving their ambitions. But, soon, 
an opportunity presented itself for the sharifs, during 
the reign of the Musawid dynasty, for relative independence 
in Makkah, since their leader Jacf ar b. Muhammad established 
the first sharif government in Makkah. This independence 
was reinforced with the rise of the Fatimid Caliphate in 
Egypt which was hostile to the Abbasids. The Alids, 
however, did not remain content with independence; they 
began to aspire to the Caliphate during the reign of Abü '1 - 
Futuh. But the aspirations entertained by Abti 31-Futiih 
to win the caliphate were wrecked upon the rock of Fatimid 
opposition during the reign of al-Iliikim. Thus t}ic: shar. i Fs 
became content with their local independence in Makkah 
and the areas belonging to it. 
The shar if s' contest for power and the weakness 
of the Fatimid Caliphate drew the Yemen into the arena of 
the conflict in Makkah, under cAli b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi 
whose interference in Makkah led to the rise of a new dyn- 
asty, i. e. the Hashimids. This dynasty was able to 
maintain its independence in Makkah. They benefited from 
Fatimid-Abbasid rivalry to get the names of their caliphs 
mentioned in the khutbah, in Makkah, during the pilgrimage 
and on religious occasions. This dynasty adopted a 
balanced attitude, an even-handed policy of allegiance 
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either to the Abbasids or to the Fatimids, depending 
on the economic and political circumstances of these two 
caliphates. 
When the Fatimid caliphate came to an end, and a 
pro-Abbasid state was set up in Egypt, namely the Ayyubid 
state, the sharifs of Makkah realized that they had to 
rely on themselves in order to maintain their independence. 
In this respect they were boosted by their relations to 
the bedouins who were resident on the pilgrimage routes 
and who were prepared to intercept any Abbasid or 
Ayyubid expedition on a signal from the amir of Makkah. 
This state of affairs, however, did not last long. The 
reason is that the cruelty of B. Qatadah, the new family 
who became the rulers of Makkah after the Hashimids, as 
well as the misdemeanours of some of the Qatädi amirs, 
combined'to put an end to the rule of Hasan b. Qatä. dah, 
at the hands of the Ayyubid, al-Malik al-Mascid. A non- 
sharif ruler was appointed over Makkah. This fact paved 
the way, once again, for direct Yemeni interference in 
the affairs of Makkah. This also signified, at least 
for some time, the end of Abbasid influence in Makkah, 
even during the pilgrimage period, in which the arnir of 
the Iraqi caravan usually had some opportunities to enjoy 
such influence. For the time being al-Malik al-Massud 
challenged the Iraqi right to run up the flag of the Abbasid 
caliphate on Mount 
cAraf ä, t , running up that of the Yemen 
(66) 
instead. 
(66) Ibn Khaldun, al-cIbarý IV, 106; al-Qalgashandi, Subh, 
IV, 272; al-Fdsi, al- I d, VII, 493; al-Sinjari, _ 
Mana'ih, 289; al-Subä i, Tarikh, I, 213-4. 
22* N 
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PART II 
The Port of al-Sirrayn 
-93- 
CHAPTER 5 
The name and the Location 
- The name of al-Sirrayn 
- The location of al-Sirrayn in the 
Arab Geographers 
- The region of al-Sirrayn 
1 
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The name of al-Sirrayn 
Al-Sirrayn is considered one of the most important 
Islamic ports on the east coast of the Red Sea and is 
mentioned in a number of early Arabic sources. However, 
it has now completely disappeared and is forgotton. There 
exist at present no more than some minor archaeological 
remains still visible among the sand-hills of the area, 
which lead one to assume that it is the site of al-Sirrayn. 
This site is generally known by the local inhabitants as 
al-Masnacah or Qaryat B. Kubra. 
(1 
We shall try, of ter 
consulting the sources and making an initial survey, to 
locate the genuine site of al-Sirrayn and to discover the 
historical and civilizing role it played. 
First and foremost the word al. -Sirrayn j-, -, Found iii 
the Arabic sources as tathniyat al-Sirr (two S. i. rrs), in 
the genitive or accusative majrüran aw mansdban. 
(2) 
It is 
seldom found as al-Sirrä. n, the nominative, (marf ü can ) 
when used as the subject. 
(3) 
The word al-Sirrayn derives 
from the root sir, which generally means "keep'secret" 
(4) 
and according to Ibn Manzür, from sirr al-wadi, which 
means that it is the central and most fertile point in the 
(1) Some of the local inhabitants call it al-MasnaC . 
I-Jowever, al-Masnacah is more correct, both among Lho 
people and in the sources. ci . 95-9 below. 
(2) Yagüt, Mucjam, III, 219; al-Zabidi, Täj, III, 266. 
(3) Al-Sukkari, Sharh, III, 1678. 
(4) A1-Jawhari, al-Sihah, II, 681. 
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wadi. 
(5) 
Al-Asmaci emphasises the previous meaning by the 
following verse: 
LS Llr6m., .6 t .11., 111 ; ýý IA -- :4 --j 01 *; Ut. T -9 
"Take a nap under the dark stars 
and descend from where you are with their guidance 
into a fertile wadi. it 
He also adds that sirr means "fertile wadi" and kätim means 
that the wadi normally never dries up. 
(6) 
Furthermore, 
this meaning is well attested in the pre-Islamic South 
Arabian inscriptions. 
(7) 
Thus the linguistic meaning 
applies to the topography of the site of al-Sirrayn, for 
here it is surrounded by two fertile plains containing 
many species of wild grasses. 
(8) 
One type of these grasses 
is known as Jawwah, which forms the staple food of the 
cows which graze upon it. 
Al-Masnacah or al-Masnac, another name by which the 
site is known among the local inhabitants, means, in 
classical-Arabic, hawd aw sahrij (cistern or reservoir). 
(9) 
The koran also mentions this in the following verse: 
(5J=J5&) 
"And you get for yourselves fine buildings in 
the hope of living therein for ever". (10) 
One of the other major meanings of masä. niC, singular masnacah, 
(5) Lisan, - IV, 358-9 . 
(6) Ibn Manzür, Lisän, IV, 359. 
(7) Cf. Rossini, Chrestomathia, 200. 
(8) Cf. P1.2 no. III and P1.6 no. Xi . 
(9) Al-Jawhari, a1-Sihäh, 111,1246; Ibn Manzu-r, Lisan, VIII 
, 
211. 
(10) Surat al-Shu-ara , 129. 
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in the Koran commentaries is 'cistern' or 'reservoir' con- 
taining flood water (sayl) for drinking and other purposes. 
(11) 
A1-Masnacah in al-Sirrayn is mentioned in the Arabic sources. 
A1-CUdhri, for example, points to the fact that al-Sirrayn 
has a masnacah at the gate of the town. 
(12) 
Consequently, 
it can be assumed that the reservoir (masnacah) was the 
only relic left behind after the decline of the town which 
remained to be utilized by the ancestors of the present 
local inhabitants. 
(13) 
That is to suggest that the name 
of al-Masnacah remains in their memories up to the present 
time. 
(14) 
On the other hand, another meaning for masnaCah 
in classical Arabic is 'town'. Al-Asmaci, quoted by Ihn 
Munzür, says : "Arabs call masäni. c 'towns' when if l iir l] 
and masna 
C ah 'town' when singular. " 
(15) 
Therefore, it can 
be concluded that this al-Masnacah was the only substantial 
town in this wide plain. Its remains could have been seen 
by the ancestors'of the present local inhabitants who called 
it al-Masnacah, a name which was handed down to successive 
generations in the course of centuries. 
As for Qaryat Bani Kubra, the, third name. by which 
local inhabitants know this site, sources at our disposal 
do not provide any information concerning it. However, ii 
(11) Ashraf, The Holy Quran, Trans., 962; Khan, The Quran, 362. 
(12) Al-Tabari, Taf sir, XIX, 59; al-Nisaburi, XIX, "70; Darwazah, al- 
Tafsir, 111,128. 
(13) Cf.. Pl. 5 no. X. 
(14)' Al-Fagih, "Tarikh" 55. 
(15) Lisän, VIII, 211. 
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seems that this name was coined by local inhabitants 
themselves who tell an infamous tale about the end of 
B. Kubra at the hands of the Hasanid sharifs. The story 
runs as follows. Ibrahim, Balgasim and Ahmad, sons of 
A 
Hasan b. cAj 1ä. n, the sharif of Makkah (d. 829/1425-6) 
set out from Makkah for this area. 
(16) 
B. Kubra showed 
them good hospitality, but they fed their horses badly. 
The brothers considered this a great insult and determined 
to seek revenge. They went to-B. SawadaA17 
Ihe 
traditional 
enemies of B. Kubra, seeking their help in attacking the 
latter. Moreover, the brothers felt assured of victory 
if the B. Sawadah came under their leadership. 
The plan agreed upon was to attack B. Kubra in 
their own town during the Friday dawn prayer when they 
would be congregating as normal in the town's central 
mosque (JamiC) in a body, men, women and children. The 
plan resulted in a wholesale massacre of B. Kubrä, except 
for one pregnant woman, who came to the eldest brother, 
Ibrahim, and asked him for refuge. Later the woman 
gave birth to twins, a boy called. Haq and a girl, Ri. t, 
who were brought up among the sharifs. However, when the 
brother and sister attained full maturity, they f ound it 
(16) Sources at our disposal do not mention that any of 
Hasan b. cAjlän'ssons attacked al-Sirrayn. However, 
Hasan b. Alan himself and some of his sons had been 
expelled by Rumaythah in 818/1415 to al-Shugqan, one 
of the recent names of the area of al-Sirrayn. Further- 
more, Ahmad, Ibrahim and Barakat had lived there for 
some time. Cf. al-cIsami, Sim , IV, 256,259,267. 
(17) Kahhalah mentions three clans of Sawädah, i. e. Sawadah 
of Bill, Sawadah Tayy and Sawädah of the Azd. Con- 
sequently, the latter, if we accept this story, would 
probably be B. Sawadah, the allies of the sharifs b, because this province is near the land of the' Azd. Cf. Mu jam Qabä il al- Arab , 11,563. 
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di i' C icul t to marry any of the shar if s because of their noble 
lineage. Consequently, the sharifs forced Ilada to marry 
his sister, Rit, resulting in a new line called later 
al -Hadäx it ,a combination of Hadi and Rit. 
One is tempted to accept the tale of the hospit- 
ality and the subsequent massacre, yet the common story 
of the marriage as substantiating the origin of the name 
al-Hadarit cannot be accepted. Whatever the truth of 
the matter, al-Hadarit now live together with some of the 
Sharifs in lower Wadi 
cUlyab, al-Shägqah al-Yamä. niyyah. 
(18) 
In fact the existence of the sharifs in al-Sirrayn 
as governors preceded this event as will be discussed 
later. 
(19) 
So the story of B. Kubra's massacre at the 
hands of the Sharifs, if it were true, could have taken 
place later, when the sharifs migrated en masse to al- 
Sirrayn. They settled there and may well have come into 
conflict with B. Kubra, which led, ultimately, to their 
demise at the hands of the new residents. 
The question is therefore, who were B. Kubra who 
had inhabited this site before the sharifs? Reference 
to the genealogical sources finds no mention of them. 
(20) 
However al-Hamdani in his $if at Jazirat al- 
CArab says: 
(21) 
is the coast of Kinnnah. " Yaqut also 
says "The lower part of Wadi Halyah belongs to Kinänah. "(22) 
(18) Al-Fagih, "Tarikh", 95. 
(19) Cf . 140f 
f below. 
(20) Such as : Ibn Hazm, Jamharah; al-Qalgashandi, Nihayat 
al-Arab; al-Baghdädi, Saba'ik al-Dhahab; Kahhalah, 
Mu jam Qabä. 'i l al- cArab . 
(21) 259. 
(22) Mu cjam al-Bu ldän, II, 297. 
(23) A1-Hamdani, Sifat, 120,259,262; Al-Ashraf 
, Turf at, 59. al- Qalgashandi, Ni yat, 373-4. 
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It is therefore possible that Kinänah somehow came to be 
described as B. Kubra, because Kinnnah was one of the oldest 
and greatest (Kubra) tribes that had lived in the southern 
provinces of Makkah. 
(23) 
Furthermore Kinonah remains 
today the largest tribe in the region of al-Qunfidah 
C (24) together with their allies, B. Yali and B. Zayd. 
Returning, after this digression, to the name of al- 
Sirrayn, we find that al-Firiizabadi adds it to the word 
rataqah saying, "Rataqat al-Sirrayn is on the coast between 
Haly and Jeddah. " 
(25) 
This name would reflect the nature 
of the harbour of al-Sirrayn because the dictionary meaning 
of rataqah (plur. rutüq) is "impregnable place", as well as 
, gap". 
(26) 
Al-Zabidi prefers the former meaning. 
(27) 
Whatever the meaning of the name, al-Sirrayn occupied 
an impregnable and fortified harbour, as described by 
al-Idrisi. 
(28) 
(23) Al-Hamdani, Sif at , 120,259,262; al-Ashraf, Turf at , 59. al-Qalgashandi, Nihayat, 373-4. 
(24) The clan of B. Yaeli now live in the coastal area of 
Wadi Yabah, the province of al-Qunfidah. B. Zayd territory 
is the whole 
Cof 
Wadi Qanuna. Cf. Fu'ad Hamzah, Qalb, 154,204; 
Kahhalah, Mu dam III, 448, III, 1267; al-Barakati, al- 
Rihlah, 102-3; Cornwallis, Asir, 34,36. 
(25) Al-Qamüs al-Muhit, II, 48 and III, 235; al-Zabi. d: 1, laj, 
iii, 266. 
(26) Ibn Manzür, Lisan, 119 114; al-Jawhari, al-Situ,, IV, 
1480 
(27) Täj al-cArus, 111,354. 
(28) Nuzhat; 106; cf. al-Fagih, 'Tarikh', 56; Shawkat, "Jazirat", 19. 
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The Location of al-Sirrayn in the Arab Geographers 
Arab geographers differ in the location of al-Sirrayn. 
Some of them who lived in the 3rd/9th and early 4th/10th 
centuries, had perhaps heard of al-Sirrayn as a tract or 
a site to the south of Makkah and the north of the Yemen. 
Their works, however, show a dearth of information con- 
cerning al-Sirrayn. Others describe more elaborately and 
record the distances between Makkah and al-Sirrayn, as 
well as between the latter and other towns to the south 
and north. That was, at any rate, from the late 4th/10th 
century. 
The earliest reference in Arab literature is perhaps 
the verse of Abu Khirash al-Hudhali, a poet born in pre- 
Islamic times, but who died during the caliphate or 
CUmar b. al-Khattab. Praising his bull, Waclid, he 
says: 
(29) 
9JI oio ýtöl e>> °ý ° iý vor , ýi 0.1 
"He (the poet's bull) was nourished by the stems of 
the fodder in the grassy river beds of al- 
Sirraynof the botton of Wadi" Halyah". 
This reference is, of course, not geographical but 
poetical. However, It is very useful as the first ever 
mention of al-Sirrayn. Furthermore, the linking of al- 
Sirrayn with Wadi Halyah, an area known to me personally 
very well and to be referred to below suggests the prox- 
imity of the two places and helps to establish the site 
of al-Sirrayn. 
(29)Abu Khiräsh, Diwan, f 189b; al-Sukkari, Sharh, III, 1210. 
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The mention of al-Sirrayn in geographical sources 
began later, beginning from the middle of the 3rd/9th 
century. Al-Yacqubi, is the first to include al-Sirrayn 
among the provinces of Makkah, such as Baysh and la- 
Hsabah. 
(30) 
In another place he also says: "As for the 
coastal sites of Makkah, they are Aden, l-a-Hsabah, 
al-Sirrayn and Jeddah. " 
(31) 
A1-Harbi, describing the 
Yemeni pilgrim route, says: "From Wadi Dawqah to al-Sirrayn, 
- from al-Sirrayn to Wadi al-Subac and from Wadi al-SubaC 
to al-Lith. " 
(32) 
However al-Harbi is more accurate than 
the former when he speculates that al-Sirrayn lies between 
Dawqah in the south and Wadi al-Suba-fand al-Lith in the 
north. These places, apart from Wadi al-Suba c, are well 
known in the southern area of the Amirate of Makkah. 
(33) 
Speaking of the Omani coastal pilgrim route to 
Makkah, Ibn Khurdadhabah mentions that al-Sirrayn lies 
between Haly and ACyär, which are-both to the south of 
Makkah. 
(34) 
Qudamah says the same tiling. 
(35) 
(30) Al-Buldan, 316. Baysh is a famous wadi. containing many 
settlements in Jazan Province. Cr.. al. - 
ßAc1 il 
,i, 
al. -Mu 
Cjam, 61-63. La-hsabah i. s a famous wad. i and i Ls 
villages will be included in this study. 
(31) Al -Ya 
cgu-b-1, Al -Buld 
ä. n , 
319. 
(32) Al-Manasik, 646. Wadi Dawqah lies to the north of Wadi 
Qarma in the province of al-Qunf idah. Cf. Kahhalah, 
Jughrafiyat, 207; al-Wasi i, Tärikh, 85. Al-Lith is the 
capital o 'the area of al-Lith in the province of Makkah. 
It lies 190 km. south of Makkah. Cf. Kahbalah, 
Jughraf iyat , 205-6; Hogarth, Hejaz, 30.00 
(33) For Wadi al-Subä C, cf. 00 below. 
(34) Al-Masalik, 147-8. Haly is a famous Wadi in Tihamah. 
It has about fifty villages and between it and Sah a, 
near J-tzýan, there is seven days' journey. Al-Wasi Ci 
Tar ikh, 86; cl* . 
112,4 79 b 
. 
low. 
(35) Al-Khara j, 192. --t 
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Al-IJamdani considers al-Sirrayn among the lands of Haräm. 
Moreover he identifies it as being on the coast of 
Kinanah. 
(36) 
In yet another passage, he places it on the 
ancient Sanca3 pilgrim route to Makkah via Tihämah. 
(37) 
Al-Istakhri locates al-Sirrayn on the border between the 
Yemen and the Hijaz. Moreover, he als. o speculates that this 
border extends to Yalamlam, al-Ta if, Najd and the Persian 
Sea. 
(38) 
However, he is undoubtedly mistaken, because 
al-Sirrayn is far from the Hijazi-Yemeni border; besides 
it lies within the territories of the Hijaz. 
(39) 
It 
seems, at any rate, that al-Istakhri suggests that, because 
of the fame of al-Sirrayn as a stopping place on the 
Yemeni pilgrim route, as well as being a harbour, it played 
a very important part in linking the Yemen with fijaz. 
(40 
For whatever reason, geographers who followed him such as 
Ibn Hawqal in his Surat al-Ard 
(41) 
and others, undoubtedly 
quote him when they too place al-Sirrayn on the border 
between the Yemen and the Hijaz. 
(42) 
Since the 2nd half of the 4th/10th century, another 
group of geographers tried to elaborate on the available 
(36) $if at , 
259. B. Haräm is a clan from Kinnnah b. Khuzaymah 
b. Mudr ikah . cf. Al-Ashraf, Turf at , 59. 
(37) Al-Hamdan i, 5if at , 
341. 
(38) Masalik al-Mamalik, 14. Yalamlam, Mig t al-Yaman lies 
out 80 km. to the south of Makkah. Cf. al-cUdhri, 
Manazil, f. 14b; Cf. 48 8 below. 
(39) A1-Bakri, al-Mamalik, 48. 
(40) Al-Fagih, "Madinat", 578. 
(41) 19. 
(42) Ibn al-Subahl, Awdah, cf. al-Sirrayn; Kahhalah, 
Jughrafiyat, 48-50 al-Husayni, 'al-Agsam', 767-8. 
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information on the location of al-Sirrayn. Furthermore, 
they concentrated on assessing the distances between al- 
Sirrayn and other sites around it, south or north, both by 
stages or leagues. 
Al-Magdisi, perhaps the leading geographer of this 
group estimates the distance between Makkah and al-Sirrayn 
as three days' journey and that between al-Sirrayn and 
Jeddah as four days' 
(43) 
Subsequently, al- ciJdhri 
accurately describes the coastal pilgrim route through 
Tihamah and records the distance from Makkah to Yalaml. am as 
ten leagues. For some reason, he ignores the d isLarie 
from Yalamlam to al-Sirrayn. 
(44) 
However, his studen 1. 
Abu CUbayd al-Bakri 
(45) 
furnishes us with a good description 
of the above mentioned route and gives an assessment of the 
distance from Yalamlam to al-Sirrayn, when he says: "He 
who would like to take the route from it [ Yalamlam ] through 
sandy terrain, full of trees and grasses, such as ark 
(Salvadora persica) and idhkhir (andrpogon), beside the 
route are freely grazing livestock with their shepherds. 
On the third day he comes finally to al-Sirrayn. " 
(46) 
It is remarkable that this description of this rotito 
agrees with the knowledge we have previously of tho naLuru 
of some parts of the route. 
Assessing the distance from Yalamlam to al-Sirrayn 
(43) A1san al-Taqasim, 106-7. 
(44) Manäzil, f. 14b. 
(45) Cf. Ibn Bashkawal, al-$ilah,, I, 277; a1-JEsir, "Icutub" , 230 ; al-Ghunaym, Maýadir al-Bakri, 20. 
(46) A1-13a1cri., a1-Mamalik, 48. 
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as three days' journey seems to be fairly accurate. Al- 
Idrisi also accurately records the distance between al- 
Sirrayn and Italy as five stages, and from al-Sirrayn to 
al-Shucaybah as three days. 
(47) 
On the other hand he 
does not record the distance between Makkah and al- 
Sirrayn. However, cUmärah mentions the distance from al- 
Sirrayn to Makkah as five days' march. 
(48) °Umarah 
is more likely to be right, for he knew al-Sirrayn quite 
well and mentions the fact that he performed the pilgrimage 
(49) 
in 545/1150 and passed through the town. Yäqüt 
. also claims that the distance between Makkah and al-Sirrayn 
(50) 
is four or five days' march. However, Abu 'l-Fi, da 
assessesthe distance from Makkah to al-Sirrayn as four long days' 
mare 
(51) 
This is possibly equal to five ordinary 7 
days' march, and is known among camel drivers as shadclah 
wa-tadri j ah (a days' journey and a quarter) re f err. i. ng to the 
time which camels take from one stage to another. 
(52) 
In assessing distance by leagues, al-CUdhri alone 
so far among early Arab geographers, records the distance 
between al-Sirrayn and Haly as nineteen parasangs. 
(53) 
(47) Nuzhat, 106; cf. Shawkat, "Jazirat, 19-20. Al-Sh caybah 
lies 135 km. south-east of Makkah. It had been a port of 
Makkah before 26/646, when Jeddah took its place. There 
is a plan put forward by the Saudi Government to 
restore al-Shu caybah . Cf. 
128-9 below. 
(48) Tari. kh al-Yaman, 43. 
(49) Al-Nukat, 31; Cf. Alwash, Umara, 29; a]. -Faglh, 
"Madinat, " 580. 
(50) Muýjam al-Buldi. n, III, 219; cf. Ibn Samurah, abac it, 313. 
(51) Tagwim al-Buldan, 93. 
(52) Cf. Al-Barakati, al-Rihlah, 13. 
(53) Manäzil, f., 14b; cf. al-Qalgashandi, Subh V 15" 
al- Ayni, cIgd, I, f. 34a. 
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However, Abu 1-Fides and Ibn al-Subahi follow al- cUdhri 
in giving the same distance between al-Sirrayn and Haly. 
(54) 
Whatever the truth of the matter, none of the above 
mentioned geographers seems to be interested in mentioning 
the distance in leagues between Makkah and al-Sirrayn. 
Ibn al-Mujawir (d. 690/1291) however, in his historical/ 
geographical work, Tarikh al-Mustabsir, gives the distance 
between Makkah and al-Sirrayn as seventeen parasangs. 
(55) 
In conclusion, the fact of the name of al-S. irr.:. Lyn 
being connected with Wadi Halyah in this early period is 
good evidence that al-Sirrayn lies more or less in this 
Wadi. 
(56) 
Furthermore it seems from the derivation of 
the word sirr that the town lies on flat land. The name 
comes, therefore, from the nature of the land on which 
the town was built. Consequently, the site of al-Sirrayn 
would seem to be formed from two adjoining sirrs, the Lawn 
rising between them and taking its name from them. Porlhapn- 
the best'proof of that is that the word al-Sirrayn is 
found in some Arab sources as al-Sirran in the nominative, 
as mentioned earlier. Then this word became indeclinable 
in the oblique cases, just like al-Bahrayn (Bahrain). 
(57) 
It is obvious too that adding al-Sirrayn to the 
word Rataqah gives a realistic description of its natural 
(54) Tagwim, 93; Ibn al-Subahi, Awdah, cf . al-Sirrayn. 
(55) I, 53. 
(56) Al-Faq ih , 
"Madinat; ", 580. 
(57) Cr. al-Zamakhsharl, al-Jib a1,30,34. 
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harbour. Furthermore, it is clear from the writings of 
Arab geographers that al-Sirrayn was no more than a 
stopping place on the Yemeni pilgrim route in the early 
centuries of Islam. Therefore, they do not give much 
detail about its location and commercial activities. On 
the other hand, it should be noted from the late 4th/10th 
century, that the opinion of geographers became clearer 
concerning al-Sirrayn and they were in approximate 
agreement that the distance between Makkah and al-Sirrayn 
was five days' journey. This corresponds to the actual. 
distance and there were well known stages For peop le 
who travelled by the, pilgrim route on camels before modern 
means of transport. 
(58) 
These pilgrims at any rate 
did not know it as al-Sirrayn, though they knew Hamdanah 
instead. Hamdanah is. a famous well at the mouth of Wadi 
Halyah, only two kilometres to the east of al-Sirrayn. 
(59) 
It is furthermore worthy of note that if we accept 
the general estimation of 40 kms to a day's journey, the 
distance between al-Sirrayn and Makkah amounts to a five 
days' journey, giving a distance of 200 km., which morn 
or less agrees with today's distance. Similarly if wc; 
(60) 
take a league to be six miles, as Ibn Munzür suggests, 
then the distance between al-Sirrayn and Haly of 19 leagues 
would be 114 miles or about 182 km".. which again roughly 
corresponds with today's distances. 
(61) 
(58) A1-Barakat i, al-Rihlah, 13. 
(59) Cf. map no. 3. 
(60) Lisan, III, 14. 
(61) Al-Fagih, "Madinat, " 580. 
s 
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To sum up, taking account of the relevant distances, 
however measured, and the direct relationship between the 
topography and the basic meaning of the word, it can be 
reasonably argued that the correct location for al-Sirrayn, 
the subject of this study, is approximately 200 kms. 
south of Makkah. To be accurate it lies in the area 
which is called al-Masna 
c 
or Qaryat B. Kubra, only two 
kilometres to the west of the famous well of Hamdanah. 
(62) 
The region of al-Sirrayn 
Al-Sirrayn lies on the edge of a pastoral-agricultural 
area consisting of a number offertile wadis of which 
one can assume al-Sirrayn was the regional capital. According 
to some sources, al-Sirrayn was a dependency of Makkah 
(carnal min camEl Makkah). 
(63) 
Others also indicate that 
al-Sirrayn was a province (mikhlaf) attached to the amirate 
of Makkah. 
(64) 
It is likely that the word, carnal in this 
context would be synonymous with the word mikhläf. This 
word, mikhläf, is a geographical term which designates a 
wadi or more, comprising a number of villages. 
(65) 
This 
description or designation is applied to al-Sirrayn, which 
in fact comprises two large wadis called Ilalyah and 
cUlyab. (66) It contains also a small wadi called A`yar. 
(62) Cf. map no-3. 
(63) Al-Yacqubi, al-Buldan, 316; al- Udhrl, Manazil, f. 15b. 
(64) Al-Idrisi, Nuzhat, 106; cf. Shawkat, "Jazirat", 19. 
(65) - Cf. 
182 below. 
(66) Cf. al-Zamakhshari, al-Jibal, 63,164. 
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Wadi Halyah 
The most important of these is Wadi Halyah; al- 
Sirrayn lies near the mouth of that Wadi, as already 
mentioned. It is a well known wadi, frequently mentioned 
in the poetry of B. Hudhayl. 
(67) 
It is mentioned in 
feuds and fighting between B. Hudhayl and al-Azd. Seven 
members of Hudhayl attacked Thabir of the Azd. Thabir 
killed six of the former and the seventh escaped. When 
the Hudhall leader, Sulma b. al-MugCadi al-iudhali, knew 
of what had happened, he took an oath, swearing that he 
would never "touch his head for the purpose or cl can i. ng 
or oiling" till he had wreaked vengeance upon the enemy, 
the Azd. Sulma attacked Thabir and found them in Wadi 
Halyah; they were killed and their homes were taken as 
booty. 
(68) 
Wadi Halyah emanates from the mountain of 
cAfaf 
in B. Malik territory, 
(69) 
and pours into the Red Sea 
near al-Sirrayn. 
(70) 
It is a large wadi which has been 
(67) A] -Sukkari, Sharh, I, 402,490; IT, 633, (; 71; III, 
1168,1310. 
(68) Al-Sukkari, Sharh, 11,796-8. There is today, in the 
Southern Amirate of Makkah, a tribe called al-MagaCid ah, 
a branch of the well-known Bal ayr tribe. The nisbah 
of al-MagäCidah is al-Mugcadi. They live in the town 
of al-Habil and its outskirts, about 35 km. South-east 
of al-Qunfidah. It is likely, therefore, that there is 
a blood relationship between that tribe and the well- 
known Hudhayl tribe, in particular their leader 
Sulma b. al- Muq°adi. 
(69) Al-Barakati, al-Rihlah, 14; Philby, Highlands, 701. 
(70) Al-Fagih, "Madinat", 567. 
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described as "a wadi providing much good( kathir al- 
khayrat) in which dukhn (millet) and durra (sorghum) are 
grown on a large scale. Its land is a spacious expanse 
(of land) over which water flows, surrounded on the right 
and in the north by ark salvadora [ pers ica ] and darf a 
trees [tamarix gallica] such that any visitor, when 
approaching the area, would feel as though he were 
approaching a vast forest extending in an oblong shape, 
from the upper parts of the wadi to the lower. " 
(71) 
The inhabitants of the wadi, as would appear from 
Arabic poetry, comprised basically these tribes; al-Azd, 
B. Hudhayl and Kinnnah. 
(72) 
At present the majority of 
its inhabitants are B. Hasan, the Sharii's, with various- sub- 
(73) Traditional agriculture includes duklhn, divisions. 
durra, sesame, water melon and melon. Its trees are arik, 
cushar (asclepiap procera) cedars and tamarisks. The 
cedars and tamarisks are mentioned in Arabic poetry, 
(74) 
and this shows that there have been good quality trees 
in the Wadi of Halyah for a considerable time. 
(71) Kahhä, lah, Jughräf i Tat, 206; cf. al-Barakäti, al -Rihlah, 
13-4. 
(72) A1-Sukkari, Sharh, 11,792; cf. *al-Asfahanl, al-Aghani, 
XXI, 212; XXII, 148-9ja1-Zamakhshari, al-Jibkl, 63; 
Yaqut, Mu `jam, 11,297. 
(73) A1-Barakatl., al-Rihlah, 13; Philby, Highlands, 699. 
(74) Al-Sukkari, Sharh, III, 1105; al-Asf ahani, tl-Aghani, 
Xxu 14 . 
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Wadi cU ly ab 
Some works of Arab geography mention that Wadi cUlyab 
is a stage on the Yemeni pilgrim route to Makkah. 
(75) 
Al-Hamdani, however, is more accurate in describing its 
location when he mentions that it is situated between 
(76). al-Bazwäý and Khabt Udhun. The first place 
is unknown, but it lies to the north of 'Ulyab, according 
to a poem by Abü Dahbal al-Jumahi, a poet living in the 
early Umayyad Caliphate, in which he mentions his trip to 
(77) 
The second place lies to the south of cUlyab Jäzän. 
and is still so called to this day. 
(78) 
il-Bakri also 
mentions that cUlyab is a wadi of Iludhayl.. 
(79 
Wadi cUlyab lies to the south of Wadi I1alyah. It 
is one of the large wadis in the region of al-Sirrayn. 
It gathers its waters (sayl) from the mountains of al-Khurmah 
in the territory of Zahrän. 
(80) The distance between the 
springs of cUlyab and those of Halyah is about 50 km; they 
gradually begin to converge, until the distance amounts 
to roughly 2 km-at their mouths at the Red Sea. 
(81) 
(75) Ibn Khurdadhahah, al-Masai i. k , 148-9; Qud inah , 
ýa I -I<fýýtr<a, j , 
192. 
(76) Sä. rat, 233. Cl. also a. 1. -Idrä. s i, ýUns" , 
61. 
(77) Diwan Abu Dahbal, 106; Yäqüt, Mucjam, I, 411; IV, 148; 
cf. al-Asfahäni, al-Aghani, 111,111-2. 
(178) Al-Faqlh, "Madinat, " 575. 
(79) Mucjam, III, 965. 
(80) Al-Barakati, al-Riblah, 14; KahDalah, Jughrafiy at, 206; 
Philby, Arabian Highlands, 701. 
(81) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 701. 
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This wadi today is known as al-Shägqah al-Yamaniyyah 
or cUlyab; it is characterized by its plentiful water, trees 
and agriculture, similar to what ha been mentioned earlier 
as features of Wadi Haly'ah. At the. beginning of the Islamic 
era, or prior to it, Wadi cUlyab was renowned for its 
trees. In Arabic poetry, the name of Wadi cUlyab was coupled 
with palm trees, tamarisk and the dawm trees, 
(82) 
though 
it must be mentioned that there are no-palm trees and dawm 
in Wadi CUlyab now. 
The main village of Wadi cUlyab is al-Sahwah, which 
is the chief town of the region, including Wadi Halyah. 
Its inhabitants are B. Hasan, the shard's, namely IIalyah 
cAyyaf, and few of al-Hadarit already mentioned. 
(83) 
In the past, the inhabitants, according to some sources, 
were B. Hudhayl. 
(84) 
It seems that the level of civilization o(' cUI yah 
was greater than that of Wadi Halyah, with the exception 
of al-Sirrayn. Two archaeological sites have been found. 
One is in the centre of the village of al-Sahwah, of which 
we shall speak below. The other lies 14 km. to the east 
of al-Sahwah, in the northern reaches of the wadi. It 
comprises 10 small sites extending 5 km. These are 
tells. 
(85) 
Nothing is clear except some building 
foundations and ruins of houses, pottery fragments and 
pieces of baked brick. There is a cemetery which lies 
to the west of this site; it contains old, abandoned 
(82) A1-Sukkari, Sharh, III, 1105; al-Asfahänl, al-Aghani, 111,111; 
Yäqüt, Mu c1 am, IV, 148. 
(83) A1-Barakät1, al-Riblah, 14; al-Fagih, Tärikh, 83; cf . 98 above. 
(84) A1-Bakri, Mucjam, III9965; Zak!, Shicr, 18; Cf . al-Asfahani, al-Aghani, 11,210. 
(85) P1-1 No. I. 
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tombs on which no inscriptions were found. To the west 
of the tombs and the site , traces of a kiln of baked brick 
were found. 
(86 
Wadi Acyär 
Wadi ACyär lies to the north of Wadi H. alyah. It is 
the smallest wadi in the region of al-Sirrayn. It is 
mentioned in the writings of some Arab geographers such 
as Ibn Khurdadhabah and Qudamah, who state that it 
lies on the Yemeni pilgrim route to Makkah. 
(87) 
Yä üt 
mentions Acyä. r when he is dealing with Halyah, saying 
that "Halyah is a wadi which lies between ACyar and 
Ulyab and runs into al-Sirrayn. " 
S) 
A1-llarbl mont. icýt1:; 
another name for a wadi which lies to the north-east of 
al. -Sirrayn, that is Wadi al-Subas. 
(89) 
Since at present 
no wadi between al-LIth and al-Sirrayn bears this name, 
a modern writer suggests that Wadi Subac is in fact 
(90ý 
Wadi ACyar. 
In Wadi Acyar are grown all the agricultural crops 
already mentioned in the Wadi Halyah and cUlyab. Wadi 
A cyar, however, is less famous and less extensive in aroa 
than the other two wad is . 
Between these wadis, to the north and south, there 
are wide plains (sing. khabt) with masses of thumäm grass; 
(86) P1.1, no. II. 
(87) A1-Masälik, 148; Qudamah, al-Kharäj , 192-3. 
(88) Mucjam al-Buldän, 11,295. 
(89) Al-Manasik, 646. 
(90) Al-F !. q ih , "Madinat", 575. 
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it is fairly thickly dotted with acacias. 
(91) 
The most 
important of these plains is Khabt Hif är which is renowned 
for its rich pasture. This factor has been responsible 
for the region's wide reputation for animal wealth, espec- 
ially camels and sheep.. 
92ý 
Thus we may conclude that al-Sirrayn was the chief 
town of a pastoral and agricultural region extending from 
north of Dawqah in the south, to south of al-Lith in 
the north. This region belongs today to the town of al- 
Lith, the regional capital of the area. 
(93) 
It j.. S 
believed that al-Lith has inherited from al-Sirrayn its 
importance, as will be explained below. 
(91) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 700. 
(92) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 699. 
(93) Kahhälah Ju hraf i at 205-6; Fu cad Hamzah 
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CHAPTER 6 
Preliminary achaeological survey of al-Sirrayn 
- The road to al-Sirrayn 
- The inhabited area 
- The cemeteries 
- The remains of al-Masnacah 
- The location of the harbour 
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The road to al-Sirrayn 
It is evident that al-Sirrayn was situated only two 
kilometres to the west of Hamdanah, as already mentioned. 
(') 
Hence al-Sirrayn lies on longitude 40033' and latitude 
25°22' north. The second site bordering upon al-Sirrayn 
is al-Wasqah, which lies eleven kilometres to the north- 
east. Al-Wasqah is a stopping place on the modern road 
which links al-Qunfiidah and J . zan with the famous cities 
in the Hijaz. Moreover, the people of al-Wasqah are 
C 
mainly from the clan of al-Na arah of the sharifs of 
Dhawi Hasan. 
(2) 
In a minority is another clan of the 
(3) 
T1. ß 4- l .+r r+ #1 i+ e.,. r+ rrl r v+- c. 
snarii s caý-Leu d-L-Durun. L L. 
of al-Hasan b. cAl i b. Abi Taub. 
The journey to - al-Sirrayn , begins at al-Wasgqah. 
One leaves the modern road and the line of cafes and 
takes the land route westwards which becomes a dirt 
road leading to the edge of a salt marsh beyond a few 
dwellings belonging to al-Barakit. This marks the end 
of the village of al-Wasqah. Then the road turns south- 
west through soft marsh on which some patches of wild 
grasses are scattered and a few solitary tamarisk trees 
(tarfä? ) can be seen along the eastern edge of Wadi Ilalyah. 
(1) Cf . 
10 7 above. 
(2) Kahhalah, Qabä, )il, I, 271; Cornwallis, Asir, 32; 
(3) Fu ßäd Ilamzah , Qalb, 158; al-Faq 
ih 
, 
"Tar i kh" 
, 
83. AI -Faq i }i 
relates Dhawu IHasan and Dhawu l3arakal to al-Ilasan h. 
cA j lan . Ile 
is undoubtedly mistaken, because Dhawu llasan 
are related to Abu Sa id al-Hasan b. cAl i b. Qatadhh 
and Dhwu Barakat to Barakät b. Abi Numayy II. Cf. al- cIsami; Simt, IV, 336; al-Barakati, al-Rihlah, 107. 
(4) Al-Barakati, al-Rihlah, 107; Fu3ad Hamzah, Qalb, 146. 
17U LLI al C UCCl%-oC11UU. 11 t. º7 
(4) 
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The road continues monotonously till it ends in gray 
sand-hills, which seem to contain no buildings other 
than a demolished hut (sabl). 
(5) 
This might have been 
used by fishermen, or coast guards who live nearby. 
It is among these gray sand-hills that the archaeological 
remains of al-Sirrayn are to be found. 
(6) 
i, 
The inhabited area 
It should be noted first and foremost that the 
site of al-Sirrayn has no recognizable remains of actual 
buildings, such as are found in 
cAshm, Dankän, ] a-IIsabah , 
and al-Khuluf. These sites will be referred to later. It 
would seem that most of the remains are beneath the : i. hove. 
mentioned tells) -though some scattered stones and r ragrnen f; 
of baked brick can be seen on the surface, which can be 
taken as evidence of earlier buildings. In addition 
there are foundations which have been uncovered by the 
monsoon wind, known locally as ghubrah. This ghubrah H 
(blows 
over the region from mid-June to mid-August. 
? 
It is evident from-the initial survey 'that al- 
Sirrayn covers six small adjoining hills which could well 
conceal the remains of demolished houses and other buildings. 
These six hills are indicated by". the letters A, B, C, D, 
E and F: 
(8) 
There are also two cemeteries situated to 
(5) abl (pl. ubül) is a square or rectangular hut with 
lat roof. Cf. Prochazka, 'Architectural Terminology', 118. 
(6) P1.2, no. III. 
(7) Al-cAgili, al-Mucjam, 17. " 
(8) Cf. Plan no. l. ' 
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the north of the inhabited area. The bigger one, nearer 
to the inhabited area is named al-Maqbarah al-Janübiyyah 
(the southern cemetery) and the other one, al-Maqbarah 
al-Shamaliyyah (the northern cemetery). Moreover, another 
hill lies on the bank of Wadi Halyah, only 600 m. to the 
east of the hills and cemeteries. 
(9) 
The-above locations 
can be defined as follows: 
Site A is formed from a small, low hill, on which 
quantities of coral stones of varying sizes used in house' 
building are scattered, as well as some baked brick 
fragments, proving that there were buildings beneath. 
Minor excavation was carried out which resulted in the 
discovery of a wall extending from east to west about 
4 m. long and 60 cm. thick. The wall is well constructed 
from stones'similar to those found on the surface. The 
southern side of the wall is rendered with the stone 
masonry appearing on its northern side. 
(10) 
ITowc: ver, 
it ought to be noted at this juncture; that site A is 
covered with deep sand which makes it difficult to 
find artefacts. 
As for site B. this consists of foundations of 
semi-circular buildings in which are found many fragments 
of baked brick with a thick layer of brick dust beneath 
It would appear that this site is al-Mahraq, the name of a 
place in which the unbaked bricks were fired after being 
(9) Cr. Plan no. I. 
(10)I1 . 
2, no. IV. 
(1.1. ) P1.3, iiO. V. 
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dried in the sun. This kiln is similar to many of this 
type of burnt brick kiln in the province of al-Qunfidah, 
especially in al-Rujbän in Wadi Qanüna. Also it appears 
to be similar to those kilns found in Kawd am-Saila 
in Aden. 
(12) 
Site C is formed from a pile of building debris, 
plus a line of stones resembling foundations. The area 
of this site is covered with cut coral and baked brick 
fragments together with small pieces of plain or coloured 
clay and glass vessels. 
(13) 
Site D is close to sites B and C, although it is 
larger than the others. It has similar terrain being full 
of shaped coral fragments and pieces of clay pots. More- 
over, a tiled area was found on this site, but the material 
is so far unidentified. This area was presumably the 
ground floor of one of the houses. 
Site E is near the three above sites and similarly 
well covered with pieces of stone and coral. It is 
possible that they were once used in house-building. In 
addition there are some multicoloured glazed porcelain 
vessels, which are light and dark green, as well as dark 
yellow. Moreover, some fragments of transparent glass 
were found in this site whose colours vary from white to 
light green. They also vary in thickness. 
(14) 
(12) Serjeant, "Pottery", XI, 108. Al-Rujban is a small 
village in Wadi Qununa in the province of al-Qunfidah. 
Most of its population are of African origin, known 
among the local inhabitants as al-Magharibah. CZ. Philby, 
Highlands, 694. 
(13) P1.3, no. VI. 
(14) Some of these samples were collected and shown to 
experts in the Araeology Department in the University of Riyadh. It has been suggested that they were similar in 
styles to those known to date from Abbasid times. 
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On site F the foundations of the walls are more 
apparent than on other sites and are noticeable for their 
straightness and the area which they cover. Moreover the 
pieces of cut coral are here larger than elsewhere. 
Furthermore, some light brown stones are also found amongst 
the coral. These had probably been brought from the 
eastern mountains. More brick was found on this site than 
on any of the previous sites except for the area of 
al-Mahraq which is indicated by letter B. A great deal of 
porcelain, clay and glass fragments were found in this 
site. 
(15) 
The hill of site F gradually descends towards 
the south-east where it ends in the salt marsh. Small 
piles of rubble, on which are found the remains of 
buildings, occur on the lower slopes of the hill between 
al-Mahraq in the south-east and the salt marsh in the 
north-east. There is also a flat area to the north or 
this site which has no remains and might therefore have 
been an open place or cleared area (maydän). 
The general aspect of the site of al-Sirrayn is an 
expanse of sand-hills. 
(16) 
Perhaps, the most important feature 
is the one adjoining site C which extends about 250 m. to the 
east and over which a quantity of artefacts are distributed. 
Other sand-hills extend 100-200 m. to the south of site C. 
These hills contain substantial amounts of construction 
material and the remains of pottery, as well as beads and 
(15) Cf. P1.4, no. VII. 
(16) Cf. P1.4, no. VIII. 
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shells. There is also another tiled area similar to that 
already mentioned. This sand-hill gradually descends 
towards the south-west where it ends in a narrow plain 
about 50 m. wide. This separates the town from the sea. 
The cemeteries 
With reference to the cemeteries, the southern 
one is situated only 200 m. to the north of the inhabited 
area and has a hexagonal shape. Most of the tombstones 
in this cemetery are buried under the wind-blown sand. 
(17) 
A small excavation was therefore undertaken which resulted 
in the discovery of thirty tombstones. Unfortunately, 
most of the inscriptions on them are undated, but the 
dated ones are of the 4th/10th and 5th/llth centuries. 
All of the tombstones in this cemetery are affected by 
erosion, though none appear to have been vandalized. 
A significant aspect which is evident from the 
type of stone on which the inscriptions had been engraved, is 
that it was originally brought from the mountainous plateaux 
which lie about 30 km. to the east of al-Sirrayn. This 
proves the population's desire to commemorate-their dead. 
Moreover it underlines their ability to inscribe and 
also points to a wealthy society. On the other hand some 
fragments of brick were buried under some of the tombstones 
in this cemetery. This may prove that this material was 
known in al-Sirrayn before the. 4th/loth and 5th/11. th 
centuries. 
(17) -Cf. Plan no. l, pl. 2, no. III . 
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The northern cemetery lies only 300 m. further 
north and is on a small hill, resembling a circle in shape. 
It should be noted that some foundations, mainly of cut 
coral are found in the north-east of this cemetery. 
(18) 
These might possibly be the remains of mausoleums or domes 
which were frequently built over the graves of holy men. 
That certainly was the practice in the Hijaz and Tihamah 
until they came under Saudi rule. So far, the remains of 
four tombstones have been found in this cemetery, at 
least one or which dates probably from the mid(]](. - ()I* the 
4th/10 century. 
However, the contents of this cemetery would have 
been a more likely target for theft than the other. That 
is because of its nearness to the old road 'to Jazän and the 
fact that many of its tombstones had been revealed by 
the action of the wind. Because of this some tombstones 
and baked bricks have been removed from al-Sirrayn to 
the village or al-Wasqah, and used in building a r. o, orn 
belonging to the shaykh of the area. Some of thy; mosl, 
valuable inscriptions can be seen lining the walls of the 
Shaykh's room. 
(19) 
(18) Pl. 5, IX. 
(19) It is unfortunate that the recent inhabitants of 
the area were mostly ignorant of the value of such 
ancient finds and used these treasures in building 
their primitive dwellings. Such valuable relics 
might well be lost for ever unless the archaeological 
authorities hasten in their work of saving thorn. 
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The remains of al-MasnaCah 
Al-Sirrayn contains yet another sand-hill, covered 
with cut coral and ancient shell remains. It lies about 
600 m. to the east of the cemeteries and the inhabited 
area. As a result of surface excavation a strong wall 
was discovered on the top of the hill. The wall is 
3.10 m. in length from the east to the west, by 100 cm. 
in width and 40 cm. in depth. Moreover, the wall is 
(20) 
good condition and both sides are well rendered. 
20) 
It is possible that this wall was the building 
of al-Masnacah (cistern) which had supplied the city 
with water. Its situation in Wadi Halyah meant that it 
would be constantly kept full of water during the rainy 
season. If it can be assumed that the entrance of the 
city was in the east, an early description suggesting 
that the cistern was at the gate of' the town 
(2.1. ) 
ºnay 
well refer to. this site. 
Another possibility cannot be ignored. That is 
that this relic was possibly a castle built to protect 
the town from-raids which might have come from inland. 
The location of the harbour 
As for the location of the harbour of al-Sirrayn it 
is evident from the survey that no sizeable remains have 
been found to indicate its site. Yet available source 
material suggests that a port existed. The harbour has 
(20) P1.5, no. X. 
(21) A1-Magdisi, Ahsan al-Tagäsim, 86. 
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been described as being fortified and its mercantile role 
will be discussed later. An accurate survey was consequently 
made in all seaward directions in an attempt to locate the 
harbour, but without success. It is, however, most likely 
that the site of the harbour is about 200 m. to the south 
of the inhabited area. 
(22) 
This suggestion is supported 
by the following evidence. Firstly, our material 
mentions the site of the inhabited area as being near the 
sea. A1-Himyari, for example, indicates that the wall 
(23) 
of the town of al-Sirrayn is by then Sea. Secondly, 
this site seems to have the deepest water along the whole 
coast of al-Sirrayn. Thirdly, it was well fortified 
because of the rocky hill which lies to the north-west 
of al-Sirrayn. This hill provides a natural wind break 
for ships in the harbour. Lastly, quantities of cut 
coral, baked brick fragments and building stones were 
found in an area which could indicate the site of the 
quay. It is usual to find coral in such places, but 
the stones and bricks could well have been transferred 
from inland to construct the quay. 
To summarize, it can be seen that the port of 
al-Sirrayn was probably on this site, though there is 
little evidence to support this except a rocky edge; 
about 40 m. long, racing a rocky pile about 200 m. out 
to sea. Even so, it is not known whether it is the 
relic of a building or a coral deposit. The local guide 
(22) Cf. plan 1- pl. 6, XI. 
(23) Al-Rawd, 312. 
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failed to conduct the party over to this pile owing to 
the depth of water. 
Fortunately it was possible to return to the site 
of al-Sirrayn during the summer to investigate how far 
the eastern coast of the Red Sea in this area is affected 
by the tide during the monsoon season, known locally as 
the ghubrah. In fact it appeared to have been little 
affected and by a remarkable chance a large ship weighed 
anchor near the site being investigated, which undoubtedly 
adds to the likelihood that the harbour of al -Si rrayn .is 
situated somewhere near. 
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Plan No. I The Town of Al-Sirrayn 
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CHAPTER. 7 
The Settlement 
- The rise and the development of al-Sirrayn 
- The inhabitants of al-Sirrayn and their 
activities 
ýsý 
-128- 
The rise and the development of al-Sirrayn 
The sources at our disposal pay no attention to the 
rise of al-Sirrayn other than the 7th/13th writer, Ibn al- 
Mujawir, who briefly indicates that al-Sirrayn was built 
by the Persians on the sea coast. 
ýlý 
This might point 
to the fact that al-Sirrayn existed in pre-Islamic times. 
It might possibly have been a fortified staging post for 
the Persians on their road to Jeddah and northern Hijaz. 
This might well have been during their control of the 
Yemen (575-632A. D. ) 
(2) 
or perhaps during the Empire of 
the Medes, when the Persians had some influence in 
the Red Sea. 
(3) 
However Ibn al-Mujäwir's description 
does not accord with the verse quoted above of Abi KhLrash 
al-Hudhali who describes al-Sirrayn as a grazing area, 
rich in grasses on which livestock feed. Nevertheless 
al-Sirrayn, like Jeddah, might have been used as a harbour 
by the Persians. 
(4) 
Jeddah subsequently declined as a 
(5) 
port before or after the emergence of Islam. However, 
it regained its importance when it was used in 26/646 
by the caliph °Uthmän as a harbour for Makkah instead 
(1) A1-Mustabsir, I, 53. 
(2) Cf. al-Ti j an, 316-7 , al-"Ya° qubi , 
Tarikh, 1,162; 
al-Asfahäni, al-Aghäni, XVII, 308-10; 
Stookey, Yemen, 23. 
(3) SchoffL The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, 50-1; 
al-Qusi, "Tijärat Misr", 7. 
() Ibn al-Mujäwir_, al-Mustabb ir, I, 42; Ibn Faraj, al-Siläh, 
f. 5a; al-Hadräwi, al-JawEhir, 414. 
at 
C5) Al-Häshimi, Siyahati, 69. 
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of al-ShuCaybah. Consequently, it can be assumed, if 
Ibn al-Mujawir was correct, that al-Sirrayn declined 
after being used as a staging post by the Persians and 
later regained its importance and was further developed 
during Islamic times. 
The rise of al-Sirrayn was possibly due to the 
nature of its location as a military and maritime post 
which controlled the trade routes both by land and sea 
between the Hi j az and the Yemen 
ý7) 
Its position is further 
enhanced by its being the nearest harbour to the south of 
Makkah, linking with other harbours on the Red sea, namely 
in the Yemen and Abyssinia, 
(8) 
and at. the same time with 
the fertile province of Tihamah and the Sarawät mountains. 
This paved the way for al-Sirrayn to play an important 
role in the commercial-movement between Makkah and the 
nearby centres of population. Another factor, moreover, 
which influenced the rise and the development of al- 
Sirrayn during Islamic times was the pilgrimage to Makkah. 
Al-Sirrayn consequently became a centre for'large 
gatherings of people who had come by land and sea from the 
Yemen and countries beyond. on their way to Makkah. Thus 
al-Sirrayn became the most important centre on the Yemeni 
pilgrim route to Makkah. 
(9) 
Obviously, therefore, the 
(6) Al-Fasi, Shifä? , I, 87-8; Bä, Qäsi, Bi1äd, 
63. 
,. 
' al-AgsäT' , 767. (7) A1-Husayn1 
(8) Al-Himyarl, al-Rawl, 312; al-Ghunaym, al-Jüghräf iyat, 126. 
(9) Al-Fagih, 'Tar kh' 38; cf. Ibn Samurah., aba ät , 216,222-3. 
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development of al-Sirrayn, seems to pass through a phase 
of gradual rise during the. early centuries of Islam. 
It is evident from the sources that al-Sirrayn was, 
during the first three centuries, a fairly unimportant 
town. It was probably no more than a stopping place 
on the Yemeni pilgrim route to Makkah between the Yemen 
and the Hijaz. Perhaps the best illustration of the 
situation of the town of al-Sirrayn during this era is 
the comment recorded by Ibn Hawgal (floruit 4th/10th 
century), when he describes the governor of al-Sirrayn 
saying "The income of al-Sirrayn from taxation collected 
from the boats passing -through its harbour carrying slaves 
and goods is hardly sufficient for the wali and his 
men! ' 
(10) 
He goes on to add that the town is hardly 
worth mentioning. 
(11) 
Thus it can be seen that al- 
Sirrayn, by the end of the 3rd/9th century was a small 
town, with an income that did not meet all the needs of 
the governors. Then al-Sirrayn started to develop from 
the 4th/lOth century onwards, as both literary and 
epigraphic evidence shows, to a high level of achievement.. 
A]. -Magd isi (d. 388/997) says, "Al-Sirrayn is a smal I. 
town, has a fortress and a 'äff mic. A1-Masna°ah is at the 
entrance of the town. It is, furthermore, the port for 
al-Sarawat, the source of grain, dates. and, much honey. "" 
(12 ) 
(10) Sexrat al-Ard, 25. 
(11) Ibn Hawqal, Surat, 25. 
(12) Ahsan al-Taqasim, 86; cf. Abu 1-cAlä al-Macarri, 
Risalat, 17. 
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Here it can be noticed, for the first time is the mention 
of the fortress, the main mosque, al-Masnacah and the 
gate-way al-Sirrayn. These at any rate furnish proof of 
the aspects of civilization in al-Sirrayn. This 
description also indicates the important relationship 
between al-Sirrayn and the region of al-Sarawat in this 
early period. 
(13) 
Al-Sirrayn reached the summit of its development 
in the 5-6th/11-12th centuries. It was then described 
as a significant town. A1-CUdhri says, "Al-Sirrayn is 
a big town belonging to the province of Makkah. It 
has a market, a jämiC and a wall on the sea side. Its 
houses are built of wood and grass, its j miC being an 
exception, as it is built of mud. Its products are a 
variety of durra (sorghum) and sesame produced on land 
irrigated by flood water [sayl] and there is good grazing 
land. Its inhabitants wear loincloths [sing. izirj and 
robes [sing. ridV] . Its food supplies are 
brought 
from Abyssinia and elsewhere. ' 
(14) 
His contemporary, al-Bakri, says much the same, 
but with slight differences. For example, he states 
that the majority of the houses of al-Sirrayn were built 
of wood and grass, as well as the baths. He also states 
that al-Sirrayn had folds of livestock and that its 
food supplies were brought from 
CAththar and Hirdah. 
(15) 
{13) Al-Fagih, "Tarikh", 42-4. 
(14) Manazi1, f. 1.5b. 
(15) A1-Mamalik:, 48. 
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It should be noted from al-cUdhri's generalizations 
about the houses of al-Sirrayn being built of wood and 
grass that this contradicts the fact that several piles 
of debris consisting of shaped coral and baked bricks, 
presumably from houses, have been found at al-Sirrayn. 
However, al-Bakri is probably correct about the houses 
of al-Sirrayn, because similar houses of wood and straw 
have also been found elsewhere in this region. 
(16) 
Of course, this does not diminish the significance of 
the town of al-Sirrayn, as this building material was in 
general use until recent times in all the settlements 
along the eastern coast of the Red Sea, such as al-Lith, 
al-Qunf idah, al-Birk, al-Qahmah and Jäzän. 
(17) 
Moreover, 
Jeddah, the famous port of the Hi j az, is recorded as 
having houses made of wood and thatch. 
(18) 
Be that as it may, al-Idrisi also indicates the 
importance of al-Sirrayn during the first half of the 
6th/12th century, saying, "Al-Sirrayn is a well-fortified 
place...., its wall and the tax collector collect 
import and export duty from the ships passing through 
al-Sirrayn to and from the Yemen, carrying goods, food 
and slaves. " 
(19) 
(16) Cf. al-Fagih, "Tarikh", 46. 
(17) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 632-9; Rutter, The Hol 
Cities, I, 49-61,71 and passim; al-Faqih, "Tarikh", 
46; K. °Abd al-Fattäh, Mount93-4; Raf ic, cAsir, 
155,157. 
(18) Ibn Jubayr, Rihlat, 73; Burckhardt, Travels, 9. 
(19) Nuzliat, 106. 
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It may be concluded from the comments above that al- 
Sirrayn was an Islamic town. It attained its importance 
and developed steadily as a result of the stability and 
prosperity which followed the establishment of the Islamic 
state. Consequently, Ibn al-Mujawir's claim that al- 
Sirrayn was built by Persians, is merely a personal opinion, 
so far unsupported by reliable sources. 
(20) 
Al-Sirrayn 
also passed through a period of slow growth to become 
a large town in the 5-6th/11-12th century. It is doc- 
umented that al-Sirrayn acquired the amenities of an 
established town such as citadel, markets, baths etc. 
accompanied by trade to and from the Yemen and Abyssinia, 
and other neighbouring territories. 
The Inhabitants of al-Sirrayn and their work 
It has previously been mentioned that al-Sirrayn, 
according to al-Hamdani is on the coast of B. Kinnnah. 
21 
yäqüt also describes the upper reaches of Wadi Ilalyah 
as belonging to Hadhayl and its lower to Kinanah. 
(22) 
Furthermore., Wadi Halyah is often mentioned in the poetry 
of Hudayl, whereas al-Sirrayn is only occasionally 
(20) Ijamad al-Jäsir, in his Majallat al-cArab article, 
doubts the authorship of Tärrkh* al-Miustabýir by 
Ibn al-Mujawir al-Dimashqi, for it was almost certainly 
written by a Persian of the same name. Al-Jasir also 
doubts some of the book's information on the Persians 
and their control over the Hijazi ports. Cf. al-cArab, 
15,1980, III-V, 233-7; cf. al-Faq-ih, "Tari. kh", 39. 
(21) Cf . 
98 above. 
(22) Mucjam a1-Duldern, II, 297. 
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mentioned. 
(23) 
It seems, therefore, that the prominent 
Kinanah formed the population of al-Sirrayn. Yet this 
would appear unlikely, since such a strict division of 
tribal territory is likely only among desert-dwelling 
bedouins. A more plausible assumption is that the town 
was inhabited by more than just these two tribal groups 
and it undoubtedly had the same population structure as 
other large settlements. The nature of urban life plays 
a great role in attracting a variety of people, who 
migrate into towns to seek their livelihood. This is 
because the means of earning one's livelihood in towns 
are more diverse than elsewhere. Then certainly from 
previous indications Kinä. nah, as well as Hudhayl, very 
likely formed a large element of the population of al- 
Sirrayn, at least in the earlier period of the history 
of the town. Moreover, the governors' class of sharifs 
and their men seem also to have been present in al-Sirrayn, 
as well as some people of African descent. 
(24) 
There 
was also a variety of people who migrated from Jeddah 
to al-Sirrayn in 473/1080-1. 
(25) 
It is also evident, from the nisbahs and kunyahs 
which have been found in the inscriptions, that al- 
Sirrayn brought together a variety of people in its pop- 
ulätion. For example Abu Sawrah is attested in some sources 
(23) A1-Sukkari, Shari, passim; Abu Khirash, Diwan, £. 189b, 1.190b. 
(24) Al-Faqih, "Tarikh", 82. 
(25) Ibn al-Mujawir, al-Mustabsir, I, 46. 
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and is a Persian name. 
(26) 
Al-Hazzani, also attested, 
was related to one of the Arab clans, some of whom lived in 
(27) 
al-Yamämah, in Najd. Al-ý"Ashmi indicates a man from 
CAshm, a town in the southern Amirate of Makkah which will 
be included in this research. 
( 28 ) 
A1-Basyuni refers to 
Basyün, atown in Egypt. 
29 
Al-Ta cif i, refers to 
al-TV if , 
80 km. south-east of Makkah. 
(30) 
Lastly, al- 
Hajabi, might be mentioned from B. cAbd al-Dar b. cAbd 
Manaf, a clan of Quraysh, named al-Hajabah (caretakers) 
who served the Kasbah. 
(31) 
This hijabah is a religious 
position they have held continuously since before 
Islam. 
32) 
On the other hand, the population of al- 
( 
Sirrayn were mostly Sunni Moslems, possibly adopting the 
Shaf iii madhhab, as is evident from some inseripl, i onti, 
though the sharil governors might have been Shi. i_ 
(Zaydis. 3ýý 
Thus it can be seen that the population of al- 
Sirrayn was not limited to Kinänah and Hudayl, as related 
(26) P1.25, no. 24; al-Zabidi, Tj, III, 283. 
(27) P1.33, no. 51; 
_Ibn 
Maküla, al-Ikmal, VII, 413-4; 
Kahhalah, Qaba'il, III, 1217-8. 
(28) Pl . 24, no. 20. 
(29) P1.25, no. 22 ; al -Zab id i, Ta, j , IX 140. 
(30) P1.25, no. 21; cf. 332 below. 
(31) P1.26, no. 25; al--SamCani-, al-Ansab, IV, 64-5. 
(32) Cf. Surat al-Nisa , 
58; al-Tamimi, "Sadin", 11. 
(33) P1.30, no. 39; al-Magdisi, Ahsan, 96; Kahhalah, 
Jughrafiyat, 280. 
(34) Cf. Ibn Jubayr, al-Rihlah, 78; a1-Qalgashandi, Subh, 
XIII, 227. 
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in the earlier sources. In fact there was a variety of 
common people of local and migrant kinds. This is, of 
course, typical of urban populations with their many 
activities, as well as the abundance of employment. 
As for the activities of the inhabitants, they 
included fishing, either for food or trade which was the 
same in most other towns of the eastern coast of the 
Red Sea; 
(35) 
and appears to have been one of the main 
occupations of the population of al-Sirrayn. Then 
came pearl fishing, a successful commercial. activity in 
al-Sirrayn. Ibn al-Akfani, lists al-Sirrayn among the 
most famous pearl-fishing centres in the Red Sea, 
(36) 
with l. )ahlak al -Qu7. zum. 
`ý6) 
Moreover, 
it is probable that boat building was an important industry 
in al-Sirrayn. Consequently, the population of this region 
succeeded in producing different kinds of boats, such as 
(37) 
canoes (hawari) and dhows (sanab ik) .: These craft 
might well have been built by sections of the community within 
al-Sirrayn, because this industry has existed along the 
coast of Tihamah until recent times. 
(38) 
It is also thought 
that another section of the community worked at extracting 
coral from the sea and shaping it for building purposes. 
(35) Twitchil, Saudi Arabia, 25. 
(36) Nukhab al-Dhakha 
cir, 31-32. Dahlak is the famous island 
and port in the Red Sea between the Yemen and Abyssinia, 
now belonging to EYitiopia. cf. Yäqüt, Mu am al-Bulda-n, 
II, 492; Al-Qulzuin was an ancient harbour at the 
extreme north-eastern point of the Red Sea. It lies 
11 kilometres to the north of the port of Suez. Cf. 
al-Qusi, "Tijarat", 36. Rushbrooke, Western Arabia, 102. 
(37) Al-Wasci, Tarikh al-Yaman, 103. 
(38) Twitchill, Saudi Arabia, 30-31; al-Fagih, "Tärikh", 85. 
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This occupation was also known mainly in the eastern coastal 
settlements of the Red Sea until recent times. 
(39) 
Salt panning was very likely another main occupation 
in al-Sirrayn and was practised by making small hollows 
or pits in the salt marsh which extends in many parts around 
the town. The salty water beneath the marsh gathers in 
these hollows and is then left to evaporate, leaving a solid 
layer of good edible salt. This industry probably arose to 
meet the town's own need for salt and, in add i_ t ion, to oxpor L 
it to the inland regions of the Tihamah and al-SariL. 
(40 
It is evident from available sources that the pop- 
ulation of al-Sirrayn was also occupied in farming, near 
the plain of al-Wadiyayn, which lies to the east of the 
They produced such crops as durra, sesame and 
( 
town. 
41ý 
dukhn. 
(42) They might also have been occupied with 
stockbreeding because it is mentioned that al-Sirrayn had 
livestock folds. 
(43) 
It is also obvious from the fact that sornu housos 
(39) Al-Faqlh, "al-Qunf idah", 47. 
(40) Al-Fagih, "Tärikh", 85 by D. B. Doe, in his talk in the 
seminar for Arabian Studies, 1983. This type of salt 
panning was mentioned and it was shown that it goes back 
for centuries. This also was seen in Jeddah, cf. Niebuhr, 
Voyage, I, 223, Tab. LV. 
(41) Al-Wadiyayn 1nown today as al-Shaqqah al-Shamiyyah and 
al-Shaqqah al-Yamäniyyah. Cf . 108,110 above. 
(42) Al-Himyarl, al-Rawd, 312. The root of arak trees might 
have been used in producing a type of tooth-brush. This 
is reported by Ibn Battutah in his rll lah . Cf . 
Tuh 1'at 
, 149 . 
or 
(43 ) Al -ßakr. i, a1-Mamýi11k, 48; al -Ili. myarT , al -R-awd . 
312. 
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in al-Sirrayn were built of wood and grass that another 
craft must have been the cutting and bringing of wood 
from al-Wadiyayn where there is a large area of tamarisk 
trees (tarlV) and also salvadora persica (arak). 
(44) 
The same material would have been used in other industries 
such as the manufacture of ploughs and drinking bowls 
i. e. ma`süb for which Wadi Haly was renowned. 
(45) 
Another 
skill which must not be overlooked is the brick and 
pottery industry. 
(46) 
It has already been mentioned in 
the survey section that quantities of baked brick and 
pottery fragments have been found at the site of al-Sirrayn, 
so obviously some people were employed in their production. 
Also the frequency of the inscriptions on tombstones and 
the quality of the inscriptions would furnish proof that 
there was another important skill practised by local people. 
On the other hand, the practice of certain other 
crafts may be deduced from the nisbahs of the tombs' 
occupants. For example, al-Qattan indicates a cotton 
manufacturer or merchant. 
(47) 
A1-Naddäf indicates a cotton 
_) teaser. 
(48) 
Al- Warraq, refers to stationer or copyist. 
ýý9 
However, commerce was the most important activity 
(44) KaI4 fah , Jughraf 
iyat, 106. 
(45) A1-Magdisi, an al-Tagasim, 98. 
(46) Al-Fagih, "TarIkh", 85. 
(47) P1.35, no. 62. 
(48) P1.31, no. 46. 
(49) pi. 3 2, no. 48; cf . 336 below. 
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practised among the population of al-Sirrayn. Presumably, 
therefore, al-Sirrayn had an active market buying and 
selling a wide range of products from near and far, 
including imports from the Yemen and Abyssinia. 
(50) 
Moreover, a further source of income came from taxation 
which was levied on the boats landing or passing through 
al-Sirrayn's harbour as mentioned previously. The 
taxation level in the time of al-Magdisi was one dinar per 
camel load and one dinar per basket of saffron; slaves 
were one dinar per head. 
(51) 
Furthermore, the hiring of 
camel caravans to transport goods to al-Sargt and to 
Makkah was another source of employment. 
(52) 
It can he 
seen that the transportation of goods both by land and 
sea was a major occupation in al-Sirrayn. 
(50) A1-Idris1, Nuzhat, 106. 
(51) Ahsan al-Tag, 104. 
(5-) A1-ZaylaCT, 'rcAlaga. t", 264. 
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CHAPTER 8 
The Political History 
- The rulers of al-Sirrayn 
- The role of the governor of al-Sirrayn, 
Räjih b. Qatädah, in the relations between 
Makkah and the Yemen 
(626-654/1229 - 1256) 
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The Rulers of al-Sirrayn 
Sources available mention al-Sirrayn as a govern- 
orship attached to the Amirate of Makkah. 
{1 
However, 
these sources fail to disclose, at least in the early 
period, the name of any of its rulers, or their admin- 
istrative and political relationship to the amir of Makkah 
the mode of their appointment and their obligations to 
their suzerain. 
The first person mentioned in connection with al- 
Sirrayn may have been Abu I1ar. un Musa b. Muhamrna(d I). 
Kathir al-Sirrayni. Al- Samca-ni menLi. ons thaL "ho was 
from al-Sirrayn, reported hadith according to cAbd al- 
Malik b. Ibrahim al-Jiddl and transmitted them to 
Abii '1-Qäsim Sulayman b. Ahmad b. Ayyub al-Tabarani. " 
(2) 
However, one knows practically nothing about this man. 
Was he the governor of al-Sirrayn or one of its ulema? 
One also does not know the dates of his birth or death, 
but it appears from the biographies oC his disciples, one 
of whom was Abu ' 1-Rasim Sulayman b. Ahmad a1-Taharari J 
born in 260/873, 'ýý that al-Sirrayni lived in Lh(; 3rd/9t, h 
century before the domination of the independent Shari l' 
dynasties in Makkah. 
When the sharifs began their rule in Makkah at the 
(1) A1-cUdhri, Manazil, F. 15b; al-Bakrl, al-Mamälik, 48. 
Al-Himyari, al-Raw., 312. 
(2) A1-Ansab, VII, 79-80. 
(3) Ibn Kh 1likan, Wafayat, 11,141; Ibn Taghri-Bardi, 
a1-Nu, jüm, V, 59. 
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beginning of the 4th/10th century, it seems that they 
followed the prevalent traditions of the time and appointed 
their kinsfolk to the governorship of important provinces. 
Ibn Inabah states in the genealogy of Muhammad al-Tha )ir, 
C 
the ancestor of Musawid sharifs, rulers of Makkah, that 
at least three of the sons of cAl i b. al-Hasan (or al -Husayn , 
as some historians call him) 
(5) 
ruled in al-Sirrayn; the 
first cAbd Allah b. cAli b. al-Hasan al-Amir b. Muhammad 
al-Akbar or al-Tha3it b. Musa al-Thani b. cAbd Allah b. 
Müsä al-Jün b. CAbd Allah al-Mahd b. Hasan al-Muthanna 
b. al-Hasan al-Sibt b. 
cAll b. Abi Talib. 
(6) 
To corroborate Ibn cInabah's statement a tombstone 
has been found in al-Sirrayn bearing the name of Amir 
Abu ý1-Husayn Yahyä b. cAll b. al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. MusE 
b. °Abd Allah b. Musa b. cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan b. al- 
Hasan b. cAli b. Abi Tälib. 
(7) 
This genealogy is similar 
to the former, even if this Yahya is not specifically 
mentioned by Ibn cInabah. Perhaps Ibn 
cInabah did not 
know of him, 'or possibly his name was dropped inadvertently 
in copying. The inscription mentions'the date, but this ' y1 
has been obliterated and the exact dates in question cannot be 
known, even if part of the inscription is clear. The 
date of the amir's death is probably the 8th day remaining 
from the month of al-Muharram, 361/12-13th of November 9728) 
(4) Cf. al-Azr aqi , Tarikh 
Makkah, 235f; Abu Shamah , al-Rawcl at ay n, 
1,217-9, II, 234; al-fase, al- c 
c Iqd, V, 62-4, H. Hasan, 
Tärikh, II, 12. 
(5) Ibn cInabah, CUmdat, 108. 
(6) Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 47, al-Fäsi, al-cIgd, I, 170; 
al- Isami, Simt, V, 199. 
(7) P1.29, no. 37. 
(8) Cf. no. 37 below; al-Fagih, "Madinat", 838-9. 
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He may have been appointed governor of al-Sirrayn by his 
cousin Abu Muhammad Jacfar b. Muhammad al-Amir b. Hasan 
b. Muhammad al-Thalir (d. 370/980), who seized Makkah in 
358/968 and acknowledged the supremacy of the Fatimid 
Caliph al-Mucizz, as has been mentioned above. 
The brother of the above cAbd Allah was also a 
governor of al-Sirrayn. He was al-Hasan b. cAli b. 
al-Hasan al-Amir b. Muhammad al-Thä'ir etc., mentioned by Ibn 
°Inabah among the rulers of al-Sirrayn. 
(9) 
However, the 
latter failed to state how he became governor, and who appointed 
him to this office. Other sources also fail to report the 
matter. It seems that al-Hasan was also the brother of 
Yahya and he came to the governorship after,. or in conjunction 
with him. He was probably appointed by his cousins, the 
rulers of Makkah, and may have been a contemporary of the 
amir of Makkah, cIsg b. Jacfar, who died in 384/994. 
Ibn clnabah states that the above mentioned al-IIasan was 
succeeded by Yahya b. al-Hasan. He calls him the amir of 
al-Sirrayn and describes him as a tyrant who killed his 
son because the latter aspired to take over the govern- 
ment. 
(10) 
He also states that Yahya left children. 
(11) 
They might have succeeded to the governorship of al-Sirrayn, at 
least during the rule of their own Musawid cousins who 
governed Makkah until 453/1061, as mentioned earlier, 
(12) 
The province of al-Sirrayn might have been their own Hot' (Ich Lac) 
(9) CUmth al-`? Iilib, 108; al. -Samargandi, Tulýrat;, c. C. the 
genealogy cif Muhammad al-Tim' ir. 
(10) Ihn CInaba. 11, cUmdat, 108. 
(11) Ibn cInaball, cUmdat , 
108. 
(12) Cf. 21-42 above. 
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Table No. 6 The Amirs of al-Sirrayn during the Musawid 
period in Makkah 
cAll b. Abi. Tälib 
Al-Hasan al-Sibt 
Al-Hasan al-Muthanna 
c Abd Allah al-Mahd 
Musa al-Jun 
cAbd Allah 
Musä al-Thäni 
Muhammad al-Tha it 
t 
Al-Hasan al-Amir 
cAbd Allah al-Kahir 
(I3. Qatadah) 
Muhammad Abu Hashim Abu 
D 1-Hasan 
1 
(Musawids) (Hashimids) 
CAll 
Abul-Husayn Al-Hasan CAbd Allah 
t 
Yahya 
(2 ) 
1. Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 47, does not mention Abu -)l-Hasan °Ali 
2. Cf. inscription no. 37 below. 
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Sources available to us fail to mention any rulers 
of al-Sirrayn during the amirate of the Häshimids, even 
though the port was flourishing during their reign and 
its governor was their nominee. He paid dues to them 
out of the taxes he levied on the ships coming to the 
port. Al-Idrisi states that the governor of al-Sirrayn 
paid half the dues to the amir of Makkah. 
(13) 
It is 
probable that the governorship of al-Sirrayn may have, 
been held by members of the I ashimid family, in the same 
way as their predecessors were related to the Musawid 
amirs. 
When the family of Qatadah took over the govern- 
ment of Makkah their relatives were appointed to rule over 
the provinces. 
(14) 
It is believed that al-Sirrayn 
fell to the lot of Rajih b. Qatä. dah, although no clear 
reference to this fact appears in the Arabic sources. 
These sources state that Ra j ih lived with the beclou i ns 
on the outskirts of Makkah and that he resided in 
al-Wadiyayn. 
(15) 
Al-Wadiyayn is in fact the region 
surrounding al-Sirrayn, as mentioned above. A1-Sabbä. gh 
and al-Jannabi go further and mention that Rajih lived 
in al-Sirrayn between Haly and Makkah. 
(16) 
Ra-jib's 
governorship of al-Sirrayn was confirmed when al-Malik 
al-Massud, the Ayyubid governor of the Yemen, attacked 
(13) Nuzhat al-Mushtäq, 108. 
(14) Ibn Fahd 4Ithäf , under the year 
597-9 (1201-3) ; 
a1-cIsamI, Sim1 , 
207,213-4. 
. 
(15) Ihn al-Athir, al-Kamil, IX, 345; Ibn Fahd, I Lhaf , 
under the year 618 (1221); al-Qarm. ni, Akhhär, 225; 
al-Jariri, Durar, 272. 
(16) Tahs11, f. 221b; al-Bahr, f. 434a. 
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Makkah in 619/1222 and deposed Amir Hasan b. Qatadah, 
appointing cUmar Ibn Rasü1 to take his place. 
(17) 
The 
sources now mention that al-Malik al-Massüd appointed 
Rajih to rule over al-Sirrayn, adding to his dominion 
Haly and half of al-Mikhlaf, as mentioned above. There 
is no inconsistency between the nomination of Räjih as 
governor of al-Sirrayn by al-Mas"üd and his having held 
the same office in the days of his father, as it is 
believed that his brother Hasan dismissed him then, owing 
to a disagreement between the two brothers. 
(18) 
So it 
is probably for this reason that he assisted al-Massüd 
against his own brother, claiming to avenge his brother 
who, it is alleged, had been killed by Hasan, as stated 
above. 
When al-Malik al-Massüd gained victory over llasaLn 
b. Qatadah and expelled him from Makkah, he may have 
renewed Rajih's governorship of al-Sirrayn and recompensed 
him by adding Haly and half of al-Mikhlaf. It appears 
that the addition of these places to Rä. j ih's dominion was 
a conciliatory gesture towards him, as he might, by helping 
al-Massud, have coveted the amirate of Makkah itself, at 
least in this early period. Anyhow, al-Masud gave the 
Makkan amirate to cUmar Ibn Rasul in the first attempt 
to nominate a candidate outside the sharifs to this high 
position. 
(17) Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, 1,213; a1-Fasi, Shifa', 11, 
198-9; Ba Qäsi, Bilad, 15; al- Asiri , "a=- A1agat, " 121.. 
(18) A1-cIsä. mi, Simt, IV, 213; al-Jaziri, Durar, 272. 
al-Qarmänl, Akhbar, 225. 
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On the other hand, all historical sources make a 
point of stating that Rajih b. Qatadah was amir of Makkah 
and that he succeeded his brother, Hasan at this point 
with the help of the Ayyubids and then the Rasulids. 
(19) 
Some sources claim that he had ruled Makkah six or eight 
times, giving the years of the period of his rule. 
(20) 
Certain contemporary historians follow the same course, 
but are inconsistent in what they write, considering him 
amir of Makkah in some passages and denying this statement 
in others. 
(21) 
The writings of most of these historians 
reveal a failure to examine the texts sufficiently scrup- 
ulously. In fact Raj ih never held the amirate of Makkah 
in the sense of holding the authority of the previous 
amirs or even subsequent sharifs in that post, e. g. Idri s 
b. Qatadah (d. 669/1270), Abu Numayy and others, right 
down to recent times. 
During the period which followed al-Malik al- 
MasSüd's subjugation of Makkah, we know that Raj ih b. 
Qatädah was governor of al-Sirrayn, Haly and half of al- 
Mikhlaf, whereas Makkah was governed by CUmar Ibn Rasül 
who was succeeded by Yaqüt b. cAbd Allah al-Mascu-di as 
stated earlier. 
CUmar Ibn Rasül became the ruler or the 
(19) Ibn Zahirah, al-Jämic, 192; t, 1-cIsami, Sir n' , 
IV, 217-22. 
al-Sabbagh, Tahsil, f. 221a, 222b. 
(20) Al-Sub ac16 Tarikh, I, 220; Bä. Qasi, Biu id, 53-8; 
Äminah, " Alä. gät", 53-85. 
(21) cIlayyan, "al-Hayat al-Siyasiyyah", 91-7. 
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Yemen and sent his troops to Makkah, a period considered 
by many historians to coincide with that of Räjih b. 
Qatadah's amirate of Makkah. This must, however, be a 
matter of doubt. 
The reason is that Räjih b. Qatädah, as a governor 
of al-Sirrayn assisted cUmar Ibn Rasü1, who became well 
known as al-Malik al-Mansur, and led his Rasulid troops 
against the Ayyubids. He took part in most of the battles 
j and placed himself with his bedouin followers at the 
disposal of the Yemeni forces. It is probable that this 
co-operation and the presence of Rajih at the head of the 
Yemeni troops going to Makkah led many historians to 
think that Rajih wanted to obtain the amirate of Makkah. 
However, it should be noted that these expeditions were 
not sufficiently successful for the Yemeni. s to enable, 
al-Mansur to nominate one of his men to rule over Makkah, 
as will be explained below. 
It will be seen in the following section that al- 
Malik al-Mansur had on occasion been sending troops under 
the Yemeni commanders to Makkah and REjih joined them 
on the way upon their arrival in al-Sirrayn or thereabouts. 
Another time al-Mansur had supplied Räjih with men, ammun- 
ition and money when he was in al-Sirrayn and asked him to 
(22) 
on Makkah. 
22) 
If Räjih had indeed been in Makkah, 
historians would have undoubtedly made this clear. 
When the Yemenis succeeded in- seizing Makkah, al. - 
Malik al-Mansur appointed one or his commanders as his 
(22) Ibn Hatim, al-Sim l, I, 206; al-Khazraji, cUqüd, I, 
49; al-Sabbagh, Tahsil, f. 221b. 
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deputy in the city, (Ibn cAbdan, al-Shallah, Ibn al-Musayyab 
and others). No mention is made of his appointing Rajih. 
But when the Ayyubids were victorious, historians state 
that the Yemeni commanders left Makkah, but there is no 
mention of Raj ih himself leaving the city or negotiating 
with the Ayyubids, which means that he was not there. If 
he had been in Makkah at that time, the sources would not 
have refrained from mentioning his expulsion from the 
city. For Räjih usually returned to his base in al-Sirrayn 
at the end of his missions, which were aimed at seizing 
Makkah for his ally, the Rasulid king. 
Certain historians may assume that the commanders 
were men of arms, whereas ßä, j ih was the allmini stra t i. vu 
governor of Makkah. However, a denial of this 1'acL is 
found in the histories. The last ruler of Makkah under 
al-Mansur was Ibn al-Musayyab to whom al-Mansur gave the 
city as a fief on condition that he hand to him an 
annual tribute and one hundred horses, as will be mentioned 
below. He, therefore, and none other, was Clearly respon- 
sible for both military and non-military affairs and there 
can be no question that Rajih was any kind of civilian 
administrator. Also if one reads the history of the 
sharifs of Makkah during that period, one finds no one 
competing with them in raising taxes from outside the 
town. This was the prerogative of the sharif of Makkah 
himself and he obtained money in abundance also from 
neighbouring rulers in the form of contributions and 
grants. On the other hand, it will be seen that Ibn 
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al-Musayyab, when he misbehaved, was not opposed by Rajih, 
but, in fact, was dismissed by Abu- Sacid al-Hasan b. 
cAl i b. Qatadah, the governor of Wadi Fat imah on behalf 
of the Rasul id , al-Malik al-Mansur. If Rä, j ih had been 
holding power in Makkah, it would have been he who 
undertook this mission to please his friend al-Malik al- 
Mansur. He may have been at his base at al-Sirrayn and 
unable to act quickly against Ibn al-Musayyah. 
There remains a point mentioned by some Makkan 
historians, such as al-Fäsi, who reflect a generally held 
point of view. One finds him doubting Räjih's accession 
to the amirate of Makkah. He is said to have stated that, 
"al-Mansur 's armies remained in Makkah in 636/1238 and 
I do not know whether Rajih was with them or not. " 
(23) 
In another place he states that "al-Mansur went with a 
huge army to Makkah in 639/1241 and seized it. H , Lppo in ted 
his. tila. vc Fakhr al-D n al-Shallah as his d pu1. y, I do not. 
know whether he appointed ßäj ih as deputy , 
joi n ta. y with h. iºn 
not; apparently, he did not. " 
(24) 
Ibn 2ýý Khaldun states 
that Räjih returned to Makkah in 635/1237 with al-Malik 
al-Mansur and remained there until 647/1249 when he fled 
to al-Sirrayn after its seizure by his nephew Abu Sacid b. 
( 
Qatädah. 
25 This was quoted by al-Fasi who says: "This 
is doubtful in many aspects. One is that Rajih did not 
remain in Makkah from 635-47 (1237-49) as it was governed 
during this period by several rulers as mentioned before. " 
(26) 
(23 eil- Tsj , IV, X377 . (24, Al-Fasi, al- iqd, IV, 378. 
(25) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, IV, 378, Cf. Ibn Khaldün, al-cIbar, IV, 106. 
(26) Al-F si, a1-CIqd, IV, 378. 
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He mentions Ibn al-Walidi, Ibn al-Tac izzi, Ibn al-Nusayri, 
al-Shallä, h and Ibn al-Musayyab, as will be discussed 
later. 
Along with al-Fisi, a modern writer presumes that 
al-Malik al-Mansur appointed Räj ih to govern Makkah from 
the time he sent his first army to the Hijaz in 
629/1231. 
(27) 
However, this writer soon contradicts 
himself when he says: "It is apparent that the sons of 
Qat ädah were not content with the Rasulids' method of 
governing Makkah which was not different from the Ayyubids' 
system. The Rasulid sultan, Nur al-Din cUmar, did not 
appoint deputies to rule over Makkah from among the sons 
of Qatadah despite their co-operation with him in opposing 
the Ayyubids". 
(28) 
Finally, there is another relevant point. A]. -Tabari 
al- Makki states that, "Abu Sa id al-Has an b. cAl i b. 
Qatadah became ruler of Makkah [647/1249] after the rule 
of several other persons between him and his uncle, Hasan 
b. Qat ädah, the last of whom was Ibn al-Musayyab. "(29 
) 
One finds that al-Tabari al- Makki does not mention 
Rajih's name. He also clearly states that Ibn a]-Musa. yyah 
was a ruler of Makkah. 
(30) This also applies to other 
(27) cIlayyan, "al-Hayat ,"1; 
90. 
(28) cIlayyan, "al-Hayat, ", 96. 
(29) Nash' at, 11,502. 
(30) Al-Tabari, Nash'at, II, 502. 
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deputies of al-Malik al-Mansur, such as Ibn al-Walldi, 
al-Shallah, etc. 
There is also an incident showing that Rajih b. 
Qatadah had no desire to rule over Makkah. In 651/1253 
Rä, j ih regained Makkah from Jammaz, the son of Hasan b. 
Qatädah, the former amir of the town, for the Rasulids 
and with their help. Rajih however left Makkah soon to 
his son, Ghanim, and went back to his seat in al-Sirrayn. 
(31) 
Ile also rued i ated bel. ween his brother, Idris, and his 
nephew, Ahu Numayy, when they quarrelled in 65'1/125(G. 
(. 2 
Hence it should be concluded that R .j 
ih was only governor 
of the southern area of the Makkan amirate, with al-Sirrayn 
as his base and from there Räjih played his role in the 
events taking place in Makkah. However, it does not appear 
unlikely that Rajih gained a footing in Makkah for short 
periods at certain times during these events. 
It may be asked what were the reasons which led 
Brij ih to osI)Ouse the cause of the Rasul ids against, Lhc! 
Ay. yiah i cls, . º. rrca to ass i. st; Ehern in c; ornrn; º. nd i n;; Lhe ir oxpecl'i t. i on:; 
to seize Makkah , wi Lhout asking thorn to be allowed to : ts.; Ii III 
the office of amir or without aspiring to this high office. 
There is no doubt that-the Rasulids' recognition of him as 
governor of the southern area of the amirate of Makkah was 
the foremost reason for Rä. j ih's agreeing to assist them 
in opposing the Ayyubids in the Hijaz. In addition there 
(31) Al-Jann. bi, al-Bahr, 1.434a. 
(32) Ibn Falid, I t1 f, under the year .. 654 (1256 ) 
. i1-Si. njari, Ttna'ill, f. 300a. 
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were the great material benefits which he reaped. It will 
be seen in the following section that al-Mansur had sent 
to R jih enormous sums of money, asking him to enlist the 
bedouins to right alongside the Yemeni troops. There is 
no doubt that he benefited greatly from the money placed 
at his disposal. 
One has also reason to believe that the competition 
between members of the Qatadah 's family pushed Ra j ih to 
take this stand. The family of Qatadah were divided into 
two parties; one supporting the Ayyubids, with its seat 
in Yanbuc under the leadership of Abu Said al-Itasan b. 
Ali b. Qatadah; 
(33) 
the second party under the leader- 
ship of Rajih at al-Sirrayn, supporting the Rasulids. 
This jealousy and animosity between family members led 
to their exclusion from the amirate. of Makkah until. 
647/1249. The best description of this family rivalry 
is to be found in the statements of Qatadah's ministo r, 
-c Abu ý1-Rabi Sulayman b. cAbd Allah al-Darimi (d. 642/1244). 
"The Fatimids [i. e. the Qatädah family descended from 
Fat imah ] benefit the people, but they do evil to one 
another. " 
(34) 
(33) Al-F' si, ý1-C Iga, 11,384; Ibn Fahd 
under tlrc--- year 630 (1232); at- `ltir. m*v-, IV, 21.9; 
liti. h1sr. lclý r'ýl. rllilýl , 
Tha. 9hr , 
177-9.. 
(3/1) A1-I1. t-141 , a]-cIgd, 
Ill, 610. 
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Table No. 7 
B. Qatadah Amirs of al-Sirrayn 
cAli b. Abi Torlib 
Al-Hasan al-Sib 
Al-Hasan al-Muthannä 
cAbd Allah al-Mahd 
Müsä al-Jun 
cAbd Allah 
Musa al-Thani 
Muhammad al-Thor it 
Al-Hasan al-Amir CAbd Allah al-Kabir 
Ali L- 
-r 
Muhammad Abu Hashim Abu 1 Hasan 
(1) 
Sulayman 
(Musawids) (Hashimids) CAli 
1 
Al-Hawn 
(Amirs of al- 
Sirrayn) °Isä. 
cAbd al-Karim 
IC 
Mut. ain 
ldlr"iý 
Qat. adaih 
Räjih CAli al-Kabir 
Abu Said al-I-Iasan 
10 
Abü Numayy al-Awwal 
Rumaythah 
Mubarak Mughainmis CA j lan 
(Amirs of al-Sirrayn) 
(1) 
in 7461 
1. They were appointed jointly as amirs of al-Sirrayn by their 
brothers CAj1än b. Rumyathah b. Abi Numayy. Cf. al-Fasi, 
al- I d, VI, 60. 
I 
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The role of the governor of al-Sirrayn, Ra j ih b. 
Qatadah, in relations between Makkah and the Yemen 
(625-654/1229-1256) 
G_ 
The death of al-Mas ud heralded a new era in the 
Yemen. CUmar Ibn Rasiil proclaimed himself king and took 
the name of al-Mansur. After a time he put an end to 
Ayyubid influence in the Yemen, proclaimed an independent 
Rasulid state and remained two years (626-628/1228-1230), 
bringing stability to the country. 
(35) 
He aspired during 
that period to add Makkah to his dominions. It appears 
that al-Mansur was expecting a reaction from the Ayyuhids 
to his proclamation of a Rasulid state and decided to 
move the battle out of the Yemen. Io also wanted to enhance 
his power and glorify himself in the eyes o1' the people by 
seizing Makkah, the Holy City of Islam. 
The first steps he took in these endeavours were to 
erect the fortress of al-Birk and fill it with loyal 
troops. 
(36) It was at the recommendation of'Sharif Yahya 
b. Hamzah, one of the Sulaymäni sharifs of al-Mikhlaf 
al-Sulaymani whose chief town was Harad, that al-Mansur 
(37) 
he made a pact of co-operation and mutual assistance. 
3? ) 
A1-Mansur sent an emissary to Musa b. cAll al-Kinanl, 
leader of Haly b. Yacgu-b, asking him to wage war on the 
Ayyubid soldiers. Musa readily agreed and honoured the 
king's emissary. 
(38) The Rasulid king bestowed the 
(35) Ibn H tim, al-Sim I, 201-4; Idris, KaT nz, f. 188a; 
al-Janadi, al-sulze k, £. 192b ; Ibn Taghr i-Bardi , al -Manhal 
1,230, 
(36) A1-Khazraj, al-cAsjad, 
_211; 
Ibn al-Daybac Qurrat, II 
19; al- Ag11I, al-Mikhlaf , I, 216; 
Cf. pl. 46, no. XXVI II(App. ) 
(37) Ibn Hatim, al-Sirrt, I, 203. 
C (38) Al-Khazraj i, al- Asjad, 211; Ibn Hutaymil, Diywan, 158. 
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title of amir on him. 
(39) 
Circumstances played an important part in favour of 
al-Malik al-Mansur. Rajih b. Qatadah, ruler of al-Sirrayn, 
proclaimed his allegiance and support and encouraged the 
sultan to march on Makkah and free it from its Ayyubid 
governor Tughtakin b. 
cAbd Allah al-Kamili. 
(40) 
Al- 
Mansur agreed to Räjih's advice. In 629/1231 he despatched 
an army to Räjih under the command of Ibn cAbdan 
(d. 630/1232) with huge sums of money. The army stopped 
at al-Abtah and lay siege to the Ayyubid governor in 
In a last effort to keep Makkah, Tugh lak in 
( 
Makkah. 
nl) 
distributed money among the population to ensure Lhc, . 
i. r 
allegiance. 
(42) 
Sharif Rajih sent them letters reminding 
them of the benefactions which the Rasulid, Nür al-Din, 
had made to them when he was amir of Makkah under the 
last Ayyubid ruler of the Yemen, al-Malik al-riascüd. 
(43 
The leaders of Makkah inclined towards Rajih, the Rasull. d 
sympathizer. When the Ayyubid Tughtakin was aware of this, 
(44) 
This place;, he fled with his followers to Yanbuc. 
(39) Al-! Chazraj 1, a1-cUqud , . 
1,95; al. -CAs, j,, td 21 1 
(40) . 
Dah]. an, Khulasat, 24; . 
`Ilayyan, "a1. -II-ty. -i. L, " 90; 
Aminall ;" Alagat", 53. 
(41) A1-Khazraj i, CUqüd, 1,49; Ibn Fahd, ItI f, under 
the year 629 (1231). 
(42) Ibn Hatim, al-Sim l, II, 204; al-Khazraji, al-Kii yah, f. 142a. 
" 
(43) A1-Ashraf, , 
Fäkihat, ' f. 98b .; al-Khazraji, al-cAs j ad, 198. 
(44) Al-Fasi, al- cIgd, V, 64-5; al-Sinjari, Manä'ih, 293. 
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,. ý as is understood from contemporary sources, was controlled 
by an Ayyubid garrison supplied from Egypt by way of the 
Sea. 
(45) 
He wrote from there to al-Malik al-Kamil 
(d. 635/1238), the Ayyubid king of Egypt, informing him 
of his plight. The latter sent him a big army commanded 
(46 ) 
by Amir Fakhr al-Din b. Shaykh al-Shuyllkh (d. 647/1249). 
He also persuaded. Shihab, the governor of Medina, and 
Abü Sacid al-Ilasan b. `All b. Qatadah, the governor of 
Yanbue, to assist him in expelling Ow- Yemeni I'orc; es 
from Makkah. Thus the Ayyubid armies were able to defeat 
the Yemenis and their allies, Rajih's bedouins, and 
kill Ibn cAbdä. n, the Rasulid commander in 630/1232. 
(47) 
Tughtd. kin. and Fakhr al-Din entered Makkah in the month 
(48) 
Tughtakin Safar/November of the same year. 
48) 
gave. vent to his anger and looted the town for three 
days. 
(49) 
When al-Malik al-Kamil heard of his abtion, 
he was furious and dismissed him, appointing Ibn Mu, j alIä 
in his place in 630/1232. 
(50) 
It seems that the Yemenis, after Ibn CAbdan'ti 
death and Raj ih' s defeat, retreated to al-Sirrayn. Ibn 
Hatim states that in 631/1233 al-Mansur sent money to 
(45) Dahlän, Khulasat, 25; Äminah, 'IcAlägät", 60-8. 
(46) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd V, 65: Ibn Fahd, Ithaf, under the 
year 630(1232) Ibn Taghri-Bardi, al-Nujüm, Vi, 363 
(47) Ibn Iliatim, al Simt, I, 205; al-Tabari, Ithä. f, , 
f. 121). 
(49) XI-Sai)I)a#; h, TallsI1 , 
1'. 221,. 
C ('l0) AI KIi; i. v, ra, j i, a. I -Ucjud, 1,50; ; ý.. 1-5. i n, j-Lr 1, Mana' ih, 20 3. 
(50) Ihn i1atim, al-Sim -, I, 206; al-F'asi, al-CIcgd', V11,64 
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sharif Rajih asking him to spend it on the troops with-him 
and to march with them on Makkah to make war on Ibn Mujalli. 
Sharif Rajih complied with this order and marched to 
Makkah. When Ibn Mujalli knew of Rajih's progress, he 
left the city and-went to Egypt. Rä. j ih entered Makkah 
at the head of al-Mansur's troops. 
51 
Peace came at 
last to the Holy City and al-Malik al-Mansur came by 
camel that year to perform the pilgrimage. 
(52) 
However, the calm did not continue for long in 
Makkah. An Ayyubid army commanded by Asad al-Din Jafril 
b. cAbd Allah al-Kamili and five other commanders 
succeeded in expelling the Rasulid Amir Ibn al-Basr. i 
in 632/1234 and seizing the city. 
(53) 
A]. -Ma] ikn. I- 
Mansur did not hesitate; in 633/1235 he equi. ppod a new 
army in the Yemen under the command of Amir Shihab al-Din 
Ibn cAbdan. He also sent money to Sharif ßß. jih at al- 
Sirrayn and ordered him to raise troops. 
(54) 
When they 
came near Makkah, the Egyptian army went out to meet them. 
They joined in battle at a place called al-Kharifayn 
between Makkah and al-Sirrayn. 
(55) 
The Arabs fled and 
(51) Al-Simi, I, 206; cf : calso 
al-Fasi., al -dead, I, 54; 
Ibn Zahirah, al-Jame , 
193. 
(52) Al-Magrizi, al-Dhahab, 79-80; al-Sinjar1, Mana "ih, 294. 
(53) Al-Maqrlzl, al-Su luk, I, 250; al-Khazraji, al-CAstjd, 
199-; Ibn al-Dayba , Qurrat, 11,6. 
(54) A1-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 98b; al-Magrizi, al-Sulük, I, 250; 
al-Khazraji, al- Asjad, 199. 
(55) Al-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 98b; al-Fasi, al- CIgd, I, 55. Al- 
Kra, "ifayn does not figure in the sources at our disposal. 
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Amir Shiha b al-Din was captured. The Ayyubid governor of 
Makkah, Jafril, sent him in chains to Egypt. 
(56) 
However, 
Ibn 1 tim mentions this incident as occurring in 
634/1236, agreeing that the battle took place in al- 
Kharifayn. Sharif Räj ih had with him the tribes of 
B. ShuC bah, a Hi j azi tribe who lived south of Makkah, 
(57 
and B. Kinnnah in order to help al-Malik al-tilansür, but 
they were defeated in this locality and al-Shihab Ibn 
C Abdan was taken prisoner. 
(58) 
It should be noted that 
Kinnnah and B. ShuCbah lived in the, southern area of the ami r:,. 1. (! OI' 
Makkah. It : seems that they formed the forces of the gov- 
ernor of al-Sirrayn, Rajih b. Qatädah, when he was the 
ally of al-Mansur of the Yemen. 
Be that as it may, when things did not turn out in 
favour of al-Malik al-Mansur in Makkah he decided to go 
there himself. 
(59) 
In 635/1237 he led an army of one 
thousand horsemen. 
(60) 
When he arrived at al-Sirrayn, 
Rajih b. Qatä. dah joined him with three hundred cavalrymen. 
A1-Mansur ordered Rajih to march on Makkah. 
(61) 
When 
JaIril was aware or Raj ih' s march against him, suppor Ld 
(56) A] -l" as. i L a1-C 
Icld 
, 
111,43,1; al-Sahhagh , 
Tahti i.. I 
, 
1'. 22 1 aa.. 
ai-Sin jari, Manä 3ih, 295. 
(57) Al-Firiizlibä. di, al-Qämüs, 11,132; Kahhalah, Qabä)119111596; 
al-cAgili, "B. Shu bah", 895ff. 
(58) Ibn T tim, al-SimD, I, 215. 
(59) A1-Khazraji, al-cAsjad, 202; al-Kifyah_, f. 145b; 
Ibn al-DaybaC, Bughyat, 81. 
(60) Al-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 99b; al-Sinjari, Mana'ih, 295. 
(61) A1-Kharraji, al-cUqüd, I, 61; al-Daybac, Qurrat, 11,10-11. 
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by al. -Mansur, he evacuated Makkah after . 
burning all his 
munitions and other equipment and went with his men to 
Medina. 
(62) 
Al-Malik al-Mansur stayed in al-Sirrayn. 
A messenger came from Rajih informing him of the seizure 
of Makkah and JafrIl's flight. 
(63) 
The king sent him 
valuable presents. Al-Malik al-Mansur was now able to 
enter Makkah and resume his sovereignty over it. He 
remained in the city until the month of Rajab 635/February 
1238, then he left for the Yemen after appointing Nisir 
al'-Din al-Walidi and Ibn al-Tacizzi as governors of 
Makkah. 
(64) 
The Ayyubids did not resign themselves to the 
Rasulids' victory over their troops in Makkah. ' They sent 
one thousand horsemen to Sharif Shihah b. Qäsim, the 
amir of Medina. Ile marched on Makkah and al-Mansur's 
men fled immediately in 637/1239. 
(65) 
But in t ho 
following year al-Mansur sent Ibn a1. -Nusayri. with a huge 
army. They were joined by Rajih at al-Sirrayn and marched 
n' 
(66) 
Makkah. 
66ý Shihahýfled and went to Cairo asking for 
'help from the new Ayyubid ruler, al-Malik al-Salih Najrn 
al-Din Ayyu-b. 
(67) 
The latter acceded to ShIhah's request 
2), 1 ) al-Janadi, al-Sulük,. 193a; Ibn Fahd, 
_ 
Ithaf, 
, under the 
year 630 (1237); Ibn Zahirah, al-Jame 193. 
(63) A1-Ashraf, , Fäkihat, 
f. 99b; Ibn al-Daybac, Qurrat, Z 1. ,1 
0-11 . 
(64) Ai-Khazraji, al-cAsjad, 203; al-Sinjari, Mana ih, 295. 
(65) A1-Khazra. ji, al-Kifayah, . 
f. 145b; a7. -Macgrizi., al -Sul. tak, 
I, 300. 
(66) Ibn Fihd, Ithaf, under the year 637 (1239); Ibn al- 
Dayba , Qurrat, 
II, 11-12. 
(67) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VIII, 173; al-Sinjari, Manä. 'ih, 295. 
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immediately. He gave him an army under the command of 
cAlam al-Din al-Kabir and cAlam al-Din al-Saghir, both 
Ayyuhid commanders. 
(68) 
They succeeded in recovering 
the ej ty from the Rasulid Yemeni s and allowed people 
to perform the pilgrimage in the same year under 
(69) 
leadership. 
69ý 
In 639/1241, al-Malik al-Mansur sent a large army 
to the governor of al-Sirrayn, Raj ih b. Qatadah, in 
order to expel the Ayyubids from Makkah. 
(70) 
When 
Rajih was making his preparations, the Ayyubids received 
reinforcements from Egypt under the command of Muhäriz 
al-Din b. Bartas and Muhammad al. -DI. n Ahmad 1). al -'I'urkmiin. i , 
both Ayyubid commanders. The Yemen is heard ()I' th1 ti 
and retreated to al-Sirrayn. They wrote to the Itasul icl 
(71) 
asking for help. 
71) 
A1-Mansur decided to put an end to this political 
uncertainty in the Holy City and marched in person at 
the head of a huge army. When the Egyptians were aware 
of his coming, they fled, razing the seat of government 
to the ground and destroying all its arms and ammunitions. 
(72) 
Al-Mansur entered Makkah in the month of Ramadan of' t. h .is 
year/March 1242, where he ordered an end to all clues and 
(68) Al-Khazraji, al-cAsjad, 203; al-Sabbagh, J . 
221a. 
(69) Al-Khazraji; al-cUqüd, I, 65, al-Kifayah, f. 146b. 
(70) A1-Ashraf, , Fäkihat f. lOOb; al-Sabbä. gh, Tahsil, f. 221b. 
(71) Ibn Fahd , Itli 
f, under the year 639 (1241) ; al-Tabar i, 
ItY af, f. 12a. 
I 
(72) Al-Magrizi, al-Sulük, I, 310; al-Jannabi, al-Bahr, 1.433b. 
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levies (muküs) and to extortion. 
(73) 
It should be stressed 
that the historical sources do not state that Rajih 
accompanied him on this occasion. Al-Malik al-Mansur had 
with him on this expedition Sharif 
cAli b. Qatä. dah, the 
brother of Rajih. 
(74) 
It is assumed that cAli was a 
supporter of the Yemeni Rasulids whereas other sons of 
Qatadah joined the Ayyubids and lived in the fortress of 
Yanbü under the leadership of Abü Sacid al-Ilasan b. cAli 
b. Qatädah. 
(75) 
However, al-Malik al-Mansur was able to 
bring the latter into his fold and appointed'him ruler of 
Wadi Fatimah. 
(76) 
He bought the fortress of Yanbuc from 
Abü Saci. d and destroyed it, to put an end to the Ayyubid 
presence there. 
(77) 
Also he persuaded the Ayyubid 
commander Mubariz al-Din b. Bartas and all his family to 
join him. They came in and al-Mansur welcomed them and 
bestowed on them great honours. 
(78) 
He appointed h i, s 
slave Fakhr al-Din h. al-Shat lah ruler of Makkah -and 
returned to the Yemen in 640/1242. 
(79) 
(73) Ibn Hä. tim, al-Simi, I, 221; al-Magrizi, al-Dhahab, 79-80. 
(74) Al-Khazraj i, al-cAs j ad, 205, al-Kif. yah , f. 147a. 
(75) Al-Fasi, al- Iqd, 11,384, al-Jaziri, Durar, 670. 
(76) Ibn ITä, tim, al-Sim t, II, 220-1; al-Ashrai, Fakihat, i. 101a. 
(77) Al-Khazraji, al- `Asjad, 205; Ibn_Fahd, Ithälz 
under the year 639/1241); Ibn Zahirah, al-JilmiC, 193. 
, 
Ibn al-Day (78) Al-Khazraj i, al -Uqud, _l, 
68-9; yba 
Bughyat, 81; al-Sinjari, Mana Ii), 296. 
(79) A1. -Janandi, al. -Suluk, i. 1.93a; al-Iasi, al-cIclc1, VIII, 
175; Bu Makliramuh , Thaghr, 1 77-8 . 
.1 
, 
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It seems that the Yemenis succeeded in keeping 
the peace in Makkah this time. Ibn al-Shallah made great 
efforts to make improvements. He built a madrasah in 
Makkah named after al-Malik al-Mansur, al-Madrasah 
al-Mansuriyyah, and a caravanserai, Ribat al-Sharabi in 
( 
641/1243.80) He made the desert routes secure and 
Iraqi pilgrims were able to come to Makkah for the Cirst 
time after seven years' interruption. 
(81ý Al-Malik 
al-Mansür's generosity to the inhabitants of Makkah 
continued during the seven year governorship of his deputy, 
Ibn al-Shallah. 
(82) 
Historians describe this period as 
one of the most prosperous and flourishing which the Holy 
City had seen. 
(83) 
Ilowever, , al-Malik al-Mansur accepted an o 
f' f er f'rorn 
Ibn al-Musayyab to let him hold Makkah as afio I' in return 
for his remitting a sum of money and one hundred horses Ic 
the Rasulid annually. 
(84) 
Al-Malik al-Mansur dismissed 
Ibn al-Shallah and appointed in his stead Shams al-Din 
Muhammad b. al-Musayyab as deputy in Makkah in 646/1248. 
(85) 
(80) Al-Janadi, al-Sulu-k, f. 193a; al-Khazrali, al-°As, jad, 
205; Ibn al-Dayba , Qurrat, I, 12; Näj 
i, al-Maddris, 310-2. 
(81) Ibn Hatim, al-Simt, II, 221; al-Ashraf, Fakihat, r. 101a. 
al-Magrizi, al-Sulu-k, I, 312. 
(82) A1-Khazraji, al-CAsjad, 205; Ibn Zahirah, al-JarniC, 1.9.11. 
(83) Ibn 1latim, al-Sim t, I, 221-2; al-Ashra. C, Fakiha. Lt, 1'.. 1011). 
(84) Ibn Fahd, Itb f, under the year 646 (1248); al- 
Tabari, Itif . 12b. 
(85) Ibn Hatim, al-Simt, I, 226; al-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 102b 
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Ibn al-Musayyab abused his authority, imposing heavy taxes 
and appropriating some of the alms sent from the Yemen. 
(86) 
He endeavoured to build up his own strength and fortify 
Makkah to throw off al-Mansur' s sovereignty. 
(8? 
But 
Abu Sacid, the governor of Wadi Fatimah attacked cAli b. 
al-Musayyab in 647/1249. 
(88) 
He arrested him for having 
disputed al-Mansür's authority and kept him in prison 
(89) 
However, until al-Mansur should decide his fate. 
news came in the same year of al-Mansur 's assassination. 
90 
TihI con Fasc; d stat ei of ('airs pr"osenl. ed an 
opportunity to the QaLada11' .s family to restore their own 
rule to Makkah. Sharif Abu Sac-id found no rival to challenge 
his rule. On the other hand one finds that the governor of 
al-Sirrayn, Rajih b. Qatädah, played no part in the events 
surrounding Ibn al-Musayyab's misrule and his imprison- 
ment by Abu Sacid. It seems that Räj ih experienced no 
change of circumstances, since his allies, the Rasulids, 
still held matters in their hands and Abi Sacid now 
. kn owl. edged the jr supremacy 
'I'lic" death of at-Mansur and the concern of li i;; 
successor, al-Muzaffar, with internal matters in the Yemen 
(86) Al-Khazraj i, al-cAsjad, 205; Ibn al-Daybac, Qurrat, II, 1: 5-16. 
(87) Al-Jannäbi, al-Ba r, f. 434a; al-Khazra ji, al-Kif. yah , 
f. 149a. 
(88) Al-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 102b; al-Sinjär1., Manä. 'ih, 297. 
(89) Ibn Fahd, Itbaf, under the year 647 (1249) ; al cI sami , 
al-Sim , IV, 
219. 
(90) Al-Ja. nad , a1-Suluk, 
f. 1.93a; al-Ashraf, Fak: i hat , 1'1.03 .. `. , 
a; , L1. -Macirizi, al-Sul. uk, I, 333, , il-ICh.. Lr. ma, j i, 
al- Ugqiid, I, 83-4; Ihn Asir, al-Jawhar, F . 
7h. 
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j 
allowed Ahü SaCid to establish his rule in Makkah. 
(91) 
In 651/1253, war broke out between him and Jammaz b. 
Hasan b. Qatä. dah, who with the help of the Ayyubid ruler 
of Damascus, al-Malik al-Nasir, was able to kill his uncle, 
Abu Saci. d, and regain Makkah for the Ayyubids. 
(92) 
However, this state of affairs did not last long, Rajih 
reappeared on the scene and marched from al-Sirrayn 
with the help of al-Malik al-Muzaffar; he captured Makkah 
from Jammaz and expelled him to Yanbuc. 
(93ý 
The Rasulids' 
dominance returned to the Holy City. They had frustrated 
the Ayyubids' endeavours for the last time. 
(94) 
l jih) 
now an old man, had no wish, it seems to rule Makkah. He 
left it to his son, Ghanim, in the month of RabiC 1652/May 
1254. 
(95) 
He returned to al-Sirrayn, but his son soon 
shifted his allegiance to the Mamluks who had got rid e(' 
the Ayyubids and assumed power in Egypt in 6418 /1 250. 
(96) 
Ghänim b. Rä j ih did not enjoy his rule of Makkah for. 
more than a few months. 
(97) 
He was confronted by an 
alliance of Idr is b. Qatä. dah and the latter' s nephew, Abu 
Numayy. They succeeded in ousting him in Shawwä. 1/648/Nov- 
ember 1250 and took over the government. 
(98) 
The sources 
(91) Al-Tujibi, Mustafä. d, 305; al-CIsämi, Simt, 1V, 219; al- 
Sin j ari, Manä. ' ih, 299. 
(92) Ibn Khaldun, al-clbar, IV, 106; al-Tujibi, Mustafad, 305; 
Ibn Zahirah, al-Jams", 193. 
(93) Ibn Khaldun, al-cIbar, IV, 106; al-Khazra, ji, a1-Ki Cayah, r. 
165a; al-Qalgashandl, Subh, IV, 273; Ibn Fahd, ILh-1I 
under the year 651(1253). 
(94) Dahlan, Khulasat, 27; CIlayyan, "a1-IlayaL, " 95. 
(95) A1-Magriz , al-Suluk, 
I, 396; Ibn Zahirali, -ýrni", 1.93. 
(96) Abu Shä. mah, al _Dhay_1 , 
158; al -Suba 
c-1, Tarikh, 1,219; 
Äminah, " Alagat", 80. 
(97) Al-Khazraj i, a1-cUqüd, I, 115; al-Kif äyah, f. 165a. 
(98) Al-Magrizi, al-Su15k, I, 396; al-Tabari IthnI', 
f. 14a; al-Qarmani, Akhbar, 226.0 
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available to us do not mention the power supporting this 
alliance, but it seems that it was opposed to Yemeni 
interests. Al-Malik al-Muzaffar clearly did not like the 
seizure of Makkah by Idris and Abu Numayy. Ile sent an 
army under Ibn Bartas in Dhu)l-Qacdah 652/December 1254 
and he succeeded in defeating the shay if s in a place 
near Makkah called Qawz al-Makkasah. 
(99) 
He entered the 
city and took over its government in the name of al- 
Malik al-Muzaffar. 
(100) 
The sharifs did not resign 
themselves to this loss. They sought the help of Jammäz 
b. Shihah, amir of Medina, who hastened to their help. 
(101) 
They encircled Makkah, defeated the Yemeni. army and sui v. eu 
Ibn Rar Lis in 653/ 1 255. 
(102) 
Furthermore, Lhey asked 
him to pay #a ransom of 5,000 dinars for his release. 
(1 0`' ) 
As he was unable to find the money, he wrote to Rä, j ih b. 
Qätadah at al-Sirrayn asking him for the sum requested. 
Räjih complied. 
(104) 
Ibn Barj s was now released and 
eventually returned to the Yemen. 
(105) 
Soon a dispute arose between Idris and his nephew 
(99) Al-Fasi, Shif a', 1,202. This place, Gnaws a7 -Makktsah , 
i.,:; 
known today as Qawz al-Nakkasah. 
(_00) Ibn Valid, It1ial', tin(](-.,, r the year 652 ('1215); .: - 
11 id i, 
1)usn, F. 29b; al -Qar. mani, Akhbar, 22G. 
(101) A1-Khazraj i, al-cUqüd, 120; al-Sinjari, Mangy, 'ih, 300. 
(102) A1-Rashidi, Husn, F. 30a; al-Sabbägh, Tahil, i' . 221b . 
(103) Ibn Hatim, al-Simt, I, 320; al-cIsaml, Simt, IV, 221. 
(104) Ibn 1 tim, al-Simi, I, 320; M. 
CA. Ahmad, B. Rasül, 363. 
(105) Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, 1,120; Ibn al-Daybac, Qurrat II, 32 ; 
al-Jaziri, Durar, 279. 
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Abts Numayy in view of the former's leaning towards the Yemen, 
whereas the latter's wish was to befriend the Mamluks in 
Egypt. 
(106) 
Idris went off in anger to al-Sirrayn where 
he met his brother, Rajih, who then accompanied him to 
Makkah and used his good offices to reconcile the two 
parties in 654/1256. The compromise was that they both 
rule jointly as before. 
(107) 
It seems that this incident was the last act of the 
governor of al-Sirrayn in Makkah as he died in the same 
year, 
(108) 
after having championed the Rasulids' cause 
in the Holy City for about 25 years. 
It should be noted that Raj ih was not alone in his 
stand, but was supported by the inhabitants of al-Mikhlaf 
who espoused the Rasulids' cause during their quarrel with 
the Ayyubids and then with the Mamluks. The name of Räjih 
may have gained prominence by the fact that al-Sirrayn 
may well have been the capital of the southern area of the 
amirate of Makkah and that he was the undisputed loader or 
the Arab tribes in the area who fought alongside the Rasul. id 
troops. We have already noted the support of Müs , 
b. cAll' 
al-Kinani, the shaykh of Haly b. Yacqüb for al-Malik 
al-Mansur from the beginning of his plan to fight the 
Ayyubid and annex Hijaz to the kingdom of the Yemen. 
(109) 
The poet of al-Mikhläf al-Qasim b. Hutaymil of the 7th/13th 
century, allotted a whole section ' al-Kinä, niyyät' , 
in his 
C 
(106) Al-Fasi, al- Iqd, 1,459. 
(107) Ibn Fahd, I thär, under the year, (-)54(1256)-, Al -Tu, j ib1, 
Musta('ad, 306; al -Qarmani, Akhb ir, 226. 
(1.0$) Al -Dann abi, al-Bahr, f. 434a; eil-Sabbägh, Ta1,15i1. , l' . 221 
I); 
al-Suba i, Tärikh, 1,221. 
(109) A1-Ashraf, Fakihat, f. 104b; al--Khazr. aji, al-Kif ayah, 
f. 152a. 
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Diwan, 
( 110) 
to poems commending Ahmad b. All al-Kinan i, 
brother of the former, for his support of the Rasulid 
commanders. 
(111) 
These poems were composed at the 
instigation of the Shaykh of Haly and were a true picture 
of the events taking place in Makkah. In addition there 
was the presence of Kinnnah and the Arabs of B. Shu cbah 
among the- bedouins led by Rä, j i-h with the Yemeni forces. 
112 ) 
It is also well-known that Kinnnah inhabited al-Mikhl of 
from, Dankan in the south to al-Lith in the north. 
(113) 
As for B. Shucbah they dwelt south of Makkah as far as 
(114) 
, north of al-Lith. 
114) 
All this had a great bearing on events and their 
shaykh, Ibn Sulayman, imposed a condition on the shari['s 
before the Yemenis entered Makkah that i1' the Yemeni 
troops were defeated, they should be committed to his 
trust, so that he would be able to equip them and send them 
back to the Yemen. When Ibn Bartas was defeated in 
652/1254, cAtiyyah b. Sulayman provided the vanquished 
Yemenis at his own expense with sustenance and helped 
(115) 
return to their country. 
115) 
It should also be rioted that the Rasulids maac]h) 
efforts to improve their relations with the leadors of 
al-Mikhlaf generally and B. Qatadah in particular. They 
(110) Diwan Ibn Hutaymil, 158-77. 
(111) Ibid, 163-4,170-2. 
(112) Ibn Hatim, al-Sim-, It 215. 
(113) Al-Hamdani, ifat, 259. 
(114) Ibn al-Mujawir, a1-Mustabsir,, 52; al-Barakati, a1-Rih1ah, 12. 
(115) Ibn Hat im, al-Sim t, 1,320-1. 
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even resorted to political marriages, al-Mansur marrying 
off his daughter C zibah to cAli: b. Qatädah, the brother 
of Räjih. 
(116) 
The Rasulids also exploited the economic 
conditions to the best of their ability to strengthen 
their hold on Makkah and to tip the balance in their 
favour in the struggle with the Ayyubid-Mamluk Egyptians 
in the Hijaz. 
(117) 
In fact the Yemeni - Egyptian struggle over Makkah 
illustrated an intense persistence on the part of al- 
Malik al-Mansur to keep Makkah under his domination. lie 
kept the battle-field away from his Yemeni territories. 
Whenever he found the Ayyubids successfully taking Makkah, 
he built up his forces and expanded them to recover the 
Holy City. This is the reason for the successive 
expeditions of both parties and the recurrence of battles 
between the Yemeni army and that of al-Malik al-Kamil 
and then of his son al-Malik al-Salih Najm al-Din b. Ayyub. 
Each party gained, lost and regained Makkah time and again, 
until it fell to the Rasulids during the last days of 
al-Malik al-Mansur. The battles were mostly indecisive. 
Ayyubid reinforcements took a long time to arrive in 
Makkah, whereas the relative nearness of the Yemen and the 
alliance of the tribes of the southern area of the amirate 
of Makkah, ' had the effect of facilitating matters on the 
Yemeni side in the conflict and allowing them to send 
(116) Ibn IIý. tim, al-Simi], 1,224-5; al-Ashraf ,F 
ikihat 
, 1'. 1.04b; al-Khazraii, al-cUgüd, I, 83; al-Kiräyah, f. 151bb. 
(117) D.. irrit j ýIdhä! _, ", 202-3 ; 
cIlayy : n' "a1-Ilayat", 96-7; 
Aminah, Alagat", 84. 
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fresh troops readily. This was in addition to sharif 
Rajih's efforts in al-Sirrayn to enlist the services of 
the Mikhlaf bedouins, thus helping to ensure a 
superiority of numbers most of the time. Nevertheless, 
it should be said that the preparations of each opposing 
expedition depended on the evaluation of the strength 
of the forces left by the other party to defend his 
presence in Makkah. The material temptations were the 
ultimate factor in both parties' attitudes. 
It should be noted that no battle was fought 
between them inside Makkah. One side, realising that 
a contending army was coming, pulled out and left the 
city to their rivals without strife. They joined battle 
outside of Makkah which was itself kept safe out of 
reverence for its sanctity. 
(118) 
Economic conditions 
and internal stability in the Yemen played their own 
part in assisting the Rasulid cause in Makkah, in 
contrast to the situation in Egypt where the rulers were 
occupied by wars of the. Crusades and beset by other local 
problems. 
(119) 
Finally, a word must be said about the decline 
of al-Sirrayn, even if the historical sources refrain from 
alluding to this fact. It seems that the conflict which 
it witnessed during the rule of ßä. j ih b. Qatadah led to 
a lack of security and affected trade and transport 
(118) M. A. Ahmad, B. Rasül, 354-4 
(119) Cf. Abü Shamah, al-Dhayl, passim, al-Katib, 
IHusn al-Man äq ih, 1-11 and passim, al-Kiowa ite. r, Baibars, 
7-8. 
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acL. i vi. L ies. New ports arose, rivalling its commercial 
supremacy, such as al-Lith in the north and al- Qunfidah 
in the south. 
(120) 
There was also the port of Dawqah 
which, it is related, had the produce of its famous 
wadi transported by ships to Jeddah and thence to 
Makkah. 
(121) 
Moreover, it is presumed that the Yemeni pilgrim 
route to Makkah changed its course in a direct line from 
al-Shaqqah to al-Lith, instead of going west to pass 
through al. -Sirrayn as previously. This change of courso 
caused Ra j-i. h himself' to build a fort on the new rota t(.. 
For Ihn Khaldun states that Ra, 'ji_h erected the fort In Hic- 
650s/1250s, half a day's journey from al-Sirrayn. 
(122) 
The 
remains of this fort are still to be seen today, if it can 
be assumed that it is the one lying in the village of al- 
Sahwah on the northern bank of Wadi CUlyab; called 
today al-Shägqah al-Yamaniyyah. 
(123) 
If the port of al-Sirrayn still existed after the 
7th/13th century, then the previous traditions relating to 
the destruction of Qaryat B. Kuhra in the 90/15 c, enUiry, 
if indeed it is true, may have put an end to all sembl ýa ncc; 
of life in al-Sirrayn and committed it to oblivion. 
(120) Al-Faqlh, "al-Qunfidah", 40. 
(121) Al-Barakati, al-Riblah, 16. 
(122) A1-cIbar, IV, 221; Kay; Mukhta ar, 122, cf. CUmar ah, 
Tarikh, 149. 
(123) Cf. P1.6 no. XI I above. 
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Plate 2. 
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Plate 3. 
No. V. The site of the kiln in al-Sirrayn. 
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PART III 
The Settlement of cAshm 
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CHAPTER 9 
The Settlement of 
cAshm in the Arabic Sources 
The province of CAshm 
The Islamic Settlement in the province of cAshm 
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The Settlement of cAshm in the Arabic Sources 
cAshm is the name given by local inhabitants to 
this settlement, which is also called al-Qaryah or Qaryat 
B. Hilal. This latter name is given because it is thought 
to be a relic of B. Hilal, the well-known Arabian tribe, 
to which the inhabitants of this area attribute all 
ancient abandoned ruins or wells, etc., despite the 
tradition that this tribe was a destructive agent and 
left no relics of a civilised character. 
(1) 
The name of cAshm is well known among the local 
inhabitants and its site is recognized, and ruins obvious. 
We need not, therefore, determine its locatioa or go 
further into the question of its name. However, it should 
be noted that cAshm occurs in some Arabic sources as 
cAsham (bi-tabri. k al-shin). 
(2) 
The basic meaning of 
the word is 'dry' or 'decayed', and when employed as an 
epithet of trees, it means 'parched by wind', and of land, 
' of parched trees' . 
(3) 
This meaning suits well the character of cAshm 
itself, for it is arid, desert land and its trees are 
thorny, such as the acacia. 
(4) 
However, this clef' i ni. L. i. on 
should not be taken as the reason =for the naming or t1 w. 
(1) Cf. Ibn Khaldun, al-cIbar, IV, 62-3; Mugaddimah, 126-8; 
M. H. Zaydan, "al- cArab! ' , 170. 
(2) A1-Hamdä. ni, al-Jawharatayn, 23a; al-Zamak: hshari, al-Jibal, 
166; Yaqut, Mucjam, IV, 126; cf. Bikhazi, "Coins", 13. 
(3) Ibn Manzür, Li_saýn, 
_II, 
787.; al-Firüzabadi, al-Qamüs, 
IV, 150; al-Jawahri, al-Sihäh, V, 1985. 
(4) Cf. Pl. 12, no. XXIII. 
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settlement, as most parts of the southern provinces of 
Makkah, except for the wadis, are similarly arid and produce 
the same trees as 
C Ashm in its natural environment. 
Nevertheless, no other place of this name is known in the 
whole of the southern area of the amirate of Makkah, as 
far as I know. 
On the other hand, al-Hamdäni believes that this 
place was attributed to 
CAsham 
of Qudäcah. 
(5) 
One finds 
it difficult to accept that the settlement of cAshm or 
its gold mine was named after this person, as the dwellings 
of B. Qudacah were in remote Yemen and Syria and their 
descendants were not found in this part of the amirate of 
Makkah, which is nearer to the Hijaz than to Syria and the 
Yemen. 
(6) 
However, this does give credance to the view 
that this town was named after a person called cAshm. Also 
some inscriptions have been found in the cemeteries of `Ashm 
corroborating this opinion. 
(7) 
Thus it is possible to 
infer that the settlement of cAshm was named after a person 
who might have dwelt there before the advent of Islam and 
given his name to the locality. The same name reappears 
(5) Al-HamdänI, al-Jawharata n 23a; al-Jäsir, "al_Macidin"; 
909; al-Fagih, "Tara k ", . 
This Asham of-quda ah may 
have been Asham b. Il4äff9or Alhaff b. Quda ah b. Malik. 
Cf. al-Hamdäni, al-Iklil, I, 256. This name, CAsham or CAshm is also found among the delegations of CAll b. 
Muhammad al-Sulayhi to the Fatimid Caliph al-Mustansir 
in 458/1066. Cf. Idris, CUyün, VII, 78; al-Hamdani, 
al SulayhiyyUn, 96. 
(6) For further information about Qudäcah and this point of 
view, cf. Ibn al-Kalbi, Nasab , 
f. 34a; al-Hamdäni, 
Sif at, 194,319; Ibn Hazm Jam arat 8,440; Nashwan, 
Shams, 87. 
(7) Pl. 24, no. 18. 
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among the inhabitants after the Islamic era. It should 
therefore be accepted that the name of this place is cAshm 
as pronounced by local people and not cAsham. The 
linguistic meaning may be a mere coincidence, something 
frequent in Arabic sources. 
(8) 
cAshm is a place little mentioned in Arabic sources. 
References are brief. It is a great pity that geographical 
literature does not provide information on the history of 
this settlement, its governors and its historical and 
cultural achievements during the years of its existence. 
In spite of the scant information available, it is at 
least useful to determine cAshm's identity as a province 
of the southern area of the ami: r ate of Makkah. The first 
reference to cAshm as a province is found in Ibn Khurdädhabah 
(d. 300/912) who mentions cAshm as part of the provinces 
of Makkah. He states, "And its provinces in Tihämah are 
Dankan, cAshm and Baysh... " 
ý9) 
This text provides 
clear proof that 
cAshm was a province of Makkah, which 
means that it was one of the southern capitals of the 
amirate of Makkah. It is assumed that it contained a 
number of settlements, as the word mikhlaf (province), 
a word applied to cAshm, is a geographical term given to 
one wadi or more, containing a 'group of villages, governed 
by a ruler attending to its affairs. 
(10) 
(8) Similar to the meaning given to Makkah, Jeddah and 
Haly. Cf. Ibn al-Mujawir, al-Mustabsir, I, 2-3,40-1,52-3. 
(9) Al-Masalik, 133. 
(10) Yaqut, Mucjam, I, 37, V, 67; al-Fagih, "Tarikh", 9. 
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In this sense CAshm is situated on the southern side 
of Wadi Qarma and to the north of Nawan and la-Hsabah, 
wadis which will be mentioned later. These wadis were 
filled with historical settlements, more or less contem- 
porary with CAshm, such as Mascudah, al-Nasä, 'ib, north 
and south la-Hsabah. It is probable that these settlements 
were dependant on cAshm which was, it seems, the regional 
capital. Al-Yacgiibi indeed mentions cAshm as a dependency 
of Makkah. He says, "The dependencies of Makkah are 
al-Sarat, cAshm, Baysh and al-Sirrayn. " 
(11) 
This state- 
ment of al-Yacgu-bi is similar to that of Ibn Khurdadhabah 
with a slight variation of terms, the first using the 
word mikhlaf (province) and the second 
carnal (dependency), 
which amount to the same thing. 
Al-Hamdani, the 4th/10th century writer, mentions 
cAshm as the land of B. Haram of Kinnnah. He also says of 
cAshm that it is a "gold mine". 
(12) 
Furthermore he refers 
to it within the stages of the old pilgrim route from 
San°ä) to Makkah where he says, "... the old pilgrim route 
goes to upper Haly, ... then 
CAshm and al-Lith", 
( 13 ) Al- 
Hamdäni further mentions Ashm in a poem of Abii )l-Jayyash 
al-Hijri who describes this route saying; 
0 'o LO Liu 1.43 tj 0 to 
"ThenQanuna, the land of Dawqah, al-Lith, cAshm al-Sirrayn 
and al-Sari) " 
(14 
(1i) Al-Bu1dä, n, 316. 
(12) if at 259. 
(13) Sifat, 341. 
(14) $ifat, 382. Abu- 1-Jayyash was descended from al -Hijr 15. a -Hinw. Cf. al-Hamdani, ifat, 380; Shakir, cAsir, 97. 
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It should be noted that the poet does not enumerate 
the sites geographically according to their place on the 
route, but cites, them in a manner to suit his poetical 
metre. Moreover, it should be noted that al-Hamdäni 
makes no attempt to determine the locality of °Ashm, 
whether it was in the amirate of Makkah or not. 
A1-Magdisi considers cAshm as a province and lists 
it among other provinces of Tihämah, such as Dankän and 
Baysh. 
(15) 
However, he does not state that it was a 
dependency of Makkah. It seems that, it was his method to 
describe the places he had visited or heard of, without 
endeavouring to attribute them to the amirate to which 
they belonged. There is however a useful note in the 
margin, saying, "Makkah has mikhläfs which are fortresses... 
among its fortresses in Tihamah are Dankän, al-Sirrayn, 
al-Shýaybah, CAshm and Baysh. " 
(16) 
It seems that the 
editor, quoting al-Idrisi, notes the deficiency of the 
(text 
and adds the information to complete the meaning. 
17) 
Al-Bakri (d. 496/1095) in his Mucjam mä! sta. 'am 
makes the same statement as his predecessors among the 
Arab geographers by placing cAshm among the provinces 
of Makkah in Tihä. mah. He says, '"Its provinces in Tihamah 
c are Dankän, Amm [cAshm] and Bayn [Baysh] ". `1B 
) 
Al-Bakri 
(15) Ahsan, 88. 
(16) A1-Magdisi, A san, 88. 
(17) Cf. al-Idrisi, Nuzhat, 145. 
(18) I; 308-9. 
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also mentions cAshm ' in another passage of his work and 
says, cAmm [cAshm] is a Makkan province in Tihamah". 
(19) 
It should be noted that al-Bakri errs in his spelling 
of the name of 
cAshm in two places, in spite of the fact 
that he states that he composed his Mu Cj am in order to 
correct the names of places misspelt by his predec- 
(20) 
He makes these mistakes in the names of essors. 
CAshm and Baysh, whereas others do not. 
Al-Idrisi (d. 560/1165) also mentions cAshm saying, 
"Makkah has provinces which are fortresses. Some of those 
in Tihamah are Dankan, al-Sirrayn, al-ShuCaybah and 
CAshm. "( 
21 ) 
Al-Idris3 s writings indicate the importance 
of cAshm's natural position and its military fortresses, 
represented by the towers found there. Being a depend- 
ency of Makkah, it might have been one of 'its front-line 
fortresses in the south, on the road leading to the 
Yemen. 
(22) 
However, al-Idrisi was not contemporary with 
the time of cAshm's prosperity, as the written sources 
taken from funerary inscriptions found in that place 
show that. this settlement was ruined before al-Idrisi's 
time, i. e. the 6th/12th century. The latest dated 
inscription found there dates from the middle of the 
(19) MuCjam ma3stacjam, IV, 970. 
(20) Mu`'am mä>staC'am, see al-Muqaddimah, I; al-Ghunaym, 
Mas dir, 31. 
(21) Nuzhat, 27; Cf. Shawkat, "Jazzrat", 27. 
(22) A1-Faglh, "Tarikh", 21. 
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5th/11th century. 
(23) 
It seems that al-Idris3 describes 
a place he might have heard of which was of great 
importance during its existence. 
A further indication that cAshm did not exist in 
the 6th/12th century is the statement of Yagiit 
(d. 626/1229) that " cAshm was a town in Tihamah to the 
rear of the mountain in the area of la-Hsabah. 11 
(24) 
It 
should be noted that Yäqüt uses the past tense, which 
indicates that cAshm had been ruined for a long time. 
Furthermore, it is found that Yäqut, alone, of all the 
Arab geographers who mention cAshm, is able to indicate 
its place accurately, for he states that it was in Tihamah 
in the region of la-Hsabah which is about ten kilometres 
south of 
°Ashm. (25) Anyone who did not previously know 
cAshm could find it, following Yäqüt's description. 
It should be noted in the geographers' statements 
that'they stress the point that cAshm was a dependency of 
the Makkan amirate during the period of its prosperity 
and that it was not only a settlement, but also a province 
of southern Makkah. 
cAshm may have been the capital town 
of the whole province. We have remarked that C AShrn 
occupies a site surrounded by at least three wadis full 
of villages and life. The discovery of historical settle- 
ments on the outskirts of these wadis leads one to assume 
(23) P1.37, no. 68. 
(24) Mujam al-Buldän, IV, 126. 
r 
(25) Cf. Map no. 4; al-Faqih, "Tarikh", 23. 
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that cAshm was the capital of an area extending from the 
south of Dawqah in the north to the north of Qanuna in 
the south, and from the shores of these wadis in the 
west to the limits of al-Sarawat in the east. Thus the 
region of CAshm included the settlements of north and 
south la-Hsbah , 
blas cizdah 
, and al-Nasa' ib. The limits of 
cAshm may have extended to the region of al-Khuluf and 
al-Khalif, as will be explained later, as these two have a 
strong palaeographic connection with, and are influenced 
by cAshm. One ought to speak of the province in general 
terms and of the settlement in particular. 
The province of cAshm 
It is evident that the province of cAshm in 
Tihämah contains a number of well-known wadis which have 
a good rainy season. These wadis descend from the high 
plateaux of al-Sarät and ultimately reach the Red Sea. A 
great number of villages and hamlets rise along the 
sides of these wadis in which life flourishes. These 
wadis are, from north to south, Qarmä, Näwän and la-Iisabah. 
Wadi Qarmä 
Wadi Qarmä starts from the mountains of the Zahrän 
tribes which are to the east of the wadi. It is joined 
by a number of large and small ravines (shi'Eb), such as 
al-Thucbä, n, al-Kharbän, Abu Fura: yc and al-Shicb al-Yamani. 
Wadi Qarmä, extends only one kilometre to the north of cAshm 
and passes through some inhabited villages and hamlets 
belonging to B. Zubayd and al-Maraziq and flows into the sea 
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near the area inhabited by al-Maläwihah, another clan of 
B. Zubayd. Wadi Qarma is seldom mentioned in the early 
sources, except for some rare references which place 
it on the pilgrim route from Zabid to Makkah. 
(26) 
Early 
sources do not mention that it is a wadi, though Yagu-t 
does refer to Wadi cAshm when he writes of the Tihämi 
wadis which flow down from the mountains of al-Samt in 
the Red Sea. 
(27) 
It is probable that Yaqüt's reference 
refers to the same wadi, but he gives it another name, 
Wadi cAshm, considering the fact that the famous °Ashm 
lies on Wadi Qarma. 
However, travellers and geographers of the 
14th/20th century accurately describe Wadi Qarma and give 
valuable information about its topography and agriculture. 
For example Sharaf b. cAbd al-Muhsin al-Barakati, at the 
beginning of the second decade of this century, mentions 
that Qarma is a fertile wadi which has a lot of trees 
and water. Its agricultural crops are durra, dukhn, 
sesame and cotton. 
(28) 
Kahhä. lah says exactly the same 
thing. 
(29) 
The Yemeni historian, cAbd al-Wgsi c al- 
Wäs ici, includes Qarma among the famous wad is of a] .- 
Qunf idah in which all kinds of Tihämi agricultural. crops 
(26) A1-Yacgubi, al-BuldanL 317; al-Bakri, Macjam 
ma3sta jam, 1066; Yäqut, MuCjam, IV, 330. 
(27) Mu'jam, III2 205. 
(28) A1-Ri4lah, 18. 
(29) Jughräfiyat, 207. 
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grow well. 
(30) 
In his visit to Makkah in 1925, Rutter 
passed through Wadi Qarmä. Though he does not mention its 
name, he describes al-Mudaylif as the centre and weekly 
market of Wadi Qarma even today, saying: "Al-idudaylif 
is a small village which owes its existence tc the 
proximity of several deep wells... At the village, a weekly 
market is held, to which the bedouins come in from the 
surrounding wastes to buy or barter rice, clothing and 
other town wares from al-Qunfuda. " 
(31) 
It should be noted that Rutter does not mention 
any other hamlets or cotton fields in Wadi Qarmä, because 
he does not seem, from a scrutiny of his account of the 
expedition as a whole, to have had any interest in such 
matters. This is in contrast to Philby who elaborates 
more, giving much information about Wadi Qarmä. He mentions 
that the distance between Wadi Qarma and Nawan is two miles 
and that the wadi rises in the higher regions on the 
slopes of Qarma. 
(32) 
He also says : "Qarmä, the source 
of Wadi Qarma, is a massif of the higher foothills, but 
well on the near side of the main range, whose general 
line and prominent features could be seen ... The lower 
Tihamah range comprising Qarmä near its southern end and 
Nakhra in the north. " 
(33) 
(30) Tarikh al-Yaman, 85. 
(31) The Holy Cities, 1,76-77. 
(32) Arabian Highlands, 696. 
(33) Arabian Highlands, 697. 
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As for the people of the slopes of Qarina and 
Qarma itself, Philby states that the eastern area belongs 
entirely to various elements of the Zahrän tribe, such as 
Bal-Aswad, Bal-Ahmar, B. Falah, whereas Qarma itself is 
Harb territory belonging to B. Zubayd. 
(34) 
It should be noted that Philby is correct in his 
geographical description of Wadi Qarmä with regard to the 
distance between it and Wadi Nawän, the mountainous slopes 
of the wadi, and the tribes who live to the east and to 
the west. Nevertheless, Philby confuses Bal"-Ahmad, the 
Zahräni clan, and Bal-Ahmar who live in cAsr far away 
from Wadi Qarmä. 
(35) 
Also Philby does not mention Ai 
Zahirah, a Zahräni clan, whose dwellings are on the eastern 
slopes of Wadi Qarmä, close to the north-east of cAshm. 
As for the agricultural crops of Wadi Qarma and 
its hamlets, Philby is indeed accurate, when he says, "We 
passed on to camp in Wadi Qarmä. On the way we passed 
scattered hamlets of Shanani [al-Sinaniyyah] with the 
village of Bahrah further back on our right, actually in 
the wadi or on its left bank. In all this area, too, 
there were numerous fields of prosperous cotton, as well as 
plenty of dhurra, as pleasant a country as one could wish 
to see. " 
(36) On the next day Philby mounted his ass to 
investigate and document the other side of Wadi Qarma, 
(34) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 697. 
(35) Cf. Cornwallis, Asir, -58-9; Raffe, cAsir, 106. 
(36) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 696. 
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when he "struck through the cotton fields, in some of which 
I saw a considerable admixture of dhurra. Beyond them lay 
sandy, undulating country, with patches of dukhn sown 
on the chance of rain. " 
(37) 
It is obvious that Philby does not locate the 
eastern part of Wadi Qarmä, north of cAshm, where irrigated 
farming is found. The irrigation is mainly achieved by 
means of water scoops (sawäni) which depend upon animal 
power. 
(38) However, the period in which Philby's 
expedition took place, seems to have been a time of pros- 
perity. He attended the weekly market of the province 
which is held in the village of al-Mudaylif every Sunday 
and he mentions that the millet (dukhn) was sold during the 
day at about 45 lbs. to the r_iyäl or about 1/6th of an 
English pound. 
(39) 
Z, Wadi Nawan 
The watercourse of Wadi Näwän, is only nine km. to 
the south of Wadi Qarmä. 
(40) 
It is a huge wadi with 
regular seasonal floods (suyül) from the eastern mountains 
of Zahrän. It passes through an area only five km. to the 
south of CAshm and it pours into the Red Sea. The extensive 
arable lands which stretch along the two sides of Wadi 
(37) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 698 
(38) A1-Raddadi, "Transformation", 20. 
(39) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 696. 
(40) Al-Jäsir, al-Mucjam, II, 203. 
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Nawan are certainly larger, than those-of Wadi Qarmä. The 
eastern part of Wadi Näwän is inhabited by Äl Sacad, a 
Zahräni clan, with the village of Näwän, to the south-east 
of cAshm, as their centre. 
(41) 
The central wadi is 
inhabited by B. Zubayd al-Rawäshid, with al-Mudaylif 
as their base. 
(42) 
The western part of Wadi Näwän 
belongs to the cAjälln tribe whose centre is also al- 
Mudayl if . 
(43) 
Many villages and . hamlets are to be found 
along the sides of Wadi Näwän which is famous among the 
wadis of Tihämah. 
Early available sources do not refer tc Nawän at 
all. It seems that its existence between Qarma and 
la-Hsabah and their proximity make it difficult for 
writers to distinguish its location from these wadis. 
Contemporary writers, however, have much to say about Wadi 
-- Nawan and mention it as precisely as Wadi Qarrnä. 
(44) 
Philby writes accurately about his visit to this wadi 
in the first half of this century. He describes precisely 
its sources, hamlets and crops, when he says: "The wadi 
rises far back on the slopes of Shadha [Shad s] and 
is comparable in importance with some of the bigger channels 
further sout1 and with Wadi Qarmä about two miles to the 
north.... It certainly gets regular floods, whose effect 
M. M. al-Zahrani, Bilad Zähr an, 64. (41) 
(42) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 696. 
(43) A1-Barkati, al-Riblah, 18; of, al-Bilidi, Nasab, 67-8. 
(44) A1-Wäsi'I, 
_Tärikh, 
85; Kahhälah, Ju hraf 207; 
a1-Barakati, al-Rihlah 17. 
ý-- 
,1 
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was shown by a very large area of cotton around cUgda 
and some excellent crops of dukhn, to say nothing of a forest 
of qadhab and tarf a about the actual channels. On the first ... 
there was much prosperous looking dhurra and some fields 
of sesame. The channel lay between ten foot banks of 
sands, but beyond it the cultivation began to thin out 
round Khuraiya [Khurayyahl and to give way to a thin acacia 
jungle. Beyond this, however, the cotton re-appeared in 
numerous attractive plots about the scattered little haunt o l. s 
of cAgabin. " 
(45) 
It would seem then that Philby did not visit the 
whole of Wadi Näwän, only the area of al-Rawä. shid, nor did 
he visit the eastern part, to the south of °Ashm, nor the 
western part whose 'people are the 
cAjalin, as mentioned 
above. However, there is not too much difference between 
the various parts of Wadi Nawän except for some irrigated 
agriculture to be found in-the eastern part beyond the 
settlement of cAshm. In both Wadis Nawän and Qarma lote 
trees (sidx, zizi. phus spina-christi) are in ahtundanec; and 
are utilized for house 'roofing. 
(46) 
They also produce a sort, 
of fruit called nabq. 
(47) 
3. Wadi la-Hsabah 
It is situated to the south of Wad is Qarmä and Nawan 
and is the longest wadi in the province of cAshm. It has, 
moreover, the best supply. of water and consequently rich 
(45) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 696. 
(46) Mughram, "Assarah", 78. 
1V 
reis (aij llhu }itri y, closely resembling dfýý. .ras cýtw. mý. inofuzwa t rd ý. ýýiýc in 
appearance and in taste. It contains, however, a single 
fT 
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vegetation. It has its source in the high mountains 
of al-Sarät and is supported by a number of tributaries 
(sing. shicb) such as Nusabah, Batat, Yahar and al-Dayq. 
There is a number of villages along its banks which are 
inhabited by different tribes such as, from east to west, 
Ghämid al-Zinced, Zahrän, Zubayd and al-Ashräf al-cAbadilah. 
(48) 
As for our Arabic sources, la-Hsabah is considered 
to be one of the oldest and most famous sites in Tihämah. 
The first ever mention of la-Hsabah in the sources might 
well have been in the biography of Näfic b. CAlgamah al- 
Kinäni, the governor of Makkah during the time of the 
Umayyad Caliph, CAbd al-Malik b. Marwän, who proudly said, 
"I am the son of Qanünä and la-Hsabah. " 
(49) 
Al-Yapqibi , 
a 3rd/9yh century writer, says "la-Hsabah is a region attached 
to Makkah. " 
( 50) 
Yaqut mentions la-Hsabah as a wadi saying, 
"la-Hsabah is a wadi to the south of al-Sirrayn, the distance 
between them one night's journey. " 
(51) 
He also mentions 
la-Hsabah as a place close to cAshm. 
(52) 
(48) Al-Barakäti, al-Rikilah, 17; Thesiger, " A Journey; 
189,191. 
(49) Al-Fäsi, al-cIgd, VII, 323-325. 
(50) A1-Buldän, 316. 
(51) Mucjam, II, 258. 
(52) Yäqüt, MuCjam, IV, 126. 
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As for modern writers, they consider la-Hsabah to 
be one of the most famous and fertile wadis in the province 
of al-Qunf idah. 
Wadi la-Hsabah is distinguished by having a perman- 
ently running hg ayl. Philby in his expedition to CAsir 
passed through Wadi la-Hsabah and says, "The main channel 
of Wadi Ahsabah is about 200 yards wide and down its centre 
in a twenty-yard bed quite a good stream was merrily purling 
away. This wadi has a permanent ghail running further up, 
but this was flood water coming down, and in it a group of 
men and women were watering their cattle. " 
(53) 
It should be noted that Philby does not deal with 
Wadi la-Hsabah and its agriculture in detail, limiting hi. msel. l' 
to describing its water-course. This is in con tray L t: () 'h is 
more usual method where he elaborates considerably. lie 
does, however, give more details of the adjoining wadis, 
Lümah to the south and al-Shaghaz to the north. 
(54) 
Both 
Lumah and al-Shaghaz are less important than the former. 
However, the mention of the hg ayl by Philby in Wadi la-Hsabah 
furnishes the proof that Wadi la-Hsabah does have an ample 
share of the seasonal flood. As a result of this hg ayl, 
irrigated areas of cultivation rise in this wadi, south-cast 
of cAshm settlement, which produce valuable crops or grain 
and aromatic plants. There were also plenty of water scoops 
(sawani) in this area which produce much the same sort of 
crops. 
(53) Arabian Highlands, 695; cf.. p1.7 no. XIIrL. 
(54) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 694-5; cf. al-IChatlb, 
Sab, 256-7; Thesiger, A Journey, 191. 
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Wadi la-Hsabah is well filled with trees and veget- 
at ion and is a typical example of the wad is of northern 
(55) 
Tihamah, south of Makkah. Desmond Foster, the Senior 
Locust Officer of the Middle East Anti-Locust Unit in Arabia, 
comments, "The most varied and some of the most luxuriant 
vegetation of the region is associated with the drainage 
system. The vegetation of the Wadi Alahsabah, which reaches 
the sea some 16 km. north of Qunfidah and is typical of the 
region has been examined in some detail. 
"Within the foothills at an elevation of about 
200 m. and about 16 km-from the sea, the wadi passes between 
the last stony slopes of the foothills which support an open 
'orchard' of Acacia tortilis and other species, with 
various widely spaced perennial woody herbs between the loose 
boulders. 
"The watercourse is liable to swinging floods so that 
much of the bed is swept bare of plant life. Nevertheless, 
trees of Acacia spp. grow on the gravel banks and shrubs 
of Leptadenia pyrotechnica and tussocks of Panicum turigidum 
colonize beds of silt. On the fringing banks Acacia orchard 
is well-developed with A. chrenbergiana the characteristic 
and most abundant species present. . . 
The main watercourse in 
this part remains bare of vegetation due to scouring, but 
dense fringing thickets of Salvadora persica and groves of 
Tamarix sp. are features of this reach. Behind the immediate 
wadi fringe, on gravelly and silty soil with surface gull ices , 
1ceasia chro nberý; iana is st ill the dominant tree, while 
(55) Cl. p1.8 no. XIV. 
U 
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others usually present include Ziziphus sp., Delonix 
elata and Ficus sp...., 
(56) 
The reporter then continues 
to describe the nature of Wadi la-Hsabah till it reaches 
the sea. 
It is evident from this report that the writer is 
interested only in the vegetation, and therefore, he pays 
no attention to farming and the land. However, it would 
be correct at this point to say that huge areas of 
alluvium silt deposit extend along the banks of wadi 
la-Hsabah and its delta which is irrigated by seasonal 
floods and produces varied crops of grain and vegetables. 
On the other hand, huge areas of flat land (khabt) 
are full of thorn trees and grass which provide excellent 
fodder for a large number of ýcameis, cows, sheep and 
goats. The fame of the province of 
CAshm for livestock 
production was widespread until recent times. The most 
important of these khabts are probably, Liimah, al-Matn, 
al-Shacirah and al-Dawayä. These khabts are included in 
Philby's aCCount of his expedition. He speaks about Lümah 
and al-Matn saying, ... The first part of which was an 
extensive and very attractive grassy plain, sprinkled with 
spring flowers of the desert, including a creeping 
convolvulus with little white flowers. Here we saw gazelle, 
very red, I thought, for any of the desert species and 
almost like a fallow deer.... The grassy plain continued, 
being known as Mathn [al-Matn] and terminating in a low 
ti cross-ridge which marks the boundary of the delta of 
(56) "Vegetation", 482-3. 
" tý 
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Wadi Ahsabah. " 
(57) 
As for the other side of these 
khabts, north of Qarma, Philby says, "We traversed the 
slight depression of Khabt Dawaya, with a good sprinkling 
of Qadhab bushes and 
cAlb trees [cilb, Spina Christi] 
and came to pleasant, low, grass-covered downs, extending 
to the well-wooded fringe of Wadi Douqa. "+ 
"S) 
From what has been said-in this part, one can 
conclude that 
cAshm was a centre lying in the middle of a 
province which contained three huge wadis, a number of 
smaller ones and huge grassy plains. These wadis produced 
a variety of different crops, as well as animals which 
still give the province great importance. Also it should 
be said that, even if the description previously given of 
these wadis and the agricultural products thriving there 
is considered as pertaining to a later period than that 
of our present study, nevertheless it can be assurriod 
that it conforms to the conditions-prevailing at that 
time. The mode of life and agricultural methods of the 
area remained stable in the past and changed only very 
recently. The change in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
generally, and in Tihamah in particular, occurred only 
during the past twenty years, as a result of the develop- 
ment which occurred simultaneously with the increase of oil 
production and the high price it fetched. Before that, the, 
lives of the people and their mode of existence, in these 
wadis remained stagnant without discernible transformation 
in spite of the long years of habitation and culture. 
(57) Arabian-Highlands, 694-5. 
6$ Philbj ;YE : J1E I 
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Cities prosper and fall, people flourish and die, but the 
wadis and natural phenomena of the land remain eternally. 
There is no doubt that the natural configuration and 
agricultural resources of (the wadis of) the province 
of cAshm remained identical through the ages until 
the 80s/60s of the present century. 
The Islamic Settlements in the province of cAshm 
The province of cAshm contains, besides cAshm town 
itself, a number of other Islamic settlements which, from 
their archaeological remains and building style, seem to 
have been more or less contemporary with CAshm in some 
periods of their existence. These settlements are centred 
on two of the more important wadis of the province, 
viz. Wadi Qarma and Wadi la-Hsabah. The settlements in 
question are, as already mentioned, Mascu-dah, al-Nasä, ib 
and southern and northern la-Hsabah. 
1. MasCüdah 
It lies to the north-east of Thucban gorge, a trib- 
utary of Wadi Qarma,. at a distance of two kilometres from al- 
cAgili village which is the nearest known place of habit- 
ation, separated from it by a rugged mountain pass. The 
settlement lies in a depression, surrounded by mountains 
on all sides: to the north and the west, al-Shabak and to 
the south and the east, al-Habl. The neighbouring 
inhabitants in the area belong-to the 11-Zahirah tribe 
of Zahran. 
(59) 
(59) M. M. al-Zahrani, Bilad Zahrän, 63. 
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The area of the settlement is small, as is evident 
from the plan of Masctidah. 
(60) 
It is third in importance 
in the province, after cAshm and northern la-Hsabah, from 
41 the viewpoint of its structures and arhchaeological remainsý61) 
The walls of its houses, however, are more evident than 
those of cAshm, their height sometimes attaining 150 cm. 
(62) 
It was not greatly exposed to the depredation of passers-by. 
The mountains surrounding it from all sides preserved it 
against winds and no roof rubble is -evident. 
The only building material available in Mascüdah 
is'the stone brought from the neighbouring mountains. Its 
building style is similar to. that of cAshm and will be 
referred to later, but generally the buildings of hias'üdah 
are simpler than those of cAshm. Some modern houses have 
been found in Mascüdah, as is evident from a tombstone 
bearing a Kufic inscription, used as a threshold. 
(63) 
Many graffiti are found on house foundations, seemingly of 
a later date than the tombstone inscriptions, and the 
writers may have tried to imitate the professionals who 
(64) 
the tombstone inscriptions. 
64) 
The only water supply. in the town is a well lying at 
a distance of 200 m. to the south-west of the res Iden L i. al. 
area. It is said that it is a IIi1ä. 1i we;. l. This indicates 
that it' is an old well and might have been dug and made 
(60) Cf. plan no. 2. 
(61) Cf. pl. 8, no. XV. 
(62) Cf. p1.9, no. XVI. 
(63) P1.20, no. 3 below. 
(64) P1-9, no. XVI . 
r. 
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with mountain stones when the settlement prospered. 
(65) 
It is now derelict and unused. 
The cemetery lies to the east of the village at a 
short distance. It contains a small number of tombstones 
bearing simple kufic inscriptions of a style probably of 
the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries. A reliable informant, 
Hasan al-Fagih, told me that he has seen an inscription 
dated 150/767. Some millstones were found on the ground 
similar to those discovered in cAshm and northern la-IIsabah. 
It is believed that these stones were used to grind gold 
ore. 
(66) 
This denotes that the gold mine oC cA. Shm served 
this area and la-IIsabah, as will be explained later. 
2. Al-Na-5ä'ib 
The word is the plural of na ibah, meaning a tombstone. 
It-lies to the west of MasCüdah at a distance of about two 
kilometres. It is also called al-Sahwah (i. e. 'a saddle' 
or 'raised 
(67) 
ground'). It is a small burial ground in 
a barren desert. It ends in the south at about 500 m. 
from the ThucbEn ravine. To the east, at the sarno cl i ý; t,;,. nc: c , 
is another small ravine separating it from al-CAci; 6 vii I; Lgc;. 
No traces of buildings appear around the cemetery, nor 
anything denoting life. It seems that the buildings were 
of a temporary nature, made of wood and grass thatch, a 
practice still known in the area today; or perhaps the 
buildings were buried under the sand dunes surrounding them 
(65) Cf. Plan No. 2. 
(66) Cf. P1.9 no. XVII; 
(67) Ibn Man%rir, Lis n, XIV, 471_. ; ~a 
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on all sides. The tombs may have belonged to a family of 
the neighbouring settlements which buried its dead in 
this place. The Nasä'ib burial ground contains five tomb- 
stones bearing undated l? uf is inscriptions, similar to 
those found at bias cüdah and the early cAshm period of 
palaeography. 
(68) 
3. The two settlements. of la-Hsabah 
In Wadi la-Hsabah there were two Islamic settlements, 
one on the southern bank of the wadi and the other on 
the northern. The distance between the two settlements is 
about 10 km. To distinguish between them they are called 
la-Hsabah al-Janübiyyah (Southern la-Hsabah) and la-Hsabah 
al-Shamäliyyah (Northern la-Hsabah). 
0 
a) Southern la-Hsabah. It lies, as mentioned above, on 
the southern side of the famous Wadi la-IIsabah, , bOU t 10 Icm. 
south-east of CAshm. The road to' this settlement, star. Ls 
at the kilometre mark 15 on the Makkah-Mahäyil road, going 
south through-Wadi la-IIsabah which rises to-the wadi edge 
in an area of thick vegetation where the remains of the 
settlement are found. 
This was a very small settlement situated in a dep- 
ression filled with the remains of simple houses and a cemetery 
hidden by a cluster of rushes. To the north of the cemetery, 
at a distance of about 150 m. are the remains of buildings 
on a hill stretching northward towards the Wadi. These 
may have been fortifications. At a distance of approximately 
500 m. to the west of the cemetery are the remains of 
rib i4 bL: 'iIJi 2 
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a large palace. 
(69) 
It is the most obvious relic in the 
area, as its high walls are still standing. It must have 
consisted of two or three storeys. This palace is prob- 
ably the most recent Islamic building of archaeological 
interest in the province of cAshm. The local people call 
it Qasr Barakat. They also call certain African families 
living in this area and the opposite bank of the wadi 
"slaves of Barakät". This palace may have taken its name 
from Sharif Barakät b. Ilasan b. cAjlan, one of the Makkan 
sharifs, who died in 859/1455. 
(70) 
Thus this pa-1-ace 
might have been built in the 9th/15 century. 
The cemetery lies between the two previously inhabited 
areas of the site. 
(71) 
It is a large cemetery, but its 
remaining funerary inscriptions do not exceed seven, four 
of which date from the second half of the 6th/12th 
CeritU (72) Some of those buried-are designated as al- ý"y" 
) Sultan b. al-Soil tan and are related to the Zahran. (?.; 
Modern houses are scattered around this site to the wce.,; I, , 
south and east. The present inhabitants, on Lhe same s1de 
as the slaves of Barakät, are of the Al- Dumaynah tribe of 
the Zahrani B. cUmar. 
(74) 
b) Northern la-Hsabah settlement. As one comes from 
Näwän village it may be approached from a point at kilometre 
mark 20 on the Makkah-Mahäyil road on the first bridge on 
Wadi la-Hsabah to the north. 
(75) 
Then the road turns to 
(69) P1.10, no. XVIII. 
(70) ill-cI. sämi, Simt, 275; -L1. -Fas1 , -L7-cIqd IV, 
(71) Plan no. 3. 
(72) P1.37, no. 70 and p1.38,71-73 below. 
(73) P1.37, no. 70 and p1.38,71-3 be1oW. 
(75) Cf. map no. 4. 
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the north-east under the bridge through Wadi : a-Hsabah , 
ascending to the mountain pass called Dahlat al-Hajar, 
joining the Dayq tributary where the settlement lies on 
its eastern shoulder. The distance from the settlement to 
the bridge is about two kilometres. The settlement over- 
looks Wadi la-Hsabah in the south. South-east of the 
settlement lies a gravel plain. To the north and east are 
situated the hills of Mafsalat al-Gharlb. Between these 
foothills and the settlement is agricultural land. To the 
west is the Dayq tributary which flows into Wadi la-Hsabah 
and extends norwards to Jabal al-cAsdi) overlooking the 
great Wadi Dawgah. The Dayq tributary is flanked on the 
west by hills known as Dahlat al-Hajar. The present inhab- 
itants of the settlement belong to B. cUmar of Zahr-in and 
they call it al-Dar or Dar B. Hilal. As previously mentioned, 
all ancient and abandoned places are attributed to B. 
Hiläl, the famous Arabian tribe. 
The Northern la-Hsabah settlement follows cAshm in 
'importance, with its extensive area, style of building and 
archaeological remains. 
(76) 
The well-known millsLon(. 
found in this site are even more plentiful, than those 
in cAshm. It appears from the examination of the so: L t; 7 e; - 
ment's residential area that it was a prosperous i; own. 
Its houses were compactly arranged, separated by thorough- 
fares and pedestrian ways. There were also public squares 
of various sizes with houses built round them. The style of 
buildings and thoroughfares is similar to that of CAshm, and 
(76) Cf. P1.10, no. XIX. 
e 
ý1Qi. . 
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will be described later. The market has also been found 
to resemble in its design that of 
cAshm. (77) 
The mosque lies in the centre of the settlement, 
its solid walls remaining visible to a height of about 
one and half metres. Externally they are supported by 
cylindrical pilasters, but not internally. 
(78) 
This style 
goes back to early Islamic times and is seen in 
some places on the Zubaydah route from Kufa to Makkah. 
(79) 
In the mosque courtyard there is a cavity built of mountain 
stone and it appears now not to have been smoothod over 
with plaster or similar material. It is believed LIhaL 
it was a well or pool built inside the mosque for use. For 
ablutions by the faithful before prayers. 
(80) 
A similar 
arrangement in the same style has been found in al-Khul. uf 
(81) 
mosque. 
In this settlement a very great number of millstones 
were found both inside the houses and around them, flattened 
by long use and in a greater quantity than in cAshm. 
(82 
It is believed the mill stones were used Lcý c: xt. r ac; L gold 
from ore, as will be explained when dealing with Liu. planning 
C( 83) 
and inception of the Ashm settlement. Alongside 
(77) Cf. 224-5 below and plan no. 11. 
(78) P1.11, no. XX. 
(79) Cf. A 1-Räshid , Darb 
Zubaydah, 161,170-1, Fig. d , site 7. 
(80) Cf. plan no. 4. 
(81) Cf. 483-4 below 
(82) Cf. P1.11, no. XXI. 
(83) CIj-. 2'l4 below. 
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these smooth and flattened stones have been found coarse 
ones of a type similar to those still in use today for 
milling grain in the area and also in the Yemen. 
(84) 
The cemeteries lie to the east of the settlement and 
are numerous, denoting the long period of its existence. 
No inscriptions were found in the cemeteries close to the 
residential quarters. 
(85) 
These cemeteries may have been 
used before inscriptions became common in the area or beforc 
any of the local people learned this particular skill. 
However, later cemeteries in the east and south are full 
of inscribed tombstones written in simple Kufic characters. 
No dated inscription has yet been discovered, but the 
style of the inscriptions indicate that they originate. from 
the early period of the Kufic script. It should be noted 
that the settlement's cemeteries are divided into family 
or tribal zones, as will be explained later when dealing 
with the 
cAshm cemeteries. An inscription found in 
northern la-Hsabah mentioning the name of a deceased 
woman is surrounded by her sons' graves, and their names 
are stated, as will be discussed later. 
(86) 
Among the 
names on the tombstones is that of a Makkan, denoting a 
close relationship between the province and Makkah and 
immigration from the Hijaz. 
(87) 
A discussion of this 
point will also follow. 
(84) Cf. SerjgiantSancäß food 548, Ch. 26, fi;. no. 10. 
(85) Cf. plan no. 4. 
(86) P1.21, no. 6; cf. 299 below. 
(87) P1.20, no. 1; cf. 289 below and table no. 8. 
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To the east of the first cemetery and residential 
area, at a distance of about 500 m. lies an old cemetery 
of the type called sagaya (sing. saqiyyah) where the 
dead are buried in sealed stone sarcophagi or vaults 
built in the ground and having a height and breadth of not 
more than one metre. They bear Kufic inscriptions of 
a primitive character, which may go back to the lst/7th 
century. 
(88) 
Similar well-built graves of the same type 
have been found in the place called Umm Nihyayn between 
Northern and Southern la-Hsabah on the old route of al- 
Mukhwah, now adjacent to the asphalt highway. 
No trace of red bricks was seen in the two la-Iisabahs 
and only a very small quantity of potsherds and broken glass 
has been found. 
(88) Cf. P1.12, no. XXII. 
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Table No. 8 
The Family of Abu Jubayr al-Makki 
Fät imah 
Al-Makki 
Abü Jubayr 
Muslim 
ýUbayd(l) Muhammad(2) 
Fätimah Fätimah Timm A.... Muhammad Shabbah 
I. Cf. P1.20 no. I below. 
2. Cf. P1.21 no. 6 below'. 
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rT-TAUTER 10 
EXTERNAL SURVEY OF THE cASHM SETTLEMENT 
- The physical location 
- The plan of the 
cAshm Settlement 
A. The inhabited quarters 
B. The cemeteries 
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The physical location 
ýAshm is situated approximately two kilometres 
from the southern bank of Wadi Qarma. It is the border 
between the coastal plain to the west and the mountainous 
country to the east. The principal centres adjoining 
CAshm at present are al-Mudaylif and Nawan, which are 
connected by a modern network of roads to Makkah and other 
important towns. It is thus possible to define the roads 
leading to cAshm through these two centres by three 
land routes: 
(1) 
The first and the easiest is the left hand route 
commencing at Mudaylif which is situated on kilometre 
mark 295 of the Makkah route, then going to the east and 
turning north, passing through Hadabat Zubayd and al- 
Bagäqir, running parallel to Wadi Qarmä from the south 
as far as 
cAshm. This is an easy dirt road of twenty 
kilometres. Thus the distance between Makkah and cAshm 
may be estimated to be about 315 km. by this route. 
The second route, which is the central one, begins 
from Nawan which is situated at kilometre mark 310 on the 
Makkah-Mahäyil route. It, then runs north-east, leaving 
al-Bagäqir village to the left where it joins the previous 
road until it comes to 
cAshm. It is 'a more difficult, 
sandy track and its length is approximately 13 km. 
The route to the right begins at kilometre mark 8 
of the Nawan-al-Mukwah route, then goes to the north 
. ,z Vii) c map no 
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passing Wadi Nawan through the cAshm ravine, which is 
a tributary of Wadi Näwän. It climbs some small hills 
before arriving at cAshm. The length of this route is 
approximately 6 km. and it is thus the shortest way 
to cAshm after leaving the asphalt road. However, it 
is a rough, difficult track, passing through sand dunes 
and narrow ravines. Both roads cover the ruins of the 
town of °Ashm. 
(2) 
The settlement of cAshm is flanked 
by mountains on three sides : Jabal Abü Furayc to the 
east, al-Dissah to the south-east and al Sannr ah to the 
south. On the north it is bordered by hills called 
Umm al-Tawq. 
Two ravines cross the settlement, al-Kharbän, 
south of the principal housing quarter, separating 
the settlement and its cemetery C from the two cemeteries 
A and B in the southern quarter and the forts on the 
Jabal al-ýannicah. The other ravine, Abü Furayc, descends 
from the mountain of the same name, passes to the north 
of the principal quarter of the settlement, separating 
it from the northern and eastern cemeteries. These two 
ravines meet a short distance to the west of the town and 
form a single tributary flowing into Wadi Qarma to the 
east of cAwäsiyah village. 
The settlement of cAshm lies between the two ravines. 
It is completely deserted with no inhabitants whatsoever. 
A deep calm pervades the site, only broken sometimes by the 
(2) Cf. pl. 12, no. XXIII- pl. 17 no. XXXIII. 
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bleating of goats grazing on the mountain slopes, or the 
uproar of vehicles passing the outskirts of the settle- 
ment, transporting firewood and fodder to the bedouin 
encampments and farms nearby. 
The plan of the cAshm settlement 
A. The inhabited quarters 
The settlement of cAshm comprised two quarters() 
one having a great quantity of remains and ancient traces 
giving the impression that it was the principal habitable 
quarter. It extends over a high hill sloping to the west 
and south towards the Kharbän ravine and to the east to 
the eastern cemetery C, and to some house foundations 
forming the eastern end of this quarter. It also climbs 
to the north, to come to a sudden end at the Abu Furayc 
ravine, which constitutes a danger to the settlement with 
its eroding south bank. Most of the ruins of houses are 
built of mountain stones and red baked bricks in this 
quarter. They vary in their standard of beauty and 
design from the middle to the edges, as well as in the 
height of their foundations and the quality of stone 
used in the buildings which rise to 45-120 cm. It may 
be deduced from the type of stone used in building the 
settlement houses and structures that it was hewn from 
the adjacent hills. The stones were carefully chosen 
and dressed to suit the intended type of building. Baked 
bricks were also used on occasion, but on a smaller 
scale. These bricks were found in some houses which, it 
(3) Cf. Pl. no. 6. 
}, r 
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is thought, had more than one storey. The bricks were 
probably selected because they were lighter and easier 
to handle. A large quantity of the baked bricks was found 
in the ruins of the great palace discovered in the centre 
of the settlement to the east. It was one of the largest 
and finest buildings and may have been the governor's 
seat, or the residence of a. wealthy citizen. Baked 
bricks have also been found in the ruins of the mosque, 
especially at the south-eastern end where, presumably, 
the minaret was situated. They are scattered among the 
stones and probably formed the upper parts of the minaret. 
The same type of brick has been found in the ruins of 
several houses in 
cAshm. 
It should be noted that certain houses now buried 
beneath rubble in this quarter have door lintels bearing 
inscriptions commemorating their erection. Evidence of 
this is a lintel which was found bearing an undated Kufic 
inscription. 
(4) 
Another stone commemorated the date of 
the settlement's mosque, 414/1023. 
(5) 
Moreover, two other 
undated inscriptions were found, one of them a foundation 
stone of a house, even though it was located outside the 
built up area. It was inscribed with the Koranic Sürat 
al-Ikhlas. 
The general aspect of this settlement of cAshm, and 
especially this quarter, is that of a planned town with 
crowded houses separated by thoroughfares and having some 
public buildings. Its buildings are, for the most part, 
curved at their ends rather than angled. The courtyards 
(4) Cf. P1.13, no. XXIV. 
(5) P1.34, no. 56 below. 
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of houses mostly do not have right-angled, but 
rounded or radiused corners. 
(6) 
The houses have more 
than one room. Most of them have front porches (now 
called barandah), as is current in hot countries where the 
inhabitants take refuge during the hot hours of the day 
seeking shade and cool air which they cannot find in the 
rooms, especially in summer. 
(7) 
Most of the houses have 
courtyards (sing. fin) which are usually in front of the 
8 
building or form one or two set backs (sing. Irtidäd). 
) 
It is seldom that one finds any house with four set backs. 
Seven houses have been surveyed in this quarter in addition 
to the mosque and the market ruins. Most of these houses 
are situated near the mosque. The following is the 
information thus obtained: 
House no. I, comprises three rooms and barandah; its 
approximate area is 80 sq. m. There is, in addition, a 
courtyard of about the same dimensions. On the north- 
western corner of the court there are remnants of a building 
of about 8 sq. m. Apparently it was a latrine, as it is 
common in this area to place latrines outside and not within 
the house. Beyond the court there is a curtain wall 
(kasrah) of 2x3 metres near the main entrance. This 
curtain wall might have been meant to screen the people 
inside the court from the eyes of passers-by from the 
west, 
(9) 
A similar arrangement can be seen in houses 
from Qatar. 
(10) 
The house is built with stone hewn from 
(6) Cf. Plan nos. 8,9 and 10. 
(7) Cf. Plan nos. 9 and 10. Barandah is a kind of portico in 
front of the house, its roof connected with the house roof 
supported by front pillars. No building exists between the 
(8) Cf. Plan nos. 8,9, and 10. pillars. 
(9) Plan no: 7. 
(165 Cf, äi -t ibaysi; The plan of al-Jütflý, ii Vii ftge . 
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nearby mountains and brought to the site. The remains of 
the walls are about 50-75 cms. high. 
House no. 2, lying to the south-west of the mosque, 
and separated from it by a thoroughfare about 4.5 metres 
wide, comprises a large room divided internally and a 
court (fing) situated on the northern side. The total area 
is about 65 sq. m. 
(11) 
It seems that it was a building 
attached to the mosque, probably a hospice (ribät) or 
school(madrasah) for the instruction in reading and 
writing. The building is similar to house no. 1 and the 
walls do not exceed 50 cms. in height. 
House no. 3, is to the south of no. 2, separated 
from it by a thoroughfare approximately 3-3.5 m wide. 
It comprises three rooms, the largest divided into 
sections. The total area is about 82 sq. m. A large 
court is attached to the north side of the house, its 
own northern wall being about 20 m. long. It becomes 
narrow from the two sides, adjoining the house, until the 
width becomes no more than approximately 13 m. near the 
gate. In the middle the court is wider, about 22 m., and 
(12) 
it ends in a curve towards the south side. The house 
is built of local stone and lies in ruins. There is a 
small quantity of rubble inside and around it. Of its 
walls there remain only low foundations o no more than 
50 cm. in height. 
House no. 4, comprises two rooms, having an area of 
(11) Plan no. 8. 
(12) Plan no. 8. 
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40 m, one partially divided by a wall. A large courtyard 
partially surrounds the house on two sides. Its area 
from near the gate is about 4.5 m. in width and from the 
western wall 10m. Its length from the south to the north 
is about 15. In front. lies an open space, separating the 
court from the houses Nos. 5 and 6. 
(13) 
It is built of 
local mountain stone. The fragments of baked bricks among 
the ruins suggest that this material formed part of higher 
walls. The remnant of the walls is about 50-80 cm. 
high. 
(14) 
House No. 5 lies behind no. 4 at the end of the open 
space. They are separated by a passage-way 1.. 5-2 m. wide. 
The house is made up of a hall and two rooms. The smaller 
one leads to a rear court of irregular shape. 
(15) 
The 
front court is about 9.5-13 m. wide and the length from 
the middle about 9 m. It is built of hewn mountain stone. 
The remnant of the wall does not exceed 50 cm. in 
height. 
(16) 
House no. 6 is situated to the north-west of no. 5, 
separated from no. 4 by a small space. It comprises two 
rooms divided into sections internally and a barandah 
running along the length of the two rooms. The area of the 
rooms and the barandah is about 76 sq. m. Attached to this 
house in the south is a large court of irregular shape, 
terminating on its southern side with a 2.25 x3m. 
(13) Plan no. 9. 
(14) Cf. P1.13 No. XXV. 
(15) Plan no. 9. 
(16) Cf. P1.14 no. XXVI. 
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protruding curtain wall (kasrah) representing that of no. 1 
above. 
(17) 
The purpose of this wall is to screen the 
entrance and the people inside from the gaze of passers-by, 
as has already been explained above. This house, like no. 5, 
is built of hewn mountain stone. Remnants of broken red 
bricks are seen in the ruins indicating the use of this 
material in this house. 
House no. 7 is considered as one of the most impressive 
houses to survive in cAshm. 
(18) 
It comprises four rooms having 
a total. area of 79 sq. m. On the northern side there is a 
barandah extending the whole length of the house and having 
an approximate area of 33 sq. m. The barandab has three 
openings leading into a courtyard with rectangular foundations 
in between the openings (see plan no. 10). These latter might 
have supported walls extending to the roof between the 
openings. The courtyard is quite large and of an irregular 
shape. It surrounds more than two sides of, the house to the 
north and to the west. The longest measurement of the court is 
about 21 m. and the widest 24 m. On its north-east side 
there are the remains of a building with an area of about 
12 sq. m. which, it is presumed, was a latrine, as is evident 
in house no. l. It is built of stone, hewn from the 
adjoining mountains and carried to the side. These stones 
are well cut. The remnants of the wall are about 50 cm. 
high. 
(1? ) Cf. P1. no. 9. 
(18 ) Cf. P 1. No . 10. 
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It is to be noted that these houses which were surveyed 
in cAshm cannot be considered the best examples. They were 
chosen because of the small quantity of rubble covering 
them, which made access to them easier, and also the deter- 
mination of their boundaries and adjacent streets and 
spaces. It has been evident from the, above description 
that more convenient stone, hewn from the mountains 
surrounding cAshm forms the basic building material, together 
with baked bricks. As for roofs, nothing has been found of 
any covered house, but it is presumed that the roofs were of 
wood from local trees, covered by mats and mud. Much earth 
rubble has been found inside the houses which may conceal 
some historical facts on cAshm (e. g. the lintels inscribed 
with the owners' names, domestic vessels and pieces of 
old coins). It is also to be noted that the latrines in 
certain houses lie in the corner of the courtyards, and that 
there were protruding curtain walls at the entrances. These 
still exist in the area. The large courts might have 
contained some temporary buildings for use as grain and 
fodder stores or sun-shelters away from the stone houses. 
The mosque lies in the south-west sector. It was 
constructed relatively late in the settlement or `Ashur 
in 414/1023 by Amir Yacli b. cAbd Alläh. 
(19) 
It is a large 
building with pillar foundations in the inside amounting 
to 26 pillars, of which 21 are in its northern half covering 
an area of 308 sq. m. Five pillar foundations stand in the 
southern half on an area of 63 sq. m. 
(20) 
It is presumed 
that the mosque roof was supported by these pillars and 
(19) P1.34 no. 56 below. 
(20) P: n- o; 
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the covered area was the space between them. There was a 
large open area in the mosque forming the greater part of 
the building. The ground might have been blinded with 
gravel, because remnants of the material can still be seen. 
The minaret was in the south-east corner and its area was 
included within the southern part of the mosque. It is 
now in ruins and its foundations are surrounded by stone 
rubble and baked bricks. It is presumed that the upper 
part was built of baked bricks. The prayer niche 
(mihrab) is situated exactly in the centre of the northern 
wall of the mosque. It can be inferred from its foundation 
that it was built according to sound engineering principles 
and considerable attention was given to the dressing and 
tooling of the stones. Lime mortar between the large 
stones is still evident in the lower foundations. 
The market lies in the central northern area of the 
main quarter. The visible remains show two rows of shops 
opposite each other, separated by a thoroughfare about 
6-7 m. wide. Seven such shops are found on the northern side 
of the east-west oriented throughfare, supported by a single 
wall 32.5 m. long. There are in front of them, in the 
south-west, two shops separated from four others on the same 
by a passage-way 2-3 m. wide. The length of this row, 
with the lane, is about 29 m. Most of the shops, of which 
the ruins and foundations have been discovered, are of 
nearly equal area. Each shop comprises, for. the most part, 
two sections :a rear section, ' probably used to store goods, 
and a front part for display. Among these shops there are 
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two having three sections, the third section seemingly used 
as a shelter from the sun. Two shops which stand back from 
the line of other shops in the street have only one section. 
It is probable that the remaining area was covered by 
thatched roofs or pergolas which disappeared with time. To 
the east and west of the market area, there are large spaces 
where, it can be assumed, cattle were sold, or which were 
used for other purposes not requiring a building. 
(21) 
It is thought that °Ashm had a large market con- 
sistent with its position in the centre of a province con- 
taining a number of wadis producing various agricultural 
crops. This may have been in addition to its proximity 
to the region of al-Sarat, which made cAshm a market town 
where the inhabitants of al-Sargt and of the coastal plain 
met to exchange their agricultural products and buy 
commodities which they needed. 
(22) 
It is believed therefore 
that the uncovered remains of cAshm market only represent 
a small part of its former extent. 
(23) 
We now revert to the other quarters of cAshm. To the 
north-west of the principal quarter there are sandy heights 
which, we have reason to believe, were inhabited, but the 
sand covers their remains and no ruined houses can be seen. 
The only things visible on the surface are broken utensils, 
potsherds and similar materials. 
The second quarter lies to the south-west of the 
(21) Cf. Plan No. 12. 
(22) Cf. Mughram, "Assrah", 197-8; Fu'äd IIamzah, Asir 
, 
77. 
(23) Cf. Plan 14, no. XXVII. 
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principal housing quarter, at a distance of about 200 m. 
It appears from the visible ruins that it extended over 
part of the hill parallel to the , {harban gorge to the 
south. 
(24) 
The ruins consist of rubble and house 
foundations, indicating especially in the west, some huts 
typical of those prevalent in Tihamah. The buildings may 
have been of stone, but were buried by the sand blown by 
the wind, as this part of cAshm is open to the sands 
lying to the west. On this hilly ground extending to the 
west and north potsherds and broken glass of various colours 
were found. 
To the east of this quarter, at a short distance, 
lie two small mountains on which building foundations exist, 
some of them one metre high. It seems that these were 
towers commanding a view over long distances over the whole 
area. They occupy a strategic position controlling the 
routes from the Yemen and the northern and western roads. 
To the south-west of these two mountains, at the back of 
the second quarter, lies an area revealing the ruins of 
stone buildings. They are notable for their large courts 
and may have been military barracks adjoining the two 
aforementioned control towers. 
(25) 
Remains of millstones have been found scattered on 
the ground in the cAshm settlement and house courts. 
(26) 
The stones are smooth and their deep cavities indicate long 
(24) Cf. Plan no. 6. 
(25) Cf. Plan no. 6. 
(2 6) Cf. p1.15 No. XXV III. 
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use and give an idea of the material ground and crushed 
by these millstones which, we presume, was gold ore. 
(27) 
These millstones are quite different from those used for 
crushing grain, also found in this area. 
(28) 
Similar 
millstones for gold crushing were found at Mahd al-Dhahab 
and mentioned by Twitchell and 
cAbd al-Qaddüs al-Ansarl. 
(29) 
Mahd. al-Dhahab ("The cradle of gold") is a well-known gold . 
ý^r ý 
mine dating from before Islam and has continued to the 
present day. 
(30) 
Potsherds and broken glass were found in the ruins of. 
CAshm in great quantities, especially on the sand-hill 
forming the second quarter and the north-west part of the 
first quarter, as well as on the slope forming the southern 
side of Abü FurayC gorge to the north of the principal 
quarter. However, these remains have started to decrease as 
they have been picked up by visitors who have come to cAshm 
for various reasons. The colours of these remains are various 
and their style is that of the Abbasid Islamic period. 
(31) 
It is unfortunate that no coins have been found, but it is 
said by local inhabitants that one of them discovered gold 
and silver coins. He also found a well near the Khar. b-an 
gorge when it was washed by the torrent. Ilowever, it was 
(27) Cf. P1.15, no. XXIX. 
(28) Cf. P1.16, no. XXX. 
(29) Saudi, 162; -ýal-Jisir, "a1-Macadin, " 925; al-Ansäri, 
Bayn al-Tarikh, 173. 
(30) Yaqüt, Mug amI IV, 245, V, 154; Twitchell, Saudi, 160-4 
(31) Cf. P1.16 , no. -XXXI . 
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filled up with earth, since it was feared that it would 
create strife between the tribe and their rivals. ' 
(32) 
An excavation should be made in the area to uncover further 
interesting facts. House floors in cAshm are covered with 
earth and its removal may reveal more information. 
B. The cemeteries 
A salient feature on the plans of cAshm is the great 
number of cemeteries which extend far beyond the area of 
the inhabited town. This may be due to the fact that cAshm 
flourished for a long time, probably from before the Islamic 
era to the middle of the 5th/11th century 
! 33) 
A second 
observation may be made : that other areas of the settlement 
are still buried under the sand and could not be uncovered. 
The cemeteries extend all around the settlement 
on all sides. 
(34) 
They may have been divided into plots 
for f amily or tribal reasons and we believe that each 
family possessed a special burial ground, as has been 
current practice until recently in Tihämah. It has been 
found that members of the same family, fathers, brothers and 
sons, are buried in the same cemetery and rarely is a 
member of the same family found in another cemetery. 
(35) 
The number of the cemeteries discovered. until now 
(32) Verbal communication from Shaykh cAli b. Marzuq, head 
of the tribe of Zubayd. 
(33) Cf. p1.37, no. 68 below. 
(34) Cf. plan no. 6. 
(35) Cr. Ep1.. 26,35, -36, nos. 27,59,60,63,64,66 t_ýCIUW. 
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in cAshm is seven. 
(36) 
They extend from the south-west 
entrance of the settlement as far as its boundary in the 
north-west. These cemeteries are divided into three 
groups, western, eastern and northern according to their 
sites. They have been referred to as A, B, C, D, E, F 
and G, as follows :- 
(37) 
A and B: These two cemeteries lie at the end of 
south-western cAshm, beginning at the side of : he second 
quarter and stretching for a long distance on the sandy 
ground. The sand and wind have obliterated most of their 
tombstones. These two cemeteries are considered the oldest 
in the areas, as one inscription was found here dating 
back to 239/853-4. 
(38) 
Twenty-four inscriptions have been 
discovered, three or them going back to the 3rd/91. h 
century and the fourth, found at B in the rar south, go i. ng 
back to the 4th/10th century. Thus we have reason to believe 
that the cemetery extended southwards with the passing of 
time. An undated inscription was'found here, but denoting 
palaeographic features of the first half of the 5th/llth 
century. Inside this cemetery lies a sand hill which is 
thought to have covered an extensive cache of inscriptions. 
Two tombstones have been discovered bearing the names of 
the scribes . 
(39) 
(36) Cf. P1.17, no. XXXII. 
(37) Cf. Plan no. 6. 
(38) P1.22, no. 11 below. 
(39) Pis. 23,26, nos. 15,28 below. 
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C: This cemetery lies to the east of CAshm. It is 
the largest cemetery, but almost devoid of inscriptions. 
It is believed that it is the most recent and its eastern 
part was the last to be used in cAshm. The western part 
seems to be the oldest in this cemetery. Five insciptions 
were found, two of which bear a 5th/llth century date. 
(40) 
It is believed that many inscriptions on the tombstones 
are buried under the sand. 
D and E: These two cemeteries are situated to the 
north-east of the settlement. They abound in inscriptions, 
most of them dated and in good condition. They comprise 
three burial grounds lying between two mountains and thus, 
least exposed to sands. However, they have been subjected 
to desecration owing to the motor road passing through 
them to neighbouring villages. 
(41) 
It was noted that 
these cemeteries contained the graves of many prominent 
citizens, and a section. was reserved for the governors of 
the family of cUwayd. 
(42) 
The number of inscriptions 
discovered is about thirty-two, more than half of them 
dated in the 3rd/9th, 4th/10th and 5th/llth centuries. 
F: It lies in the north-east and is surrounded by 
rocky hills which have preserved traces of it for hundreds 
of years. However, it was desecrated by local inhabitants 
who used its tombstones as shooting targets, thus breaking 
(40) Cf. pl. 35, no. 61 below. 
(41) Cf. p1.17, no. XXXIII. 
(42) Cf. 251 below. 
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them and obliterating their inscriptions. 
(43) 
This cemetery 
is considered to be old in view of the palaeographic 
features of its inscriptions, despite the fact that certain 
of them relate to the beginning of the 5th/lath century. 
Eighteen inscriptions at least have been discovered, only 
three of them dated in the 5th/llth century. 
(44) 
One 
inscription bears the name of its scribe. 
(45) 
A common 
grave was found for two women named IIaziyyah and 
Hammädah. 
(46) To the north of this cemetery lies a small 
gorge on the farther side of which there is a dilapidated 
cemetery. One grave only remains visible and it is thought 
that it goes back to the pre-Islamic era, as it is not 
aligned correctly with Makkah, as is usual in M-osle. m 
burials. 
(47) 
G: This is in fact two cemeteries connected through 
a gorge in the northern slopes and lies in the nort. h- 
of the settlement of cAshm. The inscriptions have boon 
exposed and decayed because of floods. Many inscriptions 
are scattered in the bottom of the gorge swept there by storm 
water. It has also been devastated by wind and the natural 
elements. About ten inscriptions have been found, all 
undated. However, palaeographically this would seem to be 
the oldest Islamic cemetery to be found in cAshm and some 
(43) Pl. 22, no. 9 below. 
(44) Pls. 33,35, nos. 53,59,60 below 
(45) Pl. 22 no. 9 below. 
(46) Pl. 27 no. 30 below 
(47) Cf. Surat al-Bagarah, 142-5; Surat Yunis, 87. 
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of the graves may go back to the 1st /7th and 2nd/8th 
centuries. 
Briefly, the cAshm cemeteries are full of tombstones 
most of which bear Kufic inscriptions, some 'of them dated. 
It should be noted that most of the graves bear two 
inscriptions, one dated and the other undated, and sometimes 
both undated. Some graves were found with three inscriptions, 
one of them at least dated. 
(48) 
The inscriptions usually 
carry the basmalah, then one or more Koranic verses or 
invocations and then the name of the deceased, an invocation 
of mercy and date of death, if given. Some of the inscrip- 
tions bear the inscriber's name. 
(49) 
The quality of 
calligraphy and ornament appears to vary according to the 
era, the rock on which it is inscribed and the social position 
of the dead person. 
(50) 
It should also be noted that many tombstones bearing 
Kufic inscriptions were found scattered on the roadsides o. f 
cAshm and on the hills surrounding the cemeteries, some or 
them broken and others in good condition. 
(51. ) 
Some l, ornh- 
stones were taken for great distances by passers-by or by 
shepherds, who did not recognize their value. It may be assumed 
that some tombstones were carried away and used in buildings at 
various distant places over the years. one of the places 
where these have been carried for building purposes is 
(48) Cf. pls. 23,26,27, nos. 15,16,28,29. below. 
(49) Pls. 22,23,26,33,34,37,38, nos. 9,15,26,28,52, 
56,70,71, 
(50) Cl. 36 nos. 63,64,66 below 
p-1i l9; iit : XXXIV, 
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al- C'A(: fl village in the region of Zahrä. n situated in 
the Thuc ban gorge, a tributary of Wadi Qarmä. some five 
kilometres north of CAshm. The inhabitants of this place 
are the tribe of Al- Zahirah of Zahran. This is a modern 
village. It was said that the person who carried away 
the tombstones is a certain Mansi b. Ghurfän al-Zahräni 
in order to use them to erect a well. When he abandoned 
his project, he left them in a fodder shed. Accordingly, 
all these inscriptions are in a bad condition. Many of 
the stones were broken on the way and others were damaged 
by humidity and cattle urine, as cattle lay upon the 
inscriptions. 
(52) 
There remain some 17 inscriptions in 
good condition, seven of them to be dated back to the 
4th/10th and 5th/l1th centuries. 
(53) 
It is Evident 
from the names inscribed on them that they were brought 
from the northern and eastern cemeteries. The carrier 
may have been encouraged to remove the tombstones by 
finding them along the road to his village which passes 
by °Ashm through these cemeteries. 
(54) 
(52) Cf. pi. 18, no. XXXV. 
(53) P1s, 34,36,37, nos. 55,57,64,68 below. 
(54) Cf. pi. 17, no. XXXI II . 
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CHAPTER 11 ;; 
THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE SETTLEMENT OF cASHPºl 
Reasons for the rise of the settlement 
Gold mining 
Other occupations 
The population 
The governors of cAshm 
The decline and fall of the cAshM settlement 
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Reasons for the rise of the settlement 
The town of cAshm flourished for several reasons, 
the foremost of which was its geographical position. It 
should be noted that it lies in the intersection of two 
different surface elevations : the eastern mountains and 
the western plain. * Thus it became a meeting place of 
the inhabitants of hilly regions and those of the coastal 
plains of Tihamah and was, as has already been stated, an 
important market for exchanging their wares and agricultural 
produce which originated in both regions. It also became 
a landmark on the old pilgrim route from Sans' to Makkah. 
It has already been mentioned that al-Hamdäni states 
that cAshm lies on the old Sancti' route to Makkah. 
C1) 
This route was known as Darb al-Fasm in certain places. 
(2) 
It was one of the shortest routes to Makkah, passing 
through rocky areas and following a direct line through 
Dankan, MiCqad, Upper bialy, Yabah and thence to CAshm and 
Makkah. 
( 3) 
Another important feature of the rise of cAshm was 
its position. in an agricultural and pastoral area. It has 
already been stated that it is surrounded by three major 
wadis producing various agricultural crops cultivated in 
Tihärnah, in addition to the products of al-Sarawät whose 
(1) S if at , 
341; al-Faqih, . "Tar ikh" , 
26-8. 
(2) Such as Wadi Yabah, Haylat al-CUmür and Haylat al- 
Magäcidah, south-east of al -Habit , where 
e some graffiti 
were found on the side of this old route. Cf. . p1.19, ' no. XXXVI. 
(3) A1-liamdani; ifat, 341. 
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borders start a little to the east of cAshm and which is 
described as "a mine of grain, dates and honey. " 
(4) 
There 
is no doubt that agriculture played an important part in 
the inception of CAshm. It can be assumed that cAshm, 
as a regional capital, may have had an official responsible 
for levying taxes and sending them to Makkah. 
Another important factor affecting the rise of this 
town was the statement in old sources that cAshm was a 
gold mine. 
(5) 
This precious metal was one of the resources 
of Makkah. Al-Yacqubi states that metal possessed by Makkah 
is from a gold mine in cAshm. 
(6) 
Accordingly, mining, 
operations may have attracted the workmen and helped to 
expand the settlement and assure its prosperity. This 
metal was not peculiar to cAshm only, but was found in 
other places in the region, especially in the settlements 
of north la-Hsabah and Mascüdah which are both situated in 
the province of cAshm. This is corroborated by the existence 
of millstones in these two settlements similar to those 
found in cAshm which, we belive, were used to grind the 
ore and extract the gold particles. Al-HamdanI., states 
that cAshm is a mine' and settlement. 
(7) 
This different- 
iation probably means that the gold mine of cAshm stretched 
beyond the settlement proper and included other places in 
the province, and that mines were known before the rise of 
the settlement. We have reason to believe that gold mining 
4 Al-Magdisi, Absan, 86. 
(5) Al-Hamdani, a -. awharatayn, 23a. 
(6) Al-Buldän, 316. 
(7) Sif at , 
259. 
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may have been already known before the. Islamic era and the 
metal exploited before the inception of cAshm, which sprang 
up because of the mining operations in the midst of the area 
from which it took its name. As it became the region's 
capital, the mine may have been attributed to CAshm. 
Gold mining 
We are led to the conclusion that the rise of cnshm 
settlement was connected with gold mining and that, this 
practice was known a long time before the Islamic era, since 
the settlement of cAshm lies in an area where mining was 
practised in pre-Christian days. It is stated that gold 
mines in Arabia existed near the mountain range separating 
the interior from the narrow coastal area called Tihamah. 
This region may have been the target of commercial expeditions 
sent . 
by neighbouring countries in search of gold of which they 
extracted unimaginable quantities. 
(8) 
It is believed that the mine of CAshm lies within this 
region which is part of Tihamah, the southern part of the 
Hi j az, adjacent to the Sarawät range of mountains. There is 
also a chore accurate delimitation. It was said that the 
principal gold mines in ancient times were confined to the 
area surrounding al-Qunfidah as far as Haly and cItwud. 
(9) 
With regard to the natural description it was stated that 
the gold mines existed in granite areas which are covered 
by newly-formed sand rocks. 
(10) 
This description applies 
to cAshm settlement which is situated to the north-east of 
(8) Moritz, "al-Macadin 58O-t. 
(9) J. cAli, al-Mufassal, I, 192. 
M riti; "ft1--Maýadin, 11 582. 
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It is believed, however, that the cAshm mine con- 
tinued to be exploited well after 184/800. It is mentioned 
by al-Yacgu-bi 
(18) 
(3rd/9th century) and al-Hamdani 
(4th/10th century). 
(19) 
The latter is considered an 
important writer on the subject of mining. He says, "As 
for known mines, the mine of eAshm in the land of 
Kinänah... Its gold is a good red, its pound, by cAlawl 
weights, it sold at 104 dinars (mutawwagah). It is good 
and plentiful. " 
(20) 
Thus, even if the mention of mines 
is at first scanty, al-Hamdanr states that the cAshm mine 
was well-known. It may have been in his time, i. e. the 
4th/10th century, because he gives details of the mine and 
the value of its gold. Others state that the cAshm mine 
was known in the 4th/10th and 5th/llth centuries. 
(21) 
Thus it is clear that the CAshm mine was an ancient one 
and goes back in history to this early period. A sure 
indication of this fact is the discovery of a great number 
of old, damaged millstones and others more modern, 
denoting their long period of use. 
However, it is believed that the settlement of 
°Ashm does not date from very ancient times. It may, 
however, have originated from before the Islamic era or 
shortly after it. It was at first a small settlement and 
(18) Al-Buldan, 316. 
(19) A1-Jawharatayn, 23a. 
(20) Al-Hamdani, al-Jawharatayn, 23a. 'The mutawwaq dinar 
weighed 2/3 mithgal and 2 habbah; cf. 
. 
Bikhazi , 
"Coins", 13. 
(21) Kahhälah, Jughrafiyat, 27. 
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then flourished in the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries. It 
grew in importance after the flow of im migrants from the 
Hijaz into the southern regions at the close of the 
2nd/8th and beginning of the 3rd/9th centuries. 
(22) 
This 
is corroborated by the discovery of Hijazi names on some 
inscriptions in the cAshm cemeteries. 
(23) 
There is no exact information on the methods of 
exploitation of this mine. Was it owned or operated by 
the state or by individuals? However, it seems that there 
were no strict rules covering the mines in Arabia. Con- 
sequently, the Prophet Muhammad granted the Qabaliyyah 
mine, between Medinah and YanbuC , as a fief 
(igtä C) to 
(24) 
b. al -]I rith al-Muzani. 
24) 
The B. Sulaym mine 
was held in trust by the inhabitants, as is inferred 
from a statement reported by Ibn cAbd al-Barr to the 
effect that Abu Husayn al-Sulami came to the Prophet bearing 
(25) 
from his mine. 
25) 
This state of affairs, at any 
rate, remained until 128/745 when Kath-1'r b. cAbd Alla-h 
was mentioned as administrator of this mine. 
(26) 
As for the CAshm mine, the sources available do not 
speak of its ownership., whether it was held by the state or 
granted as a concession to individuals. It is thought, 
however, that it may have been public property. This 
explains the immigration from the Hij; iz to these regions. 
(22) Moritz, "a1-Macadin, " 587. 
(23) Pis. 20,22,23,29, nos. 3,12,13,14,36 below. 
(24) Al-Bakri, Mucjam, 1047-51 ; Ibn Badrän, Tahdhib, 111,300. 
(25) Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Isticab, II, 635; 
-Cf. 
Ibn, Hajar 
al-Isäbah, VII, 44; al-Jäsir, "al-AlaCadin", 926-1. 
(26) Al-Tabari, Tarikh, VII, 348; Ibn- al-Athir, al-Kamil, 
IV, * 297. 
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The state, as they did from the other mines in the Hijaz, 
might have levied a tax of a tenth or fifth of the revenue 
obtained from the minerals (rikaz). 
(27) 
Furthermore, the 
local governors of cAshm must surely have had their share of 
the proceeds. 
Other occupations 
With regard to the other activities of the inhabitants 
which may be deduced from the relics found in cAshm and its 
natural resources, the same comments apply as those already 
made concerning the port of al-. Sirrayn. It seems that the 
two regions were similar except with regard to the activities 
peculiar to the sea coast. It is believed, on the other 
hand, the agricultural pursuits were on a wider scale than 
in al-Sirrayn owing to cAshmis geographical position among 
fertile wadis, as previously stated. The inscriptions 
found here, are also more extensive than in any place in 
Tihamah, including al-Sirrayn. We discover the names of 
certain professional scribes in 
cAshm whose influence, 
extended beyond the settlement. 
(28) 
In addition certain 
C Ashmis became famous for stone engraving, e. g. al-Haffär, 
and they may have passed on the profession from father to 
son. 
(29) 
Another trade professed by 
cAshmis was stone 
cutting from the adjacent mountains for the purpose of 
building or inscriptions. This work is known in the Islamic 
era, and the names of certain stonecutters are preserved in 
c- (27) Moritz2 "al-Ma adin., " 584, cf. al-Dariml, Sunan, 393; 
al-Nasa i, Sunan, I, 345. 
(28) Pls. 33,34, nos. 52,56 below. 
(29) Pl. 23, no. 15 below. 
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the biographies of B. Hudhayl poets. 
(30) 
Allied to this 
trade was stone dressing and making millstones which were 
C found in abundance in cAshm, Alas udah and north la-Hsabah, 
which had been dependencies of 
cAshm 
province, as stated 
earlier. This is corroborated by the discovery of an 
inscription bearing the name of al_Mucallim 
(31) 
(master), 
which appellation in the language of Tihamah and Hijaz 
denotes a person skilled in a profession such as building, 
stonecutting, brickmaking, even if the person concerned does 
not know how to read or write. 
(32) 
The population 
Having related the activities of the people of' 
CAHhm I. t 
must be asked who they were. In the sources available, only 
two references are found treating of the inhabitants of 
this settlement. Al-Hamdani states that "cAshm is of the 
territory of Kinnnah. " 
(33) 
The second reference is by 
Yäqüt who says; "Its inhabitants in my opinion are of 
al-Azd because it lies in the lowlands of their mountains 
near the dwellings of Kinanah. " 
(34) 
It should be noted 
here that cAshm is situated at the meeting place of the 
tribe of Kinanah of Tihamah and that of the mountain- 
dwellers of al-Azd, so the two tribes would be represented 
in the town. An inscription found in cAshm bearing the 
(30) Cf. al-Asfahani, al-Aghä, ni, V, 65. 
(31) P1.32 no. 49 below. 
(32) Cf. Ibn Faraj, al-Siläh, f. 14a; 
- 
`Abd al-Wahha-b, 
"Tawgi at, " 547-50,553; al-Basha, al-Algäb, 478. 
(33) if at , 
259. 
(34) Mtir am l IV; 1261 
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name of al-Kinani confirms the existence of Kinnah 
there. 
(35) 
As for al-Azd, in spite of not having dis- 
covered up to now inscriptions bearing AzdT names in cAshm, 
we believe that the tribesmen of al-Azd lived there for 
two reasons. Firstly, the tribe of Zahran forms the bulk 
of the inhabitants of the area nowadays, as it has been 
previously stated. 
(36) 
Zahran belongs to al-Azd and the 
present inhabitants may be the offspring of the former 
residents of cAshm province. 
(37) 
Secondly, some inscrip- 
tions of Southern la-Hsabah pertaining to the last years 
of the 6th/12th century bear the name of Zahrani. 
(38) 
In the genealogy of Zahra. nis, names have been found of 
persons who lived in cAshm in the 3rd/9th and 4th/lOth 
centuries. 
(39) 
It appears therefore that the inhabitants of cAshm 
were originally related to the tribes of al-Azd and 
Kinnnah. However., a flourishing mining and agricultural 
town such as cAshm which afforded many business and work 
opportunities would surely, like al-Sirrayn, have attracted 
immigrants from other tribes. Epigraphic sources furnish 
evidence of a population admixture in the sett. lemeni of 
cAshm. Certain families coming from the Hijaz may have 
lived in cAshm, as has been said previously, such as 
(35) P1.32 no. 50 below. 
(36) Cf. 190,192,199,233 above. 
(37) Ibn lIazm, Jamharat, 376,379; M. M. a1-Zahrani, Bi1ä, d Zahra-n, 
15-16. 
(38) Pls. 37,38 nos. 70,71,72 below. 
(39) Pls. 29,33, nos. 43,53 below. 
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al-Jumahi, a clan of Quraysh, 
(40) 
and al-Makki relating 
to Makkah. 
(41) 
Other Qurashis who emigrated to cAshm include 
descendants of cAbd al-Muttalib, 
(42) 
the grandfather of the 
Prophet Muhammad, and Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, who challenged 
the Umayyads in the Hijaz. 
(43) 
The inscriptions of cAshm 
reveal also the presence of persons of Yemeni descent. 
(44) 
Also the nisbah al-Jamali refers to a clan of Murad, found 
among the inscriptions of cAshm. 
(45) 
The governors of CAshm 
There is another point relevant to the rise of cAshm 
ignored by the Arabic sources at our disposal, viz, the 
governors of CAshm province during the Islamic period, despite 
the insistence of these sources that cAshm was a southern or 
Tihami province of the amirate of Makkah. 
(46) 
However, 
some epigraphic sources give us indications of the identity 
of some of these governors. The title amir occurs before 
the names of three persons on inscriptions found at cAshm, 
and they all relate to an ancient family called °Uwayd, a 
descendant of cUbayd Allah b. Muhammad. 
(47) 
It is thought 
that members of this family governed cAshm province from the 
end of 3rd/9th century at the latest. The office may have 
(40) P1.22, no-12; al-SamCani, al-Ansä; b, 299-300; al'-Fasi, 
al- Iqd, III , 291; IV, 1'01. 
(41) Pl. 20, no. 1 below and table no-8 above. 
(42) P1.23, no. 13 
, 
below 
(43) P1.23, no. 14; al-Fäsi, Shifa, II, 13; cr. below. 
(44) Pls. 34,63, nos. 58,65 below 
(45) P1.29, no. 36 below 
(46) Al-Yacgu-bi. al-Buldän, 316; al-Bakri, MuC, I, 
308-9; cf. 182-7 above. 
(47) Cf. Table no. 9. 
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been held by their forefathers before that century. In 
confirmation of this view one finds no such title attached 
to the names of other persons of this or other families. 
This title, at any rate, was confined to certain members 
of the c1Twayd Family, an indication that the amirate was 
attached to this clan and that. this title is not an original 
part of the name, but a designation of office. 
(48) 
The first such appellation we find on the inscriptions 
is that of the amir 's mother, Hammäd ah bint Say b b. c Abd 
Allah (d. 378/989). 
(49) 
It is believed that this 11ammadah 
may have been the mother of Amir 
C Abd Allah b. C UwaLyd. 
His grandfather, Muhammad b. 
cUbayd Allah, may have been the 
governor of the settlement at the end of the 3rd/9th 
century and beginning of the 4th/10th century. 
(50) 
This 
amir left two sons, 
c Abd Allah and c Uwayd al -Kabi-r . The 
first left a son, Ahmad b. c Abd Allah b. Muhammad 
- (d. 410/1019) 
(51) 
and Yacli b. 
cAbd Allah b. Muhammad 
(d. 395/1004-5). 
(52) 
The other left sons named, cAbd 
al-Rahman, 
cUbayd Allah and 
cAbd Allah, each of whom ] c: I' L 
(53) 
sons of their own. 
However, it is probable that the office of amir was 
kept in the family of 
cUwayd b. Muhammad, as the title 
(48) Cf . P1.39, no. 
76 (App. ) . 
(49) Pl. 34, no. 45 below. 
(50) Cf. table no. 9. 
(51) P1.33 no. 54 below. 
(52) Pl. 39, no. 77 (App. ). 
(53) Cf. pls. 21,32,36, nos. 43,47,63 below. 
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amir is mentioned before the name of cAbd All .hb. cUwayd 
b. Muhammad b. cUbayd Alläh. 
(54) 
He died in 377-987 and 
may have been succeeded by Yap1i b. CAbd Allah who 
qualified for the office also. 
(55) 
It seems that he 
remained in office a long time, as the construction of the 
cAshm mosque in 414/1023 was attributed to Kira as mentioned 
above. It is to be regretted that we did not find a 
tombstone dedicated to him and stating the year of his. 
death. Yacli left a son, Muhammad b. Yacli and a grandson 
(d. 439/1048), whose name is unclear on the inscriptions. 
(56) 
It is however, presumed that the 
been transmitted to his brother, 
and then to the latter's son cAb, 
Allah who died in 434/1043. 
(57) 
office 
CUwayd 
1 A11ä, h 
It is 
of amir may have 
b. cAbd Allah 
b. cUwayd b. cAbd 
likely that the 
amirate remained in his descendants until the downfall of 
the settlement and departure of certain members of the 
family to la-Hsabah. Among the descendants of `Abd 
Allah was Sultan Mahfuz b. 
cAbd Allah b. Badr b. Yahya 
b. al-Malik b. cAbd Allah b. 
CUwa. yd . al-cUwaydi. who died 
in 585/1189. 
(58) 
It should be noted that members of the 
C Uwayd family were the governors of 
ýAshm and their rule 
was hereditary in spite of the province being a dependency 
of Makkah. It means that 
CAshm might have been a kind of 
(54) P1.31, no. 43 below. 
(55) P1.34, no. 56 below. 
(56) P1.36, no. 66 below. 
(57) Pl. 36, no. 64 below. 
(58) Pl. 38, no. 73 below. 
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Table 9 
The Family of 
cUwayids 
(governors of Ashm) 
cUbayd Allah 
I- 
Muhammad 
cAbd Allah cUwayd 
Ahmad Ya°11 CUbayd Allahs 
(d. 395/1004-5) I 
Abd al-Rabman Muhammad 
cc 
Amir 
_ Uwayd Abd Allah 
(d. 434/1042-3) (d. 377/987) 
Maryam I 
(d. 410/1019) CUbayd Allah 
Fad; imah' Muhammad 
(d 
. 434-1042-3) 
(d 
. 
385/995) 
(cAbd) 
_a: 
I. - 
Rabman 
(d. (4) 45/ 
1053) 
'uwayd Amir Yac lip 
was alive 
in 414/1023) 
c Abd Allah- (d. 434/1043) Muhammad 
al -Malik 
i 
Yahya 
(...... ) 
(d. (4)37/'1045) 
Badr 
I cAbd Allah 
Sultan Mahfuz governor of la- 
Hsabah, 
(d. 585/1189) 
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feudal estate belonging to this family. The rule of this 
family was not confined to the settlement, but included 
the whole province, since they preserved this office after 
the downfall of cAshm as a provincial capital and after 
the rise of Southern la-Hsabah, which may have inherited 
cAshm's position, and the change of title from amir to sultan. 
The decline and fall of cAshm settlement 
As for the decline of CAshm, one finds no indic- 
ation in the available sources of the period when this 
took place, or the reasons for its downfall. However, 
it is noted that the last inscriptions discovered at 
cAshm relate to the year 449/1057. 
(59) 
Even with 
this evidence we can barely assert that this was the end 
of the town or that the inscriptions ceased entirely. The 
inscriptions may have continued for some time, but we 
are inclined to believe that this settlement did not 
remain in existence after the 5th/llth century. The 
disappearance of the factors that led to the rise of 
cAshm, enumerated above, may well have contributed to 
its decline. 
Of course the natural position of cAshm did not 
change, as the settlement site remained a meeting place 
between the coastal plain in the west and the mountain 
area to the east. But we think that other elements came 
into play in the local arena and led to the decline of 
the site. The principal factor was the fact that the 
deviation of the pilgrim route from the Yemen to Makkah 
(59) P1.37, no. 68 below. 
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C 
which shifted to the west of Ashm by about twenty kilometres, 
to what is known as the Sultani route (al-Jäddah al- 
Sultaniyyah). 
(60) 
The interior route thus lost its impor- 
tance. This deviation took place from the 4th/10th century 
and we find al-Hamdani describing it as the "old Sancti 
route. " 
(61ý 
This shift did not affect cAshm only, but we 
find other places affected by it, such as Dankan and 
Macgad, which suffered the same fate. 
New places arose on the border of al-Sargt disputing 
with cAshm the position which it had held for so long. Of 
these places we mention al-Khuluf and al-Khalif which 
remained flourishing during the time of the decline of 
cAshm. (62) Moreover, southern la-Hsabah which had been a 
dependency of °Ashm is another instance. It remained 
prosperous until the end of the 6th/12 century and probably 
a long time thereafter. It seems that it inherited the 
position of CAshm as provincial capital to such an extent 
that its ruler took the title of sultan. 
(63) 
Another reason for the decline of CAshm was the decline 
of its gold mine which had been an economic pillar of the 
town's important position. It should be noted that this gold 
mine is not mentioned after the 5th/11th century. 
(64) 
There is no doubt that its decline deprived 
CAshm 
of an 
important resource. In addition, the settlement may have 
suffered considerable epidemics or famines resulting from the 
(60) cUmarah, Tarikh, 42-3; al-Jaziri, Durar, 469-470. 
(61) S if at , 
341; cf . 183 above. 
(62) Cr. a1-rä. si, al. -cIgd, IV, 238,408. 
(63) Ct'. P1. s. 37,38, nos. 70,71 below. 
(64) Kahhä, l ah , 
Jughriif iyat , 
27. 
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aridity of its soil and the destruction of its cattle 
and, consequently, the suffocation of its life. 
(65) 
The historical sources do not mention any such famine, 
but it should be noted that the Islamic world in general 
suffered such calamities during this period. Egypt, 
for example, endured hardship, which was known as 
al-shiddah al-cuzma, towards'the middle of the 5th/llth 
century when foodstuffs became scarce, the value of gold 
declined, many people died and everyone, rich and poor, 
amir and pauper, were adversely affected to the extent 
that the Caliph al-Mustansir offered his household furniture 
for sale. 
(66) 
Makkah especially, and the Hijaz in general, 
were affected by the Egyptian disaster. The famine spread 
to the Holy Cities. The amir of Makkah, as well. as the 
amir of Medina, seized the lamps of the holy shrines to 
melt down and mint from them silver and gold coins. Also, 
pilgrims were not able to come to Makkah at that time. 
(67) 
It can be assumed that the southern. area of the 
amirate of Makkah, as well as cAshm, was also affected by 
these dire events. The famine may have been accompanied 
by epidemics killing many people and causing others to 
emigrate to the mountain wadis where plantations still 
thrived. It'is possible that'some remnants of the CUwayd 
governing family were among the emigrants, and tthal Lhoy went, 
to Southern la-Hsabah to find sustenance from the Wadi 
(65) A1-Fagih, Tarikh, 101. 
(66) A1-MagriZ: ý 19 hathat, 24, IttiCaz, 
_II, 
224ff.; Ibn 
Muyassarb_Akhbär, 17, H. I. Hasan, L Tarikh, IV, 180; 
al-Zäyla i" Alagät, " 90-1. 
(67) Al-Jaziri, Durar, 254-5. 
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water (ghayl) and neighbouring agricultural settlements. 
(68) 
In this place-an inscription has been discovered going 
back to the 6th/12th century bearing the name of a member 
of this family, as has been mentioned above. The inhabitants 
of this part of la-Hsabah are known today by the name of 
Al Dumaynah. This name was found inscribed on an 
CAshm 
tombstone, 
(69) 
and the present citizens of la-Hsabah may 
be of emigrant CAshmi descent. Thus evidence is given that 
a collective emigration was one of the reasons for cAshm's 
decline and fall. 
It can be deduced from the above that cAshm was a 
dependency of the Makkan amirate and seat of one of the 
southern Makkan provinces. It is also presumed that 
cAshm 
was known before the Islamic era and that it prospered 
after the advent of Islam. Its prosperity was brought 
about by several factors, particularly the discovery of 
gold ore in it and in some dependent settlements. Probably 
the most prosperous years of 
cAshm were during the 
3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries and the first half of the 
5th/ll th, when it expanded and developed into a thriving 
town with every aspect of civilised planning and conveniences. 
The high standard of refinement and education is confirmed by 
the great number of inscriptions which vie in quantity, 
beauty and excellence with other inscriptions found in Islamic 
capital cities. These inscriptions have filled many gaps in 
our study and complemented deficiencies in literary sources. 
Through them we have acquired a knowledge of certain aspects of 
the inhabitants' lives and professions and the family whose 
members ruled the 
cAshm province. 
(68) Al-Fagih, Tärikh, 103. 
(60) P1.22, no. 10 below. 
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Plate 8. 
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Plate 9. 
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Plate II. 
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Plate 15. 
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Plate 16. 
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PART IV 
The inscriptions of the southern area of the Amirate 
of Makkah (1st - 6th/7th - 12 centuries) 
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CHAPTER 12 
Introduction to the inscriptions 
The inscriptions 
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Introduction to the inscriptions 
Certain classical Arabic sources have recorded 
statements about the Arabic script and its origin, some 
of which are probably nearer to legend than actual history. 
Such is the tawqif theory which ascribes the script to 
God who gave the Arabic letters to Adam or the Prophet 
Hüd. Other sources have adopted the Himyarite theory, 
according to which Arabic writing was derived from the 
Himyarite script (musnad) which flourished in the Yemen. 
(2) 
Others incline to the Hira theory stating that three 
persons of the Bulän section of Tayy set down the Arabic 
alphabet on the Syriac model and taught it to the people 
of Anbar who, in turn, passed it on to the inhabitants of 
Hira. From there it found its way through Dumat al-Jandal, 
in the north of present-day Saudi Arabia, to Makkah and 
al-Tä 
cif a short time before the advent of Islam. 
(3) 
Al]. 
these theories have been criticised and discussed by a 
number of modern scholars, who have tended to r. e I'u Lc: and 
4 
disprove them. 
) 
(1) Ibn Faris, al-$ahibi, 7-8; al-JahshiyärIZ al-Wuzara, 
al-Qalgashandl., Subh, 111,10-12; cf. cAfifi, Nashlat, 74,77. 
(2) Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddimah, 349. For more details of 
these theories, cf. Abbot , 
Rise, 1-5; al-Juburi M., 
al-Khatt, 7-10, Jum Cah, Qissat, 7-10; `c'if if i, Nash' at , 
14 
, 49 . 
(3) Al-Baladhuri, Futüh, 456-7; Ibn al-Nadim, al-Fihrist, 
6-7; Abbot , 
Rise, 7. 
(4) Cf. Jum Cah, DTKK, 17-18; Qissat, 8-14, al-Muna, j, j j. d , DTKA, 12-13, Abbot , 
Rise, 7, al-Jubüri., l1. ß1 , 1 -2fß; Tatawwur., 7-14. 
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The prevalent theory advocated by most'students of 
epigraphy, in the modern era is that the Arabs borrowed 
their method of writing from their cousins the Nabataeans 
who established their Kingdom before Islam, in southern 
Syria and northern Hijaz. 
(5 
This view is corroborated 
by the apparent resemblance of excavated Nabataean 
inscriptions with certain characteristics of the Arabic 
script. 
(6) 
Some scholars go further in stating that the 
Arabic script is the latest form of the Nabataean. 
'? ) 
In fact one is unable, in this brief introduction, 
to accept or reject these theories, as this is not the 
main interest of this study. It seems that the previous 
argument that the Arabic script originated from the 
Nabataean, is dependent mainly upon the fourth century A. D. 
Nemara inscription, which is considered by some scholars 
to be the first step in Arabic writing. One cannot say 
with certainty whether the Nemara inscription is Nabataean 
or another type of script. Beeston states that the 
(5) Abadah, Intishar, 8-9; Abbot , Rise, 4-5,8-9,14,16, 
It is understandable from some references that the 
Arabic script, borrowed.. in form mainly from the 
Nabataean characters, was influenced later, in its dia- 
critical and vowel signs, by the Syriac; Cf. Abbot , Rise, 
2; Beeston, Cambridge, 11-13, al-Juburi, Asl, 148,50. 
(6) Jum`ah, DTKK, 17 and see the Nemarä inscription, 52. 
(7) Al-Munajjid, DTKA, 13. The following are some of the 
characteristics of the Nabataean script: 
a) attaching the letters of the word one to another 
except for certain independent letters which are not 
bound to the following letters, e. g. dä. 1, dhäl, ra 
29y and waw; b) using certain letter forms at the 
beginning of words different from) their forms at the 
end of words, e. g. the letters ha and ; 77a c) letters 
e lacking diacritical dots; d) the feminine form of ta 
is not written as a ti marbut ah similar to the final 
ý bsin current Arabic orthography, but with normal tä 
. 
maf ti ah, such as amat = amah, habbat = habbali. This 
was also the case in some early Arabic s_cripts. 
Cf. . al-Muna 
jj id , 
DT^- KA 
, 
19. 
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"Nemara inscription is in a northern type of script closely 
similar to Nabataean. Nabia Abbot also Says: "The 
first Arabic inscription we have is the Namarah inscription 
of Imru' al-Kais, dated 328, referring to "King of all the 
Arabs" and written in a script which represents an advanced 
stage of evolution from the Nabataean. "(9) Thus it is 
believed that there was a so-called script of the northern 
type, originating from the late Nabataean, which, it is 
suggested, developed from the latter. It has been stated 
that Makkah was using this type of script in the time of 
the Prophet, 
(10) 
which may well have been recorded by 
historians as the Hi j azi script. 
(11) 
Apparently, with the advent of Islam, the Arabic 
script was known in the towns of the Hijaz. We begin to 
hear of the Makkah and Medina scripts. It appears however 
that their broad characteristics are similar and they are 
merely two local names for a single script. Ibn al-Nadim 
(d. 385/1092) describes them, saying: "The Makk-1 and Mad-in-1 
scripts have their alifs curved towards the right hand and 
upper fingers. There is a slight reclining position in Lim ir 
form, as in the following example 
(12) 
When neighbouring countries were conquered, the 
Hijazis took their script with them to the subjugated towns 
(8) Cambridge, 10. 
(9) Rise, 4. 
(10) Beeston, Cambridge, 11. 
(11) Al-Fier, "Tatwwur", 93-104; JumCah, DTKK, 19; 
al- Jubüri, MM; -a 1-Khall., 20-21. 
(12) Al-Fiter ist ,8 
kci . Dodge, Fihrst, I, 10; Kratchkovskaya, 
'lrpi ; xaphyf , 
1710, Fig. 580. 
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where they established themselves. The Arab conquerors 
built the settlements of Basra and Kuf a. 
(13) 
In due course 
there appeared the local Arabic scripts, called after the 
names of Basra and Kufa, which may have been further devel- 
opments of the Arabic Hijazi script. 
(14) 
The Basra script 
did not live long, but Kuf is flourished and spread. 
(15) 
Thus it can be noted that the Kuf Ic script is perhaps a 
development of the Hijazi. However, the Kuf ans paid great 
attention to devising a new form of Hi j azi script. They 
trimmed and stretched its forms so that it became different 
from the cursive (. Lin) Hijazi. The new Kufic script was 
stiff and angular, easily recognisable. . 
Before long it 
spread all over the Islamic world. 
( 16) 
This style of script. is the one in which we are inter- 
ested in this study. It has been studied by several European 
scholars and a few Arabs. 
(17) 
Some Europeans have considered 
(13) Ibn Khaldün, al-Muqaddimah, 350. 
(14) Al-Fier, "Tatawwur"-, 33. 
(15) Ibn Khaldün, al-Muqaddimah, 350; al-Jubi rl, al-Kha44,44. 
(16) `Abbädah, Int ishär, ll-13; Jumcah, DTKK, 20; al-Juburi M., 
al-Khatt, 44. 
(17) Europeans have taken great pains to publish Kufic inscrip- 
tions, study, authenticate and collect them. They have 
issued catalogues and written many papers and books on 
the subject. Arab endeavours came late and are less 
extensive. However, the Arab scholars have presented 
many useful ' works to students and lovers of the Arabic, 
script. For further information about these efforts, 
cf. Ibrahim Jumcah, DTKK, 29-41; al-Fier, "Tataw%vur" , 8-26; al-Jubbüri, Tai awwur, 7-14 and Asl, CAI34-8. 
It should also be stated that certain studies state 
that the first to draw attention to the importance of 
funerary inscriptions was cAbd al-Ghani al-Nabulsi 
(d. 1143-1731). 'However, this is not true. Al-Näbulsi 
was preceded by Tagi 1-Din al-Fäsi (d. 832/1428-9), who 
realized the importance of such inscriptions and drew from 
them information on Viert ain people whom he mentions in his 
biographies. Cf. al- Iqd al-Thamin I-VIII 
, Passim; Cf. also Shif a al-Gharäm, Il, 206-8. 
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it as ornamental. Some, have divided it into various cat- 
egories, from the simple Kuf is to foliated, f ioriated and 
architectural. 
(18) 
The Arabs studied this script with other forms of 
Arabic writings and the objects they fulfil. They called 
it the "monumental script" which is used generally on 
inscriptions on tombstones, commemorative plaques and 
similar tablets. 
(19) 
They took a rather cautious stand 
towards the ornamental side of the Kufic script which 
interested their European colleagues. Some Arab scholars 
have rejected this totally and submitted the Kuf is script 
to a proportional system (al-nusbah al-f ädilah) measuring 
the length of the letter al-if relative to its width and to 
its width and to other letters. They established for this 
script a proportion of 1: 7 in the relation of straight 
letters to the initial alif. 
20) 
r 
(18) Flury, "Ornamental", 1743; G: ^ohmann, 'Th(; C)r. igin, 183, Aril', 
Arabic, 23-5. 
(19) Jum cah, DTKK, 28; al-Fi Cr, "TatavrNur" 60-4. 
(20) Jum Cah, DTKK, 46ff; al-FiCr, Tatawwur, " 41. Al-Qalgashandl 
quotes the following from the letters of Ikhwan al-Saf a 
"He who desires to produce good calligraphy and to 
write well proportioned script should adopt a principle 
f or^ forming his letters, making it a law which he 
should follow without fail .... As an example in 
Arabic calligraphy, you should write an alif 
in any style (galam) and make its width in proportion 
to its length, i. e. one-eighth, the length being 
eight times the width. Then place the compass in 
the middle of alif to draw a circle round it. This 
is the way to arrive at the size of letters in 
correct proportion. You will not need any measurement 
other than alif and the circle around it.,, 
C. i, ubh, III, 41-3. 
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It is suggested that the ornamental side of the Kuf is 
script, whether those ornaments are attached to the letters' tips 
or drawn between the lines, is in fact a true embellish- 
ment adding beauty and grace to the inscription, provided 
they are not exaggerated or overdrawn in such a way as to 
overshadow the script and make it difficult to read. 
(21) 
This view is corroborated by aesthetic differences observed 
by students between inscriptions of the 3rd-4th/9th-10th 
centuries and the preceding centuries. 
(22) 
However, it is irrational to subject this form of 
script to the proportional method applied to the naskh or 
li. n scripts, which method might be applicable once and 
irrelevant at other times. In fact, Kufic inscriptions 
are beautiful works of art made by a combination of reason, 
hand and eye so that their letters and ornaments appear 
symmetrical and harmonious. This explains the elegance 
produced by the relative length of upright letters in con- 
trast to the short, inelegant letters. 
The inscriptions 
In our study of the southern area of the amirate of 
Makkah, we should subject our inscriptions to scrutiny 
employing the two sets of criteria, European and Arab, 
mentioned above. With regard to the first theory which 
consider: ) the Kuf is script as ornamental, it is relevant 
to divide; these inscriptions into three categories, viz. 
simple Ktuf ic, foliated and floriated Kuf ie. Simple Kuf is 
is devoid of foliage, embellishment or interlacing. The 
two other categories, foliated and floriated Kuf is are, 
(21) Cf Beeston, The Cambridge, 15. 
(22) Jumeah, DTKK, 127-9,143-6,155-7,219... and passim. 
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to an extent, confused and it is difficult to separate them. 
They are defined by Grohmann as follows. "Before I go into 
details, it is necessary to make a clear differentiation 
between (a) foliated Kuf is and (b) floriated Kuf ic, for 
both have been frequently confused, even by experienced 
scholars. 
"Foliated Kufic is characterized by the decoration 
of the apices of the letters, consisting of half-palmettes 
and 2- or 3-lobed leaves, .... floriated Kuf is shows the 
same decoration, but in addition floral motiýs, tendrils, 
and scrolls growing from the terminations or even from 
the medial forms of the letters. " 
(23) 
Using the above 
definition, the inscriptions of our area of study can be 
classified as: simple Kufic, represented by nos 1,2,3,4,5,6, 
7,8,9, 
(? )10, (? ) 
12,20,30,31,36,40,41,42,43,44,45,49,50,70,72 
and 73; 
24) 
Foliated Kufic may apply to inscriptions nos. 11, 
13,14,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,34,35,37,38,39,46,55,57 and 65; 
the remainder, nos. 15,16,17,18,19,21,32,33,47,48,51,52,53,54, 
5P, 58,59,60,61,62,63,64,66,67,68,69 and 71 are floriated. 
Thus it can be noticed that these inscriptions of Lhe 
southern area of the amirate of Makkah contain quite a number 
of foliated and floriated Kuf ic. This is in contrast to what 
Grohmann says: "It is surprising that, even in epitaphs, real 
foliated and floriated Kuf ic, which is so frequently used in 
Egyptian epitaphs, never occurs in the inscriptions of 
Philby-RycKmans-Lippens expedition, which covered such a 
vast area. Also interlinear decorative symbols within the 
(23) Gr', hmann, \% the Origin, 183: cf. Fi. ury, "Ornamental. " 174: 3-41' 
(24) No; -;. 9 and 10 are undistinguished, it is suggested to tic; 
a transitory stage between foliated ar: c: l floriated Ku t' i. c. 
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text, as e. g. heart-shaped leaves, rosettes, wedges etc. are 
never to be found. " 
(25) 
In fact, the Hijaz in general and 
Makkah in particular brought to perfection this style of 
Kuf is as early as 243/857, as stated by Grohmann himself, 
who reports that the Hijaz was among the three Islamic 
countries from which foliated and floriated Kufic 
originated. 
(26) 
As for the other point of view, classifying the 
Arabic scripts according to their specific aims, it might 
be said that in this region so far, or at least during the 
first five centuries of the hijrah, there was only the formal, 
stiff script called monumental Kufic. This kind of script 
appears only on stones. It has not been found on coins, 
wooden boards or pottery. This monumental Kufic falls 
into two categories: 
a) foundation inscriptions for corner stones of mosques 
or door lintels; These are scarce and insignificant. 
(27) 
b) funerary inscriptions; they are plentiful and form the 
bulk of this study. 
The technique of inscribing is either by incision or 
in relief. The first was the earlier and easier method; 
its letters are thin and elegant, following a single basis 
or rule with regard to the writing. It is represented 
by inscriptions nos. 1- 31,40,41,46,49,52 - 55 and 
57 - 61. As for the second case, the letters are mostly 
thick and flat and they are sometimes inconsistent. Some 
(25) Expedition, 24. 
(26) "Th origin", 208-212. 
(27) C. C. pl. 13, no. XXIV above, p1.34, no. 15G below and p1.44 , no. 79 (App. ) 
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of these inscriptions are nos. 32 - 39,42 - 45,47,48,51,56 
and 62 - 73. The latter is not so easy to execute and might 
have required a preceding design by the scribe and great 
attention in carrying out the work. Some of the inscriptions 
under study, carved by this method, are beautiful works of 
art. 
(28) The instrument used in both cases is believed 
to be the chisel. 
(29) 
The stones on which the inscriptions are incised 
are, in general, blocks of hard stone of various shade of 
grey, green and brown, apparently not squared off and of 
varied shape. Some resemble wedges of which the narrowest 
part has been buried while the wider part carries the 
inscription. The material turns out to belong to groups 
of volcanic or sedimentary rock, limestone, sandstone, 
granite and basalt. 
With regard to the polaeo aphic characteristics, 
the Kufic script is used for the most part, at least at al- 
Sirrayn and cAshm, in periods which do not go beyond the end 
of the 5th/ 12th century; the naskhi' begins at la-isabah 
in the next century. Apart from tombstones nos. 70,71 and 
72, the inscriptions under study have no diacritical points 
or vowel signs, nor do they give any indication of hamzah, 
whether initial Y medial or final. Furthermore, the medial 
alif s in the role of matrix lectionis (auf al-Madd) are 
omitted in many of our collection, as will be noticed below. 
The texts inscribed on tombstones follow the following 
pattern for the most part : 
(28) Ju, n Cah, DTKK, 85. 
(29) Grobmann, Expedition, 20. 
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1. The basmalah; this appears on all inscriptions except 
no. I; 
2. One or more passages of the Koran mentioning God's 
name and usually containing moral precepts and mention 
of Paradise and its ever lasting bliss; 
3. a prayer inspired by the Koran or Hadith; 
4. the deceased person's name, a prayer for his soul, 
some pious, elegiac lines and a supplication for his joining 
the Prophet in Paradise; 
5. a prayer for the Prophet which usually ends the 
inscription (on some inscriptions this is found at tho 
beginning, as in nos. 3,14,20 and 21) 
6. in some inscriptions after the. Prophet's prayer there 
is mention of the family of the Prophet without citing 
names. On one inscription, no. 8, the Prophet's name appears, 
coupled with that of his son, Ibrähim 
7. some of the inscriptions, e. g. nos. 4 and 70, do not 
bear the name of the deceased. This might have been 
specifically at his request prior to his death in a spirit 
of humility, or according to the local saying, "Blessed 
is a grave whose occupant is unknown. " 
8. the date of death and the scribe's name usually appear 
at the end. The scribe's name on inscription no. 15 appears 
outside the border at the top on the right side. 
(30) 
The 
date of death is found outside the border in no. 31. 
9. the date of death becomes almost an essential element 
(30) Cf. al-Bashä, "Shawahid", p1.38, fig. 18 . 
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from the 3rd/9th century onwards, particularly in CAshm. 
The date of birth never appears, nor is any reference made 
to the age of the dead person. Indeed no such practice 
appears in other places on funerary inscription in Kuf ic, 
as far as I am aware. 
10. from the texts it is impossible to derive personal 
biographical information. Only from nisbahs, professional 
names (asma al-hiräf) and from honorific titles is it 
possible-to gain any personal 'information about the deceased, 
as has already been discussed above. 
Quite a number of these inscriptions are dated, the 
oldest one bearing the date 234/848-9 and the latest 
585/1190. Other inscriptions bear no date, but it is 
possible to determine this by different means, e. g. : 
1. The presence of two tombstones bearing the name of 
the same deceased one of which is dated and the other without 
date. The date of the second one may be easily inferred 
from the first. 
2. Family ties between deceased persons such as father, 
son and grandson. This may assist us at least to determine 
an approximate period of time on * the assumption that a 
generation represents about 35 years. 
3. Internal inferences from inscriptions such as the 
scribe's name, which help to determine the date. 
4. Comparison of the palaeography of the inscriptions in 
this region with dated ones in other places. 
(31) 
However 
(31) most of the inscriptions under study are unique, 
particularly the inscriptions of Ashm, and are difficult 
to compare with other inscriptions elsewhere. 
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caution is recommended in such cases because of a differ- 
ence in style which can be found in different places and 
with different scribes. Grohmann has an interesting view 
on this subject, he says: "Since this angular script shows 
a more or less nondescript type, it is very difficult or 
sometimes even impossible to suggest any certain date. On 
the other hand, dating according to seemingly typical forms 
of letters - which look old but in fact occur throughout 
nearly the whole period in which this old monumental angular 
style was used, e. g. open Ain or triangular Mim or 
HE - might be considered purely haphazard. Well known examples, 
as e. g. the dating of the inscription of Selemiya in 150 
instead of 558 A. H., show the danger of any such attempt. 
However, an obvious relationship between the style of writing, 
together with certain isolated forms on the one hand, and 
the style of writing and forms in certain dated parallels 
on the other, occasionally allow these texts to be dated. , 
(32) 
However, we cannot make the assertion that a development of 
this nature has taken one century in any given region or 
even half a century. Therefore we shall endeavour as much 
as possible to relate undated inscriptions to other dated 
ones by century only, perhaps to a half a century and not 
to a precise date. 
In such cases we shall take the dated Tihämah 
inscriptions in the first place as a basis for determining 
the age of undated tombstones. Then we shall compare 
jii jazi ý inscriptions because of their proximity to this area 
and their mutual influence one on the other, in addition 
to the fact that this region has always been a part of 
3(32) 
dition, XXI 
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southern Hijaz whose capital is Makkah. Then the comparison 
extends to other countries while taking into consideration 
their proximity to Hijaz and Tihämah and the extent of 
relations existing between them. 
Of course, such a comparison will be with similar 
funerary inscriptions or other relevant epigraphic examples 
when we believe there is a resemblance in the quality of the 
stone and the effort and difficulty of making lapidary 
inscriptions. We shall not resort to writings on papyrus 
nor to manuscript, numismatic and pottery scripts unless we 
fail to find funerary examples of the relevant period. 
With regard to the arrangement of the inscriptions 
we follow the logical scheme accepted by previous scholars - 
who arranged their studies in chronological order. 
(33) 
From this point of view we may classify the area's inscrip- 
tions into five main categories, with some intervening 
subsections, as follows: 
1. Early inscriptions, undated, being mostly simple in 
style. This category is represented by inscriptions nos. 1,2, 
3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and 10. The last two bear characteristics 
which prompt us to classify them in a transitory stage 
heralding a later period. 
2.3rd/9th century inscriptions. They represent the 
highest degree of excellence in the Kuf is script of the 
region. They form three groups, the first relating to the 
first half of the century. Some examples are inscriptions 
nos. 11, l2,13 and 14. The second group is called the school or 
Ahmad al-Haffar. It relates to the second. half of the 
(33) E. g. cf. al-Munaj j id, DTKA, 1l ; miles, "Tombstones", 215 . 
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3rd/9th century and is represented by inscriptions nos. 15, 
16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24 and 25. The third group also 
relates to the 2nd half of the 3rd/9th century. It is 
called the school of Ahmad b. al-Husayn and represented by 
inscriptions nos. 26,27,28,29 and 30. 
3.4th/10th century inscriptions, consisting mostly of 
Kuf is in relief. They form two groups, the first being of 
the school of al-Sirrayn, in Kuf is script in relief, 
nos. 32,33,34,35,37,38,39,48, and the second of inferior 
quality, called the school of 
eAshm. Some of the 
inscriptions of this group are . 
42,43,44,45 and 47. In addition 
inscriptions nos. 31,36,40,41,46 and 50, are incised. 
4.5th/llth century inscriptions, consisting of two 
groups belonging to the school of Yacli b. Müs. i. Thu first 
group is represented by nos. 52,53,54,55,57,58,59,60, and 
62, including also nos. 51 and 62 belonging to the school of 
al-Sirrayn. The second group is in Kuf ic, in relief, and 
represented by inscriptions nos. 56,63,64,65,66,67 and 69. 
5.6th/12th century inscriptions. They all belong to 
southern la-iisabah and comprise one Kufic inscription, 
no. 69, and four representing a kind of cursive Min) script 
nearer to naskhi than Kuf ic. These four inscriptions 
are nos. 70,71,72 and 73. All tombstones of this century 
show epigraphy in relief. 
A detailed discussion of the above categories and 
their subsections will follow. 
PAGE 
NUMBERING 
AS ORIGINAL 
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No. 1 
Provenance: N. la-Hasabah. No date, probably lst-2nd/7-Sth cent. 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, possibly broken lower 
left side. 8 lines. Incised, simple Kufic. Average height 
and width of inscribed area 65 x 34 cm. approx. (Plate 20, no. I). 
N. B. no basmalah 
(l) 
Text 
Iý 
-1 
r-----'-' _f 
ýiý ;, `l 
Translation 
1. This is the tomb of 
2. Abi uäm 
3. cUbayd b. 
4, Muslim b. Abi 
5. Jubayr al-Makki 
6. May his Lord have mercy upon him and 
7. bring him into the gardens of 
8. - Bliss 
(2) 
(1) In this it is not unique, cf. certain early inscriptions 
from Hijaz published by al-Munajjid, DTKA pl. 16,55,57; cf. 
Rostem Rock, 24-7; Grohmann; Expedition 1-2 pl. XXIII Zi; 
Miles, a1 Ta'if", 237-41, pl. XVII, XVIII, Hamidullah, 
"Some Arabic" 427-8, Pls. 8,9 and 10. 
(2) After Koran, cf. Surat al-Mä, 3 idah, 65. 
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Comment ar y 
This inscription (Q. 2) bears the name Abu Nucam. This 
name Nu'am is not found in the sources at our disposal, 
although the name Nucman is well attested in Arabic 
literature 
(3) 
even at the present time. Nucam may be 
an abbreviated form of Nucman. With regard to al-Makki, 
the nisbah of the decreased, this refers clearly to Makkah, 
the famous Holy city. 
(4) 
On palaeographic grounds this inscription may be 
described as the oldest found so far in this collection, 
with the exception of 'that found on Abu- Farwah' s tomb dis- 
covered in one of the Northern la-Igasabah cemeteries, whose 
tomb type differs from the others in this province. 
(5) 
Inscription no. 1 lacks a systematic arrangement of words and 
letters. It is also to be noted that the al if s curve to 
the left, a phenomenon which does not appear in the numerous 
inscriptions which have come to my knowledge. It is also 
to be remarked that the medial mim (k. 6) resembles a non- 
Kuf is sad. Such a mim occurs on some early inscriptions. 
(6 
Nabataean signs might be traced in letter m and the final 
"returning" ya (P,. 5). There are also extensions on the 
base of independent alif s pointing to the right with 
(3) Ibn Makül-a, al-Ikmal, VII, 357-8; al-Fasi, al-cIgd, VII 
341-3. 
(4) ' Cf . 251 above and table no. 8. 
5Cf. 207 above and p1.12, no. XXI I above. 
(6) Cf . Hamidullah, 
"Some Arabic" 
, 
434 ff. 
_pls. 
8 and 10; 
al-Munaj j id, TDKA, 108, fig 61; al-Juburi, Asl, 
pl. 22, f ig. A. 
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barb or hook. This barbed form of the alifs might be connected 
with the late Nabataean form of alif, 
(7) 
but has become 
common in later Kufic inscriptions, assuming an ornamental 
character. 
(8) 
All the same, this inscription represents 
a more developed stage than the first funerary inscription 
known to us, that of `Abd al-Rahman al-ilajari dated 
31/652. 
(9) 
Various old inscriptions have been seen, 
similar to this one from a palaeographical point of view 
10) 
Thus it is suggested that this is a lst-2nd/7th-8th 
century tombstone. 
No-2 
Provenance: Mas c dah. No date, presumably lst-2nd/7-8th cent. 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, possibly broken 
upper right side. Fractured at the bottom. 8 lines. 
Incised, simple Kufic. Average height and width of inscribed 
area 60 x 26 cm. approx. (Plate 20, no. 2). 
(7) Cf. Grohmann, "the Origin", 188; Arif, Arabic, 35; 
al-Ficr, "Tatawwur, " 208. 
(8) Cf. Jumcah, DTKK, 147; Cf . pl. 33, no. 51. 
(9) Cf. Hawari, "the Most", 322 ff, pl. III; Catalogue, I, P1,1; 
no. 1508/652. 
(lp) Hawari, "the Most", 322 ff, pl. III; Combe, Repertoire, I, 
6; Wiet, Album, pl. 1, inv. no. 1508/20; a1 -Basha, 
"Shawahid", 84, pl. 1 
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Text 
e1 11 
_' 
13.. _5 "ý-U t: rý tý--. ate _0 
-Y 
It, 
a -, A 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, 
2. the Compassionate, the 
3. Merciful. This is 
4. the tomb of cAbd al-Ra- 
5. hman b. Khalid 
6. b. c Abd al -c Az iz 
7. May the Mercy of 
8. God be upon him 
Commentary 
This tombstone resembles palaeographically the former. 
There is an apparent similarity in the form of the letters 
of the hä, 
ß 
, rä, and nun and also the height of the loop 
of the medial mim over the line base and the form of the 
initial ha (k. 3). The difference appears in the straight 
alifs, but these preserve the extension to the right at Lheir 
base. A possible sign of Nabataean influence on this inscrip- 
tion is the omission of the alif in the role of lengthening the 
vowel in the word Khalid M5). Also the tä, in the word 
rahmatu (k. 7) is written as a tä (maftühah) rather than the 
correct tä. 
ß 
marbutah. 
C11) 
c (11) Cf. 277 above; al-Fi r)"Tatawwur", 208; al-Juburi, 53,60. 
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No. 3 
Provenance: Mascüdah No date, probably lst-2nd/7-8th cent. 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 12 lines. Incised, 
simple Kufic. No measurement of this tombstone has been 
taken (Plate 20, no. 3). 
Text 
"". 
-46d- "". -1 
17 
.)Ij 
dJ 
-c 
Translation 
1. [0 God bless] 
2. Muhammad the 
3. Prophet, Your slave, 
4. Your Prophet and 
5. Your messenger, and may [you] have 
6. Mercy upon Your slave 
7. Muhammad b. cAbd 
g, al-Rahmau b. 
g. Khälid 
10. By Your Mercy 
11. You Art indeed oft-forgiving, 
(12) Amen. 1.2, most merciful. 
(12) After Koran, cC. Surat al-Baqarah, 218 and passim. 
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Commentary 
This tombstone had been transported to the residential 
area and used as a house doorstop in such a way that the 
building obliterated about two lines, one of wbich, presumably, 
bears the basmalah and the second the two first words of the 
tasliyah (the Prophet's prayer) of which only the letter 
mim appears. 
The occupant of this tomb is named Muhammad 1). cAbd 
al-Rahman b. Khal. id .It seems that he was ihr; son ()I' 
`AbA 
Rahman mentioned on tombstone no. 2, above. The Kufic char- 
acters may be considered a development of the former two, 
at least from the point of view of the letters and line 
arrangement. There is palaeographically, however, no 
apparent change. The letters räß (Q. 41 8, , 11. and 12), 
final ntin(2.7,8) and hä) (k2,6,7) 8,10 and 12) in this 
inscription are similar to those in nos. 1 and 2 above. 
The medial mim is well aligned in some words (9,. 6,7,12) 
and raised over the line in others 2,8; 10,1.2). 
(1-3) 
both forms of mim can be noticed in early Umayyad 
inscriptions. 
(13) 
The lengthening vowel alif is also 
omitted in the word Khä. lid (Q. 9) in the same manner as in 
inscription no. 2 above. 
No. 4 
Provenance: al-Sahwah. No date, probably lst-2nd/7-8th cent. 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 5 lines. Incised, 
simple Kufic. Average height and width of inscribed area 
'16 x 32 cm. approx. (Plate 20, no. 4) . 
N. B. No name of the deceased appears 
(13) Al-JU. buri, Asl, P1.22, Figs. A-D. 
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Text 
tj, 
I 
. g-: ý° wJII asi 
-f 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the 
2. Merciful. God and his angels 
3. bless Muhammad the Prophet, 
4.0 those who believe, 
5. invoke (God's) blessing upon him and grant him peace. 
(14) 
Commentary 
This inscription is unclear in places. However it 
was possible to read it after sprinkling it with white 
powder. The Kufic characters show the same palaeographic 
characteristics as the former ones, i. e. nos. 1,2,3 
and 4, with regard to the form of the hä (2.1,2), ri 
medial mim (2,. 3,4,5) and the final hä, 
' (Q.. 2,1) 
, as (Q,. 1)ß 
well as the "returning" yä in the word al -Nabz (S'.. 3) . 
Some of the shaft letters curve to the right making it. 
closer to the Hijazi script rather than the Kufic. 
(15) 
The words mala'ikah (k. 2) and yä, 'ayyuh (Z. 4) are similar 
to Koranic orthography even today. 
(16) 
We have certain 
early inscriptions bearing similar palaeographic char- 
acteristics, such as the two inscriptions found on 
Mu' awiyah' s dam near al-Tä' if , bearing the date 58/677-8. 
(1? ý 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
After Koran, cf. Surat al-Ahzab, 56. 
Al-Fier, "Tatawwur", 198. 
Surat al-Ahzab, 57. 
Cf. Miles, "al-Tä if" 
p 236-242, pl. 18 a, b; al. -Muna, j, j id, TDKA, 101-3 .C igs . 55-7 ; Hamidul lah, "Some Arabic" , 42W 1. p1.10. 
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This leads us to think that this inscription dates from the 
lst-2nd/7-8th century. 
No. 5 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn, N. cemet. No date, presumably 
lst-2nd/7-8th cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
broken left centre. 13 lines. Incised, simple Kufic. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 34 x 16 cm. approx. 
(Plate 21, no. 5) . 
Text 
C . A>' -I 4_i_i I lo,,., + -1 
A LO I LA I , 3ýa -Y 
°_JI ý! I vI a ý: r: " -f 
,,,, 
I° sP.. y a1J I1 -0 
114 
aA: 1"e výy of -'l 
4. &. I. 6-U I k., 10 -Y 
t tom..! I ýt, y I,,, l., y -A 
a1U Ivtyl... b jY "ä. ,I -q 
A9 d_U ß, 1t -1 1 
CI as ] tr", 
[I 
. i5] Voa., lty cz La _1 Y 
A-_. U 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. This is what has been testified by 
3. Timm Yüsuf bint Ruzayq 
4. b. Samh. She testifies there is no God 
5. but Allah, the One, no partner 
6. does lie have, and that Muhammad is His servant and 
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7. His messenger. May God bless him 
8. and give him peace; and that the hour 
9. will indeed come, there is no doubt about it, and that God 
10. will resurrect those who are in their graves 
(18) 
11. In this belief she lived, and in it 
12. She died, and in it she will be raised if wills 
13. God 
Commentary 
This inscription contains a number of confusing 
points. It is unique in its palaeographic Characteristics 
and resembles only slightly the Tihamah inscriptions 
studied here. Its formulae remind us of those in North 
Africa and Egypt 
(19) 
and no equivalent ones have been 
found in Tihamah or in the Hijaz in this early period, 
except on two epitaphs of al-Bijadiyyah and in the vicinity of 
al -Ta' if , as far as 
I know. 
(20) 
The only link between it 
and the early Tihämah inscriptions is the form of the 
initial and final ha) in nos. 2 and 4, the final dal in 
no. 3, the final alif maqsurah (Z. 7,11) in no. 3 and the nun 
in all the four above inscriptions. But we have three 
tombstones of Egypt dated 71/691,174/790 and 179/795, 
where there is an apparent palaeographic similarity with 
this inscription, as well as an analogy of form and 
substance of the text. 
(21) 
We would venture to ascribe 
(18) After Koran, cf. Surat al-Uaj j, 7. 
(19) Cf . Miles, 
"Tombstones" 215 ff, nos. 1-12: a1-Zaidan , 
"Pernl. e" , 
(20) Al-BEsha, "Shawahidft84 pl. 23; Grohmann, -ExpeditioRls .I -XX. 
22-23, Z16 pl. IV, 2. 
(21) Jumcah, DTKK 134,147, pl. 13,. 14; Hawary, Catalogue, 
I, Pls. I, nos. 4521 and 7155; cf. Combo. Repertoire, I, 42-3. 
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this inscription to the 1st/7th century in comparison with 
the Egyptian epitaph of the year 71/691, 
(22) 
but the 
excellent calligraphy casts doubt on this assumption in 
spite of the clear date it bears. 
(23) 
We would therefore 
prefer to be cautious and to take into consideration that 
this inscription is similar to three Egyptian ones, except 
the medial cayn which has an open arch absent in the 
early Tihämah inscriptions. It should be assumed therefore 
that this inscription relates to a period extending from 
the late 1st/7th to the end of the 2nd/8th centuries. 
Dictation peculiarities should be noted in this 
inscription, i. e. adding an alif to the form word ibnat 
(. 3), and omitting alif al-tanwin at the end of the word 
Muhammad (j. 6) and the al if of the word in ' (Q . 12). 
N6.6 
Provenance: N. la-Hasabah No date, probably 2nd/8th cent. 
Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape, eroded right side. 
7 lines. Incised, simple Kuf ic. Average height and width 
of inscribed area 28 x 40 cm. approx. (Plate 21, no. 6). 
Text 
2 
a-. "ir. 
01 
... je j 
oJJ I ý. ýc 
I as 
-Y 
(22) Cf. Hawary, ' "the Second", 289-93, p1.1. 
(23) Jumcah, DTKK, 134 
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Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. This is the tomb of cUbaydah bint 
3. cnbd Allah, and the tombs of her children 
4. around her, Shabbah [and] 
5. Muhammad and Muhammad and Umm A 
6. ... and Fit 
imah and F ,t imah and 
7. Fatimah bani Muhammad b. Muslim 
Commentary 
This tombstone belongs to a mother and her sons and 
daughters. It is believed that they died during their 
mother's lifetime. We also note the recurrence of the 
names Muhammad and F. tImah. This may be interpreted in 
two ways: (a) either they died one after the other and 
whenever a new son or daughter was born he or she was given 
the deceased's name; or (b) certain Mosle. ms give the name 
of Muhammad to all males and Fatimah to all females and then 
add a second name for the purpose of identification. The 
Kuf is is well aligned, denoting progress in writing, although 
it preserves the faults of the earlier inscriptions above, 
e. g. the omission of the alif in the role of lengthening 
vowels (matrix lectionis) three times in the word Fätimah 
(. 6,7). It is further noted, for the first time, that the 
letter sin and similar letters have their dents in the form 
of small triangles. This form of sin occurs in Makkah as 
early as 144/761. 
(24) 
This contradicts G. Oman's statement 
that this form of the sin appears in a period covering about 
20 years, precisely from 465-485/1072-1092. 
(25) 
Ile may 
(24) Al-Fier, "Risalat", 81,85. Text no. l. 
(25) Dahlak, _II, 
6. The occupants may belong to the family of a -Ma ki, cf. Table no. 8 and pl . 20, no. I. 
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refer specifically to the epitaphs of the island of Dahiak. 
Other similarities appear between this inscription and 
those of the Baycah mosque, e. g. medial tä' (2.6,7), 
initial wä. w (Q. 3,5,6), final connected ha (Z. 4.6.7) and 
initial cayn (. Q. 2,3). 
(26) 
We think therefore that this 
inscription relates to the second century. 
N 
No.? 
Provenance: Dankän No date, presumably 2nd/8th century. 
Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 11 lines. Incised, 
simple Kuf is . Average 
height and width of inscribed area 35 x 24 cr; 
approx. (Plate 21, no. 7). 
Text 
ý4 J1[ 135 
1 
J_I C : ý" 
t 
t> -o 
ßi9 0 ý,. ý lO p -1 
Y 
'r --L j° -ß Ji -1 1 
Translation 
1. in the name of God, the Compassionate, 
2. the Merciful. 0 God, 
3. light of the heavens 
4. and earth, shed light on `Ali 
(26) Cf. al-FiCr, "Risälat", text I-II, 80-8. 
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5. b. Ahmad b. Khalid, the 
6. late, in his tomb and 
7. bring him into the gardens of 
8. Bliss. 
(27) 
By Your mercy 
9. Amen. May God bless 
10. Muhammad the Prophet and 
11. his Family and give them peace. 
Commentary 
It is believed that this inscription combines the 
pecularities of Nos. l-4 above, and the inscriptions which 
follow in this group. The innovation occurs in, the form 
of simple adornment in the apices of the shaft letters, 
even including the dents of the sin, bä. 
', 
ya and nun (passim). 
These simple adornments also occur in the terminations of 
the final letters such as the dal, rä. ', mim and wäw 
(passim). These adornments form a forked-shape or small 
triangles which appear in Egypt in the 2nd/18th century. 
(28) 
In addition the words Allah twice (2.1,9) and Allähumma 
(p,. 2) have an intermediate element between the two lams , 
in the form of an are rising above the base line. This 
idiosyncracy occurs on a tombstone in Egypt dated as 
early as 190/806. 
(29) 
The alif, in the role of 
lengthening the vowel, in the word Khälid (k. 5) is omitted 
as in Nos. 2 and 3 above. 
(27) After Koran, cf. Surat al-Nur, 35 and Surat al-Ma. ' idah, 65 . 
(28) Hawary, Catalogue, I, P1-II, no. 1506/142; 
JumCah, DTKK, 150, p1.15. 
(29) Hawary, Catalogue, P1-V, no. 1506/747. 
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ff 
. 0. _8 
Provenance: N. la-Hasabah No date, probably 2nd/Sth cent. 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 6 lines. Incised, 
simple Kufic. Average height and width of inscribed area 
30 x 34 cm. approx. (Plate 21, no. 8). 
Text 
" ý. _.: _. ý., ý ý,. ý, rý i 6Ju i -t 
, -+ 
[ h5 ] &: ,1 e3 -g- LP -, 
1 31a _Y 
a-ul 
C 
IM 
11 
Jo: o AIy_.,, o 
1 
ý. ýta 1ria: ý, I "y 
1 o.;; rJ I o_IJ I ß, 4o -ý 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. This is the tomb of rays b. Bahr 
3. May God have Mercy upon him, and forgive him his sin[s] 
4. and shed light on him in his grave and provide him with 
5. [the appropriate] plea and join him with his Prophet, 
Muhammad 
6. May God bless him or his son Ibrahim 
Commentary 
This inscription may be considered as palaeographically 
the most developed in this group. The number of words in 
each line is in proportion to the space between lines. The 
script is only partially clear because of the weathering 
of the stone. The scribe has flattened the heads, dents 
and tails of most of the letters. The form of the final 
hä' and the letter ra occurs in Sin`; 
' 
as earl; as 
(30) A further remarkable feature is the combination 136/753-4. 
(30) Lewcock; "Architectural", 2148 ; pi . 18.57 
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of the trefoil ornament with final yäß (Z. 4.6). This kind of 
ornament occurs in Makkah in the middle of the 2nd/8th 
century as in the inscription of Mas j id al-Bay Cah 
(31) 
and 
its use spread thereafter through Tihämah and the Hijaz, 
especially in the 3rd/9th century. 
(32) 
However this 
tombstone still preserves some characteristics of the 
1st-2nd centuries, such as the triangular h, ) (5 . 1,2)3 
and 5), the loop of the medial mim (2,3,5), rising over the 
base line and the general shape of the initial c ayn 
(Q 
. 
3,6) and the shortness of its higher Jaw. This form of 
cayn is attested in certain inscriptions of the Umayyad 
period. 
(33) There is also to be noted the addition of 
alif in the word ibn (Z. 2). Therefore, it can be concluded 
that this inscription belongs to the 2nd/8th century. The 
mention of the Prophet's son, Ibrahim, here is quite 
remarkable. It is, as far as I am aware, unique. 
No. 9 
Provenance: cAshm (N. cem. f .). No 
date, probably 2nd-3rd/ 
8-9th cent. Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, broken 
lower left side. 8 lines. Incised, beautiful Kuf ic. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 34 x 30 cm. approx. 
(Plate 22, no. 9). 
(31) Al-Ficr, "Risalat" 80-81, Text I and II. 
(32) Cf. Grohmann, "the Origin", 209, fig 27; Expedition, 
77, Z 112; cf. no. 52 below. 
(33) A. 1-Muna j 1j 
id 
, 
DT' KA , 108, P1.61. 
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Text 
I &J U 
f7 JqL I Lo -1 
w es 9 Lib . 
J L4 - Y 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the 
2. Compassionate, the Merciful. 0 God 
3. light of the heavens and earth, 
(34) 
4. Shed light on Umm Muhammad 
5. bint `Abd al-Rahman in 
6. her tomb and let her meet 
7. her Prophet. And it has been written by 
8. Muhammad b. al-Tufayl 
Commentary 
This inscription may be considered as a transition 
between the former early inscriptions and those of the 
subsequent centuries. It has combined the form of tri- 
angular crochets of hä. (Q. 6,7) , noted above, and the 
vertical limb (k. 2) widespread in the 3rd/9th century, below. 
In addition, we note the use of a spike or forked-Form to 
adorn the heads and the terminations of the letters as in 
(34) After Koran, cf. Surat al-Nur , 35. 
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no. 7 above. The forms of the letters dal (p,. 4., 5,8) 
, 
ka-f 
(9,. 7), and däd (Q. 4) are nearly identical with those in 
nos 3,4, and 8 above. 
Innovations in this inscription are the termin- 
ations of certain final or isolated letters ending in 
arrow heads, e. g. mim (. 1,2), tä. (. 3,5), .7 
and dal (. 4,5). The heads of the hä' (Z. 2) and rä, ) (Z. 3,4) 
are close to the horizontal base. The words Allah (9,. 1) 
and Allähumma (Z. 2) have an intermediate element between 
the two läms, that in (Q. l) a double one, in (Q. 2) a 
single one with a dot in the middle (cf. no. 7) . The two 
läm-alifs (. 3,4) begin with a triangle dotted in the middle 
and then end on the right and left with symmetrical 
"shepherd's crooks" facing each other. 'I'h i. s ('corm ()I' the 
letter lam-alit is found in Egypt; on tombstones dal, ing" from 
(35) 
The most striking the beginning of the 3rd 9th century. 
stylistic feature here is the final yäß (2 . 5) with a long 
retreating tail, which is carried back underneath four 
words and is curved at two points to dip under letters 
which project beneath the base line. This is probably a 
Makkan form in the tombstones and it has not been discovered 
in any inscription of this period except in the Hi, j azi 
epitaphs such as those of B. Sulaym 
(36) 
and on a Makkan 
stele dated 243/857-8. 
(37) 
It has also been found in 
a number of tombstones included in this study in Tihamah 
dating from the 3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries. 
(38) 
This 
(35) Hawary, Catalogue, I. p1. XI, No. 2721/56. 
(36) Al-Bash., "Shawä h id ., 
" 87-8 
, pl . 
25 
. 
(37) Al-FiC r, "Tatawwur", 280-4; Wiet, Catalogue, 11, pl. X, No. 982( 
(38) Cf. nos-10,28 and 52 below. 
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area is naturally an Hijazi province, dependent on the 
Makkan amirate, both now and in former times. 
(39) 
However, 
the most outstanding innovation in the inscription under 
review is the name of the scribe at the end of the text. 
This custom spread in 
cAshm from the 3rd/9th century 
onwards and is originally an Hijazi usage followed from 
the ist/7th century. 
(40) 
It has, for instance, not been 
depicted on an Egyptian tombstone, despite their profusion, 
which fact led a famous Egyptian writer to express sorrow 
at not having found a tombstone in Egypt inscribed with 
the name of the scribe except the Mubärak al-Makki 
inscriptions which were brought from Makkah or were 
inscribed by him in Egypt in a Makkan style. 
(41) 
Anyhow, this inscription is similar, from the point 
of view of palaeography, to Egyptian inscriptions dating 
from the final years of the second century. 
(42) 
Moreover 
the second tombstone of this particular woman depicts an 
early form of the final qaf which can also be dated to the 
end of the 3rd/9th century. 
(43) 
Thus we have reason to 
believe that it represents a stage extending from the end 
of the 2nd/8th to the beginning of the 3rd/9th centuries. 
No. 10 
Provenance : CAshm transported to al-cAgi1i. No date, 
presumably, 2nd-3rd/8th-9th cent. Limestone. Tombstone of 
(39) Cf. 141,251 above and also the 
introduction. 
(40). Cf. nos. 15,26,28,52,56,70 and 71 below; Grohman, 
Expedition, 57-8, Z68,69. pl. XII, 6; Miles, "al-T . 
'if"; 
210-"11; Rostem, Rock, 27. 
(41) Jum`ah, TDKK, 169-71. 
(42) Cf. Hawary, Catalogue, I, pl. V, no. 1506/747 and pl. VI, 
no. 1508/9. 
(43) Cf. pl. 39, no. 74; al-Fi r, "Talawwur", 248; Lewcock 
"Architectural", 348, p1.18,57. ' 
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irregular shape, split at the bottom, 10 lines. Incised, 
simple and somewhat clumsy Kuf ic. Average height and 
width of inscribed area 39 x 35 cm approx. (Plate 22, 
no. 10). 
Text 
1A 
-u 
.. t IS J -o 
. .. 
[ 
135 
we l' (L .. 
e Y 
Translat ion 
1. In the name of God the 
2. Compassionate, the Merciful 
3.0 God, light of the heavens 
4. and the earth, 
(44) 
5. shed light on Kaltham 
6. bint Dumaynah in 
7. her tomb and provide her with 
S. [the appropriate] plea and join her 
9. with her Prophet 
10. Muhammad. [May God] bless [him] 
(44) After Koran, Cf. Surat al-Nur, 35. 
n 
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Commentary 
The name of Kaltham' s father is Dumayna. h. This name 
is not uncommon in this province, as it is current in the 
large Zahran tribal group called Dumaynah living not far 
from cAshm to the east and south-east, especially in 
la-Hsabah. There is every reason to believe that the members 
of this tribe are descendants of certain 
CAshmis as 
mentioned above. 
This inscription also may be considered to date from 
the transitory period between this group and the following 
one. The Kuf is is conspicuous for the form of the ha) 
-1 the ra (k. 3,4) and the j Ed in nos. 8 and 10 
above and the medial hä. crochet (Q. 31 7)8 and 9). The 
final ya (Q. 10) runs back in a long tail beneath the 
word Muhammad. This form of the y9 already occurs in no. 9 
above and nos. 28 and 52 below. The are between the two 
läms in the word Allah (k. 1) and other words forms a trefoil 
ornament. The scribe has often gone to some length to use 
arcs in other words (9.. 2,5,7,8 and 9); such an ornament is 
r 
somewhat similar to an undated tombstone in a]. -T,, 1' il'. 
45 ) 
It is also found in Egypt on the stelae dating from the 
2nd-3rd/8-9th centuries. 
(46) 
This allows us a dating of 
this tombstone in the 2nd-3rd/8th-9th centuries. 
(45) Grobmann, Expedition, 5-7 P1.11, z4. 
(46) Niet, Catalögue, IX, p1-I, no. 8638, p1-III, no. 8857; 
also cf. Hawary, Catalogue, I, pl. V, no. 1506/747 and 
pl. VI, no. 1193. 
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CHAPTER 14 
3rd/9th century inscriptions 
lst half of the 3rd/9th century 
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Provenance, Ashm(S. cem. A ). Dated 239 / 853-4 . 
Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 8 lines. Elaborate 
incised ornamental Kufic. Average height and width of 
inscribed area 40 x 30 cm. approx. (Plate 22, no. 11). 
Text 
P . rte 
IP r 
il 5 L4.. ,t __ 
ý. ý_, ý. l -0 
[i s] 
"'- 
.: 
" Loj 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the 
2. Compassionate, The Merciful 
3.0 God forgive Umm Muhammad 
4. her sin[s], and provide her with . 
[the appropriate] plea, and 
5. let her meet her Prophet and 
6. bring her into his intercession. 
7. Written in the year of 
8.239 [853-4] year [sic] 
Commentary 
This tombstone is considered the second oldest dated 
inscription discovered in Tihä. mah, the . 
first bearing the 
date 234/848-9 found at al-Khalif. It is regretted that this 
(1) After Koran, cf. Surat al -Zumar , 44. 
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latter is not sufficiently clear in the photograph in our 
possession to include in this study. It resembles somewhat 
the Umm Muhammad inscription under study. 
(2) 
It will be noted that this inscription is free from 
the flexibility depicted in most former inscriptions. It 
is a model of stiff memorial Kufic, thus heralding a new 
stage called by a modern writer the "period of great 
excellence" (casr al-tajwid al-aczam). 
(3) 
Its outstanding 
features are the decoration of the shaft letters and sides 
with small triangles; the lowering of the base of the 
initial and medial bä. 
' (Z. 5) under the base line so as to 
represent two parallel cup-like shapes. There are also the 
diminishing of the initial lam in the word aliligha) (Q,. 4,5) 
and its curving to the left so as to appear as an ornament 
of the letter hä, 
ß The most remarkable feature is to be 
noted in the decoration of the space between the two läms 
in the word Allah (R. 1) with four segments and an arc-shaped 
elongation in the letters dhäl (9.4) and dä1 (Q,. 5). Another 
feature to be noted is the. lowering of the bottom cf: f 
connected alifs (Q. 4 '--6 and 8) below the base of the line. 
This occurs in an Egyptian Stele as early as 196/812. 
(4) 
The most striking peculiarity is a symbol of three leaves 
of the 15m-alif so as to bring to mind the shape of a 
butterfly. The only blemish in this beautiful inscription 
is the absence of the letter qaf in the word alhighäý (Z. 5). 
(2) Cf. P1.39, no. 75 below. 
(3) Jum cah , 
DTKK, 161. 
(4) Ilaawa. ry, Caa. t,, 0 oguo , 
P1. VI II, no. 2721. /I. 38; al. so c (' . Ar: i. I', Arabic, no. 2. 
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No. 12 
C 
Provenance: Ashm (S. cem. A). No date, probably 1st half of 
the 3rd/9th cent. Sandstone. Tombstone of rectangular 
shape. 7 lines. Incised, fine Kuf ic. Average height and 
width of inscribed area 29 x 25 cm. approx. (Plate 22, no. 12). 
Text 
i a-u i 
f°'1'. 9 alt oI Jlv, t0 
Translation 
--O 
-`l 
-Y 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate the Merciful 
2.0 God, light of the heavens and earth, 
(5) 
3. Shed light on cAliyyah bint Ahmad 
4. b. Muhammad b. cAmr al-Jumahi, 
5. in her tomb and provide her with [the appropriate] plea 
6. and let her meet her Prophet Mu1ammad 
7. May God bless him and grant. him peace 
Commentary 
The nisbah of the deceased refers to Banü Jumah, a 
clan of the well-known Quraysh, originating from Makkah. 
(6) 
The : Cuf-i. c is beautiful and bears the characteristics of 
no. 11 above. It can 
be assumed that it is by the same hand. 
In this inscription one finds the same ornamental motifs 
as in the former, e. g. the decoration of the shaft letter 
(5 After Koran, Surat al-Nur, 35. 
(6) A1-Sam'. ni, al-Ansäb, III, 299-301. 
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apices, as well as the terminations of the others in the 
form of small triangles and the lowering of the bottom of some 
medial letters below the base of the lines as in 
(9.,. l, 2,3,5,6,7). In addition to these can be seen other 
ornamental elements twice between the two lams of Allah 
(Q. 1,7) and one in the "returning" ) (Z. 5) which resembles 
a trefoil motif. These elements occur in Hijazi inscriptions 
dating from the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries and also 
in al-Q. ayrawän in 235/849. 
(7) 
For the first time in the Tihämah inscriptions under 
study the medial open cayn (Q. 3) should be noted. This 
form of open pan is considered by scholars as Nabataean 
in origin. 
(8) 
It appears early in the Hijaz and some 
Islamic countries, 
(9) 
but in this region it is only 
introduced in the 3rd/9th century. 
(10) 
No. 13 
Provenance: cAshm(S. cem. A). No date, presumably the 1st 
half of the 3rd/9th century. Limestone. Tombstone of 
irregular shape. 10 lines. Incised, elaborate Ku f ic. 
Average height and width 28 x 23 cm. approx. (Plate 23, 
no. 13). 
(7) Cf. al-Ficr, "Tatawwur", 239; al-Bashi, "Shawahid, " 
92, p1.26. Roy, inscriptions 11, p1.6, no. 52. 
(8) Al -F i- 
c r, "Tat aunvur" , 
208. 
(9) JumCah, DTKK, 131-7, p1.6,7,12 and 13, Rostem, Rock, 24. 
(10) Cf. p1.23 nos. 23,15,16; pl. 24, no. 17 and 18; Hamidullah, 
"Some Arabic", p1.10,438f. 
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Text 
j. e 
L9 eýU 
um`J w-o j-k = &. i e, -0 
I--_+. o L1a 
J. 9-ß sic ý, ýs -Y 
ate; o t_äJry oý: d . oJ A-uf 
AaN A. Alo-i 1 -9 -q 
6-U 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the 
2. Compassionate, the Merciful. This is the tomb of 
3. Sa id b. Muhammad b. Sac id 
4. b. Ruzayq b. Muhammad b. al-Hari 
5. th b. Nawfal b. Ruzayq b., al-Hä 
6. rith b. Hashim b. 
CAbd Mana 
7. f b. cAbd al-Muttalib. May light be 
8 shed by God on him in his tomb and 
provide him with [the appropriate] plea 
9. and let him meet his Prophet Muhammad, 
may the blessing of 
10. God be upon him and grant him peace. 
Commentary 
It seems from the name of the occupant of the tomb 
c 
that he was a descendant of Abd al-Muttalib. However, we 
know no descendant of his called cAbd Manäf with the exception 
of Abü Talib, also called 
ýAbd Manaf, who begot only Talib 
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CAl i, cAgil and Ja Cf ar . 
(11) 
However, an examination of 
the names in the deceased's genealogy shows that they are 
current in Quraysh. 
(12) 
This man may have been a des- 
cendant of those Qurayshites who migrated to the province 
of cAshm. Zurayq may also be read as Ruzayq, both of them 
well known Arab names. 
(13) 
The Kuf is falls also in the category of nos. 11 and 
12 above. They are alike in their lettering and obvious 
ornaments. However, the greatest link between this and 
no. 11 appears in the form of the lam preceding the medial 
hii (p,. 4,5) and the adjacent laý and the j im (P,. 8) which are 
all similar to their corresponding letters in no. 11 above. 
Worthy of note in this inscription is the form of the final 
(t. 5); it represents the early form of of which has been 
prevalent since the lst/7th century appearing however 
rarely until it disappeared at about the beginning of the 
3rd/9th century. 
(14) 
No. 14 
Provenance: CAshm (N. cem. G) No date, probably 1st half of 
the 3rd/9th century. Sandstone, Tombstone of irregular shape, 
broken left and right sides, obliterating part of the actual 
inscription. This and exposure to the elements have affected 
the upper part. 9 lines, the first five lines are not clear. 
Incised, simple Kufic, adorned in places. Average height and 
width of inscribed area 30 x 16 cm. approx"(Plate 23, no. 14). 
(11) Muscab, Nasab, 17,39; Caske. l , Gamhurat , I, 
tab: l c: 5. 
(12) C('. Muti c ab, Nasab, passim; c. C. Ibn Sacd, al-'1'ýit agal,, 
V, 233. 
(13) Ibn Habib, Mukhtalif, 356; Ibn al-Maghribi., 
al-Inas, 154. 
(14) Grohmann Expedition, 25-7, Z18, p1.111,4; cf. al-Fi` r ' "Tatwwur" , 248. 
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Text 
... -1 
cri I -r 
a1J I . L. s W[I . 15 ß: t9 Y 
Translation 
1. .... 
2. ... The 
Compassionate, the Merciful 
3.0 God bless 
4. Muhammad [the] 
5. Prophet, and exalt 
6. Hakimah bint Har 
7. ün b. CAbd Allah 
8. b. al-Zubayr, among the inheritors of 
(15) the Garden of Bliss. 
15) 
Commentary 
The occupant is named Haki. mah bint Hä, rür. b. cAbd 
Allah b. al-Zubayr. However, we have no evidence that she 
was the grand-daughter of cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr. She may 
have been a distant descendant, as his sons left many 
children. 
(16) 
(15) Surat al-Shu caräý , 85. 
(16) Mus' ab, N säb, 237-43. 
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The characteristics of this tombstone are its coarse 
inelegant letters, depriving the writing of any beauty. Apart 
from the returning yä, (Q. 3) and the half pal: nette ornament 
in the second lam in the word Allah (L. 7) which is noted for 
the first time in this collection, this inscription has 
certain features 
apices of initia 
and the circular 
shape of the rä, 
in common with no. 11 a 
1 and medial ba', tä', 
loop of the mim (Q. 9), 
(9,. 6.8), the final nun 
bove, as e. g. the 
ntzn, y, (s. 6,7,8), 
in addition to the 
(9.7,8) and the tä, 
' 
murbutah (Q. 5,8, 9). Other features comprise a split-arrow 
shape at the end of the final mim, (Q. 9) and the horizontal head 
of the Jim (Q. 9). Such an ornament can be seen in no. 11 
above in the word bi-sm. It also occurs in undated epitaphs 
in al-Suwarqiyyah, on the Iraqi pilgrim route to Makkah, 
and in Egypt at the beginning of the 3rd/9th century. 
(17) 
A dictation fault should be noted in the omission of* the a 1. if, ýý 
lengthening the vowel in the word IT rün (Z. 6). 
(17) AI-Rashid, Darb, 244,247, Fig. 1, m; Hawary, Catalogue, 
I, P1.21, no. 3969/2. 
I 
1 ý1ý', 
ý 
r/ý 1 
.ý 
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2nd half of the 3rd/9th century 
inscriptions 
a) The school of Ahmad al-Haf f är . 
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No. 15 
Provenance: cAshm (S. cem. A) dated, 262/875-6 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, possibly broken 
left and upper left sides. 3& 11 lines. Incised, very 
beautiful Kufic with elaborate floral motifs. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 43 x 26 cm. approx. 
(Plate 23, no. 15). 
Text 
ý`J'ýý 
-i 
_-ýý-ý-. r 
tY 
'I 
-r 
14 J1 
-Y 
of IY&T 4Jj 1 J4.. ß -Y' 
-9 
T-9 a s-0 
. 9m 
YI -f 
1... &!. L: o eI ai 191 -o 
o 
YI &J IY -`l 
a-U , ý-ý 131a -Y 
w -, Il 
a-u 
" 1o LJIy 
C I35 
Translation 
1. [ It is] inscribed by 
2. Ahmad. 
3. al-Haffar 
1. In the name of 
2. God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
3. God bears witness that there is no God 
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4. but He, and verily angels and men 
5. endowed with knowledge carrying out justice 
6. There is no God but He, the Mighty, the Wise 
(18) 
7. This is the tomb of °Abd A11ä, h 
8. b. Dä'tzd b. Sacid 
9. May God have mercy upon him, he passed 
away in the year 
10.262 [ 865-6 1 
11. Finis 
Commentary 
The Kufic script and decoration are considered to be 
a fine model to be followed. The scribe, A mad al-IIa. ('far, 
has introduced a new ornamental. design different from all. 
those prevalent in cAshm and superior to most contemporary 
7 
designs in other places. Outstanding up to this time was 
Mubarak al-Makki's inscription dated 243/857-8.. 
(19) 
However, this was unique in its time among funerary inscrip- 
tions, so that Flury takes it as a model of comparison in 
his study of the Nayin mosque, concluding that this palaeo- 
graphic style relates to the 3rd/9th century. 
(20) 
A look 
at the Makki inscriptions is enough to show the great di.? - 
parity between them and those of al-Ila. ffar which are 
far superior to the former. This may be attributed to the 
time lapse, as al-Haffär's inscriptions came about 1-2 
decades after those of al-Makki. 
(18) Sürat Ä1 cImran, 18. 
(19) JumCah, DTKK, 167-71, p1.19 Wiet, Catalogue, ii, 
P1. X, No. 9$22. 
(20) "Le Decor, " 230-4, PLXXXIV; cf. Grohman, "the origin", 
208-9, fig. 27. Jum ah, DTKK, 169; al-Fl r, "Tatawwur", 
C 
281-82; 'Viet, Catalogue, II7 XII, no. 1271. 
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As for the palaeographic characteristics, they are 
the scribe's use of three-lobed leaf ornaments in all the 
letters of the inscription, giving a palmette form in 
the apexes of adjacent letters and half palmettes in 
single shafts. This type of ornament is also apparent at 
the beginning and ends of most other letters. The form of 
hV (k. 6) resembles a bird's wings. The sharply pointed 
triangular sin can be seen in the word bi-Sm (Q. 1) where 
in k. 3,5,8,9., 10,11, it forms dents of a comb. The arch of 
the medial `ayn is open, made in the form of a goblet. The 
loop of the mim, initial, medial and final, (Q .l, 3,4,8,10 ) 
forms a circle with the base line running through its centre 
as diameter. The final nün' s 
and ends in a three-lobed leaf . 
tail (Q. 10,11) curves upward 
The 1ä. m-alifs take various 
forms : in Q. 4(twice) , the first 
is interlaced and the 
second criss-cross, as well as in k. 6 where the first has 
a vertical line. All end in floriated apexes. This form of 
interlaced lam-alif is unique in this region though there 
are many different styles of interlaced lam-alif which appear 
later in many countries of the Islamic world. 
(21. ) 
The scribe is also careful to embellish the space 
between lines with ornamental tendrils. The basmalah, for 
instance, is inscribed under two symmetrical sprigs from 
which a lamp is hanging. From the heads of certain letters 
single or twin branches protrude as in k. 4,5,7,8. The 
spaces between lines were filled with four-lobed rosettes. 
The dents of the letter sin in the word sanat (Q,. 9) are 
(21) Cf. Flury, Islamische, 21, Abb. 4, Pls. XIV, XV, XVIII; 
"Bandeaux" , Pl . XXXVI I; "la Mosque e" 44, fig. I; 
Roy, Inscriptions, p1.4, no. 13C; Aril', Arabic, 105; 
Niebuhr, Voyage, 11, pl. XIII . 
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shaded with three harmonious ornamental units looking much 
like rockets, to use a modern conception. 
The text is enclosed within an ornamental border at 
the top and at the sides. It represents 
capped at the top by a cusped ogee arch, 
on each side of the central ogee. The f: 
two borders enclosing a continuous band. 
mihrab is unique and, no similar form is 
this time as far as I am aware. This is 
the shape of milirab 
with three cusps 
rame is made up of 
This type of 
known before 
the first time 
this has been encountered in such a mature manner and 
it indicates well the artist's skill. He may have been 
influenced by the Hi j az i decorations which appeared before 
that time. 
(22) 
Also the scribe signed his name in the 
upper right corner of the stone outside the border under 
two floral sprigs. The Koranic formula is the first to 
appear in the inscriptions of this region and becomes 
common on certain tombstones below. 
No. 16 
C 
Provenance: Ashur (S. cem. A) No date: (Cf. no. 15) 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, broken lower 
left side. 9 lines. Incised, elaborate Kufic. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 34 x 27 cm. approx. 
(Plate 23, no. 16). 
(22) Cl. Grohman, Expedition, p1. IV, ZI. 6; " , Lhc Origin", 209. 
1''ig. 27; W'. i. et, Catalogue, II, no. 9820; Al burn 4, nß, . 3903. 
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Text 
" e. A. sýJ a-U 
I ui+. a? ý 13 I P. pý. U 
,y 
that I jdw , S.;, _J 
ýr... r" tai I Q.. U 
Jy1.3 e uI . fie jU 
A, I 
, 
rºt s&aw w 
A 30, 
" P. yýy a . IA o-u 
-Y 
-1 
-Y 
-, A 
-q 
Translation 
1. In the name of 
2. God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
3.0 God, if you gather together 
4. creation to offer plentiful gifts and 
5., annul the-mistakes of those who commit them, 
6. annul cAbd Allah b. Dä, 'üd 
7. b. Sacid's mistakes and 
S. allow him to join his Prophet Muhammad 
9. May God bless him and grant him peace 
Commentary 
This inscription, in the name of cAbd Alläh b. Sacid, 
5 
the same person. as the occupier of no. 1,6, has also a third grave 
stone, though this is not studied here. It is believed that 
this inscription was inscribed by the same hand. However, it 
seems that he did not take great care to embellish the 
Kuf is and borders. The second is discussed here in order to 
observe another specimen of his work and to make a comparison 
with other inscriptions of-the period. Among its palaeographic 
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peculiarities is the existence of small triangles forming 
the heads of most shaft letters, the dents of the sin (Q. 6) , 
the apexes of final hä (, Z. 2,6,7,8), the initial and medial 
bä.; as well as its sisters as in £. l, 5,6,7,8 and 9. There 
is a close resemblance between the letters dad and j' (Q.. 4). 
The second lam in the word Allah (Q. 2) comer-) below the base 
line. A further remarkable form is the same work in Q. 6 with 
the medial lam inclined in a curve to the left; towards the 
final ha). This occurs in the vicinity of al-Tä 
)if 
and 
Dahlak in the 3rd/9th century. 
(23) 
Certain floral motifs 
can be noted in this stele: a rosette appears on the summit 
of the are between the two läms of the word Allah (. 2), 
a similar arc occurs in the Iii j az as early as 250/864. 
(24) 
The shaft of the letters thä (2.5) and ba (2.. t) mitt:; in 
two sprigs; the letter ta? Z. 5) ends in a tendril. The 
text is surrounded on three sides by a simple border, 
its upper coming to a point like a mi räb. 
No . 17 
Provenance: CAshm 
the 3rd/9th cent. 
broken lower left 
beautiful Kuf is . 
area 42 x 22 cm. 
(S. cem. A) No date, probably 2nd half of 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
side. 12 lines. Incised, elaborate 
Average height and width of inscribed 
approx. (Plate 24, no. 17). 
(23) Grohmann, Expedition, P1.11,2 Z4; Oman, Dahlak, II, 
40,53. 
(24) Cf. Grohmann, "the Origin", 209; Jumcah, DTI{K, 
175, f ig. 22. 
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Text 
JJ 1 P. --1 
A. U 4-u 
. . L% T I, 9.15 a_I os, -, P'. 9 " %J --0 
i:. I, gA.... J 1 uz Pß, II _. 1 
. 
ýI 16ej vojy19 -Y 
yaýo.. l 1 feb 
nýe. JI9 of crb -1 " 
0.6j arc a_U I cri -11 
" 1sjýsy, `: I -1Y 
Translation 
1. In the name of God 
2. the Compassionate, the Merciful 
3. say, He is One God, God 
4. the Eternal. He has not begotten, neither-was Ile 
5, begotten, and He has no one like unto Him 
(25) 
6.0 God, light of the heavens 
7. and earth, Lord of the mighty throne 
(26) 
8. Shed light on Muhammad b. 
9. cUbayd b. -cAbd al-Rahman 
10. in his tomb and let him meet his Prophet Muhammad 
11. May God bless him and give him peace. 
12, you are indeed Compassionate, Merciful. 
00 - (25) Surat al-Ikhlas, 1-4.. 
(26) After Koran, cf. Surat al-Nur, 35 and Surat al-Nami, 26. 
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Commentary 
This inscription belongs to al-Haff ar's calligraphic 
school and may have been written by the same hand. One 
notes the presence of extremely decorative calligraphic 
elements represented by three-lobed leaves at the apexes 
and terminations of most of the letters, as in no. 15 
above. However, certain differences may be noted: the 
border is less elaborate; it is simply a graded line with 
rosettes on top and two floral sprigs at the shoulders. On 
the top of the word bi-sm there is a seal with minute 
circles between the points and the centre. A relatively similar 
element occurs as early as 238/853 in an Egyptian stele 
preserved in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. 
(27) 
Spaces 
between the lines are filled with fine three-leaf units 
resembling feathers. An innovation is the form of medial 
mim (2.1,2,4, and 8) representing a solar disc with 
emanating rays. The final mim in the word rahi. m (Z. 12). 
has a long tail, closely resembling a nun. The arc shape 
between the two lams of the word Allah can'be noted twice 
in k-3,6 with a palmette on the top of the arc. Also the 
second läm in the same word (2.1,3) comes below the base of 
the line as in no. 16. The Koranic formula, Surat al-Ikhläs, 
occurs in this inscription for the first time. 
No. 18 
c 
Provenance: Ashm (S. cemA) No date, presumably, 2nd half 
ofthe 3rd/9th cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
broken lower right. 9 lines. Incised, elaborate Kufic. The 
average height and width of inscribed area 35 x 20 cm. 
approx. (Plate 24, no. 18) . 
(27) Miles, "Tombstones" 218-9, no. 4, p1.2, fig. 4. 
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Text 
M-u 
L -. t 'Ug IOý1A. o , -o 
[i. sj 
1 uU. ) -A 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the 
2. Compassionate, the Merciful. 0 God 
3. if You gather together the first and 
4. the last for the appointment of a day 
5. [already] known, 
( 28 ) i- nclude CAl i 
6. b. Jallad b. Mukhlid 
7. through whom Abu cAshm graduated [in his studies] 
8. among the companions of Muhammad. May the blessing of 
9. God be upon him and grant him peace. 
Commentary 
The Kufic style resembles that of no. 16 above and 
preserves the characteristics of this palaeographic school 
represented by the following features: the medial open °ayn 
(Q,. 2,3) is in the form of a goblet as in nos. 15,16,17 
above; the adornment of the heads of the shaft letters in 
the form of small triangles; the arrow-shaped head at tho 
(28) After Koran, cl . Surat al-WagiCah, 49. 
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end of the final mim as in 9.1,2 . This shape of mim 
occurs in the three aforementioned stelae. Another pecul- 
iarity is the curving second lam in the word Allah 
(Q. 1,2) and its gradually shortening towards the final 
ha in the same ' word . The final nun (Q. 2) curves up and 
ends in a fork-shaped head. 
The simple graded border comes to a head in the form 
of a bush. A similar form of mihrab as this in no. 18 
and nos. 16 and 17 above occurs in Tashkend as early 
as 230/844. 
(29) 
An isolated floral motif occl: trs in the 
space between the word bi-sm and the upper arc of the border. 
Also the neck of the däl ends almost in a tendril. In 
addition, certain spaces between the lines are filled with 
four-lobed rosettes. This form of rosette occurs, for 
the first time in no. 15. The words min (R. 7) and Al 1,. h 
(. 8) are unclear. The first two words' in $. 7 (talclharra, ja bi -hi ) 
make up an educational term among the ulema, 
(30) 
i. e. the 
deceased person was a scholar and Abi cAshm was his disciple. 
The text reads erroneously "Abi, " the genetive form. 
No. 19 
Provenance: cAshm (N. sem., G).. No ' date., probably 2nd half of 
the 3rd/9th cent. Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
possibly broken upper right side.. 9 lines. Elaborately inci 
sed adorned Kufic. Average height and width of inscribed 
area 24 x 17 cm. approx. (Plate 24, no. 19). 
(29) Karabacek, Orientalisehen, 7, fig-1, Gi'ohmann, "the 
Origin, " P1. I, fig. I. 
(30) Cf. al-Dhahabi, Tadhkirat, III, 817, IV, 1500. 
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Text 
IfAj 
a. J 
_1 
-Y 
-f 
--O 
-Z 
Y 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, 
2. the Compassionate, the Merciful 
3. Stay, ]I(-,, is one Ci)-d, God 
4. the Eternal, Ile has not begotten, neither was 
5. He begotten, and He has none 
6. like unto Him. 
(31) 
O God 
7. exalt Umm Abiha 
8. bint Yazid among those who will 
9. triumph 
(32) 
Commentary 
ThIs inscription lacks the first name. whir, } Ls 
replaced by a kunyah, a usage prevalent in Tihamah. Thus 
the deceased woman might have been named after her father's 
mother. A similar appellation has been traced on an 
epitaph from the island of Dahlak. 
(33) 
(31) Sürat al-Ikhlas, 1-4. 
(32) After Koran, ef. Surat al-Hashr, 20. 
(33) Oman, Dahlak, I, 46, P1.38. 
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As for the Kufic, it is believed that it belongs to 
the collection represented by the Haffar school. This is clear 
in the forms of the letters dä, 1 (2,. 3,4,5,6,9) and the 
tail of the final nun (i. 5,9). Also the shape of the medial 
cayn (k. 7), the two consecutive läms preceding the final 
hä in the word Allahumma (9,. 6), the circular shape of the 
loop of the mim which recurs in nos. 15-18. * Apart from the 
form of the small triangles in the apices of some letters, 
the stele has no ornaments except two symmetrical floral 
sprigs ending in a vertical shaft placed over the word 
bi-sm '(Q. l) . 
This element appears, in a later. time, on 
inscriptions from Ämid, Diyär Bakr. 
(34) 
The alif is 
superfluous in the word bint (Z. 7 and 8) 
No. 20 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (N. cem. ) No date, presumably, 2nd 
half of the 3rd/9th cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular 
shape. 8 lines. Incised, unclear Kuf ic. No measurement 
of this tombstone has been taken. (plate 24, no. 20). 
Text 
a-ul 
V 
(34) Flury, "Bandeaux", 241, f ig. I, pl. XXI iI. 
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Translation 
1. In the name of God, the 
2. Compassionate, the Merciful 
3.0 God bless 
4. Muhammad the Prophet and 
5. include Umm cAbd 
6. Allah bint 
7. Sacid b. al-cAwwäf 
35) 
8. al-cAshmi among those who are safe. 
Commentary 
The nisbah al-°Ashmi refers to cAshm, the well-known 
settlement covered in our study. The Ku f. is is not i cog i i)1 ce 
aiLjs engraved on rough unpol. i shed . stone wi1. h c: ruc]o 
eav. i. L. ies marrIng its beauty and the clarity oC the wriI inl;. 
however, after careful examination, the inscription i5 Found 
to be calligraphically of good quality. 
The characteristics of this inscription resemble the 
school of Ahmad al-Haffar. This is clear from the shape of 
the letter dä. 1 (2.5,6,7), the decoration of the shaft 
apices, the method of writing and the word Allah 
r 
(z. 1,3 and 6) as in nos. 16,18,19 above, the final al ir 
magsural» in the words Sally and 
Cali. (9, A) reg; c; rnýý 1 'i n; t. ha I. 
of no . 1G above. 
The only di. f rer. once is in the 
. 
form ()I' Lho 
medial 
cayn head which is closed to form a reversed triangle. 
This may be an expression of al-Sirrayn's independent 
personality, as compared with towns of this region. 
(36) 
(35) After Koran, cf. Sürat al-Hijr, 46. 
(36) Cf. P1"25' nos. 23 and 24; pl. 28, nos. 33-5. 
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No. 21 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) No date, presumably 2nd 
half of the 3rd/9th cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular 
shape, broken lower middle right side. 9 lines. Incised, 
elegant Kufic, Average height and width of inscribed 
area 30 x 19 cm. approx. (Plate 25, no. 21). 
Text 
4-u 
. %A>, 4 LJUC L, 40 
,. &A. O .... 
ir°>JJ 1 . mac ý: r. ý 
Translation 
-0 
=i 
Y 
--9 
1. In the name of God the Compassionate, 
2. the Merciful. 0 God 
3. bless'Muhammad 
4. the Prophet and make Umm 
5. cUthman bint Muhammad 
6. b. cAbd al-Rahman 
7. al-Täif i for her parents 
8. a treasure stored away in 
9. Paradise 
I 
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Commentary 
The nishah, al. -Tabigi or al-TViti, refers either to 
al -Tab. i cq ,a place 
in Baghdad known as Nahr al--Tabiq, or 
more likely to al-Taoif, the well-known Hijazi city lying 
at 85 km. to the south-east of Makkah. 
(37) 
The Kufic bears 
the palaeographic characteristics of the 2nd half of 
3rd/9th century and may be ascribed to al-Haffar's call. - 
igraphic school. One finds- in this inscription the long 
tailed nun (Q. 6) and the angular one (k. 1,5) recurring in 
al-Haffar's inscription no. 15. above. We also note the 
similarity between the apices and ends of most of the letters 
here and al-IIaftar's inscription no. 16 above.. A]. -lIa('1', ýr"'s 
influence is also apparent in the shape of the medial `: tyn 
(z. 4) which resembles a goblet in the lowering; of the second hirn 
of word Allah (2,. 2), and the final connected al if (Z. 7) below 
the base line as in no. 16. This inscription is character- 
ized by a "returning" final ya: )(Z. 8) with its tail shaped 
like an arrow head. A similar yä' occurs in an Egyptian 
stele dated 216/831. 
(38) 
A fault in this inscription is the 
omission of the alif in the role öf lengthening the vowel in 
c 
the word Uthman (2.5). There is a floral element on the Lop 
or the word bi-sm. The word dhukhr, translated "Lroasu r-o 
stored away, " implies that she has died before her r)aronts. ''' 
(37) Ibn Maküla, al-Ikmal, V, 264-5; al-SamCani, al-Ansab, VI II, 
167-8. 
(38) Hawary, Catalogue, I, p1.27 no. 1506/707. 
(39) Cf. al-Bukhari, Fäth, II, 91-6, III, 190; Ibn Iianbal, 
Musnad, II, 378,473, IV, 183-4. 
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No. 22 
Provenance: All-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) No date, probably 2nd half 
of the 3rd/9th cent. Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
weather-beaten so that certain letters are far from clear, 
10 lines. Elaborate, incised Kuf ic. Average height and 
width of inscribed area 37 x 25 cm. approx. (Plate 25, 
no. 22) . 
Text 
a-Ul 
1,9 
, 9> 
1 aJ I ý! oýý -Y' 
L1 
L-d 
t 0.1w 
r1 
s5, """ 1 oaa> 
.I 
[J 
Lk, 
t>o 
Translation 
-].. In the name of God, the Compassionate, 
2. the Merciful, God has testified 
3. that there is no God but He, and 
4. the angels and men 
5. endowed with knowledge, carrying out justice 
6. that there is no God but He, the Mighty, 
(40) 
0 God include 7, the Wise. 
S. Hamdah bint Sulayma 
9. n b. P. izq al-Basyunl 
10. among the companions of Muhammed in Paradise 
(40) Sürat Al `Imrän, 18. 
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Comment; ary 
The nisbah al-Basyuni. refers to a village in Egypt. 
(41) 
With regard to the Kuiic there is a marked similarity between 
it and most of the inscriptions cited as being under the 
influence of Ahmad al-haffär's method. This similarity is 
expressed by the small triangles forming the letter heads 
and tails, the circular loop of the mim (2 1,2 ,4,5,7,8,10) , 
and the dents of the sin (Q . 1,5,8,9) as in no. 14. The 
resemblance is also conspicuous in the loop of the qaf 
in the word qist ( X5). The letter Jim-alit (Z3,6) is 
depicted here in almost every shape inscribed by al-Haff. r, 
although some lam-alifs (Z. 3,6) are enlarged almost in the 
manner of epitaph no. 215 which, it is suggested, in the 
Philby collection dates from the 3rd/9th century. 
(42) 
A similarity also exists in the manner of writing the t, wo 
lams of Allähumma (9.7) and their relationship wiLh the 
following ha as in no. 15. The long tail of the final nun 
(P,. l) is a common feature of this category. 
No. 23 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) No date, probably 2nd half 
of the 3rd/9th cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape 
possibly broken upper left side. 7 lines, Incised, elaborate 
{uf ic. Average height and width of inscribed area 24 x 21. cm. 
approx. (Plate 25, no. 23). 
(41) Cf. 135 above. 
(42) Grohmann, Expedition, 21-2,11.11 5. 
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Text 
4 JI 4JJ i_ 
aa> Jie u(ej 
.o 
('° 
CI 
ýS 
]t 
__'t 
Translation 
', 1. In the name of God, the Compassionate 
2. the Merciful. 0 God when 
3. You gather together the first, and the 
4. last for the appointment of a day [already] known 
5. include Muhammad 
6. b. CUthmän among those who are 
7. secure. 
(43) 
Commentary 
The Kufic is open and legible and characterized by 
its beautiful and elongated vertical letters. It combines 
long tailed nuns (Q. 1) and angular ones (9,. 3,4,6,7) with 
other attributes of Ahmad al-I1affar' s method. In addition, 
it is noted that the medial Cayn (2,. 3,5) which comes from 
al-Sirrayn, has acquired a distinct character in this 
inscription. The most remarkable feature is the shape of the 
1äm-alif (Q. 3,7) with two limbs outcurving so as to resemble 
an elegant drinking glass. The alif in the role of lengthening' the 
vowel in the word 
cUthman (Q,. 6) is omitted. 
(43) After Koran, Surat al-Wagicah, 49 and Surat al-IIijr, 4G. 
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No. 24 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) No date, presumably 2nd half 
of the 3rd/9th cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 
8 lines. Incised , elaborate Kufic. Average height and width 
of inscribed area 29 x 26 cm. approx. (Plate 25, no. 24). 
Text 
_JI . 
o. '.. ý-! I 6JJ 
ý::. staý. 13 II -ý 
.9J 
aA:, a 
-Y 
" tw o 
ýI Iaj. o -A 
Translation 
1. in the name of God, the Compassionate, the 
2. Merciful, 0 God when You gather together 
3. the first and the last 
4. for the appointment of a day [already] known 
5. include Muhammad b. Wa 
6. Zir b. Ahmad b. Muhammad 
7. b. Abi Sawrah 
8. among those who are secure. 
(44) 
Commentary 
The occupant of the tomb has a grandfather named 
Abü Sawrah, and this is a Kunyah found in certain Persian 
n T- (44) Cf. 13 1-5 above; al-DulHbi in al-Kung does not mention 
Sawrah, he mentions instead uwwyrah , cf. 
1,201. 
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names, denoting a mixed settlement in the town of al-Sirrayn. 
(4J) 
The Kufic is open and legible and its style resembles 
that of no. 23 above, and no. 25 below, as well as the 
ornamental letters. The text is surrounded on three sides by 
a simple border, appearing for the first time in al-Sirrayn. 
heralding a new era of beautiful ornamental borders. 
No. 25 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) No date, probably 2nd half or 
the 3rd/9th cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
possibly broken lower left side. 13 lines. Incised, 
elegant Kufic, Average height and width of inscribed area 
39 x 23 cm. approx. (Plate 26, no. 25). 
Text 
6JU 
&JJ r yti Ji 
f-J-9 " ai -o 
"I ste s> ýI '' aJ " -1 
Ci a' , ýt. 9. O t9. » w cri -"Jl 
d -U I . si 
u41 
crb 
L -o -1 " 
1 
.u ýy. ý ýr, 'L L -11 
A 
6°------' lt-i1 
(45) Surat a1-Wägicah, 49 and Surat al-Hijr, 46. 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, 
2. the Merciful. Say. He-is one God 
3. 
_ 
God the Eternal. 
4. He has not begotten, neither was Ile 
5. beget 1. en , and Ile has none 
G. like unto Him. 
(46) 
This is the 
7. tomb of Wahb b. Mü 
8.. Sä, b. Rizq, Freed slave, of 
9. Muhammad b. CAbd Alläh 
10. b. Mushäf i [Mushaf 1] known 
11. as Abi Rizq cAd '[ cI d] 
12. al-Hajabi. May mercy be granted to him 
13. by God 
Common L ar. y 
The deceased was a free man or c7 len t. (MawU ) 
of a man named Muhammad b. 
cAbd Allah al-Hajabi, the nisbah 
referring to Banü 
cAbd al-Dir, a branch of Quraysh, the 
gate-keepers of the Kasbah. 
(47) The inscription is affected 
by the elements which have obliterated certain letters and 
changed its nature. It is difficult to read all the words. 
In Z. 10 a word gives, two possible readings. The same also 
applies to Q. 11,0Ad and 
cId 
. 
The Kufic, characters are beautiful and mostly resemble 
those of nos. 23 and 24, above and may be compared to similar 
inscriptions in Philby's collection of the same period. 
(48) 
The text is surrounded on three Sides by an ornamental 
border which is considered as progressive in relation to 
that of no. 24 above. 
(46) Surat al-Ikhläs, 1-4. 
(47) Al-Fäsi, al-`Iqd, III, 21-2,104-5; cf 
(48) Grohman, Expedition, 24,28, p1.111, Z. 17,20. 
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2nd half of the 3rd/9th century 
inscriptions 
b) The school of Ahmad b. al-: iusayn 
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No. 26 
Provenance C: Ashm (E. cem. D) Dated, 285/898. 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, 9 lines. 
Incised, elaborate ornamental Kufic. Average height and 
width of inscribed area 39 x 26 cm. approx. (Plate 26, 
no. 26). 
Text 
I 4JU I. + -1 
ct , ra w. 
t ýr: ý PI . rr 
1 -f 
a-U i[ 135 
j P-1W. 9 a-; ý Y 
Translation 
1, In the name of God, the Compassionate, the 
2. Merciful., 0 God light of the heavens 
3. and earth, 
(49) 
shed light on Maryam bint 
4. Ibrähim b. Abs. CImrän in 
5. her tomb and prompt her [to deliver] her 
[appropriate] plea and bring her to meet 
6. her Prophet Muhammad, may God bless 
7. him and give him peace. And 
8. Ahmad b. al. -Ilusayn has written -t; his inscription 
9. in the year 285 [898 
(49) Sürat al-Nur, 35, 
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Commentary 
Ahmad b. al-Husayn's epigraphic school is charact- 
cri zed by its grasp of Ahmacl al-11af far's method, though ho 
adds to it certain innovating elements, giving it a distinct 
mark. One finds in this inscription an elongation of the 
shaft letters (alif, läm, the initial bä) nün and vag ) 
giving them a sense of elegance. Half palmette ornaments 
are used extensively in most letters, especially in the 
apexes of the shaft letters. Adjacent letters (e. g. the 
alif-1äm in Alläh (Q. 1) are connected by three-lobed leaves, 
forming a palmette adornment. Also to be noted are the 
elongation of the shaft of the connected I1 
' (e. g. Allah, 
(2. l) and its three-lobed leaves in the word Allah (k. l, 6); 
the elongation of the tails of the final nün (R. 1) and (Q. .1) 
is longer than al-Haffar's elegant initial Cayn (A.. 4), forming 
a kind of crest-like spiral above the horizontal baso, 
50) 
the elongation of the neck of the kä. f and d a. 1 (Q j) : ýncl 
their upward curve ending in a triple leaf mobil; aL return Lo 
the triangular shaped ha) (. Z. 2,5,6) formerly appearing in 
cAshm. (51) Certain detached letter terminations are formed 
into small triangles or arrow heads (e. g. the final mim 
of Maryam 2.,. 3). The decorated frame which appears on either 
side of the text is shaped like a chain between two simple 
lines. There is, however, a simple line above the text on 
top of which appears a series of V-shaped, slightly curved 
lines. It will be noted that there is nothing to compl. oto 
the frame at. the I)OLLorrn. Apart from the tipper ý$ititý, t, llere 
(50) Cr. Wiet, Catalogue, ii 
, pl . XI I, no . 
127]. 
. 
(51) Cf. p1.22, no. 9. 
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are similar borders found in Egypt dating from the 
3rd/9th century. 
(52) 
No. 27 
Provenance: C Ashm (E. cem D) No date, probably 2nd half 
of the 3rd/9th cent. Limestone. Tombstone of irregular 
shape, broken at the bottom. ' 11 lines. Incised, ornamental 
Kufic. The average height and width of inscribed area 
39 x 23 cm. approx. (Plate 26, no. 27). 
Text 
ä. 4b Lb 
v-!. 1. J 1 irý=' lýJ 1 V"r, +ý:. ro9 I j. o ='l 
f°m Y. 9 f'ý-`1z ßs. 9'` Y Y 
1.4.1 
I Lib 
-q 
oJ.. J I ý, L0 . ý. aa.. O r. . 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, 
2. the Merciful, 0 God, light of light, 
3. He who conducts affairs, the Resurrecter 
4. of those in the graves include Umm Jacfar Fätimah 
5. bint Muhammad b. Abi CImrän 
(52) Cr. Wiet, Catalogue, VII, pl. I, no. 1.506/ 410, p'1. IV, 
no. 1506/778 and pl. X, no. 1506/548. 
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6. amon ; those. w] 
7. have no fear, 
(53) 8. grieve. 
9., and bring her 
10. Muhammad, God 
11. peace. 
ho will triumph, who shall 
nor shall they 
And shed light upon her in her tomb 
to meet her Prophet 
bless him and grant him 
Commentary 
This tombstone has been eroded by the wind which has 
oblitered and discoloured some of its letters, rendering it 
vI k, ' 
F-c 
difficult to read. The occupant is Umm Jacfar Fatimah bint 
cImrän. She may have been the cousin of the woman of 
inscription no. 26 above, in which case this is ovidonco of 
their being contemporaries or, at least, close: tog(Alior in 
time. The palaeographic characteristics of this inser. i p L. i. curu 
assign it to the Ahmad b. al-Ilusayn school. Half -palmettoo 
decorations are profusely used. They can be found in the 
various shaft letters, including initial and medial bV, nun 
and rä. 
' (Q. l, 5,6,8,9,10); also in the dents of sin (x,. 11). 
Certain loops of wäw (2,9,10) and qaf (2,. 8,9) are embell- 
ished by three small dots. The text is partially surrounded 
by a plain frame having on its crest a trefoil adornment 
with illegible writing on both sides. 
(54) 
No. 28 
Provenance: CAshm (S. cem A ). Dated, Shawwal, 289/Sep-OcL. 902. 
Limestone,, Tombstone of irregular shape. 11 lines. Incised, 
elaborate ornamental Kufic. Average height and width of 
inscribed area 36 x 24 cm. approx. (Plate 26, no. 28). 
(53) After Koran, cf. . Surat al- A`räf 49. 
(54) Cf. p1.24, nos. 17 and 18. 
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Text 
js -T 
ir. ' urýsa' it . l. o ago 
J. w I ý. pý.. U I -1 
Lr ý w.. o " V-: r` týJ I c: r° , ý-°-sº-oJ 
I Y 
Lc a1J I[I , 
3S 1 ý1ýoy " ýyý. J l. si. l J 
Lai LUZ 6-L- J 1.9 w cri L: 1I -t " 
11 Imo] ->> 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merci Ctil.. 
2. Every soul shall taste death, 
3. and You shall be paid your full recompense 
4. on the day of Resurrection. He who is kept away from 
5. the fire and admitted to Paradise, has indeed succeeded. 
(55) 
6.0 God, assign Muhammad b. Hafs b. 
7. al-Mucammar to those who will triumph. 
(56) 
Amen. Lord 
8. of the universe The blessing of God be upon Muhammad 
9. the Prophet, and grant him peace. It has been 
written by Ahmad b. 
10. Al-Husayn in ShawRl of the year 
11.289 [Sept. - Oct. 902] 
(55) Sürat al-Anbiya , 
101-102. 
(56) After Koran, cf. Surat al-Hashr, 20. 
v -1 
Commentary 
This inscription is also attributed to Ahmad b. al- 
Husayn. He inscribed it four years after no. 27 above, but 
one finds no visible difference in calligraphic method. 
This is an expected finding, considering the short space 
of time between the two. The same methods used by the 
scribe are very clear both in the script and the embell- 
ishment. It should be noted that the connected hV shaft 
is bent to'the left and ends in a three-lobed leaf (e. g. Q. 1, 
2,4,5,9 and 10). The neck of the däl (2.. 5,6,8,9) and the. 
käf (Q. 1,3,9) end in an ornament resembling a serpent's. 
mouth, a form depicted on at least one inscription from 
Dahlak. 
(578) The terminations of final mi. m and tK) or bä' are 
shaped as a triangle once (2.1,9) and as three-lobed leaves 
on a -iocond occasion (A-3). The media]. Can may (9.. 6 and 
7) rc: nrc: sc: 7i, a form similar to a kind of a "fleur-de-lys. ". 
Such an Cayn has been seen in an Hijazi inscription belonging 
r 
to the Philby collection and also in an Egyptian epitaph. 
58) 
The inscription is bordered on its three sides by 
beautifully decorated designs. At the top there is a trefoil 
pattern in the middle. The final alif, in the word a11ä 
(9,. 8) is mamdudah, rather than the normal alif magsürah. 
This was probably written thus deliberately in order to 
continue the decoration, as is clear in nos 26 above and 
29 below. The alit in the role of lengthening the vowel, in the 
word al-Qiyämah (9,. 4) is omitted, a feature common in early 
Arabic orthography, e. g. both in the Koran and epigraphy. 
(59) 
The Koranic formula occurs only in this inscription and 
no. 46 below. 
(57) Oman, Dahlak, I, 29, no. 23. cf. also Arif, Arabic, 42, 
nd 
nos. 
28. 
8, 
(58) Grohman, Expedition, 28, pl. III, Z19; 
15 a 
Jum; 'ah, D TKK 
1173-174, 
(59) Cf. Al-Fier, "Tatawwur", 197, passim; Reeston, Cambri4 ei 220 p1.14. 
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No. 29 
Provenance: CAshm (S . cem A). No date, (cf. no. 28 ) 
Sandstone. Tombstone of nearly rectangular shape. 9 lines, 
plus 3 lines outside the border, left and right sides and 
top. Incised, elaborate ornamental Kufic. Average height 
and width of inscribed area 38 x 33 cm. approx. 
(Plate 27, no. 29). 
Text 
" le. _. ý", J I ß, t. 11 Lu I -1 
UU3 
3 Slt SI I cý. ýJ 1 -f 
L 
1,15 
] 
L_: aJ 1y tý., ý 21 aJ 
[ 
im 
LP-i> so. -o 
J- 
R> 
1PpJI . -o 
, ý,, y .; 
1 yJI J1 .JLa... 
J. c oI -Y 
ä. L'sý "a ºIj. +> iyoa1.3 &: 
Lij 19 
" .>1 6JJ I gib ju -1 
a_u iJ -f 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2, Praise to Him Who destroys nations, revives the 
3. dead, and gives benefactions. He is 
4. God the High; these are the most beautiful names. 
(60) 
5.0 God, assign Muhammad b. Hafs 
(60) - After Koran, cf. Surat Taha, 8. 
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6. b. al-Mu 
Lammar to those who are in favour with You and 
7. grant him the favour of looking upon You. 
And light his solitude 
S. and isolation, and make Paradise his abode 
and habitation. 
9. Amen. 0 Lord of the Universe. 
The three additional lines 
Right : 1. Say, He is one God, God the Eternal, He 
has not begotten, 
Left 2. Neither was Ile begotten, and Ne has none 
Ii ke on to Him 
(61) 
Upper : : 3. There is no God but All äh, Muhammad is the 
messenger of God. 
Commentary 
This tombstone is for the same deceased as no. 28, 
and seems to be inscribed by the same hand. Although it has 
been the policy. in writing this study to discuss in detail 
only one inscription of those found in numbers more than one, 
we were, however, compelled to consider this p in i c: u I ar 
inscription In view of the supplication contain di ti JA 
which is new in Tihämah and denotes the cultural standing 
attained by 
CAshm. 
From the palaeographic point of view, this inscription 
preserves the standard of Ahmad b. al-Husayri's inscriptions 
of nos. 26 and 28 above, with two differences. The first is 
the arched elongation of the letter dhal (Q, 3), the 
(61) SüraL al - Ikh I aas, 1-4 . 
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lengthening of its neck and its ending in a foliated form. 
The second is the embellishment of the detached ha) (. Q . 8,9) 
which thus resembles a tuba. Final alif is rramdüdah, 
twice in the words al-Ala and al-Husnä (2.4), rather than 
the normal alif magsürah. This occurs in nos. 26 and 28 
above . 
The text is bordered with a partial Brame on three 
sides, left, right and top in which the scribe combines the 
two decorative methods of nos. 26 and 28 above. For the 
first time we find writing outside the border. " This method 
has been followed in later inscriptions, especially in 
al-Sirrayn in the 4th/10th century. 
Provenance: CAshm, transported to al-cAgili. No date, 
presumably 2nd half of the 3rd/9th cent. Limestone. Tombstone 
of irregular shape. 8 lines. Incised, clear Kuiic. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 27 x 26 cm.. approx. 
(Plate 27, no. 30). 
Text 
U I 
Ih$I tom " p. w -ý' 
st j 
JJL?. 1 f4-u I ts : kj I FLAW -0 
. ý.:.. t 
[Ij 
r` ' 
-A 
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Translation 
1. In the name of God, the 
2. Compassionate, the Merciful. Praise to Him Who 
destroys nations, 
3. revives the dead and gives benefactions. 
4. He is God the High, His are the 
5. most beautiful names. 
(62) 
0 God assign 
6. Haziyyah and Hammä. dah, daughters of Abd c 
7. Allä. h b. -Yüsuf among those who will triumph 
S. Amen. 
Commentary 
This inscription has been affected by dampness as it 
is now to be found in a cattle pen, as is evident from the 
photograph. 
(63) 
The natural colour of the. tombstone has 
altered and its surface is chipped. 
It. bears the names of Haziyyah and Hammadah, who were 
sisters. It seems that they died on the same day, which is a 
rare occurrence. It was probably the result of an epidemic 
or an accident such as a collapsed house, a" drowning or fire. 
It is suggested that this inscription pertains to the 
2nd half of the 3rd/9th century and probably belongs to Ahmad 
b. al-Husayn's school, although it does not attain this 
category's high standard of ornamentation. The reasons for 
including it in this category or, at least, ascribing it 
to the 2nd half of the 3rd/9th century, are as follows: 
1. The text is enclosed within a three sided frame, 
which, although plain, corroborates our opinion, as frames 
did not appear in this region's inscriptions before the 2nd 
. 
(62) After Koran, Sürat Tahä 8. 
(63) Cf, p1,18, no, XXXV. 
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half of the 3rd/9th century, as mentioned in inscription 
no. l5 above. 
2. The text contains an entirely new supplication and 
one not found apart from in inscription no. 29 above of 
this collection. 
3. There are some points of similarity between this 
inscription and nos. 28 and 29 above by Ahmad b. al-Husayn. 
We note for instance that the ha adjacent to the ba in the 
word subhän (Z. 2) resembles its counterpart in no. 28 above. 
Also there are the shapes of the final nün (2 .2,3,5,7 and 
8), dal (2.2,6) and final mim (Q 1,2 and 3) with the vari. a. b. le 
decoration of the letters. The first shows a throe-lobed 
leaf, whereas here there are spikes or wedge-shapes. There is 
-) 
also a similarity between the arc, the final ha or the word 
Allah (9,. l, 4) and that of Ahmad b. al Husayn no. 25 above. 
However the lam-alif s take on a different shape from the 
Alunad b. al-Husayn's collection, but the shape found here 
is present in inscription no. 15 of this period. The medial 
Cayn (Z. 5) has the form of a goblet. This form occurs in 
CAshm as early as 262/875-6 (cf. no. 15, above). 
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CHAPTER 15 
4th/10th century inscriptions 
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No. 31 
Provenance. LAshm (S. cem. B) . Dated Dhu '1-Qacdah 315 Jan. 928 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 11 +2 lines. 
Incised, simple, partially adorned Kufic. Average height 
and width or inscribed area 35 x 24 cm-approx. (Plate 27, no. 31). 
Text 
a-U 
" s4. aJ I o1J " . v. 
i 
.. rte 
ýr-ý °1 s5 
JIo 
-Y 
°1J I --A 
Ldr: ? '-to t-My LO -q 
" PAL. -_ ýI _11 
U; i 
""VYýMW 
Q 
Wý14V 
I. 
V U-b WVý - 
Translation 
1. In the name of. God, the Compassionate, 
2. the Merciful. Say He is one God 
3. God the Eternal. 
4. He has not begotten, neither was-He begotten 
5. and He has none like unto Him. 
1 
6. This is the tomb of al-Sayyida 
7. h bint CUbayd b. cUmar 
8. May God have mercy upon her and may lie forgive 
9. her and provide her with [the appropriate] plea and 
10. allow h er to join her Prophet Muhammad 
11. peace be upon him 
(1) Surat al-Ikhläs, 1-4. 
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1. She passed away in Dhü '1-Qacdah in the year 
2. 315 [Jan. 928] 
Commentary 
This inscription bears the name of al-Sayyidah bint 
cUbayd b. cUmar. She may have been a descendant of the 
Prophet's house or perhaps al-Sayyidah was her personal 
name, now common among the women of this region. Without 
the al, the name appears in al-cIgd al-Thamin by 
al-Fasi. 
(2) 
The characteristics listed below do not represent 
the high standard of the Kufic of the 4th/10th century. 
There are no ornamental elements with the except . 
ion co (' 
small triangles or forked shapes in the apices and LermI. h- 
ations of most of the letters. If the-inscription did not 
bear a clear date, one would ascribe it to an earlier 
period. But it seems that the excellence of incised Kufic 
which appeared in the' 3rd/9th century has passed away to 
herald a new stage of Kuf is in relief flourishing in al- 
Sirrayn in the 4th/10th century and in cAshin in the 
5th/l1th century as will be noted below. 
No. 32 
Provenance: al-Sirräyn (S. cem ) Dated, Shaww .l 331 /Juno-JU 
j.. g'; ý 
Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 10 lines. Elaborate, 
partially ornamental, in relief. Average height and width 
of inscribed area 29 x 27 cm. approx.. (Plate , 7, no. 32). 
(2) VIII, 251-252. 
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Text 
esj v 
LS jjj . 9ý". > try -i 
0-0-. 1 äý,,.,, º ö, Ta. 1J I ýJ r 
. 3-Jt. 9 ä-UI r.. 0L5 
J. -ÄM a. 
J_l 1 JS i ,y 
11 f -0 
0I : ua i 
w s. oý. ý irr . ý. i Y 
& &. Q JI . yw ý, 
i a1J i -q 
äý týaýSL j iý-ý+ý1. "+9 
[ 135 ]h>1 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. You have indeed in the Apostle 
3. of God a fine example of [conduct] for anyone 
4. whose hope is in God and the 
5. final day, and who commemorates God much. 
(3) 
6. This is the tomb of Khadijah bint 
7. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. 
8. Muhsin. She passed away, may mercy be granted 
to her by 
9. God, in Shawwal, the year 
10.331 [Jun. -Jul. 9431 
Commentary 
This is the first dated, inscription bearing this, kind 
of script to be found in this region. Such early script 
occurs in Makkah on a pillar in the Grand Mosque as early 
(3) Surat al-Ahzab, 21. 
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as 167/783-4. 
(4) 
In Egypt it occurs on epitaphs dated 
203/818. 
(5) Also this type of Kufic in relief occurs in 
San'a before 133/ 750. 
(6) 
The inscription is weather-beaten 
and the two first lines are difficult to decipher. The 
scribe has adhered to a balanced proportion between the lines 
and words. In spite of the short crude letters, one finds 
an attempt to embellish the letter apexes with small trian- 
gular adornments and fill the space between the lines with 
four-lobed rosettes and floral elements. The letter nun 
in the word Muhsin (Z. 8) and thalä. thin (k. 10) resembles a 
rä. ' . The 
letter ya in the word fi (Q. 9) resembles 
hä' ma. khtüf ah in thutt_tth script. 
(7) 
This kind of yä became 
common in some inscriptions of al -S irrayn dating from this 
century. 
(8) 
Dictation faults are detected in the omission 
of the alif maqu§ürah at the end of the word ihdä (Q. 10) 
and the addition of alif to the word bint (Q. 6). 
No. 33 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) No date, probably 1st half 
of the 4th/10th cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
broken upper right, left and lower left sides, 12 lines.. 
Beautifully elaborate and ornamental Kufic, in relief. 
Average height and width of inscribed area 36 x 35 cm 
approx. (Plate 28, no. 33). 
(4) Al-Ficr, "Risälat", 82,86, Text I and II. 
(5) Hawary, Catalogue, I, 7; Pl. XII, no. 272181. 
(6) Lewcock, "Architectural", 344, Pl. 18,55. 
(7) Al-Qalgashandl., Subh, III , 98. 
(8) Cf. nos. 40,48 and 51 below. 
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Text 
ajj 
.1LJ1, j. aJ 1, j, ý. a l.. 
W.. J 1 V'-'-' -- 1 -'( 
Cý aJ 1J1 jJ 1 .. ',, :J 19 . eta LJ1 fi-! AJ 1 !ý 
rg, 
a.! i crb 1I" , 
ýa UbJ 1 jS. J 19 
, 
ýa tom..! i ... f 
, 
)1.9ý 1[ 135.1 ý_: ,: 
' sý, y " ý9ta,,.. 11 ßr, 9 a.. 1 y 
u*ý-11 fir. JLO ir. -g 
&. 161o &-U l L. l o-I .N a` -t t 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. Wield O You Who exalted power, lofty glory, 
3. irresistible Kingship, and [You] are illumination 
4. brilliant and everything that is evident. 
5. When the trumpet is blown, graves scattered, matters serious, 
6. breasts cramped, anxiety overwhelming, 
7. Sweat in abundance, oppression to be feared 
the balances come closer 
8. and the chancelleries assembled, 
(9) 
assign Jacf ar 
9. b. CAli b. al-Hasan b. Abi al-°Aräm 
[al-cUrEm] among those who are secure 
10. on the day of great terror, and let him join 
11. his Prophet Muhrnmad. May God bless him 0 
12. and grant him peace. 
(9) After Koran, passim. 
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Commentary 
This tombstone bears the name of Jacfa, r b. cAli b. 
al-Hasan b. Abi 31-Aram or it can be read Abu '1-cUram. 
Both are Kunyahs recognized by Ibn Mäkilia. 
(10) 
This is one of the most beautiful inscriptions in 
relief to be uncovered in Tihämah so far, though its palaeo- 
graphic characteristics occur in an Egyptian stele and 
tombstone from B. Su ýlaym which may date from the 3rd/9th- 
4th/10th centuries. 
(11) 
This inscription shows the artist's 
skill in executing fine work. Its letters are compact, in 
an harmonious manner. However, the scribe's attempt to fill 
the line with the greatest number of words in his endeavour 
to include a long supplication makes him compress his writing 
at the ends of the lines, making it hard to decipher. The 
above is the suggested reading. Also this does not tarnish 
a beautiful artistic picture. 
It is believed that this inscription belongs to the 
ist half of the 4th/9th century in view of the similarity 
of its style to no. 32 above. This is evident from the manner 
of adorning the letter apexes and the form of letters 
themselves. Comparing this inscription with no. 32, we con- 
clude that they were both carved by the same hand, or at 
least, belong to the same period. The only discrepancy is 
the higher artistic standard of this inscription than no. 32, 
and the smallness and approximation of letters in this 
inscription, as compared with the coarseness and spacing 
in no. 32. In addition it is worthy of mention that this 
(10) A1-Ikmä. 1, VI, 305-6. 
(11) cf.. Wiet, Catalogue, VII, P1. IX, no. 1506/864; al-Bashi, "Shi. wahid", 111-4, p1.38, no. 18. 
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inscription lacks the rosettes filling the spaces between 
lines, while preserving certain independent floral motifs 
(Z. 11). It should be noted also that the final letter of the 
qaf (2.6,7) resembles the letter waw, but the qaf 's 
tails pointed, whereas the waw's tail is triangular. 
Above the first line is a border embodying recurrent 
decorative units, representing six-lobed rosettes. The 
top border bears an arc with six-pointed star containing 
a circle surrounded by unclear decorative elements. The 
earliest recorded instance of a similar are is on stelae 
in Dahlak dated 326/938. 
(12) 
No. 34 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (N. cem. ) No date, presumably Ist 
half of the 4th-cent. Ba; -, alt. Tombstone of somewhat roc- 
tangular shape. 3+ 16 lines. Beautiful elaborate, 
ornamental Kufic. Average height and width of inscribed 
area 52 x 42 cm. approx. (Plate 28 no. 34). 
Text 
vI'. ý I cý-a'.. YI I oJU II -1 
a- uI es- --'ý 
aJ TL v1 jof je 1.11 .9 -1 
a1JI UI, j ý, o$Iy .. I -Y 
,ý . 
9. ` J1J tAJ I cý j --J1 
(12) Oman; Dahlak, II, 22,24,38,50; 64; nos. 19,21,34,44 and 58. 
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L. i C!. iS ] ICJ Iär:, t,., ; 19 16. ýJ i --1 i 
5,. 9 
x. 7 i J-ýs dJ C )S-. 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
Surely, 
2. your Lord is Allah, who created the heavens 
3. and the earth in six days; then; He settled 
4. Himself on the throne. He makes the night 
cover the day, 
5. pursuing it swiftly. The sun and the moon 
6. and the stars, are all made subservient by His 
command, Hearken, His is 
7. the Creation and its regulation. Blessed is God, 
8. the Lord of the universe. Call upon your Lord 
9. in humble entreaty in secret. He does not 
10. love those ' who exceed the limits. 
(13) 
0 God when 
11. You gather together the crowds to offer in abundance 
12. gifts and to clarify the recompense, so 
13. assign him whose hope is in his Lord, Mansur? 
14. b. Nasr b. Mansur? to be among those who 
15. shall have no fear, nor shall they 
16. grieve 
(14) 
(13) Surat al-Ikhliis, 1-4. 
(14) Sürat al-ACräf , 55-6. 
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1. Say, He is one God. God 
2. the Eternal. He has not begotten, neither was He 
begotten. And He has none 
3. like unto Him 
(15) 
Commentary 
This inscription is the second one, beautifully carved 
Iß(ß-, 
in relief in Tihämah during this period. The epigraphy 
shows a resemblance to inscriptions nos. 31 and 32 above, 
with regard to the manner of inscribing and- decorating the 
letters, whether initial, medial or final. Also a similar 
inscription dated 326/938 has been seen among the stelae 
of the island of Dahlak. 
(16) 
This leads us to believe that 
it belongs to the 1st half of the 4th/10th century. It is 
partially surrounded by a three-sided border on which 
appears Sürat a1-Ikhläs. This is the first border enclosing 
script to be found in al-Sirrayn. It became common in most 
subsequent inscriptions. here, whereas writing outside the 
border appears in CAshm as early as 289/902. 
(17) 
The border 
at the top represents an arc; its outside is decorated by 
four-lobed rosettes. Inside there is an ornamental 
element which forms a palmette. A similar arc occurs also 
in a tombstone on the island of Dahlak dated 326/938. 
(18) 
(15) After Koran, cf. Surat al-Ahgä. f, , 13. 
(16) Oman, Dahlak, II, 38, no. 34. 
(17) Cf. -P1.27, no. 29 above. 
(18) Oman, Dahlak; TI, 22-3, no. 1.9. 
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No. 35 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cm. ) No date, probably 1st half 
of the 4th/10th cent. Limestone. Tombstone of nearly rec- 
tangular shape, probably broken upper left and lower right 
sides 12 +3 lines. Carved, elaborate, legible Kufic 
in relief. Average height and width of inscribed area 
44 x 35 cm. approx. (Plate 28, no. 35). 
Text 
" ß, -r1 I u. a. ý jJ i A-U I 
crL $J V LS ., -iii 
-L. > Aj. T a-1. J 1 J, 9.. j -r 
.9j1,9 a- 
UI.. ýr"" o LS u'-0j -f 
.. 
45 4-U l )Si y. p 
ýt Ie -. o 
YI tzý 1 31 f4JU 1"1 -1 
1-3 -: ý°-J Cj- . 
may Ij- JJ -Y 
r, LJU I C). a ,;, -O -1. 
1. J I[I.. is 
ý 
ý., t. r ýl r" ýy -11 
" ýr. ý-ý -1'f 
-%t. o.. 
11-9 eta 11 aJ II AA a1J I .. s0. "º 1 
LAL Ui f-w II, 4T, 'LSS -T 
aJI I Jl_, _'r 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. You have indeed in the 
3. Apostle of God a fine example of [condu ct) 
4. for anyone whose hope is in God and the 
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5. final day, and who commemorates God much. 
(19) 
6.0 God when you gather together the 
7. first and the last for the appointment of a day 
which has been 
8. determined upon. Assign Muhammad 
9. b. c Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. 
10. Khalaf b. ... to be among those who will triumph 
11. by Your mercy, 0 most Merciful one of 
12. those who show mercy. 
(21) 
1. God has testified that there is no God but He, and 
the angels 
2. and men endued with knowledge, established in 
3. justice [proclaim] that there is no God but He, 
the Mighty, the Wise. 
(22) 
('nmminn +a rT7 
Apart from the "returning" ya) in the word f'17' (9.2), 
the style of the Kufic resembles those of nos 32 and 34 
above. The border of this inscription also resembles that 
of no. 34 above, though it has no upper decorated are. I 
have been unable to decipher the last words of the deceased's 
name or to suggest any other reading. The alit in the 
word yä'arham M11) is omitted. 
No. 36 
Provenance: cAshm (E. Cem. E) Dated, Dhü ll-Qacdah, 350/Dec. 961. 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 10 lines. Incised, 
simple Kufic, of difficult legibility. Average height and 
width of inscribed area 32 x 26 cm. approx. (Plate 29, no. 36). 
(19) Sürat al-Ahziib, 21. 
(20) ! 1f ter Koran, cf. Surat al-Wagisah, 50. 
(2.1. ) lifter Koran, cf. Surat. a1- A`'räf 
, 
151. 
(22) Surat Al cImrän 
, 
lb 
. 
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Text 
" Jet crýrlt alit p -1 
" ý,. a. A. ý t . ý.. y 
t[t s5 ]wt . mot ýr 
-)-DUZ 
1 J, o . i. ý. 4 a.. W. ý a. s"_J 
I9 -0 
A-u -It 
ö, LstsiJ I ý5J , 3ý"" cis ypi -Y 
44-c oJU t &a>, 
L 
im 
1 
... ... ".. _. 
Translat ion 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. This is the tomb of al-Khattab b. Asid b. 
3. Ahmad b. Asid al-Jamal i. May God forgive 
4. his sin [s] and provide him with 
[the appropriate ] plea 
5. and bring him to meet his Prophet Muhammad. May 
6. God bless him and grant him peace 
7. He passed away in the month of Dhü 31-Qa cd ah 
S. the year 350 [Dec. 961] 
9. May the Mercy of God be upon hirn and , 
10. ....... 
Commentary 
This inscription is unclear because of the tombstone's 
rugged surface and the letters themselves turning into the same 
colour as the rock. In spite of all efforts to clarify the 
script, such as cleaning and sprinkling it with white powder, 
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it could not be made to look cleaner and more legible than 
it appears on the photograph. 
The script is artistically inferior and almost illegible. 
If it were not for the date it bears, we would have considered 
it earlier. However, it appears that the heyday of CAshm 
in the 3rd/9th century has begun to decline. No decoration 
worthy of mention is apparent in this inscription. Similar 
inscriptions dating from the 4th-10th, have been found in 
Egypt bearing the same characteristics as no. 36. 
(23) 
The importance of this inscription does not derive 
from the style of its writing but from the information it 
carries. The deceased person is al-Khattab b. Asid al- 
Jamali, this nisbah refers to Jamal, a numerous branch of 
the Murad tribe. 
24) 
Also Asid is attested in classical 
(25) 
and recognized by al-Fasi. 
25) 
The text is partially enclosed within a border con- 
sisting of two simple parallel lines., Between them angular 
decorations form small cross-like shapes. The last words 
PI-10) are too obscure to be deciphered. 
No. 37, 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (N. cem. ) Dated 21-2 Muiiarram 361? /12-3 
Nov. 972. Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, weather- 
beaten. 13 lines. Good, partially ornamental Kuf ic, carved in 
relief. Average height and width of inscribed area 52 x 38 cm. 
approx. (Plate 29, no. 37) . 
(23) Cf. Wiet, Catalogue, V1, pl. IV, no. 395 and pl. V, no. 13646. 
(24) Al-Samcäni, al-Ansäb, III, 302-304. 
(25) Al-cIgd, III, 218-9. 
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Text 
-Lij 
1 0-' cr0 C r. ' v'" ýr:: -- 
[ 
--: *--1 I, -1 
1 
-1 
Ä, t_. erJ & .c o1J Ij 
[c,,. ýyý &] --9 
y LS, >1ä: ý» Py -ý --A C). 4 
j 
--1 " 
a-u aý. äý Ji 
LVIA ao, ý., o or1J 1 tr0 9" ir. ý.. tý I -1 Y 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. Say this is a message supreme from which you turn away. 
(26) 
3. This is the tomb of the amir Abü 
4. al-iusayn Yahya b. cAll b. a 
5. [1-Hasan] b. Muhammad b. Musa b. cAbd 
6. [Allah b. Mu-sa b. cAbd Allah b. a 
7. [1--Hasan b-] al-Hasan b. cAli b. Abi Tälib 
8. .., his grave and May 
[God) have Mercy upon his 
place (location) 
9. He passed away, May God be pleased with 
him, 8 [nights] remaining of 
10. Muharram of the year 
11.361 [12-3 Nov. 972]. May God bring 
him to meet his ancestors 
(26) Sürat Sad, 67-8. 
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12. the pure one, May God bless Muhammad 
13. and his family and grant them peace. 
Commentary 
The word amir (k. 3) is a title here, meaning governor, 
(27) 
so this inscription is extremely important, because it bears 
the name of an amir of al-Sirrayn and the family's genealogy 
going back to cAli b. Abi Talib. It is published in this 
study as a document corroborating the views we have expressed 
above. It has been exposed to the rigours of the atmosphere, 
so its letters have been obliterated and have sunk, some of 
them down to the level of the surface. Many words on the 
right hand side are obscured by a series of hollows cut into 
the stone by the elements. 
From a palaeographic point of view it is considered 
to be 'a new conception in an inscription in relief which 
magnifies the letters of certain words, especially the 
names of-the deceased (Z. 3-5). This gave them an elegant 
appearance enhanced further by. the beauty and symmetry of the. 
letters. A similar style of writing is found in inscriptions 
from B. Sulaym and Egypt dating from the 4th/10th 
century. 
(28) 
This inscription represents a transitory 
period in the 1st half of the 4th/10th century and also its 
2nd half, because some of the features characterizing nos. 32, 
33 and 34 above, have remained in existence. In addition 
there are two four-lobed rosettes, one on top of the nun 
(27) Al-Bashi, al-Algäb, 180; Combe,. Repertoire, 1,7, 
no. 8 and III, 4 no. 805. 
(28) Cf. al-Bäshä, "Shawahid, " 114-6, pl. 39, fig. 19, Wiet, 
Catalogue, IV, 
c p1.1, nos. 
2721/134,12607, pl. VIII 
no. 2 21 169; 'Abd Al-Tawab, Steles, 151, no. 151. 
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in the word al -iiusayn (2,. 4), and the second above the dal 
in cAbd (2.5). Similar rosettes occur in no. 32 above. The 
change is represented, as we have said already, by magnifying 
the names and reducing the letters of other words, thus 
ignoring symmetry and disregarding methodical rules and 
principles. 
(29) 
The text is partially surrounded by a 
border enclosing some writing, which unfortunately cannot 
be deciphered, but although a few words can be made out, 
we can detect no acceptable meaning, but it seems that they 
are part of a poem. 
No. 38 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) No date, probably 2nd half 
of the 4th/10th cent. Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular 
shape, weather-beaten. Some of its words obliterated by the 
elements and cavities formed in the stone. 10 +3 lines 
of illegible Kufic carved in relief. Average height and 
width 51 x 38 cm. approx. (Plate 29, no. 38) . 
Text 
of II o't a_u I , s, &, " 
J 
" ý,;: 5-ý. J . r"ý. 
tý 9j' .. 9j° 
%I &J I 
c. ß-6 
. La 
-1 
-Y 
-1 
Y 
(29) Cf. Jum c ali, DTKK, 176. 
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4_LA? j 4L1J 1 o. o. j"y 
J1 ,J 
. . s. ý .JI a1J I" ash 01! 1 y. ta CJs 
ß.. 1y e-b L, a.;, eJ 
" sý I1 , 4.15 
6 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. God has testified that there is no God but 
3. He, the angels and men endued with 
4. Knowledge, established in justice [proclaim] 
5. that there is no God but He, the Mighty, the Wise. 
(30) 
6.0, God bless Muhammad the Prophet 
7. This is the tomb of Muhammad 
8. b. Jacfar b. cAbd 
9. ü. May God have mercy upon him and make him 
10. a treasure for his parents[stored away] against Hell 
1. Say, He is One God, God the Eternal 
2. He has not begotten, neither was He begotten, and IIc; ha. s 
3. none like unto Him. 
(31) 
Commentary 
The palaeographic characteristics of this inscription 
are similar to those of the 2nd half of the 4th/10th century 
found in al-Sirrayn. This is indicated by the wideness 
of the letters, especially in the words carrying the name 
of the deceased (R. 7 and 8). There is a resemblance between 
this stele and no. 37 above and 39 below, represented by the 
form of the shaft o f' initial and medial ba 
) (L. 7,8) and 
(30) Surat A1N I 
eImran, 18. 
(31) Surat al-Ikhlas 1-4. 
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final nün (i. 1,8 ) and with the end resembling a hook shape. 
There is also a similarity between this inscription and 
no. 37 above, in the forms of the lams in the word Allah 
(2,. l, 2,6,9) and the lam-alif (Y,. 5). This leads us to think 
that it belongs to the 2nd half of the 4th/10 th century. 
The text is surrounded by a border on three sides on 
which is inscribed Surat al -Ikhläs. It seems that this 
inscription is the last to bear script outside the border. 
The deceased might have been a child, or at least died 
in his parent's lifetime, as is evident from the end of the 
formula. 
(32) 
No. 39 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) No date, presumably 2nd half 
of the 4th/10th cent. Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
weather-beaten, broken lower left side. 8 lines. Unclear 
Kufic carved in relief. Average height and width of 
inscribed area 28 x 18 cm. approx. (Plate 30, no. 39). 
Text 
" , rý u. ýa.! 
i A-u t pý. r -t 
jit? ' Lb 11m 
Iw -1 
LLJ I J. a. -* T -Y 
" V, p 
(32) Cf. p1.. 2; `) and 27 above. 
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1. In the name 
2.0, God when 
3. and the las 
4. a day which 
5. Muhammad b. 
Translation 
of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
you gather together the first 
t for the appointment of 
has been determined upon. 
(33) 
Assign 
I shaq 
6. b. al-Husayn b. 
7. Ahmad al-Shäf i c1. 
8. to be among those who are secure. 
Commentary 
This inscription bears the name of Muhammad b. Ishaq 
b. Ahmad al-Shäf iCi, a nisbah deriving from the man's 
religious denomination, that of al-Shaf io i, the founder of 
(34) 
of the tour Sunni madhhabs. 
34ý 
The inscription from a palaeographic point of view 
fairly closely resembles those of nos. 37 and 38 above and 
is almost identical with no. 49 below. Adorned letters 
are limited to the hýa (Q,. 5), the dä1 (x. 5,7) the nun 
- 
(Z. 6) and the yä' (Z. 7). The first four lines are obscure 
though they can just be deciphered. 
No. 40 
Provenance: cAshm (e. cem. D) Dated Jumada '1-Akhirah 
371/Dec. 981 Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape, fractured 
into two pieces. 9 lines. Incised, simple Kufic. Average 
height ' and width of inscribed area 44 x 30 cm. approx.. 
(Plate 30,40). 
(33) After Koran, cf. Surat al -Wagic ah, 50. 
(34) Al-Sam`äni, al-Ansab, VII, 254-6. 
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Text 
x. 11 1 o`U 1 -1 
ä- J1J9) cr9 I0 j LS £iJ -ly 
L! 5 C 
4JJ 1 äoß. j _. ý 
[ 
1ý . - Lee "-b 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. You have indeed in the Apostle of God 
3. a fine example of [conduct] for anyone whose hope rr( VIA 
r^tNý'ttýs 
4. is in God and the final day, and who commemorates God 
5. much. 
(35) 
This is the tomb of Maryam bint Yacish 
(36) 
6. May God's mercy and approval be upon her. 
7. She Passed away in the month of Jumada. '1-Äkhir [sic] 
8. The year 371 [Dec. 9811 
9. year [sic] 
Commentary 
This insciption is also considered as a proof of the 
great divergence in the standard of perfection which 
characterized 
cAshm tombstones in the 3rd/9th century and 
this stele. Although this is inferior to 3rd/9th century 
inscriptions, it is however superior to nos. 31 and 36 
(35) Sürat al-Ahzab, 21. 
C- (36) The name 
_Ya 
ish is a classical Arabic name recognized 
by Ibn Makulii., cf. al-Ikmal 
, VII, 431-2. 
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above in artistic merit. There is no doubt that the lapse 
of time is relevant as the present inscription is nearer to 
the 5th/llth century which also saw fine calligraphy from 
CAshm. The outstanding attributes are the form of the final 
mim (2. l, 2,4 and 5) and nün (. l, 3) with tails which 
represent pointed curves; the shaft letters lean towards the 
right, a characteristic of the Hijazi script. 
(37) 
The 
decoration of the apexes of the letters is only one, 
lobed --shape (e. g . 
k. 1 )2 
). 
Above the first line is a border of a running zig-zag 
hand wi Lh a broad centre and a narrow band on either side. 
There is .L grammatical fault in the use of the word 
wahid ah (Q. 8) which is nearer to the colloquial language, 
than to the classical Arabic ihda. The adjective qualifying 
Jumadä is also erroneously al-4khir (Q. 7). 
No. 41 
Provenance: 
CAshm (E. cem. D) No date, probably 2nd half of 
the 4th/10 cent. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 
8 lines. Incised, simple Kufic, partially adorned. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 35 x 32 cm. approx. 
(Plate 30, no. 41). 
Text 
. s, ý.. 
J % easy. -1 I -u I -1 
c. r9 to5'ý ) is . iýJ -Y 
4-J% , 53y 
ßI 
lOy -1Iy _ui _f 
gý°.,, ýy c. rJs AJ Ji äoy, Y 
(37) Al-Fi cr , "Tatawwur", 
198. 
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Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate the Merciful. 
2. You have indeed in the Apostle of God 
3. a fine example of [conduct] for anyone whose hope is in 
4. God and the final day and commemorates God much 
(38) 
5. This is the tomb of cAbd al-Rahman b. cAbd Allah 
6. b. Jahm b. 'Muhammad al-Aslami 
7. May God's mercy be upon him and His 
S. approval 
Commentary 
The nisbah al-Aslami may refer to Aslam b. A. Csa b. 
Harithah b. CAmr who was the brother of Khuzaymah. Altern- 
atively it might refer to Aslam b. Jumah b. cAta Abu Marwan. 
(39) 
The Kufic characters are palaeographically closely 
related to the previous inscription, no. 40, in view of a 
similarity in the shapes of the 
(2.1,3,4,5,6 and 7), final nün 
qý f (2,. 2), the final häß (Z. 3) 
in the word yar j ii (9.3), which 
the loop of the waw; also the 
medial and final mim 
(2.2,3), the loop of the 
and the bottom of the alit 
is parallel 'to the tip of 
Forms of letters dal and ha 
in the word hädhä (Q. 5). In addition there is the resem- 
blance in the formula, particularly in Q. 7 where it first 
occurs in the inscriptions of Tihämah. Thus the epigraphy, 
in all probability, can be assigned to the 2nd half of the 
4th/10 century. 
(38) Sürat al-Ahzab, 21. 
(39) Al-SamCani, al-Ansäb, I, 249; cf. al-Dhahabi, 
al-Mushtabih, I, 27. 
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Provenance: CAshm (E. cem. D) Dated, Ramadan 376/Jan. 987 
Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape, broken lower 
left. 11 lines. simple Kufic, carved in relief. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 60 x 32 cm. approx. 
(Plate 30, no. 42). 
Text 
" , o.. ý.,. ý 1 ý,. ý..,.. ý 1 4. ß.. i 
a. LJ 
ýý 
-i 
-0 
Y 
-A 
-q 
-1" 
-11 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. Hasten to forgiveness from your 
3. Lord and a Paradise whose price is 
4. the heavens and the earth 
5. prepared for the righteous. 
(40) 
This is the 
6. tomb of Muhammad b. al -Jabir b. 
7. Muhammad. May-God forgive 
(40) Surat Al CImran, 133. 
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8. his great sin[s]. 
9. He passed away in the mouth of Ramadan, 
10. the year 376 
11. [Jan. 987] year [sic] 
Commentary 
The deceased person may well have been the father of 
the Occupant of no. 53 below and ancestor of no. 52,70, 
71 and 72 below. 
A study of this inscription shows the great difference 
between the perfection attained by al-Sirrayn in this century 
and the 
cAshm inscriptions in relief. If cAshm had taken 
the lead in incised inscriptions in the 3rd/9th century, it 
is al-Sirrayn that led the way in perfecting inscriptions 
in relief in this century. A simple examination of this 
inscription makes comparison between the two towns, cAshm 
and al-Sirrayn, almost superfluous. 
This inscription is characterized palaeographically 
by a tendency to shorten and widen the shaft letters, 
e. g. the alif (Z-3), lam (2,. 7) and the limbs of the lam-alit 
(p,. 4), thus losing one of the elements of elegance i. c. elong- 
ation and the slimming of the letters as in no. 15 above 
and nos. 52 and 64 below, for instance.. Another remarkable 
peculiarity is that the final mim (9,. 8) has a loose tail 
curved at the bottom and the body of za is not connected 
to its shaft in the word al- caz im The inscription 
lacks decoration, except a single element on the apex of 
the al if (Q" 8) and a small inverted triangle on top of the 
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first line. The last three lines are crowded, undist- 
inguished, and somewhat clumsy. The Koranic formula is the 
first to appear in this area and becomes common in certain 
tombstones below. The word thalathumi'ah (9.11) incised 
in two words instead of one word should be compared 
with nos. 43,45,47,63,64 and 68 below. 
No. 43 
C -c Provenance: Ashm (E cem. E. ) Dated, Rabi al-Awwal 
377/Aug. 987. Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
broken lower right. 9 lines. Simple Kufic, carved in 
relief. Average height and width of inscribed area 
32 x 26 cm. approx. (Plate 31, no. 43). 
Text 
A-U 
iC a-U s ; mac , sow ý,. r 
JEA cri c,. 9,9 " ý,.; ý. o 
ioS 4_U 
Translation 
-1 
-Y 
-f 
-o 
-1 
-Y 
-ýl 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. Hasten to forgiveness from your Lord 
3. and a Paradise whose price is the heavens 
4. and the earth, prepared for the righteous. 
(41) 
This is the 
5. tomb of the amir 
cAbd Allah b. cUwayd 
(41) Sür. at A1-cImrän, 133. 
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6. b. Muhammad b. cUbayd Allah 
May his sin[s] be forgiven by 
7. God. Amen. He assed away in the month of R- 
8. biC al-Awwal, year 
9.377 [Aug. 987] 
Commentary 
This tombstone is very important because it bears 
the name of the amir of CAshm province from the cUwayd family 
as mentioned above. With regard to its palaeographic char- 
acteristics, this inscription resembles that of no. 42 above, 
except that its letters are more symmetrical and its words 
better arranged. A form of small. triangles can he traced 
on the top o., r the shaft letters (e. g. t. ]., 5 and 6). Above 
the first line is a border of small continuous circles 
between which is a plain undulating line. 
The two last words of the ending (k. 9) are too 
difficult to be deciphered. However, a suggestion can be 
offered, namely sallam-wa-addaq, meaning probably 
that the dead person believed in the Islamic creed, which 
is represented by the shahadah, and was confirmed in the 
faith. This meaning occurs in a longer formula on certain 
42) It seems however that the engraver wanted tombstones. 
brevity for lack of space and adopted this abbreviated 
phrase. Such brevity has been found in an inscription on 
pottery reading "tawakkal tukf a, put your trust [in God], 
(43) 
you will be safe., " 
(42) Cf. Miles, "Tombstones", 215-7, nos. l, 2 and 3; Combe, 
repertoire, I, 295, no. 381 and passim; al-Zaidan, 
"'People; ' pls., I-XI; `Abd al-Tawab, Steles, Passim and 
p1.21, 'no. 5 above. 
(43) Flury, "Ornamental" 1751 Fig. 606. 
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1: 7 Provenance: cAshm, transported to al-CAgili. No date, probably, 
2nd half of the 4th/10th cent. Limestone. Tombstone of 
irregular shape, broken left side. 6 lines. Open and very 
clean Kufic carved in relief, simply decorated in parts. 
Average height and width of inscribed area 27 x 24 cm. 
approx. (Plate 31, no. 44). 
Text 
I 4-U 
a-U 
" .. o 
ýl 1 V. c I st 
Translation 
-i 
-i 
-o 
-1 
i. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.. ' 
2.0 God, when you gather together the 
3. first and the last for the appointment 
4. of a day which is determined upon, 
(44) 
assign 
5. Saeb b. cAbd Allah 
6. b. Sacb [to be) among those who are secure 
Commentary 
The script of this inscription is clear and makes 
easy reading. Its importance lies in the fact that it bears 
the name of the father of the Amir's mother Iiammadah b. Sacb 
(d. 387/989), occupant of grave no. 45 below. This means 
that it belongs to the category dated the 2nd half of the 
4th/10th century. The Kufic seems to be coarse, lacking 
c (44) After Koran, cf. Surat al-Wagi ah, 50. 
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elegance, though the scribe has taken care to put twisted 
ornamental motifs (9,. 2-6) to fill the spaces between the 
lines. However, they lack any element of beauty. There is 
a flattening and widening of the shaft letters (Q. l, 2 and 4) 
in the manner of some Hijazi inscriptions. 
(45) 
This 
widening also occurs in no. 42 above. The engraver tried 
to embellish the apexes and the terminations of the letters 
with a forked-shape adornment (Q. l, 2,3,5 and 6) and two- 
lobed leaves, as for example in the al if (Z. 4). The letter 
nün (2.1,3,5 and 6) resembles to a certain extent the 
ra (Q. 1 and 2) in this inscription. 
No. 45 
Provenance: cAshm (F. cem. E) Dated, ßamadän 378/Jan. 989 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, fractured through 
the middle. 9 lines. Fairly unclear Kufic, carved in 
relief. Average height and width of inscribed area 31 x 23 cm. 
approx. (Plate 31, no. 45).. 
Text 
oJJ t _t 
jlý.. tiý° x,.. 11 I. gýýt. rº --'ý 
Ä.:. i. 9 
C 135 ]Iöal. Aý-, 11 f T- I im -o 
a1J I Ioýº, a. U 1 on, ... 'ý 
uj J44 -Y 
1ý .. C1 as j9c, 
[ 
135 ] äS,. ß :..., j -"q 
(45) Cf. Grohmann, Expedition, pl. 2, Z 15; al-Ficr, "Tatawwur", 
300. 
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Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. Hasten towards forgiveness from 
3. your lord and a Paradise whose price is the Heavens 
4. and the earth, prepared for the righteous. 
(46) 
5. This is the tomb of Timm al-Amir Hammadah bint 
6. SaCb b. cAbd Allah. May God have Mercy 
7. Upon her. She passed away in the month of 
Ramadan, 
S. the year 378 [Jan. ] 989 
9. year [sic] 
Commentary 
This inscription bears the 
amir's mother, whom we believe to 
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah and daught, 
of no. 44 above. We have already 
name of Hammädah, the 
be the mother of the Amir 
er of Sacb b. CAbd Allah 
mentioned that the word 
amir is not a personal name but a kunyah relating to a title 
of office. This is corroborated by the fact-that the name (, )(' 
Iiammadah was found inscribed on her second tombstone without 
(47) 
title. 
47ý 
The Kufic characters very closely resemble those of 
nos. 42 and 43 above. In fact the two inscriptions might 
have been carved by the same hand. However, this tombstone 
seems to be more artistically developed than the two former 
as can be evidenced from the shape of the final nuns 
(SL. 7 and 8) which sweep upwards to the height of the top 
of the vertical letters. ' The nun also in the word Ramadan 
(46) Surat ; 1I-cImran, 133. 
(47) Cf. P1.39, no. 76 (App. ) 
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resembles'a detached hä which recurs in certain inscriptions 
from CAshm relating to the 3rd/9th century. 
(48) 
The 
word sanat, twice in k .8 and 9 is drawn out in order to 
fill space. 
No. 46 
Provenance al-Sirrayn (s. cem. ) Dated, Shawwäl 379/Feb. 990 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 10 lines. Incised, 
elegant Kufic. Average height and width 48 x 26 cm. approx. 
(Plate 31, no. 46). 
Text 
I. e Pg-J u: si.. - v.. SJ IV1 _Y 
ý; Lgs+ýe Lg. ýo[ I as 
]"°I 
" )h .. 
1L' ? 61 :jJ: Aqiýº 
v. + .a s24 .e 
e. 1.11 aeyý ýs I s: ýJ 1 s;, j -Y 
LJI. 9M' 64 4r '-A 
4 L1 I t,. 1, a, ý 
C ISS ]J 'ý"ýJ -q 
"PLj &JlJ' 4ý:. _J 1, sago als -1 " 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. Those who have been promised previously-by us 
3. a good reward, will be removed far from it. 
4. They will not hear the slightest sound [sic ] 
thereof; and they will 
5. abide in a state of Bliss that their souls desire. 
(49) 
(48) Cf. . pi. 
27, no. 29 . 
(49) Surat al-Anbiya , 101-2. 
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6. This is the tomb of cAli b. Muhammad b. 
7. Zayd al-Naddaf. May God have Mercy upon him. 
8. He passed away in Shawwal of the year 
9.379 [Feb. 990 1 God bless 
10. Muhammad the Prophet and his family and give them peace. 
Commentary 
This is the last incised inscription from al -Sirrayn 
in this century to be studied here. It is a unique 
inscription as the others were mostly carved in relief 
Kuf is in this period. The intensive active participle from 
denoting a profession, al-Naddaf, means a cotton tease-r, a 
trade well-known throughout tthe Islamic history. 
(50) 
The characteristics of the script are represented by 
an elongation of the shaft letters and their ending in a 
decoration, such as small triangles, wedge-shapes and two or 
three lobed-leaves (medial ha' Q. 5), denoting that the artist 
did not adopt a standard rule in his work. * The sin dents 
are shaped like small triangles (9... 2,3,5 and 8). This form of 
sin can be observed in Makkah in the second/eighth century 
. 
(51) 
and in Tihamah in certain early inscriptions. The 
tails of the final nun, rä. and mim (9. l, 4, and 5) are swept 
upwards to the height of the vertical letters and end in a 
decoration resembling a dragon's head. Such a decoration 
has been noticed in certain inscriptions of North Africa 
and cAshm. 
(52) 
The initial, medial and final shaft of the 
letter ha3 (9.2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and 10) is stretched to equal 
(50) Cf. 138 above. 
(51) Al-FiCr, "Risalat", 81,85, text no. I and 2; cf. pl. 21 
no. 6, above. 
(52) Arif, (Arabic, e. j. 8,15,28; Cf. Pls. 26,27 , nos. 
28 
and 29 above; cf. also, Oman* Dahlak, I, 29, no. 23; 'Viet, Catalogue, VI, Pi. -IV -- 2no. 2721/1004, pl. V, no. 2721/419; Garcin, Qüs) 68, pl. VI . 
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the letter alif in length. The medial fa 
) 
and qaf (9.. 2 and 5) 
are represented in the shape of a small rhomboid. We note 
also-the method of inscribing 1äm in the word al-husna 
(Q. 3) where there is a distance between the body of the 
hä. and the line level with a small lam attached to it, 
somewhat resembling an initial bä, .A closely similar lam 
occurs as early as 239/853-4 in a tombstone made in cAshm. 
(53) 
Other scribal errors are the omission of waw in the word 
ülä' ika (Z. 3)-, the connection of the word mim with the word 
f *3: -' 
(k. 4) and the al if of the word al-husnä (k. 3) being 
mamdüdah, instead of normal alif magsurah. 
No. 47 
Provenance: cAshm (E. cem. E) Dated, Shacban 385/Sep. 995. 
Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 10 lines. Fairly 
clear Kufic, partially decorated, carved in relief. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 31 x 26 cm. approx. 
(Plate 32, no. 47) . 
Text 
"" "' Qsc1 uk/J 1,9 -f 
l as ]1ä. ob l. 3 I ýa -o 
CJ o . sue w y,, ý w verj , -1 
Lt 0 
.C 
115 j3 tom L bLj crý> ~ _q 
I" 
(53) Cf. P1.22, no. 11, above. 
-. jýJ- - 
Translat ion 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. Hasten towards forgiveness from your Lord' 
3. and a Paradise whose price is the heavens 
4. and the earth, prepared for the righteous. 
(54) 
5. This is the tomb of Fatimah bint CAbd 
. 
6. al-Rahman b. CUw ayd b. Muhammad b. CUbayd 
7. Allah. May God's Mercy and approbation be upon her 
8. She passed away in the month of Shacban, 
9. year 385 [Sep. 995] 
10. year [sic] 
Commentary 
The occupant of the tomb is Fatimah bint CAbd Allah 
b. CUwayd b. Muhammad b. CUbayd Allah, a member of the CUwayd 
family and a niece of the Amir CAbd Allah b. CUwayd 
(d. 377/989). 
(55) 
The style of Kuiis, with the exception of medial °ayn 
(k. 2) 
, very closely resembles 
those of nos. 42,43 and 45 
above. In fact the four inscriptions might have been carved 
by the same hand. However this one is considered as superior 
to the other three as regards the symmetry of its letters 
and words, the equal spaces between lines, at least in the 
first five lines. There are sporadic ornamental letters, 
which form' a small, almost triangular shape. The letter 
mim (9.1) has a sweeping foliated terminal. On the top of 
the letters waw and Cain (2'. 2), there is a twisted line. 
There is a small circle over the letter tä, 
) A reversed 
triangle lies on the top of the first line. 
(53) Sürat Al cImrän 133. 
(54) Cf. p1.31, no. 43, above. 
(55) Cf. P1.31, no. 43, above. 
No. 48 -386- 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) Dated, Dhu '1-Hij jah 
393/Oct. -Nov. 1003. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
broken upper and left sides, weather-beaten, its top half 
has certain words obliterated, making them difficult to 
decipher. 11 lines. Partially clear and ornamental 
Kuf ic, carved in relief. Average height and width of 
inscribed area 29 x 21 cm. approx. (Plate 32, no. 48) . 
Text 
[ 
J. 9 tLý iý -] --a" 
. eJJ Iv l_; l_. 1,9 -i 
[o_UI,, 
[I 
9.: ß. o 
IV;.; : aJ 1 L. 
, 
__ýC". » 
L. . ý,., LMl JI ý-t J"" _f 
[9t I' I, y] 1, LO .9.. 
o 
FCJJ>-Lbzl 
fýw a111 
j+1, y 
... ... ws . r. 
j 11m -Y 
[a-U I! -] -A> j"j1, ý. 
J s14 21, --A 
[I 
, 35] 
[ äý ] 1-°x-t , ý, ', 
T 
-11 
Translation 
1. ... [ They 
barter not] 
2. the signs of God for a [paltry price. It is those who] 
3. shall have their reward with their Lord. Surely, 
God is 
4. swift at reckoning. 0 [you who believe] 
5. be steadfast and strive to excel in 
steadfastness [and be on your guard and] 
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6. be mindful of your-duty to God, that you may 
[prosper] 
(56) 
7. This is the tomb of Rizq b..... 
8.. Muhammad al-Warraq. May the mercy of God 
9. be upon him, and May [God] honour-his destiny 
10. He passed away in the month of Dhü '1-Hij jah 
11. of the year 394 [Oct. -Nov. 1003] 
Commentary 
This is the last inscription of al-Sirrayn carved in 
relief in the 4th/10th century to be studied here. The names 
are also inscribed in fairly thick and legible letters, a 
feature which spread during the 2nd half of the 4th/10th 
century and its influence extends to the beginning of the 
5th/lath century in al-Sirrayn. We find it difficult to 
decipher the last word in the occupant's name (Z-8), but 
two readings are possible, viz. al-'ßarräq, a name common 
today in Tihamah. However the bäß is detached from the räß 
which itself resembles only the isolated rä. 
' in the word 
Rizq (k. 7) and not a connected ra) as in some words 
(t. -5,7,9 and 10). The other reading is al-Warraq, if we 
presume ' that the loop following the 1äm is a loop of the 
letter, waw having its tail removed either during the artist's 
work or later obliterated by the rigour of the weather. This 
is more probable as this loop resembles the loop of the 
qaf in words gabr and Rizq (2,. 7). Should this reading be 
correct, it gives us a hint that the word al-war raq 
(5? ) 
(stationer or copyist) refers to a profession Which was 
probably known in al-Sirrayn. 
(56) Sürat h- `Imrän, 200-201. 
(57) Ar if , Arabic, 
15. 
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The peculiarities of the script are the widened, 
short and fairly thick letters in relief; the tips are 
embellished by a floral design and lobes of sorts, though 
both are not usually combined. 
(58) 
It will be noted that 
( 9,. 5 and 7) forms a long ele 
al if s. The final ya (k. 10) 
in the thuluth script. This 
the bottom of the letter al if 
ment to make it look like two 
resembles a hä. makhtüf ah 
yä. recurs in a number of the 
inscriptions of the 4th/10th century in al-Sirrayn and 
cAshm, (59) but here it ends in foliated motifs. Floral 
elements can be traced in the spaces between the lines 
(6-10). Some of the tips of the letters end in tendrils 
i. e. the waw (k. 9), the rä' (Q,. 7 and 9) and the final 
mim (Z. 9). In addition, the letter gj in the word Rizci 
( Q. 7) ends in an ornament resembling a rosette and tendril. 
Also the half-palmette can be seen in the head of the 
letter häß (9,. 8). 
No. 49 
Provenance: CAshm (E. cem: D) Dated, Sha°bän 399/May 1009 
Sandstone, Tombstone of trapezoid shape. 9 lines. Incised, 
simple Kuf ic. Average height and width of inscribed area 
32 x 24 cm. approx. (Plate 32, no. 49) 
Text 
C. %4 L., Jl -T 
! L: ".! " 9 -i 
UIA 
58 Jum `ah DTKK, 163-4; cf . Wie ()t, Catalogue, VII, pl. 
XVII, no. 1506/875. 
(59) Cf. nos. 32,34,39 above, and nos. 50,51 below. 
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LA-«t " ý,, s X5.9-", " 1O. 
1. sr.. o..! I tý-r -`t 
29v:: hA : ý9 -Y 
. a. ah o V.. c 6JJ 1y. 
{ 135 3 "aý+ýº äý:. -ill 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. Hasten towards forgiveness from your Lord 
3. and Paradise whose price is the heavens 
4. and the earth, prepared for the righteous 
(60) 
5. This is the tomb of Muhammad b. Yahya b. Muhammad 
6. b. al-Mucallim. He passed away in the month of Shacban 
7. the year 399 [May 1009] 
8. year [ sic ] May God bless Muhammad 
9. the Prophet and his family. and give them peace. 
Commentary 
This inscription bears the name of Muhammad b. Yahya 
al -Mu 
cal l im. This al-Mu call im is a laqab (appellation) 
bestowed on skilled professionals. This-lagab is still 
current in Tihamah and the Hijaz as well as in Egypt, as 
it has been observed in some inscriptions there. 
(61) 
It is considered as an inferior palaeographic 
specimen of this century. The scribe has attempted to end 
the tails of the'letters with certain pointed curves, such as 
the final nun (Q. 1,4,5,6 and 7), the final mim U. 1,2, 
and 6), the ra (2.1,2,3,4,5 and 6) and the'däd (Q. 4). 
This feature occurs in cAshm as early as 371/981 
(62) 
(60) Sürat Al "cImran, 133. 
(61) Cf. nos. 40,41, above. 
(62) Cf . 
373 above. 
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and spreads during the first three decades of the 5th/llth 
century, as will be stated later. 
(63) 
The text is 
surrounded on three sides by a simple continuous border, 
comprising alternating opposed arcs of circles. Its upper 
centre is marked by lifting it to a point. 
No. 50 
Provenance: (cAshm N. cem. G. ) No date, probably 4th/loth 
cent. Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 8 lines. 
Incised, simple Kufic. No measurement of this tombstone 
has been taken. (Plate 32, no. 50). 
Text 
. e. -ý Ic )-j I a-U 
fisi 0 Ls %3j 
°JJ 
, ya I =, S & 
J1 1S 1 
{ 
aji 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate the Merciful 
2. you have indeed in 
3. the Apostle of God a fine example c f-Vr fry% 
4. of [conduct] for anyone whose hope is 
5. in God and the final day, and 
6. who commemorates God much. 
C64ý 
This 
(63) Cf. Hawary, Catalo 
_ 
ue, III, P1.11, no. 11031; Kratchkovskaya, 
Arab'skie, nos. 1,2 and 6. 
(64) Surat Al Imrän, 18. 
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7. is the tomb of Muhammad b. Yahyä b. Muhammad 
8. al-Kinäni. May God have mercy upon him 
Commentary 
This tombstone is weather-beaten and we have only 
been able to have a clear picture of it by treating it with 
ink. This is not an ideal way to treat inscriptions as it 
may change their natural aspect, but we were compelled to 
resort to this because this is the only inscription bearing 
the name of al-Kinani. This al-Kinani is a nisbah relating 
to the well known tribe of Kinanah which dominated most 
of the part of the region covered by this study, including 
cAshm, as stated in certain sources. 
(65) 
The style of this inscription is, despite its 
simplicity, an amalgam of that of older inscriptions and 
those of the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries. The form of 
the final mini (A,. 1,2) and triangular hä' (Y,. 4) resembles the 
. 
early inscriptions nos. 8 and 14 above. The elongation of 
the initial bä, ' in the word bi-sm (2.1), the independent 
hä' in the word uswah (. Z. 3) and the final one in the word 
rahimahu (. Q. 8) is attested in certain 3rd/9th century 
inscriptions e. g. nos. 13,21 and 24. Some of the forms of 
these letters occur in inscriptions in the vicinity of 
al-TF'if and Banü Sulaym, relating to the 3rd/9th century. 
(66) 
However, we have reason to believe that this inscription 
relates to the 4th/10th century, because the dated 
inscriptions of this century were usually incised in an 
(65) Cf. 134,249 above. 
(66) Grohman, Expedition, 19, P1.4, Z 13; al-Basha, 
"Shawah id" , 
92. p1.28. 
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unartistic manner, more or less without adhering to any fixed 
method. They were rather a combination of the styles of 
former and later centuries e. g. nos. 31 and 36 above. The 
formula of this inscription and the form of the final yä' 
in the word fi (9,. 2) have only been noted in the Tihamah 
inscriptions of the 1st half of the 4th/10 century. These 
started to be used as early as 331/943 in an epitaph 
from al-Sirrayn and then 
cAshm in inscriptions nos. 40,41 
above. The form of the final triangular 1iä' in the word 
Alläh (Li), the word hasanah (. L4), the body of the letter 
dä1 (Z. 2,6 and 7) and the kaf (Z. 6 and 8) have some 
similarity with the same letters in an inscription from 
CAshm dated 371/981. 
(67) 
(67) Cf. P1.30, no. 40 above. 
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CHAPTER 16 
5th/11th century inscriptions 
The Yacli b. Mu-sä school 
-394- 
Provenance: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) Dated, al-Jum°ah, 3rd 
Ramadan 403/18 March 1012. Limestone. Tombstone of irreg- 
ular shape, broken left and upper right sides.. 12 lines. 
Clear and legible, partially ornamental Kufic, carved in 
relief. Average height and width of incised area 32 x 28 cm. 
approx. (Plate 33, no. 51). 
Text 
I o. L! I -1 
pS. J LS . 3.3J -Y 
cg. ý, T a UI 
9?. r 
V is OAJ "a. -f 
ofJiýS3ý[ yyI, e-I _u1 -0 
Lira . ISS -`t 
Y 
us-] ii i- 
L JL_ [-i] 19 
CI 
. ýS'J 
Translat ion 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the 
2. Merciful. You have indeed 
3. in the Apostle of God a 
4. fine example of conduct for anyone whose hope is 
5. in God and the final day and who commemorates God 
6. much. This is the tomb of Ja°dah 
7. bint Yasir, the freed man of Kilä- 
(1) Sürat Ä1-°Imr än, 18. 
1ý -395- 
8. b b. Muhammad al-Hazzani. 
9. She passed away on Friday, 
(2) 
3rd of the month 
10. of Ramadan of the year 
11.403 [18 March 1012) . May Mercy be upon her 
12. by God. 
Commentary 
The father of the deceased was a freed man or client 
(mawlä) of a person called Kilab b. Muhammad al-llazzäni. 
This name Kilab is an Arabic name, recognized by Ibn 
Makülä in his Ill. The nisbah, al-Hazzani, refers either 
to a certain people called Hazzan or to a tribe from 
the Yemen. 
(3) 
The style of the Kuf is may be considered an exten- 
sion of that of the 2nd half of the 4th/10 century. Its 
features are a combination of thick and short letters with 
tip decorations, as tombstone no. 48 above. However, this 
one is less lavish in this sense than no. 48. The final 
yap (2,. 3,7 and 8) resembles hä makhtüf ah in the thuluth 
script. This form of yä, 
' is frequent in the 4th/lOth 
century. 
(4) 
The tip of the detached lower right al if 
(Z. 4) is decorated with a stretched leaf appearing like 
two alifs. Such a peculiarity is seen in inscription no. 48 
above. The final mim (twice 9.1 and 2) has a sweeping 
foliate terminal. This also occurs in no. 48 above and is 
(2) This day is correct because the year 1012 was a leap year 
and began on Tuesday. Therefore, the 18th of March was 
Friday. Cf. Grenville, Calendars, 26,73 tables one and four. 
(3) Ibn Mä, külä, al-I-kmäl, 313-4; Kahhälah, Mucjam, III, 1218. 
(4) Cf. nos. 32,34,39 and 50 above. 
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found in a tombstone of B. Sulaym in the Hijaz, relating to 
the 4th/10 century. 
(5) 
No. 52 
Provenance: al-Khalif, al-Rahwah cem. Dated Muharram 406/ 
Jun. -Jul. 1015. Limestone. Tombstone of trapezoid shape, 
split from the top towards the middle. 9 lines. Incised, 
elegant, ornamental Kufic. No measurement of this tombstone 
has been taken (Plate 33, no. 52). 
'Text 
" . >-1 marl 
4JJ1 
J V-a ö,. 9. sý. o V. 11 1, y. rc, 1.. ýº -i 
I. Sk 
L? 1 I 0., aA>.. o C,,.! 6 -o 
Lß'-11 -t°A 
a- U1a, 3 j Y 
äºu t. ro. st. ý, y ý:.., r "ate ýOy,., o -44 
. 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. Hasten towards forgiveness from your Lord 
3. and a Paradise whose price is the heavens 
4. and the 'earth, prepared for the righteous. 
(6) 
5. This is the tomb of Muhammad b. Muhammad b. al-Ja- 
6. bir b. cAli b. CUmar al-Sunni [al-Sinni] 
(5) A1-Bashä, "Shawah id" , 111-4, p1.38. 
(6) Sürät Al cIriiran, 133. 
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7. May God have Mercy upon him. He passed away in month of 
8. Muharram of the year 406 [Jun. -Jul. 1015] 
9. And Ya ci i b. Musa has inscribed [the tombstone] 
by his hand. 
Commentary 
This inscription is from the settlement of al-Khalif, 
near Qilwah, to the'north-east of cAshm. It is important 
because it shows a relationship between cAshm and al- 
Khalif as the scribe comes from CAshm and his name and style 
of script have been found on cAshmi inscriptions. Also the 
father of the deceased and his children's tombs are found 
in cAshm and S. la-Hsabah (cf. table 10; nos. 42,70,71 and 
72) This denotes the connection between the two settlements 
on the one hand. On the other hand, we shall use this 
inscription as a criterion for later inscriptions using the 
incised method during this period and make comparisons, or 
at least attempt to discover any latent influences. As for 
the inscriptions carved in relief, we shall compare them to 
that of YaclL_ b. Müsä (the second inscription to bear his 
name) no. 56 dated 414/1023. 
The nisbah al-Sunni relates to sunnah (orthodox 
tradition) which was adopted by many persons as a nisbah. 
The other possible reading, al-Sinni-, relates to Sinn, a 
place name, by which are known a village of Baghdad, a place 
near al-Bawärij on the road to Mawsil, in Iraq, and a village. 
of al-Rayy in Iran. 
(7) 
This' inscription is characterized by the length of 
(7) A1-Samtani, al-Ansäb, VII, 175-8. 
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the shaft letters, including the final hä. ß (l, 7 and 8), 
which bestows on them a certain sense of elegance; 
(8) 
also the symmetry of decoration of adjacent vertical 
letters according to a unique method of embellishing the 
top with a small triangle or two or three lobed-leaves, 
e. g. the al if with the lam three times (Z. 1) and the lam 
with the shaft of the final häß , 
(Q. 1 and 7). The final 
nun (2.1,2,4,5 and 6), mim (k. 1)., wäw (P,. l and 3), däd 
(Q. 4) and the alif magsürah (2,. 2) have tails which sweep 
upwards to the height of the top of the vertical letters 
and end in an adorned apexes. Also the neck of the letters 
dal (t. 4 and 5), kaf (P,. 2), -the crest of 
the initial Cayn 
(Q. 2,4 and 6) have the same style as in earlier 
inscriptions, though they are shorter. This type of cayn 
occurs in the Yemen in 445/1053. 
(9) The arch of the medial 
Cayn is closed, but it sinks down to form the shape of two 
symmetrical leaves. This form of cayn occurs in cAshm as 
early as 385/995 in tombstone no-47 above. The 1äm-alif 
is given a base resembling a trefoil ornament. 
(10) 
The 
same is visible in the body of the "returning" yä. 
ß 
(X. 6 and 7). . 
This ya recurs and extends to the loft to 
enclose five words (2.6) and four words (P,. 7). 
(11) 
The inscription is embellished by beautiful ornamental 
borders comprising two parallel lines enclosing small, 
symmetrical, recurrent circles with small dots inside. The 
(8) Cf. Wiet, Catalogue, VI, pl. VII, no. 9482. 
(9) Cf. Niebuhr, Descr ipt ion, pl. VI. 
(10) Cf. al -F i 
cr 
, 
"Tat awwur" , 
310 and 352. 
(11) Cf : P1.22, nos. 9 and 10, pl. 23, no. 14; al-Bashes, 
"Shi. wallid" , pis. 
25,33 and 37. 
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centre of the top is marked by a fleur-de-lys with scroll 
ornament on the left hand side. 
Floral sprigs can be seen over the word bi-sm 
(Q. 1). The last four lines of the inscription are rather obscure. 
No. 53. 
Provenance: cAshm (E. cem. F. ) Dated, Shacbän, 407/Jan. - 
Feb. 1017. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 6 lines. 
Incised, decorated Kufic. Average height and width of 
inscribed area 28 x 22 cm. approx. (Plate 33, no. 53) . 
Text 
I CýA>ýýj I A-u 
LYLA OA-U 
sib 
[ 
135' 1 -f 
t_"Rs. 4.. x:;. . ,o 
Translation 
1. In the name of 
2. Merciful. But 
3. 'before his Lor 
4. of Qismah bint 
5. Muhammad. She 
God, the Compassionate, the 
for him who fears to stand 
d there are two Gardens. 
(12) 
This is the tomb 
al-Jabir b. 
passed away in Shacban of 
6. the year 407 [Jan. - Feb. 1017] 
Commentary 
It is believed that this inscription belongs to the 
Yacli b. Mu-s. school or it might even be in his own hand. 
All the char.: WteristicS of no. 52 above, are visible here, 
(12) Surat al-rtahman, 47. 
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whether the tails of the nuns and similar letters, or the 
shaft of the hä' (Q . 1) and the shape of the medial 
ayn 
(. 5). The border is simple comprising a line surrounding 
the inscription on three sides with, in the centre at the 
top, an inverted triangle resembling certain 4th/10th 
inscriptions in cAshm. 
(13) 
The formula occurs in this 
inscription for the first time, but it becomes common in 
this century. 
No . 
54 
Provenance: CAshm (E. cem. E) " Dated 21-2 Sha wwal 410/19-20 
Feb. 1019. Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 11 
lines. Incised, ornamental Kuf ic. Average height and width 
of inscribed area 51 x 36 cm. approx. (Plate 33, no. 54). 
Text 
ß. r1 t; ý. °ý. rJ e. U I .+ -$ 
St rIt G4JU i -Y 
Lb . tOýlseo P, y. r -f 
s. ý 
[Iasi 
CI 
I 35 
]Wi 
a1J i -'t 
I.. LJIý; yo a_UI -Y 
l: L. "e. e.. )T. 9 .. rte 
ý° 
-1.: 
EI 
as] 
(13) Cf. nos. 42,44 and 47 , above. The deceased woman 
may have been the daughter of the occupant of 
no. 42 above. 
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Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2.0 God when you gather together the 
3. first and the last for the appointment of 
4. a day determined upon. 
(14) 
Assign Mar- 
5. Yam bint Ahmad b. cAbd 
6. Alläh b. Muhammad b. cUbayd 
7. Allah to be among those who will triumph, by 
Your mercy. 
8.0 You who are the most Merciful of all who show mercy. 
(15) 
She passed away 
9. with 8 [nights] remaining of Shawwäl 
10. year 410 119-20 Feb. 1019] 
11. year [sic] 
Commentary 
The deceased woman is Maryam bint Ahmad b. cAbd 
Alläh, a member of theCUwayd family, rulers of the cAshm 
province. 
(16) 
The Kuf is has been influenced by the 
calligraphic method of Yacli b. Musa, represented by an 
extension of the final hV in the word of Allah (i . 1,6 and 
7), 
the tail of the nun (Z. 7,8 and 9), the tip of the final 
mim (k. 5 and 8) and the flattening in the shape of small 
triangles of the apices and the tails of certain orn- 
amental letters. There are some variations comprising the 
addition of a small branch, curved like a spiral towards 
the inside under the triangular adornment in most of the 
(14) After Koran,, cf. Surat al-Wägi"ýah, 50. 
(15) After Koran, cf. Surat al- Arg f, 151. 
(16) Cf. table no. 9. 
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aforementioned letters. A similar spiral is noticed in the 
tombstones from B. Sulaym in the Hijaz relating to the 
4th/10th century. 
(17) 
Other variants are the inscribing 
of the initial and medial mim (Q. 6 and 9) in a triangular 
shape, a lean to the left in. the shaft of the final hä. 
(9,. 10); 
18)and 
the similarity between the loop of the qäf 
in the word baqina (Z. 9) and the 
Cayn in the word arbac u- 
mä'ah (9,. 10). 
(19) 
There is a twisted line on the top of 
(20) 
the word bagina (t. 9). The border also is different: 
here plain, a thin line having on top a small triangle and 
on the two sides a six-pointed star. The first four lines 
are obscure and difficult to decipher. 
No. 55 
Provenance : CAshm, transported to al-cAgi1 i. Dated Saf ar , 
414/May 1023. Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape, 
probably broken left side. 8 lines. Incised, fine, elegant 
Kufic. Average height and width of inscribed area 
43 x 28 cm. approx. (Plate 34, no. 55). 
Text 
a_uI -t 
YY 
a. a.. lI I jj. . JI . ýaýº -i 
1. s3 6JJ I 
s aaý. o l. ý. , (,. o'a'`! 
-A 
(17) A1-Bishä; 'Shawahi. d" 102-5, pl . 33,34. (18) C. C. Wict, Catalogue, VI, P1. XI, no. 2721/457, P1. XV, no. 
--- cnli B. C 
1506/28'l 
(20) C. r. . Wiet 
Catalogue. VI P1. XXIV 
. no. 3150/125. 
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Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the 
2. Merciful. Enter Paradise; no fear 
3. shall come upon you nor shall you grieve. 
(21) 
4. This is the tomb of Rahimah bint Ahmad 
5. She passed away in the month of Safar of the year 
6.414 [-[May 1023'] 
7. May God forgive her sin: [s] 
8. and bring her to meet her Prophet Muhammad. 
Commentary 
This inscription belongs to the school of Yacli and 
the Kufic style closely resembles that of no. 52 and 53 
above. The resemblance also can be noted in the ornamental. 
letters. The border is plain, formed by a fine line 
surrounding the inscription on three sides with a small 
triangle on top having a smaller triangle on its upper 
base like an upside down cedar tree. The Koranic formula 
occurs in this inscription for the first time. 
No. 56 
Provenance: CAshm. Dated, Rabic I 414/June. 1023 
Limestone. Cornerstone of irregular shape, fractured into 
five pieces. 10 x3 lines. Elaborate ornamental Kuf ic, 
carved in relief. No scale has been taken for this 
(Plate 34, no. 56). 
( 
stone. 
22) 
(21) Sürat al- ACr f, 49. 
(22) My thanks are due to my friend H. al-Faqih who-photo- 
graphed the stone and placed the photograph at my 
disposal. 
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Text 
A-U 
ö, L. o. st., ,, o 
t",. Lij 
, t,; ý. o 
9I 
. 1.? aJ II 
aU 
o-J I ý,! tb ta ý`, y. t, 
as] ^ ý; ro 
CI 
. ýS 
]o t_ä.; ß 
,y 
aJJ 1.. ý >0 
i v. o o`. 1. J 1* loo LA 1 -t 
ö lS jJ 1C1 ASS 
] Li y öý,, oýJ 
Vý'. a:.: ýc-°J i Vr° i . 
Y. 9ý-t vt `` .9T cr 
b of 1YI lei,, 9 
4. L1 ,v1J.: f-LI 
I c, ro LLb 47b 
i' ö3LaJ I pT 
,y . - 
. u.; 1513.. ß. 1 
Translation 
-i 
-o 
-1 
Y 
--A 
-1 " 
1. In the name 
2. of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
3. Apply yourself to your prayer and be not 
4. one of those who are not aware [of the truth]. 
The order for building 
5. this Mosque was by the Amir 
6. Yacli b. cAbd Allah 
7. bFUwayd, May God prolong his 
8. life, in the month of Rabic al -a 
9. wwal of the year 414 [June. 1023] 
1.0. And Ya`"1.3 b. Müsa has inscribed (the inscription J 
j 
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1. He alone can tend the Mosques of God who believes in 
God and the last day, and observes prayer, and pays zakat 
2. and fears no one but God. It is these who are likely 
to be guided aright. 
(23) 
3. observe prayer at the two ends of the day, and the hour 
of night in the proximity of the day. Surely good 
deeds do away with evil ones. This is a reminder for 
those who would remember. 
(24) 
Commentary 
This inscription was found probably used as a corner- 
stone in the Jämi of the 
cAshm 
settlement and bears the 
c (25) 
founder al -Amir Ya 
cl. i b. Abd Allah of the cUwayd family. 
It also bears the same characteristics as no. 52, executed 
by the same scribe, Yacli b. Musa. The only difference is 
that the former was incised and the latter is carved in 
relief. The letter lam-alif (Z. 8) is different from no. 52, 
otherwise there is a complete similarity between the two 
inscriptions. 
An innovation in this inscription is the protrusion 
of an upper arc curved inside the loop of the qaf (t, 3)1 
j wäw '(k. 9), the initial mim (k. 5 and 8) and the 
crochet of the letter hä, (Z. 5). These have later become 
a floral motif and are found in many places of the Islamic 
world. 
(26) 
The script in the border closely resembles 
that of no. 52 above. 
(23) Surat al-Tawbah, 18. Ya mura is here -translated thus, 
though it carries also the connotation of 'frequenting', 
'visiting'. 
(24) Surat Hüd, 115. 
(25) Cf. 253 above and Table no. 9. 
(26) Cf. Niebuhr, Description, Tab. VI ; Wiet, Catalogue, VI , Pl. XV, no. 3150/120, Pl. XXIII, no. 1506/368; Caskel, 
Arabic, pl. XXI, D 223. 
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No. 57 
Provenance: CAshm, transported to al- cAgil i Dated Dhü 31-Hi jj alp 
427/Oct. 1036. Basalt. Tombstone of trapezium shape. 
10 lines. Incised, fine Kufic. Average height and width of 
inscribed area 42 x 22 cm. approx. (Plate 34, no. 57). 
Text 
, >-J 
1 iraýt. l I 4JJ I_ 
-1 
&I I 
.., 
Lam' " 
- 
ýý m ýý m -1 
1 L93 -)4 ýý 4ý, ký -y 
°, -U I , >. 
[ 
1-61 ä: ß. r ät, Ia it . -% 
Translat ion 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the 
2. Merciful. Hasten towards forgiveness 
3. from your Lord and a Paradise whose price is 
4. the heavens and the earth, prepared 
5. for the righteous. 
(27) 
This the tomb of Katanah 
6. b. Maymün b. Muhammad 
7. He passed away in the month of Dhu ý1-Hij j ah of 
8. the year 427 [Oct. 1036] 
9. year (sic]. May God forgive his 
10. sin [s] 
(27) Surat Ä1 cImrän, 133. 
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Commentary 
This inscription is fairly similar to that of no. 54. 
It embodies the characteristics of the Yacll b. Alus, school, 
but has certain variations which may have developed during 
the period of 14-21 years, thus representing an evolution 
of this style. The variations include the disappearance 
of leaves from the apexes of the letters, replacing them 
with a sort of fine, curved arc in almost all of the tips 
of the letters. These elements are seen in Egyptian stelae 
dated 436/1045. 
(28) 
The triangular mim (2. l, 2,3,3,6 and 9), 
and ha) (2.3,5 and 7) have some variations with regard to 
the decoration. The top of the inscription is embellished 
by a decorative band having three bands in the middle, 
forming a reversed triangle, with inside a small circle 
dotted in the middle and, on the sides, two six-pointed 
stars enclosing two circles also dotted in the middle. 
Some words (9.6,7 and 8) are obscure. 
The name Katanah has been detected in a Kha]. i. (' i 
inscription, though it is not attested in Arabic lit- 
erature. 
(29) 
No. 58 
Provenance: CAshm (E. cem. D) Dated, R3. bl II 429/Jan-Feb. 1038 
Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape, fractured into 
two pieces and broken, upper left side. 8 lines. Incised, fine 
Kufic. Average height and width of inscribed area 37 x 23 cm. 
approx. (Plate 34, no. 58). 
(28) Cf. Wiet, Catalogue, VI, Pl. XXII, no. 52; cf. Oman, 
Dahiak, 159-66, s. XLIX-LVI. 
(29) Cf. P1.44, no. 80, (App. ). 
iýýThe 
names, Kabshah, Kayyisah, 
Käshnah, Kashshah and Kishshah'äre attested in 
al -Mushtabih by al-Dhahabi. M11,11,540=3 
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Text 
'i I ', J 1 o. -U I -1 
U-1 Lb Lý, C: ý4jj I : ua LZZý 
cam: ' 
cr9 tr9,9r d. U o- -o 
" ; ý oJ19a. ß:, 3 4JJ 1 J. s L -A 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. But for him who fears to stand 
3. before his Lord there are two Gardens. 
(30) 
This is 
4. the tomb of Ibrahim b. Yahya 
5. b. Zakarl b. cAbd Allah. He passed away in 
6. the month of Rabic al-Äkhir of the year 
7.429 [Jan. -Feb. 1038 ] year [sic] 
8. May God forgive his sin[s] and bring him'to 
meet his Prophet. 
Commentary 
The grandfather of the deceased man is named Zakari 
b. cAbd Allah. This name is not attested in Arabic lit- 
erature as far as I know. The only reference about this 
name is found in al-Simt al-Ghali al-Thaman. 
(31) 
-Also 
it does exist in the province of J. azan, in the south-west 
of Saudi Arabia, and-I personally know certain people who 
(30) Su-rat al-Rahman, 47. 
(31) Ibn Hatim, I, 465. 
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bear this name. It is furthermore found on a tombstone in 
al-Khalif denoting the relationship between the two settle- 
ments. 
(32) 
The Kufic style bears a close resemblance to that 
5 
of no. f7 above, and exhibits most of the palaeographic 
attributes of the Yacli b. Musa school. There is however a 
noticeable variation, in the adornment of the upper part of 
this tombstone by a fine line enclosing in the middle a 
mitre-like shape. 
No. 59. 
Provenance: cAshm (E. cem. F. ) Dated, Jumädä II 430/March 10 39 
Limestone. Tombstone of irregu] ar shape, weathor. -beaLen . 
8 lines. Incised, fine Kufic. Average height and w. -Ld t. h 
of inscribed area 33 x 28 em. approx. (Plate 35, no. 59). 
Text 
a-u 
4U 1" .ýta. u I , yts J. B 
. 9-ßs o-, iNJi " ý. r.. oJg -3-4 -Ir 
a-it v. + ßk11 y 
[im] 
i-'- r,. 0- 13. % . .vtI -£ 
it Last, j 
1, [I.. S 3-., 1. "., di.:. 
[ 
13S 
] 
y11 u -'l 
ý,. r,. ýJ I saý. o (_,. Lc e. 1J I ß,. 1, o yC as 
] . ate Y 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
2. Say, He is one God. God the Eternal 
3. He is not begotten, neither was He begotten. And He has 
none like Unto Him, 
(33) 
(32) Cf. P1.45 no. 83 (Apps) 
(33) Sürat al-Ikhl5s, 1-4. 
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4. This is the tomb of Yahya b. al-Hasan b. cAbd 
5. Allah b. Musa. He passed away in month of Jumada 
6. al-Äkhir [ sic] of the year 430 [March 1039 ] 
7. year [sic] . And may God bless Muhammad the Prophet 
8. and his family and give them peace. 
Commentary 
This inscription falls into a category developed 
from the Yacli b. Musa school in the 3rd decade of the 
5th/lith century. This development is represented by the 
forms of sporadic, fine, curved arcs resembling an ornament 
on the tip of the letters with displeasing results. While 
these variations are to be considered as a development, 
they are in fact generally less attractive and less elegant 
than the inscriptions of the two earlier decades of this 
century i. e. nos. 52,53 and 55 above. The Kufic characters 
very closely resemble those of nos. 57 and 58 above, and 
60 and 61 below. In fact the five stones might have been 
incised by the same hand. Also the decoration above the 
first line resembles that of no. 57 above in shape; however, 
there is here an illegible script inside the shape resembling 
a reversed triangle. 
No. 60 
Provenance: 
CAshm (E. ce. F). Dated, Sha4bän 430/May 1039 
Limestone. Tombstone of irregular shape, probably broken, 
left side. 7 lines. Incised, fine Kufic. Average height 
and width of inscribed area 18 x 24 cm. approx. 
(Plate 35, no. 60). 
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Text 
" to-: ý,, ý .ýi 
4W 
V L+2 4 try tr9,3ý' -0 
C 
I: tS 
ý 
ä: y 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. But for him who fears to stand before his 
Lord there are two Gardens. 
(34) 
3. This is the tomb of Khälid b. al-Hasan 
4. b. CAbd Allah b. Musa 
5. He passed away in the month of ShaGban of 
6. the year 430 [May 1039] 
7. year [sic] 
Commentary 
It is believed that the occupant of this grave is the 
brother of no. 59 above, and that he died about two months after 
his brother. This year may have been one of 
misfortune for the family. ' The palaeography shows the same char- 
acteristics as those of his brother's tombstone and insriptions 
nos. 57 and 58 above. They may have been inscribed by the 
same hand. The border decorations above the first line 
resemble those of nos. 57 and 59, but here there is inside 
the shape, resembling a reversed triangle, the phrase 
Hasbunä Allah "God is our sufficiency". This may be the 
same phrase as on no. 59 above, but I was unable to decipher 
it, as it had been scraped by a sharp instrument. This may 
1! ýt it ^ý 1.9 "ý r, 
a (34) Surat ä1=Rahmn, 47. 
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denote tampering with inscriptions in the southern area 
of the Amirate of Makkah. 
No. 61 
Provenance: CAshm (E. cem. C. ) transported to A. D. M. dated, 
Jumädä I 431/Jan. -Feb. 1040. Sandstone. Tombstone of 
irregular shape. 7 lines. Incised, simple Kufic. The 
average height and width of inscribed area 20 x 18 cm. 
approx. (Plate 35, no. 61). 
iI 
Text 
"P )j I >-! I 6JJ t -1 
Translat ion 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. But for him who fears to stand before his Lord 
3. there are two Gardens. 
(35) 
This is the tomb of Yüsuf 
4. b. Yacqüb b. al-Hasan 
5. He passed away in month of Jumädä ý1-Awwal [sic] 
6. of the year 431 [Jan. Feb. 1040 
7. year [sic] 
(: iii) sii r"; r. I. ;iI -Itsi lern irr , X17 . 
A. I). NI Ar"c"Ir; wO I c'l'y I)('l); r r I. f folt I. Iill1 -L till 
King Saud 
, 
Riyadh) 
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Commentary 
This inscription may be considered as belonging to 
the same category of nos. 57-60 above from a general and 
decorative point of view as well as the method of inscribing 
the mim (9,2 and 5) and the hä (Q. 3 and 5) in triangular 
form. We however note the disappearance of the two curved 
arcs over the loops of the mim, waw (9,. 2,4 and 5) and 
crochet of the häß which flourished in the aforementioned 
inscriptions. Instead, there is an arc, a reversion to a 
specimen of the YaCli b. Musa school, no. 56. It is therefore 
safe to state that the method represented by the said 
five inscriptions, discussed above, did not please the 
artistic mind of the 
°Ashm people and they returned to the 
style of the two inscriptions nos. 52 and 56 above, signed 
by Ya cli b. Musa. 
No. 62 
Provence: al-Sirrayn (S. cem. ) Dated, Rabic I, 433/Nov. 1011 
Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape, broken lower right 
side. 10 lines. Elaborate ornamental Kufic, carved in 
relief. Average height and width of inscribed area 
32 x 22 cm approx. (Plate 35, no. 62). 
Text 
1 A-U 1 -1 
a-u -l 
v 1,1aýJ 1 L9.. 11 _y 
,4 [rb]& Ub 3 
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1'-1 ° , J, It _C( 
.ý ýýT9 
ýt 
. gis 
ý ý. -ý % _ý " 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the 
2. Compassionate, the Merciful. Say; 
3. this is a great message 
4. from which You do turn away. 
(36) 
This is 
5. the tomb of Mardiyyah bint cAbd 
6. Allah b. Yahya b. Muhammad 
7. b. a1-Qasim al-Qattä. n 
8. She passed away in the month of Rabic 
9. al-Awwal of the year 
10.433 [Nov. 1041. ] 
Commentary 
The word al-Qattän (P. 7) is a nisbah relating to 
(37) 
profession of cotton manufacturer or merchant. 
37) 
With regard to the palaeography, it is to be noted that 
al-Sirrayn has now adopted a different style from that 
of CAshm. Influenced by cAshm, it has endowed the cAshmi 
style withýits particaular characteristics. This inscription 
is an example corroborating the above view. One finds that 
the CAshmi influence during this period is represented by 
the shapes of the shaft of the final häß (Z. 1) and the 
lowering of the second lam of Allah (Q. l) below the base 
line, the medial yä. and final hV in-the word Mardiyyah 
(Q. 5). This has already been depicted in inscriptions nos. 
11,12 and 28 since the 3rd/9th century. In addition we 
--1 01 36 Nra a" 
(37) Cf. 138 above. 
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find the same influence on the medial cayn (k. 10) which 
resembles a "fleur-de-lys". This form of cAyn occurs in 
cAshm as early as 289/902. 
(38) 
However, the characteristics 
of the apigraphy of al-Sirrayn are apparent in the tips and 
the tails of some letters whose decoration ends in the 
shape of a serpent's mouth, i. e. the rä. 
3 (9.1), the nun (' . '' ) 
and the wäw(9,. 3), where the final tä, ) in the word bint 
(Q. 5) is coiled like a question mark. The dents of 
17 sin (2,. 2,7 and 9), shin U-8) and other letters (, 3,5 and 
10) have their lower tips ending under the base line, as 
well as the initial and medial hä. ' in the words hadha 
(k. 4) and shahr (Z. 8). The final mim has sweeping tails 
ending in a simple ornament (z. 2,3 and 7) and floral motif 
(p,. J). The most striking feature is the shape of the latter 
waw (P. -9) which ends in a floral motif. Also the floral 
motifs can be traced., in the tail of letters wäw (. 3), 
the final nun (Q. 2), tä, (Q. 5) and d91 (),. 6). In many cases 
there is a relative similarity from a palaeographic point 
of view, between this tombstone and four other stelae 
from Dahiak, dated 434-461/1043-1069. 
(39) 
The upper border comes to a point like a mihräb top, 
a shape later seen in inscriptions nos, 63,64 and 65 
below. This border, however, is not decorated. Inside 
there is an almost triangular loop adjacent to two four- 
lobed rosettes. Under the text'there is a circle enclosing 
a four-lobed rosette also. 
(38) U. P1.. 2G, no. 28 and pl. 27, no. 29 above; cf. Wiot. 
Cn L; 1 l ogil t' , 
VT, 1A. XXXV I, nc). "1 2336 /!. 
( ; 3ý) ) Oriý: i ti, f, 17 , 
1$ 
, 
20,22-23 and l)1 .1 :3,14,20 : i. n(I 2$. cf. (ýar"c,: iiý, (ýüti Kair. pI. VI1" F' Iur 
''1 O I)cºc'cýi" 37 1, ? i#;. 3. 
Y 
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No. 63 
Provenance: CAshm (E. Cem. E. ) Dated, Ramadan 434/March-April 
1043. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape, fractured into 
three pieces. 9 lines. Elegant adorned Kufic, carved in 
relief. Average height and width of inscribed area 
40 x 25 cm. approx. (Plate 36, no. 63). 
Text 
d-u 
ý; 1-: + . ý. o. ýo ,s1 : eta "jt.: 
c: ý-' a--. 9. 'c 
Translation 
-1 
_. E 
__o 
Y 
1. In the name 
2. of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
3. But for him who fears to stand before his Lord 
4. there are two Gardens. 
(40) 
This is, the tomb of 
Muhammad b. 
5. CAbd Al läh "b . 
cUwayd b. 
6. cUbayd Allah b. cUwayd b. 
7. Muhammad b. "Ubayd Allah. 
8. He passed away in the month of Ramadan of the year 
9.434 [March-April 1043] 
(40) Sürat al-Rahman, 47. 
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Commentary 
This is an important inscription of cAshm, from the 
point of view of the characteristics of the script and the 
historical information it conveys, as it bears the name of 
a member of the family of the ruling cUwayd. 
(41) 
With regard to its palaeographic characteristics, 
it belongs to the collection represented by inscription 
no. 56 which was originally the cornerstone of the mosque 
inscribed by YaCli b. Müsli in relief. There is a clear 
elegance in this inscription, as shown by the ornamental 
motifs resembling a question mark attached to the body of 
the letter hä' (9.. 2,4) and the loops of fä. 
ß 
qäf 
(k. 4) and the wä. w (P. 3,4 and 8). These motifs occur in 
Egyptian stelae as early as 429/1038. 
(42) 
Worthy of mention 
is the shape of the short final mim (Q 2,3) ending with a 
tail curving to the bottom with a pointed tip. Such a mim 
has been seen in two inscriptions, nos. 40 and 43 above, 
dated 371/981 and 377/987. Also the ends of the rä' (Z. 2 und 
9), the waw (2-. 3,5,6,8 and 10) have curved Lips to the 
left. The final nün in all the lines and the neck of the 
dä1 sweep up and curve to the lower left. This present 
inscription heralds a collection where the word bi-sm is 
inscribed in the middle of the line under the head of the 
border which depicts' usually the shape of a mihrä. b. 
(43) 
C ma ah carved here in two words, Also the word. arba u 
which frequently recurs in some tombstones from cAshm 
dating from the 4th/10th contury 
(44) 
(41 )C l' . 'I'albl e no. 
0 
("t ') IUicýt., C'at. L1. ogue, VI, 1P7.. XXT, no. 50. 
(, 13)CC. E), ] . 36 , nos. 
64 
, 
65 and GG; pl. 37, no. 67 and 68. 
(44) Ct. nos. '12,43,45 and 47 above, 64 dhd 08 below. 
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No. 64 
Provenance: cAshm, transported to al-CAgili. Dated Shawwal 
434/April-May 1043. Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 
9 lines. Floral Kufic carved in relief. Average height and 
width of inscribed area 37 x 28 cm. approx. (Plate 36, no. 64). 
Text 
il 0-J1 r. Y 
1ß. 4 
s C. i[ 13S 
] 1. ß. +J I --f 
6JJ I. 3ýc i : ua "v --o 
Translation 
1. In the name 
2. of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
3. Those who have previously been promised by us a 
4. good reward, will be removed far from it. - 
(45) 
5. This is the tomb of cAbd Alläh 
6. b. cUwayd b. cUbayd Allih b. 
7. °Uwayd b. Muhammad b. cUbayd 
8. Allah. He passed away in Shawwal of the year 
9.434 [April-May 1043 ] 
(45) Surat al-Anbiyä), 101. 
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Commentary 
This tombstone belongs to a member of the cUwayd 
family. We believe he was amir of cAshm, as he was the 
nephew of the Amir Yacli b. CAbd Allah and ancestor of 
Sultan Mt. hfüz ruler of la-Hsabah. 
(46) 
The Kufic characters, in addition to those of no. 63, 
show a generally superior precision, though the time 
difference does not exceed one month. This is not aston- 
ishing as the occupant of the tomb is none other than the 
amir of the settlement and father of its future amir. 
However, it contains some additions distinguishing it from 
the style of no. 63 above. This is evident by the leaves 
climbing over the head of the letters. The scribe did not 
content himself, as in no. 63, with the ornaments of the 
body of häß (Q .2,4 and 7) and the loops of the mim (Z. 3 and 
8), the wäw (2,. 5,6,7,8 and 9) and s of M5 5 and 8). He went 
even further by embellishing similarly the peculiarity 
between the two läms of Allah (2,. 2,5 and 6), shaping them 
into different decorative motifs. The medial cayn (Q. 4) is 
illustrated in a form totally different from inscription no. 
63 above. Thus one finds that `Ashm, which did not excel 
in inscriptions in relief in the 4th/lOth century, has 
now attained a high standard of perfection. The border 
represents a band in the shape of a mihrab, enclosing 
continuous small circles. It is to be noted that the word 
ii (Q. 8) is omitted and also the letter waw (Q. 4) in the 
word ülV ika . 
(46) Cf . 
253 above and Table 9. 
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No. 65 
Provenance: cAshm (E. cem. E) No date, probably lst half 
of the 5th/llth century. Basalt. Tombstome of irregular 
shape, with small splits to left and right. 9 lines. 
Elegant Kufic, carved in relief. Average height and width 
of inscribed area 51 x 25 cm. approx. (Plate 36 , no. 
65). 
Text 
t 
ýI 
(: ) "''J 
i 4JJI 
-i 
LoiJ I ts. »,.. e V., J. es 
Jl-u 
,9 -4 
Translation 
1. In the name of 
2. God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
3. Hasten towards forgiveness from your Lord 
4. and a Paradise whose price is the heavens 
(47) 
5. and the earth, prepared for the righteous. 
6. This is the tomb of Muhammad b. A 
7. hmad b. Mahdi al-Y'ama 
8. ni. May God forgive his sin[s] 
9. and provide him with [the appropriate) plea and bring 
him to meet his Prophet. 
(47) Sürat Ä1cImrän, 133. 
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Commentary 
This inscription has no exaggeration in the use 
of ornaments climbing over the letters. Nevertheless it 
preserves the collection's characteristics in the style 
and attached decorations (cf. nos. 56,63 and 64 above, 
66) 67 and 68 below), e. g. the form of letters ° ayn (Q, . 
3) 
, 
däl (k . 5) 6 
&7) , and the placing of the word of bi-sm in the 
middle of the line under the head of the border represented 
by a mihräb shape. Of the peculiarities of this insription 
we note the shafts of the letters e. g. the 1äm (Q. 7) 
which are wide from the top and slender at the bottom in 
order to counterbalance the horizontal letters. The 
earliest recorded instance of somewhat similar shafts is 
a stone in the vicinity of al-Tä'if which was brought to 
light by Philby. 
(48) 
Also the initial and medial mim 
(Q. 2,6 and 7) has a remarkable peculiarity representing 
a small circle enclosing an even smaller circle. A 
similar mim has been attested in the Philby collection too 
and in an Egyptian stele dated 382/992. 
(49) 
The border 
is almost similar to no. 64, leading us to think that 
it is chronologically close to the former inscription, 
no. 64 above. 
The nisbah, al-Yamini, of the deceased man's 
grandfather indicates that he was originally from the 
Yemen. 
(50) 
(48) Grohmann, Expedition, p1.2, Z15; Cf. Hawary, Catalogue 
I, pl. XIV, no. 3380/12. 
(49) Grohmann, Expedition, 16-7, p1.2, Zil; Wiet Catalogue, 
V, pl. LXI, n8.9201. 
(50) Cf. 251 above. 
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ýU. 66 
Prov(. nanc(:: 
CAshur (E. cem. D) Dated, Rajab 437/Feb. -March 1046 
Basalt. Tombstone fragment of irregular shape. 8 lines. 
Elegant floral Kufic, carved in relief. Average height and 
width of inscribed area 33 x 19 cm. approx. (Plate 36, no. 66) . 
Text 
-1 
t -] _' Ji eau I _ý 
ý" 
f"J, ý3 1 S, - V, , 9ssýw 
Ist 9ý] 
[ 
135 J I.:. ý, wa..! 1 _f 
A-u 
ý:, ý, 'Y tt., -e, ,, 
" 
Translation 
1. In the name of 
2. God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
3. Those who have been promised 
4. a good reward by us, will be removed far ... 
from it. 
(51) 
This is the tomb of ... 
5. b. Muhammad b. Ya1i b. cAbd Allä. h 
6. b. CUwayd b. Muhammad b. °Ubayd Allah 
7. He Passed away in the month of Rajab 
of the year 
8.437 [Feb. -March 1046] 
(51) Surat al-Anbiyä' , 101. 
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Commentary 
It is regrettable that this inscription, despite its 
beauty and historical importance, has come to light in 
part only, as shown in the photograph. The broken part was 
probably carried away or lost among the rubble of cAshm. 
The occupant belongs to the 
cUwayd family rulers, of the 
C Ashur province. 
(52) 
He was the grandson of the Amir Ya cli 
who built the mosque of 
cAshm in 414/1023. Having read 
other cUwayd Family inscriptions, we may reconstruct the 
man's genealogy. He is .... b. Muhammad b. Amir Yac li b. 
Amir Abd Alläh b. CUwayd b. Muhammad b. cUbayd Allah. C 
The palaeographic characteristics very closely resemble 
those of nos. 63 and 64 above, and 67 below. In addition, 
there is a new feature: the shape of circles filling 
up spaces between lines and the form of a border made up of 
small continuous symmetrical arcs carved on the same level 
as the letters, i. e. scalloping. 
No. 67 
Provenance: 
c Ashur (N. cem .) No date inscribed, Dhü 
'1-Qa dah 
442/March-April 1051 
(53) 
Basalt. Tombstone of irregular 
shape, fractured into three pieces, one of them missing. 8 
lines. Elegant ornamental Kufic, carved in relief. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 36 x 29 cm. approx. 
(Plate 37, no. 67). 
(52) Cf. Table no. '9. 
(53) Cf. p1.39 no. 78 (App. ). These two stones belonging to this 
grave, one dated, this particular one under discussion 
undated. 
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Text 
4-u _y 
I ys A -u 1. mac 
[ 
1,15 
J 
ý., I .ýI[ 135 
, 
v.. . `l 
a'raa 4111 oL 3J " ý+ l. _+r, 
J 1 ýaS JIY 
Translation 
1. In the name of 
2. God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
3. Those who have been previously promised by us, 
4. a good reward will be, from it, 
5. far removed. 
(54) 
This the tomb of Hasan 
6. b. Sacid b. cAbd Allah b. 
7. al-Hakam al-Wabä' i. May God provide 
him with [the appropriate] plea 
8. and bring him to meet his Prophet. 
Commentary 
This tombstone was found broken on the right side and 
at the bottom. . One of the fragments was found and stuck to 
the inscription' as shown in the picture. Part of the letters 
_qaf 
and hä, in the word wa - al. hagahu (k. 8) was lost in the 
missing fragment. Other words have been almost obliterated 
in the middle (k. 4 and 5). It seems. that it has been used 
as a base for grinding or crushing some hard material, such* 
as grain or coffee. 
(54) Sürat al -Anbiy. l0l . 
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The Kuf is features very closely resemble those of 
nos. 63,64,66 above and 68 below, in fact the five stones 
might have been carved by the same hand. 
With regard to the decoration, this inscription 
resembles that of no. 66 above, but the small circles filling 
the spaces between the lines are not hollow here. The end 
of the last words of the inscription is drawn out in order 
to fill space. 
Al-WabVi is a nisbah which might refer to al-Wab! ah, 
a place in Wadi Nakhlah near Makkah. 
(55) 
No. 68 
Provenance: cAshm (removed to al-cAgi1i). Dated 
Rabi c II , 449/Sept. 1057. Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular 
shape, weather-beaten. 8 lines. Elegant ornamental Kuric. 
Average height and width of inscribed area 43 x 27 cm. 
approx. (Plate 37, no. 68). 
Text 
j.. 1 I ý. o. }tJ I or1J 1 
UJA 135 wI , ý: 
3b 
Oro ý? 'b. %+ , "" 
f'`"r 
C 
3' 
]w1" 
`a'°ý`t "o 
o. ,JIý 
. tom -'l 
(55) Yagüt, btu am, V, 359. 
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Translation 
1. In the name of 
2. God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
3. But for him who fears to stand before his Lord, 
4. two Gardens. 
(56) 
This is the tomb of cAli b. 
5. Ahmad b. Bukayr. He passed away in 
6. the month of Rabic al-Äkhirah 
7. of the year 449 
8. [Sept. 1057] 
Commentary 
This one of the inscriptions was transported from 
C Ashm to al-cAgil i. It has been damaged by hunnid i t, y 
as it has been left lying in a cattle pen. The surface 
has been peeled, obliterating some of the letters (9.. 3,4,5,6 
and 7). This inscription draws its importance from the 
fact of being the-last dated one found in cAshm. It 
belongs to the year 449/1057. It is also one of the few 
not to separate the letters of a single word and divide 
them between two consecutive lines. 
The Ku. f is style very closely resembles those of 
nos. 63,64,65,66 and 67. above; in fact they might have 
been carved by the same hand. The border form is almost 
identical with nos. 66 and 67. The letter mim in the last 
word of the inscription (Z. 8) is drawn out in order to 
f ill space (cf. nos. 45 and 67 above). 
(56) Sürat al-Rahmän, 47. 
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CHAPTER 17 
6th/12th century inscriptions 
The S. la-Hsabah collection 
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No. G$ 
Provenance: S. la-Hsabah. No date, probably 5th-6th/11th-12th 
cent. Sandstone. Tombstone of irregular shape. 6 lines. 
Legible örnamental Kuf ic, carved in relief. Average height 
and width of inscribed area 27 x 22 cm approx. 
(Plate 37, no. 69). 
N. B. no name of the occupant appears. 
Text 
" Pte,, -ý uý. rý ip 
v. lt 1 (-p, 
i, ý: + ý4rwJ 
. NA>L. $Jc A. i ic .i"ÄZ. *% 
JJ 
p-L 
,' 
!C 
-f 
-o 
Translat ion 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. Hasten towards forgiveness-from 
3. your Lord and a Paradise whose price is 
4. the heavens and the earth prepared 
5. for the righteous. 
(1ý 
May God bless Muhammad 
6. the Prophet and his family and give them peace. 
Commentary 
This is the last real Kufic inscription from this 
region studied here. Its characteristics show it to be 
inferior to the cAshmi inscriptions of the 5th/11th century, 
but it has been influenced by theni, especially by nos. 63-68, 
above. This influence can be seen in the elongation of the 
(1) Sürat Al cImrän, 133.. 
r 
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shaft of the final hä, in the word Allah (k. 1 and 5) and 
the lowering of its second lam below the base line. The 
shape of the final mim (k. 1,3 and 6) ending with a tail 
curved below to the right and the shape of the neck of the 
medial kaf (Y,. 3). The influence of cAshm is also evident in 
the decoration resembling a question mark on the top of the 
loops of certain letters, e. g. the waw (Q,. 2), the mim 
(Z. 1 and 3) and the ra (Q. 3) and on the circular forms 
filling the spaces between the lines, as in nos. 66 and 67 
above. However, this inscription shows the same variations 
as in the shape of the short, flattened tail of the nun 
(p,. l and 5) and the form of inscribing and decorating the 
initial ha twice (. l). A similar non-decorative ha 
has been seen in a stele from Dahlak dated 517/1123. 
(2) 
The forms of the final and medial triangular hä. (t. 2 and 
3), däl (Q. 4) and "returning" y' (Q. 5 and 6) have been 
noted in nos. 70 and 71 below, which date from. the 6th/12th 
century. This leads one to place this inscription in the 
late 5th/llth or early 6th/12th-century. It should be 
remarked that the word ila (Z. 2) is inscribed with al if 
mamdüdah, instead of the normal alif maq$ürah. 
No. 70 
Provenance: S. la-Hsabah. No date, but presumably 
( 
580/1184-5.3) Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 12 
lines. Incised, simple script, carved in relief. Average 
height and width of inscribed area 40 x 24 cm. approx. 
(Plate 37, no. 70). 
(2) Oman, 
_Dahlak, 
I, 67-70, Pls. LVII-LX. 
(3) C-f. no. 71, below. 
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Text 
vý. rý ý a-U iI -ý 
;j1ý., 3 
11 
35 I 13 Ub -1 
v., ý.. ýa 1 t. + 1j 1L61ýJ 1[ v 
tiý1, ý.. 11 I , SS 
] 
C, -o 
_, 
, j$ w1 r 
1.?. J 1w[I as 
]1 
sa. "-[ 15 
] 
o. + 1 
A-*>, 1-A,; i I OA-1 -i 
1 9. %J IL 135 
] 
0.. 1, : '-+ 1 -Y 
MM L 
as ] v"r 1 ý^^M oy IS _g 
a ; 
4t o_U I -, A 
osjy ono . o%J j ... ... -q 
e_... fr of J1ä. osý ývýv "ýý . ýý " 
ß, 1c LU I ý,. ýa9 -11 
eJT j .e -1'C 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, 
2. the Merciful. 
3. But for him who fears to stand before his Lord 
there are two Gardens. 
(4) 
4. ' This is the tomb of al -Khalif i 
5. al-Sultan b. al-Sultan Ibrahim b. 
6. CUmar b. Muhammad b. Salim (Sulaym) 
b. al -Jab it b. All 
7. b. CUmar al-Ashyam al-Sulami al-Zahräni. 
May the Mercy of 
S., God be upon him, and his scribe Hasan b. 
9. Ibrahim, and his son was buried with him 
10. Muhammad ... May the Mercy of God be upon him. 
11. And God bless 
12. Muhammad ' and his family and give them peace. 
(4) Sürat al-Rahmän, 47. 
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Commentary 
The occupant is al-Khal if i, al-Sultan b. al : -Sultän 
Ibrähim b. Muhammad al-Sulami al-Zahrani. The nisbah, 
al-Khalif i, probably relates to -al-Khalif , the above mentioned 
settlement where one of the ancestors of the deceased was 
buried. 
(5ý 
However, such a nisbah is not attested in Arabic 
literature. Al-Sulami is a nisbah referring either to the 
Hijazi tribe of Banu Sulaym or probably to Sulaym, the 
second ancestor of the deceased person. 
(6) 
Also the nisbah, 
al-Zahrani, relates to the well-known tribe Zahrän of the 
Azd, some of whose branches live in this province. 
(7) 
The title "sultan" is bestowed usually on governors. 
(8) 
We have already stated that the rulers of cAshm were of the 
cUwayd family and the tombstone of the last of them has been 
discovered in southern la-Hsabah near this tombstone, and 
bearing the same title. 
(9) 
It should be said that iho uI -Juhi r 
family might have been prominent in cAshm. It is probable 
that there was between them and the cUwayd family ties 
of some sort or a marriage relationsip, as their graves 
lie side by side with the cUwayd tombs in the eastern 
cemetery. 
(10) 
However, none of the Jäbirs in cAshm bore 
a title indicating-that he was ruler during the whole 
period of the heyday of 
cAshm. The situation may have 
(5) Cf. pl. 33, no. 52 and table 10. 
(6) A1-Samcäni, al-Ansab, VII, 111-13,124. 
(7) Al-Samtani, al-Ansäb, VI, 327-8; Cf. . 
(8) Al-Bäsha, al-Algab, 323. 
(9) Cf. p1.38, no. 73 below and table no. 9. 
(10) Cf. nos. 42 and 53 above, table no. 11. 
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changed after their migration to la-Hsabah-and probably the 
government alternated with the cUwaydis, or the occupant or 
his family ruled before Sultan Mahf. üz (d. 586/1190). They 
may also have ruled the province in conjunction with the 
`Uwayd family. This view is corroborated by the fact that 
joint rule appeared in Makkah during this period and may 
have been carried from the capital to the provinces. 
(11) 
There is another explanation for this title: it may have 
been honorary, or indicative of prestige or fame and not 
of rule, 
( 12) 
as it has been given to the father, and his 
son who died at the same time and was buriad with his father 
without acceding to the sultanate. 
(13) 
This title was 
also given to the second son who died one year after them 
(14) 
i. e. 581/1185-6, and he was a mere scribe. 
The script tends to be a primitve naskhi rather than 
Kuf ic. It may be that it is of the rounded type (muqawwar) 
used in the dawawin (government departments), not usually 
for funerary purposes. It contains a number of obliterated 
words (2.4,8,9 and 10). The only link between this 
inscription and the last real Kufic one, no. 69 above is in 
the form of . 
final häß (9.7,10 and 11) and dal (9--9 and 10) 
where they resemble those of no. 69. It should be noted that 
this is the first time that the letters have dots on them 
in the funerary inscriptions of this area. There is a relative 
similarity, from a palaegraphic point of view, between this 
inscription and a stele from Egypt, dated 567/1172. 
(15) 
(11) Cf. 72 above. 
(12) A1-Bäshä, al-Al gäb 326,329p 336p 337; Combe, Repertoire 
, VIII, no. 4554. 
(13) Cf. no. 71, below. 
(14) Cf. 72, below. 
Ik (I"- 
(15) Cf. Wiet, Catalogue, VI, p1, Xxxvf ) n: 5g; 
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Table No. 10 
The family of a1-Jabir 
A1-Zahräni 
Al-Sulami 
I 
Al-Ashyam 
Umar 
I 
Ali 
Muhammad 
(l) 
Al-Jibir 
Muhammad 
(2) 
'Sulaym Qismah 
(3) 
Muhammad(4) Muhammad 
Al-Sultän CUmar 
Al-Sultan Ibrahim 
(5) 
Al-Sultan Muhammad 
(6) 
Al-Sultän Hasan(7) 
(1) Omitted from nos. 70,71 and 72. 
(2) Cf. no. 42. (5) Cf. no. 70. 
(3) Cf. no. 53 (6) Cf. no. 71. 
(4) Cf. no. 52 (7) Cf. no. 72. 
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The scribe is Hasan b. Ibrahim the deceased person's own 
son and he prayed for God's mercy on himself and his son 
(i. e. the scribe's son). The formula is usual in the 
tombstones of la-Hsabah; it appeared in CAshm from the 5th/11th 
century onwards. 
No. 71 
Provenance: S. la-IIsabah Dated, 580/1184-5. 
Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 7+1 lines. Fairly 
simple naskhi, carved in relief. Average height and width 
of inscribed area 26 x 26 cm. approx (Plate 38, no. 
7]). 
Text 
A-U 
, ý.: -9 
[1 
. i5 
I 
.il. ýa Iýýa o", ýO I .ov1. 
ý v'0J. 9 Y 
xxX asI 
: 15 
Lr-LCy 4 . 
tc 4-U1 
[ 1: ý5 u.. w 1a 1rIC 135, 
ýr=º t 
, >ta 
jJ I ýo -1. w-11 r. 1ý... 
) II . 's5, ,t 135 0-1 J. ný. e 
L 
135 tý-+ 1 
. r°s -Y 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. But for him who fears to stand before his Lord, 
there are two Gardens. 
(16) 
This is the tomb of 
3. al-Sultan b. al-Sultan Muhammad 
4. b. Ibrahim b. cUmar b. Muhammad b. Sulaym b. al-Jä. 
5. bir al-Sulami al-Zahrani. May the Mercy of God 
be upon him and upon 
(16 ) Surat al -Rahman , 
47. 
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6. his parents, and upon his scribe Hasan b. Ibrahim b. 
?. cUmar b. Muhammad b. Sulaym b. a1-Jäbir 
al-Sulami al-Za [hrani 
1. The year 581 [1184-51 
Commentary 
This inscription bears the name of Muhammad b. 
a Ibrahim, the son of the deceased of n'o" 70 above. 
(17) 
He 
died on the same day and was buried in his father's grave, 
as is clear from the above tombstone. One does not know 
the reason for the death of both men, but it may have 
been the result of an accident such as drowning, fire, 
the collapse of a house or an enemy attack. 
The scribe is Hasan b. Ibrahim, the deceased man's 
brother and his father's son. He made this inscription 
bearing the same palaeographic characteristics as his 
father's, but he exerted more care in his brother's 
inscription. One finds him here bringing the words closer, 
making the letters more compact and embellishing the 
inscription, with some decorative circles filling the spaces 
between lines and also in the middle of the nun in the word 
Ibn (k. 6). These small circles are to be noticed also in 
the inscriptions nos. 66,67 above, dated 437/1045,442/1051 
and in no. 69 from la-Hsabah, dating from the late 5th/llth 
and early 6th/12th centuries. 
There is writing on the left side of the tombstone, 
illegible except for the year of death 580/1184-5. 
( 8) 
(17) Cf. Table no. 10. 
(18) Cf. p1.38 no. 71a. 
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This date applies also to inscription no. 70. The first 
line of the inscription is obscure. It should be noted 
that the word Khamsu mi'ah is inscribed as two separate 
words. 
No. 72 
Provenance: S. la-Iisabah Dated, 581/1185-6. 
Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 9 lines. Simple 
naskhi script, carved in relief., Average height and width 
of inscribed area 29 x 35 cm. approx. (Plate 38, no. 72). 
Text 
&JU 
La4 
cß LJ Lý as 
--f 
T.. r SL _J I ... 
I 
9 xxxxx co .9Y 
XxxX 
--A 
°-J 9 . Loa. o V1c a_U I L740. p t$. q 
Translation 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. But for him who fears to stand before his Lord there 
are two Gardens. 
(19) 
This is the-tomb of 'al-Khalif i 
3. al-Sultan b. al-Sultan Hasan b. Ibrahim b. C Umar 
b. Muhammad 
(19) Surat al-Rahman, 47. 
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4. b. Suläym b. al-Jabir b. `Ali b. CUmar 
b. al-Ashyam al-Sulami al-Zahrani 
5. From the sons of Jäbir ........... 
who protect their neighbour with swords 
6. and ? ........ angry 
7. And has inscribed the inscription 
in month .... 851 
11185-61 
8. Its owner and scribe, 
9. and may God bless Muhammad and 
his Family and give them peace 
Commentary 
This tombstone bears the name of the scribe Hasan b. 
Ibrahim who died one year after his father's and brother's 
death. It is inscribed by someone other than Hasan b. 
Ibrähim, but nevertheless it bears his imprint as in nos. 
70 and 71 above, from a palaeographic point of view. The 
scribe may have been the son of Hasan who is mentioned in 
inscription no. 70 above, so that his palaeographic method 
bears resemblance to his father's. Some of the words 
(Q. 5,6,7 and 8) are obliterated and some-can not be dec- 
iphered and translated. 
No. 73 
Provenance: S. la-Hsabah Dated, Sat. l7th ... 
586/1190 
Basalt. Tombstone of irregular shape. 10 lines. Simple naskhi Script 
rv('(l in re Iir i' . Average 
height and' width o (' inbcr ibed 
:u ea. . 39 x 28cm. approx. (Plate 38, no. 73). 
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Text 
a_u 
4-U I '3-ßt c; ý-: + ý'`}-stpo V týz. l. ýý,... 1 I 
ajj 
6-U I . 5.; ýc V,. º . Lý, c j,,, 
a 
.., -to a -u 
I L> j. ý,. L,, y. szJ 
[ouI ] ca- -% LI `35 3 a.: w ýarw 0-x, 9 t3-ß+I.. 0.. _9 
of y sca. o Iý. 1. ýw 
' I°-ß"9 
Translation 
-1 
-c 
-r 
-f 
-O 
-1 
-Y 
-A 
-1 " 
-11 
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
2. This is the tomb of al-Sultan b. 
3. al-Sultan Mahfüz b. CAbd Allah 
4. b. Badr b. Yahyä (? ) b. al-Malih b. cAbd Allah 
5. b. CUwayd b. cAbd Allah b. cUwayd 
6. al-cUwaydi. May the blessing of God be upon him. 
7. He passed away on Saturday, the day of 7 
8. - and 10 (i. e. 17) Rajab (? ), year (? ) 6 
9. and 580 [1190] year. May God bless 
10. our lord Muhammad and his family 
11. and give them peace. 
Commentary 
The script is crowded, undistinguished and cl umnsy . 
It has been made worse by the rough volcanic'-stone on which it 
is engraved. Some words (Q. 4,8 and 10) are doubtful and 
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the last word (Q. ll) rather obscure. 
The importance of this inscription lies in the fact 
that it bears the name of Sultan Mahfüz al-cUwaydi, the last 
ruler of the cAshm province known to us so far. 
(20) 
This 
indicates the emigration of the family to southern la-Iisabah 
and probably its being chosen as provincial capital, 
instead of cAshm which may have been destroyed from the 
2nd half of the 6th/12th century onwards as stated before. 
The palaeographic characteristics of this inscription 
are the same as nos. 70,71 and 72 above; the first two of 
them are engraved by Hasan b. Ibrahim al-Zahräni. However, 
this inscription is different in that it lacks diacritical 
points which have been a feature of funerary tombstones, 
at least in the first five (7-11) centuries. It also 
lacks good order in its words and lines, e. g. the contiguity 
of words in certain lines and their separation in others, 
all this leading to difficulty in reading of some of the 
text. 
Nos. 70,71,72 and 73 above are of particular 
interest and importance in the field of Arabic epigraphy 
and palaeography. They clearly mark a transition period, 
the change from Kufic to naskhi. The period concerned 
is 580-586/1184-90. 
(20) Cf. 253 above and table no. 9. 
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CONCLUSION 
It can be seen from this study how the , char if s of 
Makkah struggled with and were engaged in a prolonged 
G 
rivalry against the Abbasids to establish an independent 
Makkan amirate. They achieved limited success at the 
turn of the 4th/10th century. When the Fatim. Ld Caliphate 
was established in Egypt, the sharifs of Makkah were en- 
couraged by them and this helped them in the course of their 
initial steps to consolidate their independence and strengthen 
their position. However, the sharifs soon revealed new 
designs, when Abu '1-Futüh claimed that he was the Caliph 
and was more worthy of the title than the latimids. This 
prompted the Fatimids to work against him until he was 
deposed. Abu 'l-Futuh then tried again to win back their 
favour, proclaiming once more his loyalty to them. He 
discarded the idea of the caliphate, together with the 
sharif s who succeeded him throughout the Islamic era. In 
modern times only Sharif al-Husayn b. 
cAli claimed the 
caliphate. Otherwise the Sharifs of Makkah preferred, after 
the failure of Abu 'l-Futuh, to maintain their domestic 
independence, which increased and decreased according to the 
strength or weakness of the two caliphates, theAbbasids in 
Baghdad and the Fatimids in Cairo. Makkah's independence 
was affected also by the changing tides of the struggle 
between the Fatimids and the Abbasids. 
We should bear in mind the fact that the influence 
enjoyed by these two countries did not diminish Makkah's 
independence, except to the extent that the Makkans had 
to pray for this caliph or that from the minbar and accept 
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aid from him. Perhaps the Sharifs of Makkah are to he 
excused, for they achieved its independence, but could 
not form a strong army to defend it, owing to the low 
population figures in Makkah and its surroundings. Besides, 
its resources could not meet even a part of its expenditure. 
Therefore, the sharifs had to come to terms with the 
powerful, and accept endowments and presents from this 
party or that. 
We also conclude from this study that the Yemen 
became a party to the struggle over Makkah from time to 
time during that early period. At the time it did not enjoy 
the influence that could enable it to interfere on a larger 
scale, as the Yemen itself was torn frequently between rival. 
factions. However, though circumstances were not favourable 
for the Yemen at that time to engage in expansionist 
policies, its role in Makkah was only natural, by virtue of 
its geographical proximity to the Holy City and the absence 
of any great natural barrier between the two. Besides, 
there was the economic factor that the Yemen was the granary 
upon which Makkah depended after Egypt. Moreover, the 
Yemen was considered one of the foremost Islamic regions 
in terms of Shici affiliations, whether Zaydi or lsrn:. iCi ]i 
These two groups were united on one thing; their love 
of the 
Alids 
and their defence of the Alid cause. 
It was inevitable, then, that the Yemen should play 
a prominent role in the affairs of Makkah, but the Yemenis 
were thwarted by the circumstances öf the international 
scene and the scramble for Makkah by the big powers, the 
Abbasids and the Fatimids. No sooner had the former 
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stood alone on the battle field in Makkah after the fall 
of the latter than they began to enjoy power there during 
the decline of the Hashimids who had been compelled by 
Saladin to pray for the Abbasids. 
However, the governorship of Makkah was monopolized 
by the sharifs during the time of Qatadah who was able to 
keep it free from outside interference. There were some 
occasions when Hasan wanted to co-operate with the Abbasids 
just shortly after he became ruler. However the incident 
of the murder of Agbash put an end to this. 
On the other hand, an opportunity for d:! rect inter- 
vention by the Yemen in Makkah soon presented itself during 
the period of the late Ayyubids and early Rasulids. This 
was due to dissension among members of B. Qatadah and led 
to the direct occupation of Makkah in 619/1221 by the 
Yemen, and the removal of the sharifs from Makkah. This 
-CT-4( - occupation entailed an act of intervention by ; 'rihamah 
in the political game after the appointment of Rajih b. 
Qatadah as amir of the southern area of the amirate of 
Makkah and his alliance with the Rasulids. This situation 
resulted in the insistence of both the Ayyubicis in Egypt 
and the Rasulids in the Yemen upon full control of Makkah, 
a fact which meant the-removal of the sharifs from the 
control of Makkah for about twenty-five years. Abi Sacid 
al-Hasan b. 
cAll b. Qatadah snatched the reigns of power 
in Makkah from the Rasulid governor, Ibn al-Musayyab in 
647/1055-6, which coincided with the murder of al-Malik 
al-Mansur, the Rasulid ruler of the Yemen. 
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On the other hand, at a time when Makkah, the capital, 
was suffering from instability and experiencing conflicts 
and revolutions, its southern region was quietly building a 
civilization and towns which have not received the attention 
they deserve in the Arabic sources. Its geographical 
position, as it were, obscured its importance until very 
recently; its only reputation was that it was a remote 
area without any historical significance. This study has 
demonstrated, it is hoped, that it is now possible to regard 
the area in a new light, and that it is, in fa: t, well 
worthy of attention. Perhaps the most important result 
reached by this study is the discovery of the towns of al- 
Sirrayn and 
cAshm. 
The first, al-Sirrayn, was the main port for the 
southern area of the amirate of Makkah. The conclusion 
reached is that it was ruled by four sharifian families in 
Makkah; during this period the port did not get involved 
in the conflict taking place in Makkah, except during the 
reign of B. ' Qatadah. 
Al-Sirrayn owes its existence to a number of factors, 
the most important being its unique geographical position 
which made of it a meeting-place of land and sea routes, 
and enabled it to be the only outlet for a vast agricul- 
tural area extending to al-Sarawat, including the province 
of 
cAshm. These factors were responsible for the develop- 
ment of al-Sirrayn, and causing it to prosper and grow; 
this prosperity reached its peak in the 5th/11"th and 
6th/12th centuries. It is concluded that al-Sirrayn had 
trade relations with the ports of Hijaz, the Yemen and 
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even Ethiopia. Furthermore, it played a part as an entrepöt 
between these ports and the interior of the southern Makkan 
amirate. Thus it attracted emigres from various countries. 
Al-Sirrayn was able to build a prosperous civilization which 
has been indicated by the relics found; the survey included 
its residential sectors, tombs, harbour and the only source 
of water it had. 
Regarding the second settlement, cAshm, it is con- 
eluded that this historically important town was the capital 
of -a region which contained other historical settlements. 
There were factors which played an importan,; role in its 
development. It is, for example, situated on the Yemeni 
pilgrim road to Makkah and is surrounded by an important 
agricultural area and represents a transitional stage 
between the coastal plain and. the mountain regions. However, 
the most important factor is the existence in it of a gold 
mine, known in the pre-Islamic era, which was prosperous 
during the Islamic age. Until the 5th/11th century, cAshm 
used to produce- high quality gold products which were known 
in southern Hi j az. Gold mining in, cAshrn led to its pros- 
perity and made it the, object of attraction for many emigres 
who came to it from various quarters and countries and who 
contributed to its urban development. 
cAshm may be regarded 
as the largest settlement in the region, as far as I am 
aware, from the point of view of urbanization. Our 
archaeological survey revealed that it was a large town, 
well developed and planned. Its fine planning can be seen 
in the system of its thoroughfares, the building patterns and 
styles of its houses and its infrastructure. It is also 
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clear that its inhabitants had fine taste and were rich 
and prosperous. The system of its market and the spacious 
nature of the shops discovered, show that the market was a 
large one and that the town experienced a period of economic 
boom. That the province of 
cAshm bustled with life and 
activity is shown by the spacious extent and expanse of 
its region, the existence in it of a number. of Islamic 
settlements, the architectural patterns in these settlements 
and the planning of their residential quarters, especially 
Northern la-Hsabah. 
Perhaps the most important discovery in al-Sirrayn 
and 
cAshm and other settlements in the southerr area of the 
amirate of Makkah is the funerary inscriptions. From these 
inscriptions it was possible to extrapolate much of historical 
and palaeographical value. Their historical value resides 
in the fact that they are a documentary record of the people 
of these settlements, the occupations they pursued and the 
governors who ruled them. Their palaeographic value lies in 
revealing the development of the Kufic script in the region, 
both incised and in relief. The former started as a simple 
form which began to develop, until it reached its peak in 
the 3rd/9th century. The latter also started as a simple 
form in the 4th/10th century and began to develop until it 
reached its zenith in the form of impressive aesthetic works 
of art in the middle of the 5th/11th century. Also this 
region witnessed the beginning of a naskhi funerary script 
in the 6th/12th century. 
As for the decoration of the stones it is of two 
kinds; the first is the calligraphic decoration, which is 
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virtually non-existent in the early simple Kuf is inscrip- 
tions. It began to assume rudimentary decorative shapes 
in the form of pustules or protrusions at the head of 
vertical letters and seen in the shape of a spike or 
fork, and of simple leaves which begin to develop into 
three-lobed leaves in the 3rd/9th century, symmetrical 
ornaments, half-palmettes, shapes of rosettes; simple and 
decorative arcs, extensions in the word Allah and other 
letters, forming some letter heads into the shapes of 
animals' heads- 
The second kind of decoration is that surrounding 
the inscription on three sides only. This is the pecul- 
iarity of the inscriptions found in this region. We have 
noted the presence of simple patterns which were no more 
than simple lines enclosing the text from three sides 
only. Others were decorative units, which were similar 
in shape to chains, circles, curves and other geometric 
forms. The upper parts of some patterns were decorated 
(1) 
with small rosettes, seals and hexagonal star forms. Writing 
outside the patterns appears in the 2nd half of the 
3rd/. 9th century and this adds to the text valuable literary 
material. 
These conclusions mentioned above are an extra- 
polation from literary, archaeological and epigraphic, the 
relics which were found and which were used for the discovery 
of historical facts which, it is hoped, will be a contrib- 
ution to human knowledge. 
(1) Cf. Figs. 1,2 and 3 below. 
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Fig-2 Different Styles of the Top of the Borders 
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Fig. 3 Different Types of Decorative Bands form 
the Borders of some of the Inscriptions 
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APPENDICES 
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Birk al-Ghimad 
Birk al-Ghimad, or simply al-Birk, is one of the Tihä. mi 
sites known to Arab geographers who indicated that it is 
a site in the Yemen. Al-Bakri mentions that the Prophet's 
Companion, Abü Bakr, left to emig. "ate to Abyssinia. When 
he reached Birk al-Ghimad, in the territory of the Yemen, 
he was met by Ibn al-Dughunnah, leader of the al-Qarrah 
tribe, who told Abu Bakr, "A man like you should not leave 
his country. Go back to your country and you are in my 
safe conduct. " Abü Bakr returned to Makkah. 
(') 
Ya-gu-t 
states that Birk al-Ghimad is a town in the Yemen, in which 
C Abd Allah b. Jadýan, one of the leaders of Qcraysh in the 
pre-Islamic era, was buried. 
2 
A1-Hamdanl believes that it 
, 
(3) 
is Harrat Kinnah "at the farthest end of the Yemenf, 
He quoted the words uttered by Sa`d b. Mucadh al-Ansäri, 
and al-Migdad b. al-Aswad al-Kindi, both Companions of the 
Prophet Muhammad, who said to the Prophet: "If you want 
us to cross the sea, we will. certainly do so; if you 
want us to head for Birk al-Ghimad, in the land of the Yemen, 
we would certainly make that our destination Al-Birk is 
also mentioned in the poetry of the Hudhalis, coupled with 
other Tihami places which enter into the scope of this study. 
5 
Birk al-Ghimad was not as far from Makkah as al-Migd d 
or others imagined. It lies to the south of Makkah 
(1) Mu gam mä. 3stacjam, I, 244. 
(2) Mu jam a1-Buldan, I, 399. 
(3) Sifat, 306. 
(4) ifat, 366. 
(5) 1- ukkär'i, Sharh, III 1Ö43. 
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approximately 450 km. distant. It is a small town on the 
coast of the Red Sea at the edge of the Harrah referred to 
(G) by al-Hamdani as Harrat Kinanah. 
On the surface in the area of al-Birk there are 
remains of al-Harrah volcanic rocks upon which it is 
difficult to walk and which extend a long way to the east 
and south of the town. This reduces any chance of cultivation 
with the exception of some palm trees in a depression to the 
north of al-Birk inside the wall. In 1925 there were very 
few of these trees. 
(7) 
There are, however, good agricultural 
areas in a region to the east of al-Birk known by the 
name of al-Shurufät, which is the resort of the people 
of the town. For their livelihood the people depend on 
fishing and selling fish. There are two walls which surround 
Birk al-Ghimä. d. One of them is a recent internal one 
built over 200 years ago. 
(8) 
The other is an old external 
one probably built by al-Malik al-Mansur cUmar b. Rasü]. 
in the year 628/1230-1. 
(9) 
Probably some restoration work 
was done in comparatively recent times. The remains of the 
wall are 300 m. long, extending from the sec, to a depression. 
It is separated from the eastern mountains by a deep'wadi 
about 15 m. deep. In height it is more than 4 m. at the 
entrance and about 40 m. at the west end which soon began 
to disappear with the building of the new road between Makkah 
(6) Sifat, 118. 
(7) Rutter, the IIo: l. y Cities, 47. 
(8) Philby, Arabian Highlands, 680. 
(9) Ibn Hatim, al-Simt, II, 203; al-Khazraji, 
al-cUqüd, I, 85. 
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and Jazan. 
(l°) 
There are, at the al-Harrah end, on the 
east side of the wall, old tombs which have no inscriptions. 
They are built in the shape of primitive domes with no filling 
ýll between the unpolished stones which are used in building. them. 
In the main, the inhabitants of Birk al-Ghimad are 
B. Hilal. Their branches are B. Jabir, B. CA1ý and B. Subayh 
Their common ancestor is called Khitarish. 
(12) 
Today al-Birk belongs to the Makkan amirate and is 
the chief town of a number of villages, the most important 
of which are Dhahbän in the south, al-Dabsä and cAmiq in 
the north, whose leadership is undertaken by she sons of 
Shaykh Muhammad b. cAbduh. 
(13) 
(10) Cf. pl. 40, no. XXXVIII. 
i. 
(11) Cf. . pi. 40, no. XXXIX . 
(12) Fucäd Hamzah, Qaib, 203; Cornwallis, Asir, 38. 
(13) Cf. . Ibn al-Mujäwir, al-Mustabsir, I, 54-5. 
(14) Cornwallis, Asir, 36. 
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The Dankän Settlement 
Dankcan lies in the Manjahah area, Tihämat cAsir. It 
is situated to the east of the well-known al-Qahmah, on the 
road between al-Birk and Jazan. It can be reached through 
al-Mat can by the track which starts from kilcmetre mark 10 
south of a'-Qahmah opposite Mount Kudummul which stands in 
the sea. 
(') The road then extends east across Wadi Hamadah, 
, then Wadi Yatamah, both of which are mentioned by al-Hamdani. " 
This road to al-Matcan is 35 km. long; from al--Matcan it 
extends north towards Dankan which is situated 18 km. from 
al-Matt an . This road is generally rough and at various 
points it runs into high and steep terrain. 
Dankan lies in the middle of an extensive plateau 
surrounded by a depression, Wadi Dankän, beyond which 
are the Athlah mountains in the east, and al-Musaydirah 
mountains in the west. From north to south the plateau 
extends beyond the depression. The surface is covered 
by quartz, white rubble and some scattered volcanic rocks. 
In the middle of this plateau lies the Dankän settle- 
ment, which is called by some local inhabitants Labil al- 
Sawamic . It is a totally abandoned place, except 
for 
some bedouin tents (sing. khidr) near-by. There is nothing 
left of this settlement, except tombs, millstones, ruins 
of houses and some foundations, all constituting what can 
be recognised as residential quarters.. 
(3) 
The most 
important ö these foundations is what we believed to have 
(1) Ibn al-Mujawir, al-Mus tabsi. r, I, 54-5; a]-cAcgilj , 
a1-Muc, jam, 80,185,190. 
(2) Sifat, 65,68,259; See also Shakir, Asir, 95. 
(3) Cf. plan no. 13, map no. 1 and pl. no-41, nos. XL and XLI. 
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been a mosque, which is mentioned by al-cUdhrli. 
(4) 
Around 
the mosque are scattered some buildings, some of whose 
walls are visible. 
Mountain stone has been used as the building 
material in the Dankan settlement. The stones have been 
arranged aesthetically to suit the building. Specimens 
of these stones have been found and are different from 
stones of the mountains surrounding Dankän. They were 
therefore brought from somewhere else. 
The Dankan settlement was contemporaneous with the 
CAshm settlement (up to the fifth/eleventh century). In 
its early days it seems to have been prosperous. Al-cUdhri 
(5th/llth century) describes it as a "a wild mountainous 
town which has a mosque, a market, villages and r. asatiq. 
Its inhabitants have monkeys which guard their shops 
when they are away. They have also a wadi from which 
gold nuggets are extracted. " 
(5) 
However, its importance 
apparently began to decrease subsequently, as we note 
that al-Idrisi (6th/12th century) has little complimentary 
to say of it : "Dankan is a small town; its inhabitants are 
resident there and do not leave it for any other place. A 
man may live and die there without leaving it -co see other 
places. Other people come to it and leave it. The goods 
handled by its inhabitants are limited in number. The 
things they manufacture are trivial and despicable. Their 
estates are small; their food is not palatable and it 
(4) Manazil, f. 15a. cf. plan no. 14. 
(5) A1-cUdhri, Manäzil, f. 15a. OC. a1-J, -asir, "Kutub" , 
23'1 . 
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is in general not good. " 
ý6ý 
Dankän became famous because it was a staging post 
on the Yemeni pilgrim route to Makkah. 
(7) 
and also as a 
result of the extraction of gold from the mine for which 
it was renowned in its early days. 
(8) 
This mine is 
mentioned by al-Hamdan1 as follows:. "The mine of Dankan 
is on the Kinnah territory with Azd lying between them. 
In our time an amount [of gold] was found as a result of 
flooding [sayl] and both the sultan and his people ben- 
of fitted. Its value is less than that of the 'Ashm metal. 
A pound with maximum cAlawi fineness is worth one hundred 
and a half dinars". 
(9) 
Geographers have held conflicting views as to 
whether Dankan belongs to Makkah or to Santa' . Ibn 
Khurdädhabah (3rd/ 9th century) and al-Bakri (d. 487/1094) 
classify it as a province belonging to Tihämi Makkah. 
(10) 
Al-Yacqübi (3rd/9th century)believes that it k-elonged to 
Sancä' 
(11) 
Yaqüt (d. 626/1229) classif ips it as belonging 
to the Yemen. 
(12) 
It seems to me that Dankan, during the period of 
al-I3amdä, ni at least, belonged neither to Makkah nor to 
Santa' . It probably belonged to 
CAththar which lies 
(6) Nuzhat, 106. Cf. Ibrahim Shawkat, "Jazitat", 19. 
(7) Ibn Khurdadhabah, al-Nlasilik, 148; al-Ya°qubi, 
al-Buldan, 317. 
(8) A1- cUdhrl, Manäzil, £. 15a; Kahhalah, Jughraf iyat, 28 ; al-An säri 
Bayna 'l -Tär ikh , 
193. 
(9) Al-Hamdani, al-Jawharatayn, 23a and b. 
(10) Ibn Khurdadhabah, al-Masä, lik, 133; al-Bakr , 
MuC jam, I, 306. 
(11) Al-Buldan, 318. 
(. 12) Mu c. j am al -Bu ld an , 
III 
, 
464. 
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at the end of Wadi Baysh on the sea coast to the south- 
west of Dankan. 
(13) 
Perhaps Yaqüt's view is close to 
the truth when he says that it belonged to the Yemen, 
because as a term 'Yemen' is wider than Sanca7 , 
if we 
accept the idea that 'the Yemen' denotes all that lies 
south of the Kasbah. 
(14) 
-i, MuCjam, 89,154-9; a1-Athar, 24-5; (13) Cf. al-CAgil- 
cf. map no. 1 
(14) Ibn a1-Mujawir, al-Mustabsir, 1,39. 
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Haly b. Yacqüb 
Wadi Haly is a famous and fertile wadi of Tihä. mah. 
It is at present in the Qunfidah region, on the eastern 
coast of the Red sea. 
(l) 
It lies 60-70 km. from the 
town of Qunfidah. 
(2) 
Wadi Haly derives its water from 
mountains of al-Sarawat and pours into the sea. On both 
sides of the wadi there are dozens of populated villages, 
the most famous of which, at present, is al-Suf f ah , 
the 
regional capital of the wadi. Its tribes are Kinnnah, 
al-Suhab, al-Ghawanimah, al-Salälimah and cAbid al- Umara 
All are known collectively by the name of Halawinah. 
(3) 
In the Islamic era, the capital of Wadi Haly was an 
ancient coastal town called, in the literary sources, Haly 
b. Yacqub. 
(4) 
Today it is an ancient unknown place; it 
was probably located near the village of al. -Mahub i_yah , 
is the site known as Haly Qadim (old Haly). Tniý is a site 
near the two places known today by the names of al-Sulb 
and Makhshush. Nothing remains of it except sand 
dunes covered by some wild shrubs and houses of al-Sädah 
al- %rägiyah. There is no evidence in the sources available 
to us to indicate the period during which it began to 
disappear. It seems, however, that it survived till the 
beginning of this century. From Rutter's description 
it is clear that the place in which he stayed on his way 
(1) Al-Wäsici, TRrikh, 85-6; Wahbah, Jazirat, 40. 
(2) Kahhälah, Jughräfiyat, 284-5. . 
(3) Cornwallis, Asir, 36-7; Fu)ad Hamzah, Qaib, 145-6; 
Thesiger, "A Journey", 190. 
(4) Cf. Ibn al-Subähi, Awdah, cf. Haly; al-cAyni, CIgd, II, 
f. 342. 
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to Makkah is the same town as Haly b. Ya9iib or something 
near to it. 
(5) 
The road was diverted from it as a result 
of abandoning camels as a means of transport in favour 
of cars. Its importance has been replaced by modern 
settlements such as Kiyäd and al-Suff ah. 
In the early Islamic era, the town of Haly b. YaCqüb 
belonged to the amirate of Makkah. 
(6) 
Historically it was 
known as one of the most important stations or stages on 
the pilgrim route from the Yemen to Makkah. 
7ý ' 
It was 
also known as a political entity from the 4th/l0 th century 
when Ibn Hawqal mentions that its ruler, of B. Ilaram, 
supported the Fatimids whom he praised in his Friday 
khutbahs. 
(8) 
With regard to its relations with the amirate of Makkah, 
it may be said that the first reference to this question 
was made in the year 412/1021-2. According ,o our sources 
Abu '1-Futüti was able to oust its ruler, al-IIarami, from power 
but soon it was regained by the Sancä. ) ruler, who, it is 
c believed, was Ali b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi. (9 When the Ayyubid 
al-Malik al-Mascu-d captured Makkah in the year 619/1221 he 
added the town of IIaly to the territory of R-i, 1li L). QaLadali , 
ruler of al-Sirrayn, as previously mentioned. When the 
(5) The Holy Cities, I, 65. 
(6) A1-Bakri, al-Mamälik, 49; Cf. Serjeant, The 
Portuguese, 5. 
(7) Cf. Ibn Khurdadhabah, al-Masalik, 148. 
(8) Surat al-Ard, 34. 
(9) Al-Bakri., al-Mamälik, 49; Ibn Fahd, Itiiäf, , the events 
of the year 412/1021-2; cf. 31 above. 
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Rasulids took over government in the Yemen, the first 
sultan, Nur al-Din, conferred upon Musa, shaykh of Haly, 
the title amir. 
(1°) 
In spite of Rajih's moral influence 
in Haly, which lasted all his life, the town now apparently 
started to be within the orbit of the Rasulids. It was sub- 
sequently ruled by a member of the Kinani amirs. When 
relations began to deteriorate between the Rasulids and the 
sharifs of Makkah, the latter wanted to annex the town of 
Haly to the Makkan amirate and occasionally achieved some 
success in this. 
(12) 
It seems, however, tha-c it was 
finally subjected to the rule of the Rasulids during the 
period of Mamluk dominance over Makkah. 
There are strong reasons which support this view. 
Sharif Abu 'l-Ghayth b. Abi Numayy, ruler of Makkah, 
for example, stated that he proceeded in the company of the 
Mamluk leader, Tugsuba, to pursue his two brothers, Rumaythah 
and Humaydah. When Abü 'l-Ghayth and the Mamluk leader 
reached the borders of the Haly b. Yacqüb amirate, the 
Mamluk leader refused to enter, saying: "These are the beg- 
innings of territory belonging to the ruler of the Yemen. We 
cannot enter this land except by a decree from the su. l Lary , 
al-Malik al-Nasir". He then went back. 
(13) 
It is therefore 
(10) Al-Khazraji, al-`As, ad, 211; Diwän Ibn Hutaymil, 158. 
(11) Diwan Ibn Hut aymil , 149 ff. 
(12) Cf. al-Fäsi, al-cIgd, IV, 96,101; a1-cIsä, mi, 
Simi, IV, 245,262. 
(13) Al-Fasi, al-cIgd, IV, 235,407; a1-Khazra ; i, 
al- Ug ud , 
1,410. 
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possible to affirm that Wadi Haly was not part of the 
Makkan amirate during most of the historical period under 
discussion. It was rather an area of dispute between the 
Makkan Sharifs and the Yemeni kings. More often than 
not the influence of the Yemen in Haly was greater 
than that of the Makkan sharifs. 
Apart from politics, however, contacts between 
Haly and the amirate of Makkah were strong until the 
late 7th/13th and 8th/14th centuries. A number of IIaly 
personalities settled in Makkah and carried out trade 
there. Of these we may mention cUmar b. °Ali b. 
Ibrahim al-Halawi (d. 765/1363-4), Muhammad b. `Umar b. 
Ibrahim al-Halawi, son of the above (d. 782/1380), 
Ahmad b. Mif t .h al-Quf ay li 
(d. 819/1416) and Ahmad b. Abi 
Bakr al-Tawä, shi (d. 827/1423-4), 
(14) 
(14) Al-Fäsi, a1-cIgd, II, 227; III, 20; 185. VI, 
338-9. 
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The Two Settlements of al-Khuluf and al-Khalif 
These are two neighbouring settlements which lie 
6 km. to the north of the present settlement of Qilwah, 
one of the regional capitals of Tihämat al-Bähah. They 
are not mentioned by the Arab geographers. Only two 
references to them have been found - one by a1-cIsami, 
and the other by al-Shan ji. The former mentions that 
al-Khuluf is a fortress six days from Makkah. The 
latter says that al-Khuluf and al-Khalif belong to the 
Hijaz, are next to the Yemen and the two are usually 
mentioned together. In the majority of cases, people would 
not mention one without the other. 
(2) 
It can be concluded that %l-Khuluf and al-Khalil both 
belonged to Makkah in view of the fact that they were not 
far from the southern area of the Makkan amirate, especially 
CAshm, and also what we already have mentioned, namely that 
there were relations between the two settlements and cAshm; 
there is also some similarity in the name of some persons 
occurring in the inscriptions In both of them, executed 
3 
by a cAshmi called Ya cl i b. Müsa. 
The best way to reach a1-Khuluf and al-Khal f irorn 
the cAshm settlement at the present time would be through 
the modern al-Mikhwäh road. After leaving al-MikhwEh, 
heading north-west across Wadi Malil, Wadi Sugämah, RIC al- 
Mangad and Wadi Yahar as far as Qilwah, the ti"aveller would 
then reach al-Khuluf and al-Khalif. 
7. ä. d (1) Al- Isämi, Simt, IV, 228. For Qilwah cl. al-ý. alul{, 131 , 
210. 
(2) Al-Shar ji, Tabaq-at , 101. 
;) Cr. nos. X12,52,53,56,70-72 and table no. 1.0 (y(. -xL). 
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Al 'Khuluf lies at the summit of a hill overlooking 
Wadi Mahla*, which is a branch of the Wadi Oawgah in the 
east. It has a large number of ruined houses and a mosque 
whose walls and arches of red brick are still standing. 
(4 
There is in al-Khuluf only one inscription which was taken 
to the near-by village of al-Khalwah, where it exists on 
the wall of a cid prayer hall. In the mosque of al-Khuluf 
there is a cistern or well in the middle of the courtyard 
and a minaret on the right hand side of the mosque. 
There is also in the west of the settlement a 
. 
dilapidated shrine. It appears from its building style and 
general shape that it was aesthetically pleasant. 
(5) 
It is the shrine of Musa b. cUmran, one of the Moslem holy 
men (sing. wall) who lived and died in al-Khuluf. 
(6' 
Around 
the shrine of Musa b. cUmrän there are tombs which appear, 
judging from their shape, to have been collective tombs or 
domes which have been constructed over the shrines. At the 
foot of the hill over which the residential sector lies 
there is the well which was used for drinking. It 'is covered, 
with the exception of an opening for light which people 
can reach through a covered passageway connecting it with 
the centre of the settlement. 
(? ) 
A1-Khalif lies at about 2 km. to the west of al- 
Khuluf. They are separated by the extension of Wadi Mahles j 
al-Rahwah, the lower part of Wadi Rim, which is also one 
of the branches of Wadi Dawqah. 
(4) Cf. p1.42, nos., XLII and XLIII. 
(5) Cf. p1.43, no. XLIV. 
(6 Tagat, 159. 
(7) Cf. pl. 43 no. XLV 
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Today al-Khalif is an inhabited town. Its inhabit- 
ants, the Mashayikh, are a branch of the well known tribe 
of Zahran. Its shaykh is called cAbd Allah al-cAwajI. Most 
of the al-Khalif inscriptions were removed and used in 
building houses. In the girls' school there are two 
inscriptions and in the boys' school there are three. 
(8) 
In a house next to the boys' school there are a'further 
two. 
(9) 
There are also other inscriptions in houses 
which I have not been able to reach. 
There is in the Khalif settlement a beautiful shrine, 
that of Shaykh Ibrahim b. Jumayc, the ancestor of the 
Mashayikh. Its remains are still clearly visible. Red 
bricks and stones were used in building it. It was visited 
by people and is said to have had beautiful domes. Marble 
traces also are still visible. There is a tombstone In 
the middle o. 1 the shrine. The name of the person inscribed 
on the stone was erased in the year 1360/1941 by members of 
Iiay'at al-amr bi- '1-macrüf wa l-nahe can al-munkar. Nothing 
was left on the stone except the words "In the Name of 
God the Compassionate the Merciful" and two verses from 
the Koran. 
(10) 
An entry on Shaykh Ibra-him b. JumayC. the man buried 
in the shrine, together with a biography of his son 
Muhammad, can be found in Tabagat al-khawa which 
describes Shaykh Ibra-him as one of the great Moslem holy men 
(8) Cf. pl. 44, no. 79 and pl. 45, no. 81. 
(9) Cf. p1.44, no. -SO. 
(10) Cf. pl. 44, no. XLVI. 
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and as a man of miracles (karämät). 
(11) 
The Shaykh of 
al-Khalif, who is one of the grandsons of Shaykh Ibrahim, 
keeps a genealogical tree of the family and all the descend- 
ents. I have had access to it; it is a document still in MS 
about three metres long and 25 cm. wide, together with 
a summarized one measuring 100 x 25 cm. tracing their 
genealogy back to Sayyid Ibrahim, and thence to cAli b. Abi 
Tä. lib. 
(12) 
The document also says that Shaykh Ibrahim had 
come to al-Khalif in the year 777/1375-6 from Morocco, 
settled there and lived, died and was buried there. 
Al-Khuluf and al-Khalif witnessed one of the battles 
which took place in the year 632/1234-5 between the Ayyubids 
and the Makkan sharifs on one side, and the Itasul. ids and 
Sharif R ji. h b. Qatadah, amir of al-Sirrayn, on the other. 
The latter were defeated and the Yemeni leader was captured. 
1''3 
In the month of Ramadän, 715/1315, Rumaythah b. Abi. 
Numayy, was attacked by his brother Humaydah with the help 
of the Mamluks. The former escaped to al-Khalif and married 
the daughter of its ruler and there he fortified himself. 
Humaydah came later, captured al-Khalif and destroyed the 
fortress. He also captured Rumaythah in the month of 
Dhü '1-Qacdah in the same year. 
(14) 
A small site called al-Rahwah lies about 700 m. to 
the east of al-Khalif. In it there is the house of 
(11) Tabagät, 151. 
(12) Cf. p1.45, no. 82; al-Sa1uk, Bi1äd, 102. 
(13) A1-cIsämi, Simt, IV, 218. 
(14) A1-cIsämi, Simt, IV, 238. 
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Shaykh ai-cAwäji, as well as a large cemetery at the 
foot of the mountain overlooking the wadi. On this site 
there is a number of inscriptions. They have been 
tampered with and there is a large number of them in the 
courtyard of one of the farms there. It has been possible 
to discover ten Kufic inscriptions, most of which are dated. 
The oldest belongs to the year 234/848-9, the most recent 
to the year 468/1075-6. They are all in a pleasing 
Kufic style. 
(15) 
To the north-west of al-Khuluf and al-Khalif, 
16 km. along a rough road, there lies another site called 
al-Sanaqah in the middle of the great Wadi Shacra 
This site is a small cemetery with the remains of walls 
around tombs which give the impression that they were 
part of houses giving shade to the tombs. There were 
also domes similar to those towering over the shrines of 
Müsä b. CUmr_n in al-Khuluf and Ibrahim b. Jumay C in al- 
Khalif. A small number of inscriptions was found on these 
tombs. At least three of them are in a good condition. 
Two of them belong to the year 534/11.39-40 and 
584/1188. 
(16) 
In conclusion it may bý and al- 
Khalif were probably part of irate 
and that they were prosperous in the era in which 
°Ashm 
also prospered'. The methods of writing and building style 
are also similar to a great extent to those of 
cAshm. 
( ý5) Cr. pal. 39, no. 75 and p1.45, no. 83; also sec. 
no. ßi2 (text). 
(I (6) C 1'. 1) 1 ., 
45, no. 84 . 
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YALAMLAM 
Yalamlam is a site which belongs to the amirate of 
Makkah. It lies two stages south of Makkah. 
(1) 
Most 
geographers mention that it is the meeting point (migat) 
of the people of the Yemen, 
(2) 
with the exception of 
Ibn Rustah (3rd/9th century) who says that the meeting 
point of the Yemenis was Qarn al-Manazil. 
(3) 
It is 
inferred from the text of Ibn Rustah that he means those 
who follow the high route which passes by al-Täß if . 
Yalamlam is then the rendezvous of the Yemenis who travel 
to Makkah following the middle (al-jaddah al-§ultaniyyah) 
and the coastal roads. This is supported by al-Hamdani's 
(d. 334/946) view that Yalamlam is the meeting point for 
the people of Tihämah. 
(4) 
Al-Bakri (d. 487/1094) also 
says that Yalamlam is on -the Yemeni road to Makkah; it 
is the meeting point for people who go on pilgrimage 
there. 
(5) 
It is a large wadi which derives its water from 
the al-Ta) if mountans and which runs south west to pour 
into the Red Sea. 
(6) 
All the wadi is a meeting point 
for those who live beyond it or pass by it, pilgrims on 
their way to Makkah. But we do not know the exact old 
location of Yalamlam, nor the place from which pilgrims used 
to proceed towards the Holy Places before recent times. 
(1) Al-Bakri, Mu jam, IV, 1398-9; Yaqüt, MuCjam, I, 441; 
Cf. map no. 1. 
(2) Al-Hamdani, Sifat, 326; al-Bakri, al-Mamilik, 49; 
Yäqüt, Mu Cjam, I, 441. 
(3) A1-Acliiq, 184 
(4) Sifat, 326. 
" ti "r tý'rTy^ f i598 (5) ___ 3. 
(6) Al-Bakri, Mu jam, I, 187; cf. map no. 2: 
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Before settling this point, we must refer to the 
fact that the locality used until the last decade was 
called al-Sacdiyyah, which is one of the villages of 
Wadi Yalamlam and which lies on the land route between 
Makkah and Jazan. 
(7) 
It was then replaced by the site 
known as the new migat which lies a little to the south 
of the Qahwat Tafii on the new asphalt road between 
Makkah and Jazän. This last site is no doubt a new site 
which is only a few years old. What, then, about al- 
Sacd iyyah - was it the same old mgt site, or was it, 
perhaps, another site established later? There is no 
evidence either to disprove or prove either point; but we 
believe that there is another place which is about 50 km. 
to the east of al-Sa°diyyah. I personally visited this 
place during field work in 1981. It is called Yalamlam and 
its main village today is Wudyan, which is the. capital of 
Wadi Yalamlam. It is a small village, mainly inhabited 
by the Fahm tribe, and to the west lies the land of 
al-Jahadilah tribe. 
(8) 
Wudyän lies at the northern end 
of the Wadi Yalamlam. A little to the west of Wudyan, 
a distance of about five kilometres, enough evidence has 
been discovered on the edge of the wadi to support the view 
that this "site" was a station on the Yemeni route to Makkah 
from the pre-Islamic era to the present time. This evidence 
consists firstly of the presence of a permanent ghäyl 
in the extension of Wadi Yalamlam and "umbrellas" of huge 
(7) A1-Nahrawä, 1 , al-Barq, 
138-9; al -Barakat i, al-RiJlah, 11; 
(8) A1-Barakati al-Rihlah, 12,108; Hogarth, Hejaz, 44-5; 
ru 3 fid Hamzah, Qalb, 136. Cf. Ibn Habib, al-Mukhtalif. 
: 371; I(1n al -Maghribi, 233*. n1-ßi -a i Masi, 
(32. 
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rocks on both sides of the wadi. These umbrellas are big 
enough to accommodate a large number of people -a point 
which induces us to believe that they were used as resting 
places in hot weather. Secondly the presence of a large 
amount of old drawings and writings on these rocks, some 
belonging either to the pre-Islamic or Islamic era. They 
have been found side by side with some recent writings, a 
fact which shows that the site has been frequented by 
caravans for a long time. 
(9) 
For this reason we may 
assume that it is the oldest station on the Yemeni road 
in Wadi Yalamlam. It is also likely that it was, before 
al-Sacdiyyah, the mi. gat of the people of the Yemen, and 
that al-Sacdiyyah was established after it, due to a 
diversion of the pilgrim route to the west. This point 
is supported by the fact that the Arab geographical 
sources do not mention al-Sacdiyyah. 
(9) C-f. P1.46, nos XLVII and XLVIII. 
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Plate 40. 
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No. XXXVIII. Remains of the wall of al-Birk 
which, it is suggested, may 
well have been built by CUmar 
b. Rasül. 
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., r, r 
Ago. 
J4 
ki, 
A 
A picture taken 
from the site 
No. XXXIX. 
at al-Birk, 
illustrating some 
of the old 
tombs inside the 
wall. 
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Plate 42. 
64 
No. XLII. Ruins of 
demolished houses found 
in al-Khuluf. 
the very well 
No. XLIII. A picture 
showing 
preserved ruins 
of the mosque 
in 
al-Khuluf. 
Remains of the tomb of al-Shaykh 
Müsä b. CUmrän found in al-Khuluf. 
Plate 43. 
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A covered well with remains of a 
covered passageway connecting it 
with the centre of the settle- 
ment of al-Khuluf. 
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Plate 44. 
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No. XLVI. Remains of the tomb of al-Shaykh 
Ibrahim b. JumayC whose name was 
erased in 1360/1941. 
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7late 46. 
of 
No. XLVIII- A picture 
taken from the site 
of Yalamlam, showing graffiti t 
Arabic inscriptions. 
No. XLVII" A picture taken 
from the site of 
Yalamlam, illustrating old drawing, 
on the rock, of wild animals. 
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